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A.B. v. Bragg Communications Inc., 2012 SCC 46, [2012] 2 S.C.R. 567 

 

A.B., by her Litigation Guardian, C.D. Appellant 

v. 

Bragg Communications Incorporated, a body corporate,  

and Halifax Herald Limited, a body corporate Respondents 

and 

BullyingCanada Inc., British Columbia Civil Liberties  

Association, Kids Help Phone, Canadian Civil Liberties  

Association, Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Newspapers  

Canada, Ad IDEM/Canadian Media Lawyers Association,  

Canadian Association of Journalists, Professional Writers  

Association of Canada, Book and Periodical Council,  

Samuelson-Glushko Canadian Internet Policy and Public  

Interest Clinic, Canadian Unicef Committee, Information  

and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario and Beyond Borders Interveners 

Indexed as:  A.B. v. Bragg Communications Inc. 

2012 SCC 46 

File No.:  34240. 
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2012:  May 10; 2012:  September 27. 

Present:  McLachlin C.J. and LeBel, Deschamps, Fish, Abella, Rothstein and 

Karakatsanis JJ. 

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR NOVA SCOTIA 

 Courts — Open court principle — Publication bans — Children — 

15-year-old victim of sexualized cyberbullying applying for order requiring Internet 

provider to disclose identity of person(s) using IP address to publish fake and 

allegedly defamatory Facebook profile — Victim requesting to proceed anonymously 

in application and seeking publication ban on contents of fake profile — Whether 

victim required to demonstrate specific harm or whether court may find objectively 

discernable harm. 

 A 15-year-old girl found out that someone had posted a fake Facebook 

profile using her picture, a slightly modified version of her name, and other 

particulars identifying her.  The picture was accompanied by unflattering commentary 

about the girl’s appearance along with sexually explicit references.  Through her 

father as guardian, the girl brought an application for an order requiring the Internet 

provider to disclose the identity of the person(s) who used the IP address to publish 

the profile so that she could identify potential defendants for an action in defamation.  

As part of her application, she asked for permission to anonymously seek the identity 

of the creator of the profile and for a publication ban on the content of the profile.  
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Two media groups opposed the request for anonymity and the ban.  The Supreme 

Court of Nova Scotia granted the request that the Internet provider disclose the 

information about the publisher of the profile, but denied the request for anonymity 

and the publication ban because there was insufficient evidence of specific harm to 

the girl.  The judge stayed that part of his order requiring the Internet provider to 

disclose the publisher’s identity until either a successful appeal allowed the girl to 

proceed anonymously or until she filed a draft order which used her own and her 

father’s real names.  The Court of Appeal upheld the decision primarily on the ground 

that the girl had not discharged the onus of showing that there was evidence of harm 

to her which justified restricting access to the media. 

 Held:  The appeal should be allowed in part. 

 The critical importance of the open court principle and a free press has 

been tenaciously embedded in the jurisprudence.  In this case, however, there are 

interests that are sufficiently compelling to justify restricting such access: privacy and 

the protection of children from cyberbullying.  

 Recognition of the inherent vulnerability of children has consistent and 

deep roots in Canadian law and results in the protection of young people’s privacy 

rights based on age, not the sensitivity of the particular child.  In an application 

involving cyberbullying, there is no need for a child to demonstrate that he or she 
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personally conforms to this legal paradigm.  The law attributes the heightened 

vulnerability based on chronology, not temperament.   

 While evidence of a direct, harmful consequence to an individual 

applicant is relevant, courts may also conclude that there is objectively discernable 

harm.  It is logical to infer that children can suffer harm through cyberbullying, given 

the psychological toxicity of the phenomenon.  Since children are entitled to protect 

themselves from bullying, cyber or otherwise, there is inevitable harm to them — and 

to the administration of justice — if they decline to take steps to protect themselves 

because of the risk of further harm from public disclosure.  Since common sense and 

the evidence show that young victims of sexualized bullying are particularly 

vulnerable to the harms of revictimization upon publication, and since the right to 

protection will disappear for most children without the further protection of 

anonymity, the girl’s anonymous legal pursuit of the identity of her cyberbully should 

be allowed. 

 In Canadian Newspapers Co. v. Canada (Attorney General), [1988] 2 

S.C.R. 122, prohibiting identity disclosure was found to represent only minimal harm 

to press freedom.  The serious harm in failing to protect young victims of bullying 

through anonymity, as a result, outweighs this minimal harm.  But once the girl’s 

identity is protected through her right to proceed anonymously, there is little 

justification for a publication ban on the non-identifying content of the profile.  If the 

non-identifying information is made public, there is no harmful impact on the girl 
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since the information cannot be connected to her.  The public’s right to open courts 

— and press freedom — therefore prevail with respect to the non-identifying 

Facebook content.  
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[1] ABELLA J. — On March 4, 2010, a 15-year-old girl, A.B., found out that 

someone had posted a Facebook profile using her picture, a slightly modified version 

of her name, and other particulars identifying her.  Accompanying the picture was 

some unflattering commentary about the girl’s appearance along with sexually 

explicit references.  The page was removed by the internet provider later that month. 

[2] Once notified of the situation, Facebook’s counsel in Palo Alto, 

California provided the IP address associated with the account, which was said to be 

located in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.  The girl’s counsel determined that it was an 

“Eastlink address” in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.  Further inquiry confirmed that the 

respondent Bragg Communications owns Eastlink, a provider of Internet and 

entertainment services in Atlantic Canada.   

[3] Eastlink consented to giving more specific information about the address 

if it had authorization from a court to do so.  As a result, A.B., through her father as 

guardian, brought a preliminary application under Nova Scotia’s Civil Procedure 

Rules, N.S. Reg. 370/2008, for an order requiring Eastlink to disclose the identity of 

the person(s) who used the IP address to publish the profile to assist her in identifying 

potential defendants for an action in defamation.  She stated in her Notice of 

Application that she had “suffered harm and seeks to minimize the chance of further 

harm” (A.R., at p. 98).  As part of her application, she asked the court for permission 

to seek the identity of the creator of the fake profile anonymously and for a 
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publication ban on the content of the fake Facebook profile.  She did not ask that the 

hearing be held in camera. 

[4] Eastlink did not oppose her motion.  The Halifax Herald and Global 

Television became aware of the girl’s application when notice of the request for a 

publication ban appeared as an automatic advisory on the Nova Scotia publication 

ban media advisory website.  They advised the court that they opposed both of the 

girl’s requests: the right to proceed anonymously and a publication ban. 

[5] The court granted the order requiring Eastlink to disclose the information 

about the publisher of the fake Facebook profile on the basis that a prima facie case 

of defamation had been established and there were no other means of identifying the 

person who published the defamation.  But it denied the request for anonymity and 

the publication ban because there was insufficient evidence of specific harm to the 

girl.   

[6] The judge stayed that part of his order requiring Eastlink to disclose the 

publisher’s identity until either a successful appeal allowed the girl to proceed 

anonymously, or until she filed a draft order which used her own and her father’s real 

names.   
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[7] The decision was upheld by the Court of Appeal primarily on the ground 

that the girl had not discharged the onus of showing that there was real and 

substantial harm to her which justified restricting access to the media.   

[8] Both courts ordered costs against the girl in favour of the two media 

outlets.   

[9] In my view, both courts erred in failing to consider the objectively 

discernable harm to A.B.  I agree with her that she should be entitled to proceed 

anonymously, but once her identity has been protected, I see no reason for a further 

publication ban preventing the publication of the non-identifying content of the fake 

Facebook profile. 

Analysis 

[10] A.B.’s appeal to this Court is based on what she says is the failure to 

properly balance the competitive risks in this case: the harm inherent in revealing her 

identity versus the risk of harm to the open court principle in allowing her to proceed 

anonymously and under a publication ban.  Unless her privacy is protected, she 

argued, young victims of sexualized cyberbullying like her will refuse to proceed 

with their protective claims and will, as a result, be denied access to justice.   
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[11] The open court principle requires that court proceedings presumptively be 

open and accessible to the public and to the media.  This principle has been described 

as a “hallmark of a democratic society” (Vancouver Sun (Re),  [2004] 2 S.C.R. 332, at 

para. 23) and is inextricably tied to freedom of expression.  A.B. requested two 

restrictions on the open court principle: the right to proceed anonymously and a 

publication ban on the content of the fake Facebook profile.  The inquiry is into 

whether each of these measures is necessary to protect an important legal interest and 

impairs free expression as little as possible.  If alternative measures can just as 

effectively protect the interests engaged, the restriction is unjustified.   If no such 

alternatives exist, the inquiry turns to whether the proper balance was struck between 

the open court principle and the privacy rights of the girl: Dagenais v. Canadian 

Broadcasting Corp., [1994] 3 S.C.R. 835; R. v. Mentuck, [2001] 3 S.C.R. 442.   

[12] The Halifax Herald and Global Television did not appear in the 

proceedings before this Court.  Their “position” was, however, ably advanced by an 

amicus curiae.  In his view, like the Court of Appeal, the mere fact of the girl’s age 

did not, in the absence of evidence of specific harm to her, trump the open court 

principle and freedom of the press. 

[13] Since Edmonton Journal v. Alberta (Attorney General), [1989] 2 S.C.R. 

1326, the critical importance of the open court principle and a free press has been 

tenaciously embedded in the jurisprudence and need not be further revisited here.  

What does need some exploration, however, are the interests said to justify restricting 
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such access in this case: privacy and the protection of children from cyberbullying.  

These interests must be shown to be sufficiently compelling to warrant restrictions on 

freedom of the press and open courts.  As Dickson J. noted in Attorney General of 

Nova Scotia v. MacIntyre, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 175, there are cases in which the 

protection of social values must prevail over openness (pp. 186-87). 

[14]   The girl’s privacy interests in this case are tied both to her age and to the 

nature of the victimization she seeks protection from.  It is not merely a question of 

her privacy, but of her privacy from the relentlessly intrusive humiliation of 

sexualized online bullying:  Carole Lucock and Michael Yeo, “Naming Names: The 

Pseudonym in the Name of the Law” (2006), 3 U. Ottawa L. & Tech. J. 53, at pp. 72-

73; Karen Eltis, “The Judicial System in the Digital Age: Revisiting the Relationship 

between Privacy and Accessibility in the Cyber Context” (2011), 56 McGill L.J. 289, 

at p. 302. 

[15] The amicus curiae pointed to the absence of evidence of harm from the 

girl about her own emotional vulnerability.  But, while evidence of a direct, harmful 

consequence to an individual applicant is relevant, courts may also conclude that 

there is objectively discernable harm.   

[16] This Court found objective harm, for example, in upholding the 

constitutionality of Quebec’s Rules of Practice that limited the media’s ability to film, 

take photographs, and conduct interviews in relation to legal proceedings (in 
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Canadian Broadcasting Corp. v. Canada (Attorney General), [2011] 1 S.C.R. 19), 

and in prohibiting the media from broadcasting a video exhibit (in Canadian 

Broadcasting Corp. v. The Queen, [2011] 1 S.C.R. 65).  In the former, Deschamps J. 

held (at para. 56) that the Dagenais/Mentuck test requires neither more nor less than 

the one from R. v. Oakes, [1986] 1 S.C.R. 103.  In other words, absent scientific or 

empirical evidence of the necessity of restricting access, the court can find harm by 

applying reason and logic: RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General), 

[1995] 3 S.C.R. 199, at para. 72; Thomson Newspapers Co. v. Canada (Attorney 

General), [1998] 1 S.C.R. 877, at para. 91.   

[17] Recognition of the inherent vulnerability of children has consistent and 

deep roots in Canadian law.  This results in protection for young people’s privacy 

under the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46 (s. 486), the Youth Criminal Justice 

Act, S.C. 2002, c. 1 (s. 110), and child welfare legislation, not to mention 

international protections such as the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Can. T.S. 

1992 No. 3, all based on age, not the sensitivity of the particular child.   As a result, in 

an application involving sexualized cyberbullying, there is no need for a particular 

child to demonstrate that she personally conforms to this legal paradigm.  The law 

attributes the heightened vulnerability based on chronology, not temperament: See R. 

v. D.B., [2008] 2 S.C.R. 3, at paras. 41, 61 and 84-87; R. v. Sharpe, [2001] 1 S.C.R. 

45, at paras. 170-74. 
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[18] This led Cohen J. in Toronto Star Newspaper Ltd. v. Ontario, 2012 ONCJ 

27 (CanLII), to explain the importance of privacy in the specific context of young 

persons who are participants in the justice system: 

  The concern to avoid labeling and stigmatization is essential to an 

understanding of why the protection of privacy is such an important value 
in the Act.  However it is not the only explanation. The value of the 

privacy of young persons under the Act has deeper roots than exclusively 
pragmatic considerations would suggest. We must also look to the 
Charter, because the protection of privacy of young persons has 

undoubted constitutional significance. 

  Privacy is recognized in Canadian constitutional jurisprudence as 

implicating liberty and security interests. In Dyment, the court stated that 
privacy is worthy of constitutional protection because it is “grounded in 
man’s physical and moral autonomy,” is “essential for the well-being of 

the individual,” and is “at the heart of liberty in a modern state” 
(para. 17).  These considerations apply equally if not more strongly in the 

case of young persons.  Furthermore, the constitutional protection of 
privacy embraces the privacy of young persons, not only as an aspect of 
their rights under section 7 and 8 of the Charter, but by virtue of the 

presumption of their diminished moral culpability, which has been found 
to be a principle of fundamental justice under the Charter. 

. . . 

  . . . the protection of the privacy of young persons fosters respect for 
dignity, personal integrity and autonomy of the young person.  [Emphasis 

added; paras. 40-41 and 44.] 

[19] And in R. v. L. (D.O.), [1993] 4 S.C.R. 419, L’Heureux-Dubé J. upheld 

the constitutionality of the Criminal Code provisions that allowed for the admission 

of videotape evidence from child complainants in sexual assault cases, based on the 

need to reduce the stress and trauma suffered by child complainants in the criminal 
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justice system: pp. 445-46; see also Doe v. Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 

Saints in Canada, 2003 ABQB 794, 341 A.R. 395, at para. 9.  

[20]   It is logical to infer that children may suffer harm through 

cyberbullying.  Such a conclusion is consistent with the psychological toxicity of the 

phenomenon described in the Report of the Nova Scotia Task Force on Bullying and 

Cyberbullying, chaired by Prof. A. Wayne MacKay, the first provincial task force 

focussed on online bullying: (Respectful and Responsible Relationships: There’s No 

App for That: The Report of the Nova Scotia Task Force on Bullying and 

Cyberbullying (2012)).  The Task Force was created as a result of “[a] tragic series of 

youth suicides” (p. 4).   

[21] The Report defined bullying as  

 
 . . . behaviour that is intended to cause, or should be known to cause, fear, 

intimidation, humiliation, distress or other forms of harm to another 

person’s body, feelings, self-esteem, reputation or property.  Bullying can 
be direct or indirect, and can take place by written, verbal, physical or 

electronic means, or any other form of expression. [pp. 42-43]   

Its harmful consequences were described as “extensive”, including loss of self-

esteem, anxiety, fear and school drop-outs (p. 4).  Moreover, victims of bullying were 

almost twice as likely to report that they attempted suicide compared to young people 

who had not been bullied (p. 86): See also  R. v. R.(W.), 2010 ONCJ 526 (CanLII), at 
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paras. 11 and 16, and “Cyberbullying: A Growing Problem”, Science Daily (February 

22, 2010, online). 

[22] The Report also noted that cyberbullying can be particularly harmful 

because the content can be spread widely, quickly — and anonymously:   

 . . . The immediacy and broad reach of modern electronic technology has 

made bullying easier, faster, more prevalent, and crueler than ever before. . . . 

 . . . cyberbullying follows you home and into your bedroom; you can never 
feel safe, it is “non-stop bullying”. . . . cyberbullying is particularly insidious 

because it invades the home where children normally feel safe, and it is 
constant and inescapable because victims can be reached at all times and in all 

places. . . . 

 The anonymity available to cyberbullies complicates the picture further as it 
removes the traditional requirement for a power imbalance between the bully 

and victim, and makes it difficult to prove the identity of the perpetrator.  
Anonymity allows people who might not otherwise engage in bullying 

behaviour the opportunity to do so with less chance of repercussion. . . .  

 . . . The cyber-world provides bullies with a vast unsupervised public 
playground . . . . [pp. 11-12] 

[23] In addition to the psychological harm of cyberbullying, we must consider 

the resulting inevitable harm to children — and the administration of justice — if they 

decline to take steps to protect themselves because of the risk of further harm from 

public disclosure.   

[24]  Professor MacKay’s Report is consistent with the inference that, absent a 

grant of anonymity, a bullied child may not pursue responsive legal action.  He notes 
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that half of all bullying goes unreported, largely out of fear that reporting will not be 

met with solutions or understanding sufficient to overcome the fear of retaliation: p. 

10.  One of his recommendations, as a result, was that mechanisms be developed to 

report cyberbullying anonymously (p. 66; Appendix E; see also Peter A. Winn, 

“Online Court Records: Balancing Judicial Accountability and Privacy in an Age of 

Electronic Information” (2004), 79 Wash. L. Rev. 307, at p. 328).   

[25] In the context of sexual assault, this Court has already recognized that 

protecting a victim’s privacy encourages reporting: Canadian Newspapers Co. v. 

Canada (Attorney General), [1988] 2 S.C.R. 122.  It does not take much of an 

analytical leap to conclude that the likelihood of a child protecting himself or herself 

from bullying will be greatly enhanced if the protection can be sought anonymously.  

As the Kids Help Phone factum constructively notes (at para. 16), protecting 

children’s anonymity could help ensure that they will seek therapeutic assistance and 

other remedies, including legal remedies where appropriate.  In particular, “[w]hile 

media publicity is likely to have a negative effect on all victims, there is evidence to 

be particularly concerned about child victims. . . . Child victims need to be able to 

trust that their privacy will be protected as much as possible by those whom they have 

turned to for help”: Lisa M. Jones, David Finkelhor and Jessica Beckwith, “Protecting 

victims’ identities in press coverage of child victimization” (2010), 11 Journalism 

347, at pp. 349-50.  
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[26] Studies have confirmed that allowing the names of child victims and 

other identifying information to appear in the media can exacerbate trauma, 

complicate recovery, discourage future disclosures, and inhibit cooperation with 

authorities.  (See, e.g., UNICEF Innocenti Research Centre, Child Safety Online: 

Global challenges and strategies (2011), at pp. 15-16; and R. v. D.H., 2002 BCPC 

464 (CanLII), at para. 8). 

[27] If we value the right of children to protect themselves from bullying, 

cyber or otherwise, if common sense and the evidence persuade us that young victims 

of sexualized bullying are particularly vulnerable to the harms of revictimization 

upon publication, and if we accept that the right to protection will disappear for most 

children without the further protection of anonymity, we are compellingly drawn in 

this case to allowing A.B.’s anonymous legal pursuit of the identity of her cyberbully.   

[28] The answer to the other side of the balancing inquiry — what are the 

countervailing harms to the open courts principle and freedom of the press — has 

already been decided by this Court in Canadian Newspapers.  In that case, the 

constitutionality of the provision in the Criminal Code prohibiting disclosure of the 

identity of sexual assault complainants was challenged on the basis that its mandatory 

nature unduly restricted freedom of the press.  In upholding the constitutionality of 

the provision, Lamer J. observed that: 
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  While freedom of the press is nonetheless an important value in our 

democratic society which should not be hampered lightly, it must be 

recognized that the limits imposed by [prohibiting identity disclosure] on the 

media’s rights are minimal. . . . Nothing prevents the media from being 

present at the hearing and reporting the facts of the case and the conduct of the 

trial.  Only information likely to reveal the complainant’s identity is concealed 

from the public. [Emphasis added; p. 133.]   

In other words, the harm has been found to be “minimal”.  This perspective of the 

relative insignificance of knowing a party’s identity was confirmed by Binnie J. in 

F.N. where he referred to identity in the context of the Young Offenders legislation as 

being merely a “sliver of information”: F.N. (Re), [2000] 1 S.C.R. 880, at para. 12. 

[29] The acknowledgment of the relative unimportance of the identity of a 

sexual assault victim is a complete answer to the argument that the non-disclosure of 

the identity of a young victim of online sexualized bullying is harmful to the exercise 

of press freedom or the open courts principle.  Canadian Newspapers clearly 

establishes that the benefits of protecting such victims through anonymity outweigh 

the risk to the open court principle.   

[30] On the other hand, as in Canadian Newspapers, once A.B.’s identity is 

protected through her right to proceed anonymously, there seems to me to be little 

justification for a publication ban on the non-identifying content of the fake Facebook 

profile.  If the non-identifying information is made public, there is no harmful impact 

since the information cannot be connected to A.B.  The public’s right to open courts 
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and press freedom therefore prevail with respect to the non-identifying Facebook 

content. 

[31] I would allow the appeal in part to permit A.B. to proceed anonymously 

in her application for an order requiring Eastlink to disclose the identity of the 

relevant IP user(s).   I would, however, not impose a publication ban on that part of 

the fake Facebook profile that contains no identifying information.  I would set aside 

the costs orders against A.B. in the prior proceedings but would not make a costs 

order in this Court. 

 Appeal allowed in part. 

 Solicitors for the appellant:  McInnes Cooper, Halifax. 

 Solicitors appointed by the Court as amicus curiae:  Owen Bird Law 

Corporation, Vancouver. 

 Solicitors for the intervener BullyingCanada Inc.:  Murphy Group, 

Moncton. 

 Solicitors for the intervener the British Columbia Civil Liberties 

Association:  Lawson Lundell, Vancouver. 
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 Solicitors for the intervener Kids Help Phone:  Osler, Hoskin & 

Harcourt, Toronto. 

 Solicitors for the intervener the Canadian Civil Liberties 

Association:  Blake, Cassels & Graydon, Toronto. 

 Solicitors for the intervener the Privacy Commissioner of 

Canada:  Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Ottawa; University of 

Ottawa, Ottawa. 

 Solicitors for the intervener Newspapers Canada, Ad IDEM/Canadian 

Media Lawyers Association, the Canadian Association of Journalists, the 

Professional Writers Association of Canada and the Book and Periodical 

Council:  Blake, Cassels & Graydon, Toronto. 

 Solicitor for the intervener the Samuelson-Glushko Canadian Internet 

Policy and Public Interest Clinic:  University of Ottawa, Ottawa. 

 Solicitors for the intervener the Canadian Unicef Committee:  Bennett 

Jones, Toronto. 

 Solicitor for the intervener the Information and Privacy Commissioner of 

Ontario:  Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, Toronto. 
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 Solicitor for the intervener Beyond Borders:  Jonathan M. Rosenthal, 

Toronto. 
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BMG Music, Arista Records Inc., Zomba Recording Corporation, EMI Music Sweden AB,
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Records Limited and WEA International Inc. (Appellants) (Plaintiffs)

v.
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and Vidéotron Ltée (Third Party Respondents)
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individuals -- Motion dismissed by Federal Court -- Court justified in declining to order

disclosure of user's identity where plaintiffs failed to limit acquisition of information to

copyright infringement issues -- Conclusions as to what would constitute infringement of

copyright should not be made in preliminary stages of action.

Privacy -- Appellants, music producers, concerned about copyright infringement in musical

works resulting in loss of millions of dollars in sales due to unauthorized downloading of files --

Internet service providers (ISPs) citing privacy concerns in refusing to provide names of Internet

users downloading files of recording industry, without court order -- Whether identity of persons

alleged to infringe musical copyright can be revealed despite fact right to privacy may be

violated--Public interest in favour of disclosure must outweigh legitimate privacy concerns of

person sought to be identified if disclosure order made -- Under Personal Information

Protection and Electronic Documents Act, ISPs not entitled to "voluntarily" disclose personal

information such as identities requested except with customer's consent, pursuant to court order

-- Privacy concerns must yield to public concerns for protection of intellectual property rights

where infringement threatens to erode those rights.

Practice -- Discovery -- Production of Documents -- Appellants seeking order under Federal

Court Rules, 1998, rr. 233, 238 to compel Internet service providers to disclose names of

customers who used 29 distinct Internet locations to carry out activities allegedly infringing

copyright -- Respondents refusing to provide information voluntarily -- R. 233, which

presupposes existence of documents, not applicable since information sought by appellants not

presently in readable format -- Appellants' affidavit material deficient as not complying with r.

81 -- Much of evidence submitted by appellants hearsay evidence -- R. 238 broad enough to

permit discovery herein -- Equitable bill of discovery, form of pre-action discovery, could also

be invoked -- Proper test whether plaintiff has bona fide claim against proposed defendant --

Improper to require prima facie case at stage of present proceeding -- Should also be clear

evidence information cannot be obtained from another source.

This was an appeal from a Federal Court decision dismissing a motion for an order under rules 233
and 238 of the Federal Court Rules, 1998 requiring certain Internet service providers (ISPs) to
disclose the identities of particular customers alleged to have infringed copyright by trading in
recorded music downloaded from the Internet. The appellants, which consist of the largest musical
providers in Canada, alleged that 29 Internet users have each downloaded more than 1000 songs
onto their home computers and are infringing their copyright by providing access to their files, thus
reproducing or distributing the songs to countless other Internet users. The persons in question are
alleged to be using 29 distinct Internet locations (IP addresses) to carry out their infringing
activities. The third party respondents are ISPs who administer the 29 IP addresses and are said to
be the only entities who have information regarding the identity of the 29 persons. The appellants
are unable to determine the name, address or telephone number of any of the 29 Internet users in
question as they operate under pseudonyms associated with software which they use. They sought
an order under rules 233 and 238 to compel the ISPs to disclose the names of the customers who
used the 29 IP addresses at times material to these proceedings. Since the respondents had refused
to provide the information voluntarily, the appellants brought a motion before the Federal Court to
identify these 29 individuals. The motion was dismissed. The motions Judge held that rule 233,
which permits the Court to order production of any document that is in the possession of a person
who is not a party, was not applicable because it presupposes the existence of specified
documents, and that the affidavits filed in support of the motion were deficient in that the evidence
failed to satisfy the requirements of rule 81. He also articulated and applied the test for granting an
equitable bill of discovery. The main issue on appeal was whether the identity of persons who are
alleged to infringe musical copyright can be revealed despite the fact that their right to privacy
may be violated.

Held, the appeal should be dismissed without prejudice to the appellants' right to commence a
further application for disclosure of the identity of the "users".
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The standard of review on questions of law, such as the correct tests to be applied with respect to
the granting of equitable bills of discovery or the interpretation of the Federal Court Rules, 1998

is correctness. The standard of review with respect to findings of fact involves a consideration of
whether the judge made a palpable and overriding error. There was no palpable and overriding
error in the conclusions of the motions Judge with respect to rule 233. The information sought by
the appellants may be buried in logs and tapes but is not presently in a readable format. Since the
documents in a readable format do not currently exist and would have to be created, rule 233 has
no application. Nor was there a palpable and overriding error in the motions Judge's conclusion
that the appellants' material was deficient in that it failed to comply with rule 81 which requires
affidavits to be confined to personal knowledge or, on motions, belief. Much of the crucial
evidence submitted by the appellants was hearsay and no grounds were provided for accepting
that hearsay evidence. This proceeding could have been brought pursuant to rule 238 which
provides that a party to an action may bring a motion for leave to examine for discovery any
person not a party to the action, who might have information on an issue in the action. The main
issue on the motion was the identity of each person who was committing infringement of the
appellants' copyrights, and because this issue inevitably falls within the words in subsection 238(1)
as being "an issue in the action", rule 238 is broad enough to permit discovery in cases such as this.
Examinations for discovery of a third party are clearly applicable and necessary in cases where the
plaintiffs will be frustrated from pursuing their actions because they are unaware of the identity of
the people they wish to sue.

An equitable bill of discovery is an equitable remedy that is discretionary in nature. This concept
has been accepted and explained by the F.C.A. in Glaxo Welcome PLC v. M.N.R. as a form of
pre-action discovery. The appellants could invoke either rule 238 or equitable bills of discovery
and in either case, the legal principles relating to equitable bills of discovery would be applicable.
The proper test for granting an equitable bill of discovery is whether the plaintiff has a bona fide

claim against the proposed defendant. The appellants would be stripped of a remedy if the courts
were to impose upon them, at this stage, the burden of showing a prima facie case. It is sufficient
that they show a bona fide claim, in the sense that they really do intend to bring an action for
infringement of copyright based upon the information they obtain, and that there is no other
improper purpose for seeking the identity of these persons. As to the other criteria for granting an
equitable bill of discovery, there should be clear evidence to the effect that the information cannot
be obtained from another source such as the operators of the named websites.

The privacy issue was an important consideration. Under the Personal Information Protection and

Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), ISPs are not entitled to "voluntarily" disclose personal
information such as the identities requested except with the customer's consent or pursuant to a
court order. Privacy rights are significant and must be protected. The delicate balance between
privacy interests and public interest has always been a concern of the Court where confidential
information is sought to be revealed. Privacy concerns must yield to public concerns for the
protection of intellectual property rights in situations where infringement threatens to erode those
rights. In other words, the public interest in favour of disclosure must outweigh the legitimate
privacy concerns of the person sought to be identified if a disclosure order is made. Where
plaintiffs show that they have a bona fide claim that unknown persons are infringing their
copyright, they have a right to have the identity revealed for the purpose of bringing action. If
there is a lengthy delay between the time the request for the identities is made by the plaintiffs and
the time the latter collect their information, there is a risk that the information as to identity may
be inaccurate. Thus the greatest care should be taken to avoid delay between the investigation and
the request for information. Failure to take such care might well justify a court in refusing to make
a disclosure order. There could also be such a refusal in situations where the plaintiffs have failed
in their investigation to limit the acquisition of information to the copyright infringement issues.

The motions Judge made a number of statements relating to what would or would not constitute
infringement of copyright, presumably because he felt that the plaintiffs, in order to succeed in
learning the identity of the users, must show a prima facie case of infringement. Such conclusions
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should not have been made in the very preliminary stages of this action, since they would require a
consideration of the evidence as well as the law applicable to such evidence after it has been
properly adduced, and could be damaging to the parties if a trial takes place. For example, the
motions Judge did not appear to consider whether all the requirements for the application of the
exemption relating to personal use contained in subsection 80(1) of the Copyright Act were
satisfied. In finding no evidence of secondary infringement contrary to subsection 27(2) of the
Copyright Act because there was "no evidence of knowledge on the part of the infringer", the
motions Judge ignored the possibility of finding infringement even without the infringer's actual
knowledge, if indeed he or she "should have known" there would be infringement.

statutes and regulations judicially

considered

Copyright Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-42 , ss. 27(2) (as am. by S.C. 1997, c. 24, s. 15), 80 (as am.
idem, s. 50).

Customs Act, R.S.C., 1985 (2nd Supp.), c. 1.

Federal Court Rules, C.R.C., c. 663, R. 324.

Federal Court Rules, 1998, SOR/98-106, rr. 81, 136, 233, 238.

Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, S.C. 2000, c. 5, ss. 3, 7(3)(c),
8(8), 28.

Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194, RR. 30.10, 31.10.

Rules of Court [New Brunswick], N.B. Reg. 82-73, R. 32.12.
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(3d) 174; 199 N.R. 114 (F.C.A.); British Steel Corp. v. Granada Television Ltd., [1981] 1 All E.R.
417 (C.A.); Copyright Board's Private Copying 2003-2004 Decision, December 12, 2003.
Canadian Private Copying Collective v. Canadian Storage Media Alliance,
2004 FCA 424 (CanLII), [2004] 2 F.C.R. 654; (2004), 247 D.L.R. (4th) 193; 36 C.P.R. (4th) 289;
329 N.R. 101; 2004 FCA 424; CCH Canadian Ltd. v. Law Society of Upper Canada,
2004 SCC 13 (CanLII), [2004] 1 S.C.R. 339; (2004), 226 D.L.R. (4th) 395; 30 C.P.R. (4th) 1; 317
N.R. 107; 2004 SCC 13.

APPEAL from a Federal Court decision (2004 FC 488 (CanLII), [2004] 3 F.C.R. 241; (2004), 239
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D.L.R. (4th) 726; 32 C.P.R. (4th) 64; 250 F.T.R. 267; 2004 FC 488) dismissing a motion for an
order under rules 233 and 238 of the Federal Court Rules, 1998 requiring certain Internet service
providers to disclose the identities of particular customers alleged to have infringed copyright by
trading in recorded music downloaded from the Internet. Appeal dismissed.

appearances:

Harry B. Radomski, Richard E. Naiberg and Peter D. Ruby for appellants (plaintiffs).

James A. Hodgson and Jeffrey Percival for third party respondent Bell Canada.

Wendy M. Matheson and Amanda M. Kemshaw for third party respondent Rogers Cable
Communications Inc.

Charles F. Scott and Rocco Di Pucchio for third party respondent Shaw Communications Inc.

Joel D. Watson for third party respondent TELUS Inc.

J. Serge Sasseville for third party respondent Vidéotron Ltée.

Howard P. Knopf and Alex Cameron for intervener Canadian Internet Policy and and Public
Interest Clinic.

solicitors of record:

Goodmans LLP, Toronto, for appellants (plaintiffs).

Hodgson, Shields, DesBrisay, O'Donnell LLP, Toronto, for third party respondent Bell Canada.

Torys LLP, Toronto, for third party respondent Rogers Cable Communications Inc.

Lax O'Sullivan Scott LLP, Toronto, for third party respondent Shaw Communications Inc.

Bennett Jones LLP, Toronto, for third party respondent TELUS Inc.

J. Serge Sasseville, Montréal, for third party respondent Vidéotron Ltée.

Macera & Jarzyna, Ottawa, for intervener Canadian Internet Policy and Public Interest Clinic.

The following are the reasons for judgment rendered in English by

Sexton J.A.:

Introduction

[1]This case illustrates the tension existing between the privacy rights of those who use the
Internet and those whose rights may be infringed or abused by anonymous Internet users.

[2]Canada's music producers and recording industry are very concerned about infringement of
copyright in their musical works through the use of Internet file sharing. They maintain that the
industry, including the creators of the musical works, lose millions of dollars every year in sales
due to the unauthorized downloading of files. They wish to bring action against the infringers but
do not have their identity. They allege that the only means of ascertaining the identity is through
the Internet service providers (ISPs), who provide the Internet service to the infringers.

[3]The ISPs, citing privacy concerns, have refused to provide the names of the Internet users, who
are downloading files of the recording industry, without a court order.
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[4
unwarranted intrusion into individual personal lives is now unparalleled. In an era where people
perform many tasks over the Internet, it is possible to learn where one works, resides or shops, his
or her financial information, the publications one reads and subscribes to and even specific
newspaper articles he or she has browsed. This intrusion not only puts individuals at great personal
risk but also subjects their views and beliefs to untenable scrutiny. Privacy advocates maintain that
if privacy is to be sacrificed, there must be a strong prima facie case against the individuals whose
names are going to be released. Whether this is the correct test will be addressed in this decision.

[5]Ultimately the issue is whether the identity of persons who are alleged to infringe musical
copyright can be revealed despite the fact that their right to privacy may be violated. Each side
presents compelling arguments and the difficulty lies in reaching a balance between the competing
interests.

Facts

[6]The appellants consist of the largest musical providers in Canada and claim to collectively own
the Canadian copyrights in more than 80% of the sound recordings sold to the public in Canada.

[7]The appellants claim that 29 Internet users have each downloaded more than 1000 songs (the
songs) over which the appellants have copyright onto their home computers and, by means of what
is called a "peer-to-peer" (P2P) file-sharing program, are infringing the appellants' copyright by
providing access to their files, thus reproducing or distributing the appellants' songs to countless
other Internet users. The persons are alleged to be using 29 distinct Internet locations (IP
addresses) to carry out their infringing activities.

[8]The third party respondents are ISPs who administer the 29 IP addresses and are said to be the
only entities who have information regarding the identity of the 29 persons.

[9]The appellants are unable to determine the name, address or telephone number of any of the 29
Internet users in question as they operate under pseudonyms associated with software which they
use; e.g., Geekboy@KaZaA. However, they have conducted an investigation, through which, they
submit, it was discovered that these individuals used IP addresses registered with the ISPs. The
appellants sought an order, pursuant to rules 233 and 238 of the Federal Court Rules, 1998,
SOR/98-106 (Rules), to compel the ISPs to disclose the names of the customers who used the 29
IP addresses at times material to these proceedings. The respondents had previously refused to
provide the information voluntarily.

[10]The appellants wish to pursue litigation against these 29 individuals but being unaware of their
identities, they commenced this action against "John Doe, Jane Doe and all those persons who are
infringing copyright in the plaintiffs' sound recordings" and then brought this motion before the
Federal Court to identify these 29 individuals.

[11]On the motion, the appellants filed affidavits of Gary Millin, President of MediaSentry Inc.
(MediaSentry), a company that provides online anti-piracy protection by specializing in automated
detection of the unauthorized distribution of copyrighted materials on the Internet. The appellants
had retained MediaSentry to investigate file-sharing of the songs.

[12]The affidavits explained that the appellants provided a list of the songs to MediaSentry.
MediaSentry through its computer program then searched the Internet and identified 29 IP
addresses as addresses from which large numbers of sound recordings, including the songs, were
being offered for copying. Screenshots were saved showing the numerous files being offered at
these IP addresses. Copies of the files were then requested and received from these IP addresses.
MediaSentry's program also matched each of the 29 IP addresses to the specific ISP who
administered each IP address at the relevant time. MediaSentry provided the files it received to a
representative of the appellants who confirmed that the contents of these files corresponded with
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the songs.

[13]The ISPs responded in different ways. Shaw, Bell and TELUS argued that cross-examination
showed that the affidavits were hearsay and not in compliance with rule 81, maintaining inter alia

that Mr. Millin had not done the investigation personally and had not revealed his sources of
information and hence his evidence could not be accepted. Most importantly, they argued that
because the evidence was hearsay, the appellants had failed to establish any connection between
the pseudonyms from which MediaSentry extracted the sound recordings on the Internet (i.e.
Geekboy@KaZaA) and the IP addresses connected to the various respondents. Further, Shaw and
TELUS argued that under rule 238 and the principles relating to equitable bills of discovery, that
the appellants had failed to establish a prima facie case of infringement and therefore no
discovery could be ordered. They also argued that it would be burdensome and expensive to
extract the information from their records. They along with the respondent, Rogers, maintained
that the information would be stale dated and hence unreliable due to the delay between the time
they were being asked to provide the information and the time when MediaSentry did their
investigation. This fed their concerns about protecting the privacy of their customers whom they
were obliged to protect by virtue of the Personal Information Protection and Electronic

Documents Act, S.C. 2000, c. 5 (PIPEDA). Vidéotron agreed with the appellants' submissions on
copyright infringement and adopted them as its own. Finally, while Bell and Vidéotron had privacy
concerns, they indicated they were able to produce the information requested without difficulty
but would not do so without a court order in view of PIPEDA.

[14]The motion was dismissed by the Federal Court [2004 FC 488 (CanLII), [2004] 3 F.C.R. 241].

[15]The motions Judge held that:

(a) Rule 233 was not applicable because it presupposes the existence of specified documents.
Here, the documents that would reveal the identity of the 29 persons did not pre-exist. Rather,
documents containing the information would have to be created by the respondents through the
use of existing logs and tapes.

(b) The affidavits filed in support of the motion were deficient in that the evidence failed to satisfy
the requirements of rule 81 because [at paragraph 17] "major portions of these affidavits are based
upon information which Mr. Millin gained from his employees. Accordingly they consist largely of
hearsay. . . . Mr. Millin gives no reason for his beliefs."

(c) Because of the conclusions in (a) and (b), there was no clear evidence that the requisite
relationship between the IP addresses and the pseudonyms had been established.

(d) Although the appellants brought the motion pursuant to rule 238, the legal principles applicable
to equitable bills of discovery should apply to applications under rule 238.

(e) The test articulated by the motions Judge for granting an equitable bill of discovery was as
follows [at paragraph 13]:

Equitable Bill of Discovery Requirements

(a) the applicant must establish a prima facie case against the unknown alleged wrongdoer;

(b) the person from whom discovery is sought must be in some way involved in the matter under
dispute, he must be more than an innocent bystander;

(c) the person from whom discovery is sought must be the only practical source of information
available to the applicants;

(d) the person from whom discovery is sought must be reasonably compensated for his expenses
arising out of compliance with the discovery order in addition to his legal costs;

(e) the public interests in favour of disclosure must outweigh the legitimate privacy concerns.
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(f) With respect to criterion (a) of the equitable bill of discovery requirements, the motions Judge
found that the affidavits were also deficient in that they did not establish a prima facie case of
infringement of copyright. In this connection the motions Judge embarked upon a consideration of
whether there had been an infringement of copyright. He said inter alia, at paragraphs 25-29:

Thus, downloading a song for personal use does not amount to infringement. See Copyright

Board's Private Copying 2003-2004 Decision, 12 December, 2003, at page 20.

No evidence was presented that the alleged infringers either distributed or authorized the
reproduction of sound recordings. They merely placed personal copies into their shared directories
which were accessible by other computer users via a P2P service.

As far as authorization is concerned, the case of CCH Canadian Ltd. v. Law Society of Upper

Canada, 2004 SCC 13 (CanLII), [2004] 1 S.C.R. 339, established that setting up the facilities that
allow copying does not amount to authorizing infringement. I cannot see a real difference between
a library that places a photocopy machine in a room full of copyrighted material and a computer
user that places a personal copy on a shared directory linked to a P2P service. In either case the
preconditions to copying and infringement are set up but the element of authorization is missing.

. . .

The mere fact of placing a copy on a shared directory in a computer where that copy can be
accessed via a P2P service does not amount to distribution. Before it constitutes distribution, there
must be a positive act by the owner of the shared directory, such as sending or the copies or
advertising that they are available for copying. No such evidence was presented by the plaintiffs in
this case. They merely presented evidence that the alleged infringers made copies available on
their shared drives. The exclusive right to make available is included in the World Intellectual
Property Organization: WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, Geneva, December 20,
1996, however that treaty has not yet been implemented in Canada and therefore does not form
part of Canadian copyright law.

Lastly, while the plaintiffs allege that there was secondary infringement contrary to s. 27(2) [as
am. by S.C. 1997, c. 24, s. 15] of the Copyright Act, they presented no evidence of knowledge on
the part of the infringer. Such evidence of knowledge is a necessary condition for establishing
infringement under that section.

(g) The motions Judge found that the plaintiffs met the requirements of criterion (b) of the
equitable bill of discovery principles relating to the involvement of the ISPs.

(h) With respect to criterion (c), the motions Judge found that he was not satisfied that the
information could not have been obtained from the operators of the Web sites named (i.e. KaZaA,
et al.).

(i) With respect to criterion (d), the respondents would have to be compensated for their expenses
if an order were granted.

(j) Finally, with respect to criterion (e), because of the age of the data and its consequent
unreliability, the privacy interests of the 29 persons outweighed the public interest concern in
favour of disclosure.

ANALYSIS

Standard of Review

[16]The standard of review on questions of law, such as the correct tests to be applied with respect
to the granting of equitable bills of discovery or the interpretation of the Federal Court Rules,

1998, is correctness. The standard of review with respect to findings of fact involves a
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consideration of whether the judge made a palpable and overriding error. See 
Nikolaisen, 2002 SCC 33 (CanLII), [2002] 2 S.C.R. 235, at pages 248, 252 and 256.

Rule 233

[17]I can find no palpable and overriding error in the conclusions of the motions Judge with
respect to rule 233.

[18]Subsection 233(1) of the Rules states:

233. (1) On motion, the Court may order the production of any document that is in the possession
of a person who is not a party to the action, if the document is relevant and its production could be
compelled at trial.

[19]The information sought by the appellants may be buried in logs and tapes but is not presently
in a readable format. Since the documents in a readable format do not currently exist and would
have to be created, rule 233 has no application. The rule contemplates the production of
documents which are "in the possession of a person." It cannot be said that documents which do
not exist are in the possession of a person.

Rule 81

[20]I am of the view that the motions Judge made no palpable and overriding error in concluding
that the plaintiffs' material was deficient in that it failed to comply with rule 81.

81. (1) Affidavits shall be confined to facts within the personal knowledge of the deponent, except
on motions in which statements as to the deponent's belief, with the grounds therefor, may be
included.

(2) Where an affidavit is made on belief, an adverse inference may be drawn from the failure of a
party to provide evidence of persons having personal knowledge of material facts.

[21]Much of the crucial evidence submitted by the appellants was hearsay and no grounds are
provided for accepting that hearsay evidence. In particular, the evidence purporting to connect the
pseudonyms with the IP addresses was hearsay thus creating the risk that innocent persons might
have their privacy invaded and also be named as defendants where it is not warranted. Without
this evidence there is no basis upon which the motion can be granted and for this reason alone the
appeal should be dismissed.

[22]However the reasons of the motions Judge extend beyond merely dealing with the hearsay
evidence issue. Rather the reasons address such matters as the appropriate procedure necessary to
obtain the identities of the users, the proper test to be applied by the Court in granting orders
compelling disclosure of the identities, and vital copyright infringement issues. It is therefore
necessary to address these issues.

Rule 238

[23]In spite of the arguments of the respondents, I believe this proceeding could be brought
pursuant to rule 238 of the Rules.

238. (1) A party to an action may bring a motion for leave to examine for discovery any person
not a party to the action, other than an expert witness for a party, who might have information on
an issue in the action.

(2) On a motion under subsection (1), the notice of motion shall be served on the other parties and
personally served on the person to be examined.
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(3) The Court may, on a motion under subsection (1), grant leave to examine a person and
determine the time and manner of conducting the examination, if it is satisfied that

(a) the person may have information on an issue in the action;

(b) the party has been unable to obtain the information informally from the person or from another
source by any other reasonable means;

(c) it would be unfair not to allow the party an opportunity to question the person before trial; and

(d) the questioning will not cause undue delay, inconvenience or expense to the person or to the
other parties.

[24]Subsection 238(2) of the Rules provides that notice of the motion must be served "on the other
parties." Since the identities of the other parties are presently unknown to the appellants, service is
not possible and the respondents argued, therefore, that rule 238 does not provide a procedure to
discover the identities. Furthermore, they argued that rule 238 is contained in a section under the
general heading "Examination for Discovery" and that one would not normally expect the identity
of each defendant to be revealed for the first time on an examination for discovery.

[25]However, the appellants argued that the main issue on the motion was the identity of each
person who is committing infringement of the appellants' copyrights. I agree and find that because
this issue inevitably falls within the words in subsection 238(1) of the Rules as being "an issue in
the action," rule 238 is broad enough to permit discovery in cases such as this.

[26]As to the respondents' arguments, there is provision in the Rules to deal with the matter of
service. Rule 136 allows the Court to order substituted service or to dispense with service
altogether. This Court has used the previously equivalent Rule [Federal Court Rules, C.R.C., c.
663, Rule 324] to order substituted service where the persons whom the appellants sought to
serve, had no address. The substituted service there consisted of providing notice of the appeal
through newspaper publication (Indian Manufacturing Ltd. v. Lo reflex, (1996), 68 C.P.R. (3d)
174 (F.C.A.)). Also, although it is true that examinations for discovery of a third party are not
routinely ordered, and should not become commonplace, they nevertheless are clearly applicable
and necessary in cases where the plaintiffs will be frustrated from pursuing their actions because
they are unaware of the identity of the people they wish to sue. Furthermore, under subsection
238(3) of the Rules, the Court may determine "the manner of conducting the examination." Thus a
court could, in cases such as the present, limit the discovery to the submission of written questions
which could be followed by written answers, limited to revealing only the identity of the users
complained of, or such other limitations as the court might consider necessary.

[27]It is worth noting that in Irwin Toy Ltd. v. Doe (2000), 12 C.P.C. (5th) 103, the Ontario
Superior Court of Justice indicated that Rules 30.10 and 31.10 of the Rules of Civil Procedure,
R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194, which are comparable to rule 238, could be used to compel production of
the identity of senders of e-mail from ISPs. There, the moving party successfully brought a motion
to compel production of the identity of an individual who had sent an e-mail publication containing
defamatory statements about the individual plaintiff. Similarly, in Loblaw Companies Ltd. v. Aliant

Telecom Inc., [2003] N.B.R. (2nd Supp.) No. 32, the New Brunswick Court of Queen's Bench used
Rule 32.12 of the New Brunswick Rules of Court, N.B. Reg. 82-73, also comparable to rule 238,
to compel production of the identity of an individual who had sent an e-mail containing
confidential payroll information about a number of senior Loblaw employees to 34 other
employees of Loblaw. Loblaw sought the identity of the person because spreading confidential
information could have given rise to an action for damages or for an injunction against the
individual who circulated the information.

Equitable Bills of Discovery
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[28
Denning's words in British Steel Corp. v. Granada Television Ltd., [1981] 1 All E.R. 417 (C.A.),
at page 439, the bill of discovery "enables a person, who has been injured by wrongdoing, to bring
an action to discover the name of the wrongdoer."

[29]The concept has been accepted by this Court in Glaxo Wellcome PLC v. M.N.R.,
1998 CanLII 9071 (FCA), [1998] 4 F.C. 439 (C.A.) and was explained by Stone J.A., at paragraph
20:

The equitable bill of discovery is in essence a form of pre-action discovery. It is of ancient origin.
It developed alongside the procedures for discovery which are ordinarily available in the course of
litigation and which, it is worth noting, also originated in the courts of equity. This remedy permits
a court, acting through its equitable jurisdiction, to order discovery of a person against whom the
applicant for the bill of discovery has no cause of action and who is not a party to contemplated
litigation. While it appears that an independent action for discovery cannot be brought against a
person who is in the position of a "mere witness" or bystander to the cause of action, the case law
suggests that a bill of discovery may be issued against an individual who is in some way connected
to or involved in the misconduct. [Footnotes omitted.]

[30]The motions Judge, while finding that the motion was brought pursuant to rule 238, went on to
hold that the criteria for determining whether an equitable bill of discovery should be issued,
would be equally applicable to a proceeding brought under rule 238. I agree. In my view, the
appellants could invoke either rule 238 or equitable bills of discovery and in either case, the legal
principles relating to equitable bills of discovery would be applicable. The same issues are at stake
in both procedures and there would seem to be no reason for not applying the same legal
principles.

[31]While I agree that the criteria relating to granting an equitable bill of discovery can be applied
to a rule 238 motion in cases such as this, I disagree with the description of the first aspect of the
test made by the motions Judge. He said that the plaintiff has to provide evidence of a prima facie

case. The appellants argued that this was the wrong test and that the proper test should be whether
the plaintiff has a bona fide claim against the proposed defendant. The respondents said that the
plaintiffs had argued before the motions Judge that the prima facie test was the correct one and
that they should not be allowed to take a different position on appeal. If the respondents are
correct as to what was argued before the motions Judge, this might explain why he adopted the
prima facie test. In any event, it is the duty of this Court to get the test right regardless of what
was or is argued by counsel.

[32]I am of the view that the proper test is whether the plaintiff has a bona fide claim against the
proposed defendant. This is the test enunciated by this Court in Glaxo, on very similar facts, after
it considered Norwich Pharmacal Co. v. Customs and Excise Comrs., [1974] A.C. 133 (H.L.),
where the test was reviewed by the House of Lords. In Glaxo, the appellant sought disclosure of
the names of individuals whose identity was unknown to Glaxo and who it was alleged had
imported certain drugs into Canada, having the effect of infringing Glaxo's patent. Glaxo sought
the names of the importers from Revenue Canada who were said to have the required information
for the purposes of the Customs Act, R.S.C., 1985 (2nd Supp.), c. 1. An order was granted for
disclosure. In his decision, Stone J.A. said at paragraphs 30 and 44:

It is of interest to note that several Canadian courts have adopted the Norwich Pharmacal

approach to interpreting their own rules of civil procedure authorizing pre-action discovery. (See
for example Rule 18.02(c) of Nova Scotia's Civil Procedure Rules and Rule 18.02(1)(c) of Prince
Edward Island's Rules of Court. For instance, the Prince Edward Island Court of Appeal in Re

Johnston and Frank Johnston's Restaurants Limited (1980), 33 Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 341, at pages
348, 351 and 353, specified three main criteria which an applicant must satisfy in order to be
entitled to discover a third party before launching legal proceedings. The applicant must
demonstrate that he or she has a bona fide claim. The Court added that the applicant's claim must
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be likely to succeed at trial, which according to my reading of the decision in 
was not an invariable requirement enunciated by the House of Lords. In an action for the
infringement of patent rights, quite apart from a general denial, a defence of invalidity is often
raised on the ground of lack of novelty, obviousness, insufficiency of specification or claims or
some other recognized basis. (See R. T. Hughes and J. H. Woodley, Hughes and Woodley on

Patents (Toronto: Butterworths, 1984) at para 36.) It seems to me to go too far to insist that with
respect to this kind of anticipated litigation, an applicant for a bill of discovery must show that he
or she is likely to succeed at trial. As we have already seen, Lord Cross of Chelsea required that
"the strength of the applicant's case" be considered as a factor, while Lord Kilbrandon spoke only
of disclosing the names of persons "whom the appellants bona fide believe to be infringing" their
patent rights. Finally, the applicant must also establish that he or she shares some sort of
relationship with the third party against whom discovery is sought (i.e. that the person is in some
way involved in the wrongdoing), and that the third party is the only practicable source of
information available. These three requirements were likewise endorsed by the Nova Scotia
Supreme Court, Trial Division in Comeau, Re reflex, (1986), 77 N.S.R. (2d) 57, at pages 59-60,
and in Leahy v. Dr. A.B. 1992 CanLII 2798 (NS SC), (1992), 113 N.S.R. (2d) 417, at page 419.

. . .

The next task is to determine whether the appellant has satisfied the criteria for issuing a bill of
discovery. To my mind, the principles articulated in Norwich Pharmacal, supra, have direct
application to the circumstances of the present case. Turning now to those principles, in my view
the appellant has satisfied the threshold requirement for a bill of discovery in that it has a bona

fide or legitimate claim against those who are importing RHCL into the country. [Emphasis
added.]

[33]The bona fide test was adopted by the Ontario Court of Appeal in Straka v. Humber River

Regional Hospital 2000 CanLII 16979 (ON CA), (2000), 51 O.R. (3d) 1 (C.A) where the
respondent sought to compel production of confidential reference letters that had resulted in the
respondent's failure to obtain an employment position. The Prince Edward Island Court of Appeal
in Re Johnston and Frank Johnston's Restaurants Limited (1980), 33 Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 341 also
adopted the bona fide test in a situation where the plaintiffs claimed they did not know the identity
of persons they wished to sue.

[34]In my view, it would make little sense to require proof of a prima facie case at the stage of the
present proceeding. The appellants do not know the identity of the persons they wish to sue, let
alone the details of precisely what was done by each of them such as to actually prove
infringement. Such facts would only be established after examination for discovery and trial. The
appellants would be effectively stripped of a remedy if the courts were to impose upon them, at
this stage, the burden of showing a prima facie case. It is sufficient if they show a bona fide claim,
i.e. that they really do intend to bring an action for infringement of copyright based upon the
information they obtain, and that there is no other improper purpose for seeking the identity of
these persons.

Other Criteria relating to Equitable Bills of Discovery

[35]As to the other criteria for granting an equitable bill of discovery, I agree with the conclusions
of the motions Judge. There should be clear evidence to the effect that the information cannot be
obtained from another source such as the operators of the named websites (KaZaA, et al.). Also if
an order for disclosure were granted, consideration would have to be given to the costs incurred by
the respondents in assembling the information.

Privacy Issues

[36]I agree with the motions Judge's characterization of the 5th criteria--that is--the public interest
in favour of disclosure must outweigh the legitimate privacy concerns of the person sought to be
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identified if a disclosure order is made.

[37]All respondents raise the privacy issue. It is a an important consideration. Pursuant to
PIPEDA, ISPs are not entitled to "voluntarily" disclose personal information such as the identities
requested except with the customer's consent or pursuant to a court order. Indeed, pursuant to
paragraph 7(3)(c), subsection 8(8) and section 28 of PIPEDA, any organization that receives a
request for the release of personal information must "retain the information for as long as is
necessary to allow the individual to exhaust any recourse" under PIPEDA. Failure to comply
could result in the organization being found guilty of an offence punishable on summary conviction
or an indictable offence.

7. . . .

(3) For the purpose of clause 4.3 of Schedule 1, and despite the note that accompanies that clause,
an organization may disclose personal information without the knowledge or consent of the
individual only if the disclosure is

. . .

(c) required to comply with a subpoena or warrant issued or an order made by a court, person or
body with jurisdiction to compel the production of information, or to comply with rules of court
relating to the production of records;

. . .

8. . . .

(8) Despite clause 4.5 of Schedule 1, an organization that has personal information that is the
subject of a request shall retain the information for as long as is necessary to allow the individual
to exhaust any recourse under this Part that they may have.

. . .

28. Every person who knowingly contravenes subsection 8(8) or 27.1(1) or who obstructs the
Commissioner or the Commissioner's delegate in the investigation of a complaint or in conducting
an audit is guilty of

(a) an offence punishable on summary conviction and liable to a fine not exceeding $10,000; or

(b) an indictable offence and liable to a fine not exceeding $100,000.

[38]Privacy rights are significant and they must be protected. In order to achieve the appropriate
balance between privacy rights and the public interest in favour of disclosure, PIPEDA provides
protection over personal information that is collected, held and used by organizations and allows
disclosure of such information only in certain circumstances, enumerated in subsection 7(3). The
purpose of PIPEDA, which is the establishment of rules governing the "collection, use and
disclosure of personal information", is articulated in section 3, which specifically states,

3. The purpose of this Part is to establish, in an era in which technology increasingly facilitates the
circulation and exchange of information, rules to govern the collection, use and disclosure of
personal information in a manner that recognizes the right of privacy of individuals with respect to
their personal information and the need of organizations to collect, use or disclose personal
information for purposes that a reasonable person would consider appropriate in the
circumstances.

[39]The delicate balance between privacy interests and public interest has always been a concern
of the Court where confidential information is sought to be revealed. Although PIPEDA had not
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been enacted at the time of the 

I am not persuaded that this is a sufficient justification for refusing to disclose the identity of the
importers in the present case. While section 107 implies that information collected pursuant to the
Act will be treated as confidential, section 108 indicates that it is susceptible to disclosure in
certain situations. I am thus doubtful that importers have a high expectation of confidentiality
regarding the information which they furnish to customs officials. More important, I am sceptical
about the expectation and degree of confidentiality associated with the nature of the information
which the appellant seeks. As the House of Lords observed in Norwich Pharmacal, supra, the
names of the importers are likely to pass through many hands before reaching those of customs
officials. It is therefore not reasonable to regard the identity of the importers as particularly
sensitive information. In my opinion, in the circumstances of this case the public interest in
ensuring that the appellant is able to pursue in the courts those who have allegedly violated its
patent rights outweighs the public interest in maintaining the confidentiality of the importers'
names.

He also approved, at paragraph 26, of the statement of Viscount Dilhorne in Norwich as follows:

Subject to the public interest in protecting the confidentiality of information given to Customs, in
my opinion it is clearly in the public interest and right for protection of patent holders, where the
validity of the patent is accepted and the infringement of it not disputed, that they should be able
to obtain by discovery the names and addresses of the wrongdoers from someone involved but not
a party to the wrongdoing.

[40]The reasoning in Glaxo and Norwich is compelling. Intellectual property laws originated in
order to protect the promulgation of ideas. Copyright law provides incentives for innovators--
artists, musicians, inventors, writers, performers and marketers--to create. It is designed to ensure
that ideas are expressed and developed instead of remaining dormant. Individuals need to be
encouraged to develop their own talents and personal expression of artistic ideas, including music.
If they are robbed of the fruits of their efforts, their incentive to express their ideas in tangible
form is diminished.

[41]Modern technology such as the Internet has provided extraordinary benefits for society, which
include faster and more efficient means of communication to wider audiences. This technology
must not be allowed to obliterate those personal property rights which society has deemed
important. Although privacy concerns must also be considered, it seems to me that they must yield
to public concerns for the protection of intellectual property rights in situations where infringement
threatens to erode those rights.

[42]Thus, in my view, in cases where plaintiffs show that they have a bona fide claim that
unknown persons are infringing their copyright, they have a right to have the identity revealed for
the purpose of bringing action. However, caution must be exercised by the courts in ordering such
disclosure, to make sure that privacy rights are invaded in the most minimal way.

[43]If there is a lengthy delay between the time the request for the identities is made by the
plaintiffs and the time the plaintiffs collect their information, there is a risk that the information as
to identity may be inaccurate. Apparently this is because an IP address may not be associated with
the same individual for long periods of time. Therefore it is possible that the privacy rights of
innocent persons would be infringed and legal proceedings against such persons would be without
justification. Thus the greatest care should be taken to avoid delay between the investigation and
the request for information. Failure to take such care might well justify a court in refusing to make
a disclosure order.

[44]Also, as the intervener, Canadian Internet Policy and Public Interest Clinic, pointed out,
plaintiffs should be careful not to extract private information unrelated to copyright infringement,
in their investigation. If private information irrelevant to the copyright issues is extracted, and
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disclosure of the user's identity is made, the recipient of the information may then be in possession
of highly confidential information about the user. If this information is unrelated to copyright
infringement, this would be an unjustified intrusion into the rights of the user and might well
amount to a breach of PIPEDA by the ISPs, leaving them open to prosecution. Thus in situations
where the plaintiffs have failed in their investigation to limit the acquisition of information to the
copyright infringement issues, a court might well be justified in declining to grant an order for
disclosure of the user's identity.

[45]In any event, if a disclosure order is granted, specific directions should be given as to the type
of information disclosed and the manner in which it can be used. In addition, it must be said that
where there exists evidence of copyright infringement, privacy concerns may be met if the court
orders that the user only be identified by initials, or makes a confidentiality order.

Infringement of Copyright

[46]As has been mentioned, the motions Judge made a number of statements relating to what
would or would not constitute infringement of copyright. (See paragraph 15(f) of these reasons).
Presumably he reached these conclusions because he felt that the plaintiffs, in order to succeed in
learning the identity of the users, must show a prima facie case of infringement.

[47]In my view, conclusions such as these should not have been made in the very preliminary
stages of this action. They would require a consideration of the evidence as well as the law
applicable to such evidence after it has been properly adduced. Such hard conclusions at a
preliminary stage can be damaging to the parties if a trial takes place and should be avoided.

[48]The danger in reaching such conclusions at the preliminary stages of an action without the
availability of evidence nor consideration of all applicable legal principles are obvious and I will
give some examples.

[49]When the motions Judge stated that, under subsection 80(1) [as am. by S.C. 1997, c. 24, s. 50]
of the Copyright Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-42, "downloading a song for personal use does not
amount to infringement," he gave no consideration to the possible application of subsection 80(2)
[as am. idem] and the circumstances in which the defence of "private use" will not be available,
such as, inter alia, where the reproduction of a musical work embodied in a sound recording onto
an audio recording medium is done for the sale, rental, distribution, communication by
telecommunication or performance to the public.

80. (1) Subject to subsection (2), the act of reproducing all or any substantial part of

(a) a musical work embodied in a sound recording,

(b) a performer's performance of a musical work embodied in a sound recording, or

(c) a sound recording in which a musical work, or a performer's performance of a musical work, is
embodied

onto an audio recording medium for the private use of the person who makes the copy does not
constitute an infringement of the copyright in the musical work, the performer's performance or
the sound recording.

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the act described in that subsection is done for the purpose of
doing any of the following in relation to any of the things referred to in paragraphs (1)(a) to (c):

(a) selling or renting out, or by way of trade exposing or offering for sale or rental;

(b) distributing, whether or not for the purpose of trade;
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(c

[50]The motions Judge also did not appear to consider whether all the requirements for the
application of the exemption relating to personal use contained in subsection 80(1) of the
Copyright Act were satisfied. For example, if the users were not using an "audio recording
medium", the defence of private copying would not be available. (See Copyright Board's Private

Copying 2003-2004 Decision (December 12, 2003) and Canadian Private Copying Collective v.

Canadian Storage Media Alliance, [2004] 2 F.C.R. 654 (C.A.).)

[51]The motions Judge relied upon the case of CCH Canadian Ltd. v. Law Society of Upper

Canada, 2004 SCC 13 (CanLII), [2004] 1 S.C.R. 339 to say that there is no "authorization" by the
users of the sound recordings in the present case, when he had at the same time said the evidence
as to infringement was inadequate. Obviously, at the early stages of this case, it is premature to
reach any conclusion as to the applicability of the CCH case. Nor did the motions Judge consider
whether the users' act of copying the songs onto their shared directory could constitute
authorization because it invited and permitted other persons with Internet access to have the
musical works communicated to them and be copied by them.

[52]The motions Judge similarly made findings that there had been no "distribution" within the
meaning of the Copyright Act so as to constitute infringement. He said that to have distribution,
there must be a "positive act by the owner of the shared directory", implying that making copies
"available on their shared drives" is not a positive act. It is not clear that the legislation requires a
"positive act" and no authority is cited in support of his conclusion.

[53]The motions Judge found no evidence of secondary infringement contrary to subsection 27(2)
[as am. by S.C. 1997, c. 24, s. 15] of the Copyright Act because there was "no evidence of
knowledge on the part of the infringer." This ignores the possibility of finding infringement even
without the infringer's actual knowledge, if indeed he or she "should have known" there would be
infringement. Copyright Act subsection 27(2):

27. . . .

(2) It is an infringement of copyright for any person to

. . .

(b) distribute to such an extent as to affect prejudicially the owner of the copyright,

. . .

(d) possess for the purpose of doing anything referred to in paragraphs (a) to (c). . . .

. . .

a copy of a work, sound recording or fixation of a performer's performance or of a communication
signal that the person knows or should have known infringes copyright or would infringe copyright
if it had been made in Canada by the person who made it. [Emphasis added.]

[54]Thus, the danger of making such findings at the early stages of this case can be seen. I make
no such findings here and wish to make it clear that if this case proceeds further, it should be done
on the basis that no findings to date on the issue of infringement have been made.

[55]In the result, the appeal will be dismissed without prejudice to the appellants' right to
commence a further application for disclosure of the identity of the "users" taking into account
these reasons.

[56]Having regard to what must be considered as divided success on this appeal, there will be no
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order as to costs.

Richard C.J.: I agree.

Noël J.A.: I agree.
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On appeal from the judgment of Justice Edward P. Belobaba of the Superior Court of 
Justice, dated February 9, 2006, with reasons reported at [2006] O.J. No. 490. 

FELDMAN J.A.: 

[1]      The City of Oshawa replaced its licensing by-law for second-hand goods dealers 
on April 24, 2004. The new by-law requires dealers of second-hand goods to submit 
electronically to police daily reports of all transactions, including detailed personal 
information about the vendors of each item. The by-law also requires dealers to pay an 
administrative fee for each report submitted. The application judge held that the by-law 
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was validly enacted and did not contravene provincial privacy legislation. For the reasons 
that follow, I would allow the appeal. 
BACKGROUND 
[2] The City of Oshawa has been licensing dealers of second-hand goods since 1974. 
The original licensing by-law required every licensed dealer to maintain at the store a 
register of daily transactions. The record included particulars of each item purchased as 
well as the name, address and description of the person from whom the purchase was 
made. Between 1974 and 1983, these records were open to police inspection and the 
dealer was also required to deliver the information to the local police by 9 a.m. each day. 
In 1983 the by-law was amended to require dealers simply to maintain the register, which 
was subject to inspection by police. The purposes of the record inspection system were to 
help monitor by-law compliance and to assist police in the investigation and recovery of 
stolen property. 
[3] By 2003 there were thirty three licensed second-hand goods dealers operating in 
Oshawa. In order to improve enforcement of the by law, it was recommended that the 
City eliminate both the manual recording of information and the need for police officers 
to attend the second-hand stores to review the records by replacing those procedures with 
a system of electronic collection and reporting of information by the dealers. 
[4] On April 26, 2004, the City replaced the former by-law regulating second-hand 
shops with By-Law 46-2004, which requires that comprehensive electronic records be 
maintained and transmitted to police at least daily, and in some cases in real time. The 
impugned provisions, found in Schedule “A” to the by-law, are as follows.  

10. No second hand dealer shall permit the acquisition of a second 
hand good unless a record respecting the second hand good is 
created at the time of acquisition that includes the following 
particulars: 
a. Date and time of acquisition 
… 
c. The identity of the person from whom the second hand good 

was acquired including each of the following: 
i. Name; 
ii. Gender; 
iii. Date of birth; 
iv. Residential address; 
v. Telephone number; and 
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vi. Approximate height 
d. Personal identification to verify the person’s identification … in 

accordance with section 15 … 
… 

15. For the purposes of paragraph 10(d) … a second hand dealer must 
review an original, current, valid copy of at least three of the 
following types of personal identification, one of which must 
include a photograph of the person from whom the second hand 
good is acquired: 
a. Driver’s licence issued by a province or territory of Canada 

including a photograph of the person; 
b. Birth certificate issued by a province or territory of Canada; 
c. Canadian passport including a photograph of the person 
d. Canadian citizenship card including a photograph of the person; 
e. Certificate of Indian Status issued by the government of 

Canada; 
f. Conditions Release card issued by the government of Canada;  
g. Canadian Armed Forces identification card; and 
h. “Bring Your Identification” card issued by the Alcohol and 

Gaming Commission. 
 … 
20. Each second hand dealer shall transmit to Durham Regional Police 

Service as soon as is practicable but, in any event, no less 
frequently than weekly, copies of the records contemplated by 
sections 10, 12 and 13 of this Schedule. 
… 

22.   For the purposes of section 21 of this Schedule, the following are 
the standards that the City Clerk may prescribe for a particular 
second hand dealer, at any time during the term of the licence and 
to the City Clerk’s satisfaction: 
a. Daily transmission of each record to Durham Regional Police 

Service, provided, however, that in the event that the second 
hand dealer is determined by a court of competent jurisdiction 
to have failed to comply with any provision of this Schedule, 
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the City Clerk may require real time transmission of each such 
record; 

b. Maintenance of each record in a particular digitized electronic 
format capable of transmission via the internet within a secure 
environment including 128-bit encryption; 

… 
f. Payment on a monthly basis in the manner from time to time 

prescribed by the City Clerk of a fee up to $1.00 for each record 
required pursuant to section 10 and 12 of this Schedule … 

 
[5] The by-law was enacted under s. 150(1) of the Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001, 
c. 25, which provides that a municipality may license, regulate and govern any business 
wholly or partly carried on within the municipality. Section 150(2) of the Act provides 
that a municipality may only exercise its licensing powers for one or more of three 
purposes, namely health and safety, nuisance control and consumer protection. 
[6] Schedule “B” to the by-law sets out the City’s explanation of its reasons for 
licensing. Although the City makes reference to health and safety and nuisance control, it 
relies primarily on the consumer protection purpose as follows: 

The City of Oshawa has chosen to licence [sic], regulate and 
govern owners of second hand goods and salvage yard to 
enhance and encourage equal, fair and courteous treatment of 
customers, protect the property of customers, ensure products 
made available for resale are not stolen, promote 
accountability, and support proper and good business 
practices. 

This reason relates to consumer protection as licensing and 
regulation aim to prevent, mitigate or redress losses to, or 
practices which might negatively impact on second hand 
goods and salvage yard owners and members of the public. 

[7] The appellant Cash Converters Canada Inc. is the Canadian franchisor or the Cash 
Converters chain of second-hand stores. The appellant 1151245 is a Cash Converters 
franchisee and carries on business as a licensed dealer of second-hand goods in the City 
of Oshawa. The appellants brought an application to quash the provisions of the by-law 
set out above on the ground that they exceed the statutory and constitutional authority of 
the municipality. The appellants also argued that the impugned provisions conflict with 
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both federal and provincial privacy legislation and that they are discriminatory insofar as 
they apply only to some dealers of second-hand goods. Finally, the appellants submitted 
that the transaction fee is invalid because it exceeds the cost of administering and 
enforcing the by-law.  
[8] The application judge rejected all of the appellants’ arguments. He held that the 
by-law was properly rooted in the province’s property and civil rights power and was not 
in relation to criminal law; that it was authorized under s. 150 of the Municipal Act, 2001; 
and that it was not discriminatory. He further held that the by-law did not conflict with 
federal or provincial privacy laws, and that the challenge to the transaction fee was 
premature. 
[9] On appeal to this court, the appellants maintain that the by-law exceeds the city’s 
legislative competence and violates provincial privacy legislation. The appellants also 
maintain that the transaction fee is not authorized. The appellants do not appeal the 
application judge’s findings that the by-law was properly grounded in the province’s 
power over property and civil rights and that it was not discriminatory. 
[10] The Attorney General intervened in the application in support of the 
constitutionality of the provisions. As no constitutional issue was raised on appeal, the 
Attorney General did not intervene before this court. The Information and Privacy 
Commissioner of Ontario intervened in the appeal as a friend of the court.  
ISSUES 
[11] The appellants challenge three conclusions reached by the application judge as the 
basis for upholding the validity of the by-law and raises them as issues on this appeal: 
  (1) Is the by-law authorized under the Municipal Act, 2001? 

(2) Does the by-law conflict with s. 28(2) of the Municipal Freedom of 
Information and Privacy Protection Act? 
(3) Is the transaction fee authorized under the Municipal Act, 2001? 

ANALYSIS 
1) Is the by-law authorized under s. 150(2) of the Municipal Act, 2001 as 

“consumer protection” legislation? 
[12] Subsections 150(1) and (2) of the Municipal Act, 2001 provide: 

150(1) Subject to the Theatres Act and the Retail Business 
Holidays Act, a local municipality may license, regulate and 
govern any business wholly or partly carried on within the 
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municipality even if the business is being carried on from a 
location outside the municipality. 

(2) Except as otherwise provided, a municipality may only 
exercise its licensing powers under this section, including 
imposing conditions, for one or more of the following 
purposes: 

1. Health and safety. 
2. Nuisance control. 
3. Consumer protection. 

Although in Schedule “B” to the by-law, titled: “Explanation of Reasons for Licensing”, 
the city relies on all three purposes to support the by-law, on this application, it says that 
the essential purpose of the by-law is consumer protection.  
[13] In her affidavit, the deputy city clerk states that the record-keeping requirements 
imposed on second-hand dealers by the impugned by-law and its predecessor by-laws 
are: 

…integral to its consumer protection objective as they 
are regulatory in nature and effect and are aimed at the 
suppression of conditions that may lead to the 
commission of crimes. Specifically, the identification 
of the person from whom a second hand dealer 
acquires a second hand good, the matching of that 
information to particulars of the second hand good 
acquired and the collection of the record on behalf of 
the city are intended to discourage unscrupulous 
individuals from transacting business with second 
hand dealers. These measures are intended to protect 
second hand dealers as purchasers of second hand 
goods and to also protect the dealers’ customers. 

 
[14] The deputy clerk also points to timely and effective assistance to dealers and their 
customers where the dealer acquires and resells a stolen good as an ancillary benefit of 
the record collection function.  
[15] She then states that the effectiveness of the record collection function is directly 
related to the consumer protection objective of the by-law because vendors of second-
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hand goods “are less likely to be unscrupulous if they know the records are being 
collected in a timely and effective fashion.” She identifies paragraph 22.(a) of the 
impugned by-law, which is the paragraph that allows the city clerk to require a dealer to 
transmit the records to the police daily or in some circumstances, in real time, as a 
provision directly aimed at improving the record collection component of the record-
keeping requirements. 
[16] In other words, the city justifies the new by-law on the same basis as the one it 
replaced, as consumer protection legislation that protects dealers and their customers by 
collecting information about the vendors of second-hand goods. It is the collection of this 
information that deters those who deal in stolen property from trying to sell such goods to 
licensed dealers. The new features of the by-law enhance or improve the information 
collection function and therefore the consumer protection purpose of the by-law. 
[17] The appellants’ objection to the new licensing conditions is that dealers are now 
obliged to collect personal, private information about the vendor of the second-hand 
goods, including a photograph and three pieces of official identification that many people 
would not ordinarily carry, and to transmit that information electronically to the police at 
least daily if not in real time. The appellants states that in this way, “the by-law gives the 
police access to sensitive profiling information on a targeted, partly low-income group of 
consumers, for unlimited uses including criminal investigation and prosecution, without 
search warrant protection, judicial supervision or any legal safeguards whatsoever.”  
[18] The appellant 1151245 Ontario Inc. is the Oshawa franchisee of the Cash 
Converters group of stores. These stores buy and sell second-hand goods. They are not 
pawn-brokers nor do they provide pay-day loans. Of the over 28,000 items the Oshawa 
franchisee purchased in 2003, 30 items valued at approximately $1,200 were seized in 
connection with police investigations, and the store was not told whether any of these 
items was later found to be stolen. The city adduced no evidence of any actual problem 
involving the purchase and sale of stolen goods by second-hand dealers. 
[19] The appellants submit that the new by-law is not intended to protect consumers, 
but rather to assist the police in investigating and prosecuting crimes related to stolen 
property. The evidence is that a software dealer called BWI promoted the system 
described in the by-law for use by the city and the local police. Its system allows the 
police to collect for their own use the data required by the by-law about each person who 
sells any second-hand good to a dealer. The fees proposed to be charged for each 
transmittal are to defray the cost of the system to the city. 
[20] The proper approach to the interpretation of municipal powers has recently been 
discussed by the Supreme Court and followed by this court in such cases as 114957 
Canada Ltee (Spraytech, Societe d’arrosage) v. Hudson (Town), [2001] 2 S.C.R. 241; 
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Croplife Canada v. Toronto, (2005) 75 O.R. (3d) 357 (C.A.) leave to appeal denied: 
[2005] S.C.C.A. No. 329; Toronto Taxi Alliance v. Toronto (City) (2005), 77 O.R. (3d) 
721 (C.A.); United Taxi Drivers’ Fellowship of Southern Alberta v. Calgary (City), 
[2004] 1 S.C.R. 485. The question whether a by-law is ultra vires the jurisdiction of the 
enacting municipality is a question of law which is reviewed on the standard of 
correctness. However, in determining the question, courts are to take a broad and 
purposive approach to the construction and interpretation of municipal powers. See 
United Taxi at para 6. 
[21] It is common ground that under the 2001 version of the Municipal Act pursuant to 
which this by-law was passed, the municipality’s licensing power can be exercised only 
for the three purposes set out in s. 150(2). In Toronto Taxi, the application judge had 
concluded that the city had not shown that Toronto’s new taxi cab licensing by law was 
enacted for the purposes of health and safety and consumer protection as asserted by the 
city and that the real purpose was to “re-engineer the taxi-cab industry in order to 
eliminate middlemen and to redistribute revenues generated by the industry in favour of 
active participants.” This court disagreed with the narrow approach taken by the 
application judge. The court reviewed the Task Force Report that led to the enactment of 
the by-law and concluded that the report provided both a factual basis and a rational 
connection between the means chosen to overhaul the taxi licensing system and the 
health and safety and consumer protection objectives of the city. The court acknowledged 
that these objectives would only be indirect effects of the new system but deferred to the 
municipality on the issue of the potential effectiveness of its legislative initiatives. 
[22] In my view, a similar approach should be taken in this case. I agree with the 
applicants that there is no suggestion that the former licensing by-law was ineffective or 
that the new and much more onerous provisions regarding the collection and transmittal 
to the police of personal information about vendors of second-hand goods is a necessary 
addition to the by-law for the consumer protection purpose. It appears that what drove the 
adoption of this new licensing by-law was the initiative of the BWI software vendor 
together with the desire of the police to be able to obtain this information for their 
database electronically without attending personally at the dealers’ premises. 
[23] However, the fundamental premise that collection of information about the goods 
and the vendors may deter unscrupulous vendors from attempting to sell stolen goods can 
be seen as a form of consumer protection by helping to keep stolen goods out of the 
marketplace and possibly thereby deterring those who may be inclined to steal goods for 
that purpose. As this court stated in Toronto Taxi, referring to the Supreme Court of 
Canada decision in Nanaimo (City) v. Rascal Trucking Ltd. [200] 1 S.C.R. 342, “A 
reviewing court should not second-guess the municipality as to whether the by-law will 
be more or less effective in achieving the intended purpose or purposes” (para. 46). 
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[24] Giving “consumer protection” a broad and generous interpretation that allows the 
municipality to achieve its legitimate interests (see Croplife at para. 37), I am satisfied 
that the enactment of this by-law fell within the municipality’s authority and is not ultra 
vires. I would therefore not give effect to this ground of appeal. 

2) Does the by-law conflict with s. 28(2) of the Municipal Freedom of Information 
and Privacy Protection Act? 

 
[25] Under s. 14 of the Municipal Act, 2001, to the extent of any conflict with a 
provincial or federal Act or regulation, a by-law is “without effect”. Section 28(2) of the 
Municipal Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. M.56  
(MFIPPA) provides: 

28(2) No person shall collect personal information on behalf 
of an institution [which includes a municipality: s. 2] unless 
the collection is expressly authorized by statute, used for the 
purposes of law enforcement or necessary to the proper 
administration of a lawfully authorized activity. 

[26] The appellants submit that the provisions of the by-law that mandate the collection 
of personal information about vendors of goods to licensed second-hand goods dealers 
and the daily transmission of that information electronically to the police, conflict with 
s. 28(2).  
[27] The Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario intervened on the appeal as 
friend of the court, for the purposes of providing the court with the history of privacy 
legislation, the role of the Commissioner under that legislation and the case law and 
jurisprudence on privacy issues, including the interpretation and application of MFIPPA. 
In that role, the Commissioner took no position on the specific question to be decided by 
the court. 
[28] The Commissioner has recognized expertise in the interpretation and application 
of the statutes relating to personal information and the protection of privacy. The 
Commissioner is given primary responsibility under the privacy statutes (MFIPPA, 
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. F.31 (FIPPA)) for 
supervising compliance. Most frequently, privacy issues arise by way of a complaint 
relating to the collection of personal information by or on behalf of a government or 
institution. In most cases, therefore, it is the Commissioner, not the courts, who 
determines whether the collection of private information contravenes MFIPPA, and if so, 
orders the information destroyed. Where collection is authorized under s. 28(2), the 
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Commissioner may still determine whether the information has been properly collected in 
accordance with other provisions of the Act and make appropriate orders. 
[29] The right to privacy of personal information is interpreted in the context of the 
history of privacy legislation in Canada and of the treatment of that right by the courts. 
The Supreme Court of Canada has characterized the federal Privacy Act as quasi-
constitutional because of the critical role that privacy plays in the preservation of a free 
and democratic society. In Lavigne v. Canada (Office of the Commissioner of Official 
Languages), [2002] 2 S.C.R. 773, Gonthier J. observed that exceptions from the rights set 
out in the act should be interpreted narrowly, with any doubt resolved in favour of 
preserving the right and with the burden of persuasion on the person asserting the 
exception (at paras. 30-31) In Dagg v. Canada (Minister of Finance), [1997] 2 S.C.R. 
403, the court articulated the governing principles of privacy law including that 
protection of privacy is a fundamental value in modern democracies and is enshrined in 
ss. 7 and 8 of the Charter, and privacy rights are to be compromised only where there is a 
compelling state interest for doing so (at paras. 65, 66, 71). And in H.J. Heinz of Canada 
Ltd v. Canada (Attorney General), [2006] 1 S.C.R. 441, Deschamps J. stated:  

[I]n a situation involving personal information about an 
individual, the right to privacy is paramount over the right of 
access to information, except as prescribed by the legislation 
(at para. 26). 

[30] In Ontario, the Williams Commission Report led to the enactment of FIPPA in 
1987 and MFIPPA in 1991. The Williams Commission identified three specific concerns 
respecting government data banks: (1) where government collects personal information, 
the individual is unlikely to have an effective choice to refuse to supply the information; 
(2) because its activity is so broad, government holds very extensive personal information 
about individuals; (3) there is public anxiety about government agencies sharing their 
holdings of personal information and building comprehensive personal files on 
individuals (Public Government for Private People: The Report of the Commission on 
Freedom of Information and Protection of Individual Privacy/1980, Vol. 3 (Toronto: 
Queen’s Printer, 1980) at pp. 504-505). The commission concluded that  

a privacy protection policy intended to preserve informational 
privacy would therefore attempt to restrict personal data-
gathering activity to that which appears to be necessary to 
meet legitimate social objectives and would attempt to 
maximize the control that individuals are able to exert over 
subsequent use and dissemination of information surrendered 
to institutional records keepers (at p. 667).  
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[31] This approach underlies the three standards for the collection of personal 
information that are set out in s. 28(2) of MFIPPA: the collection must be either expressly 
authorized by statute, used for the purposes of law enforcement, or necessary to the 
proper administration of a lawfully authorized activity. 
[32] In Rothmans, Benson & Hedges Inc. v. Saskatchewan, [2005] 1 S.C.R. 188, the 
Supreme Court set out a two-pronged test to determine how to apply the paramountcy 
doctrine where federal and provincial legislation overlaps: (1) can a person 
simultaneously comply with both provisions (the “impossibility of dual compliance” 
test), and (2) does the provincial provision frustrate Parliament’s purpose in enacting the 
federal provision? In Croplife, supra, this court held that the same two-pronged test 
should be used to interpret and apply s. 14 of the Municipal Act, 2001 (at para. 63). 
[33] Applying that test, the application judge found that the by-law does not conflict 
with s. 28(2) of MFIPPA. He cited three rationales for his conclusion. He first found that 
the first prong of the test is met so long as the information is collected on consent. He 
also concluded, based on s. 22(e) of Schedule “A” to the by law, which provides that the 
City Clerk may prescribe procedures “to ensure compliance with MFIPPA …”, that the 
by-law expressly anticipates and provides for compliance with privacy laws. He found 
that the second prong of the test was met because there was no evidence that the 
information transmission requirements of the by-law frustrated the legislative purpose of 
MFIPPA. Finally he concluded that the collection of personal information by licensed 
second-hand dealers complies with s. 28(2) on the basis that it is “expressly authorized by 
statute”, because the by-law is authorized by s. 150(2) of the Municipal Act, 2001. 
[34] It is conceded on the appeal that the application judge erred in law by finding that 
s. 28(2) does not apply where the information is collected on consent. Consent is not one 
of the three conditions set out in s. 28(2) that allow the collection of personal information 
by or on behalf of a municipality. This was observed by the Commissioner in 
Investigation I94-068P, Ministry of Community and Social Services, [1995] O.I.P.C. No. 
534. In contrast, where the legislature wishes any aspect of the act to operate based on 
consent it has so provided. See, for instance, the provisions regarding disclosure of 
certain information under s. 10(2), 14(1)(a) and 32(b), the manner of collection under 
s. 29(1) or the use of certain information under s. 31(a). I also agree with the appellants 
that contrary to the observation of the application judge, there is evidence in the record 
that some people who sell second-hand goods require the proceeds to meet their daily 
needs and therefore, when faced with the choice of providing the information or not 
selling the goods, cannot confidently be said to be giving their consent freely. 
[35] The application judge also erred in law when he found that the collection of 
personal information was “expressly authorized by statute” on the basis that the by-law 
itself was authorized under s. 150(2). 
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[36] The phrase “expressly authorized by statute” has been interpreted by the 
Commissioner to mean that the specific types of personal information collected be 
expressly described either in a statute or in a regulation that has been authorized by a 
general reference to the activity in a statute. See Investigation I95-030P, A College of 
Applied Arts and Technology, [1995] O.I.P.C. No. 546; Investigation I96-057M, A Board 
of Education, [1996] O.I.P.C. No. 449 at paras. 17-18. 
[37] For example, s. 9 of the Pawnbrokers Act specifically obliges a pawnbroker to 
keep a book with the full name, address and description of the person who pawns an 
article sufficient to identify the person as well as details of the person’s identification or a 
note that the person did not produce identification, and s. 13 requires pawnbrokers to 
make a daily report of the information to the chief of police or the person designated by 
by-law. There is no similar provision in the Municipal Act, 2001. The structure of the Act 
indicates that it was not the intention of the legislature to allow municipalities, simply by 
virtue of their power to enact by-laws, to determine the type of personal information that 
can be collected. 
[38] Section 28(2) also allows personal information to be collected on behalf of an 
institution if the information is “used for the purposes of law enforcement.” Of significant 
concern in this case is the wholesale transmission to the police of a significant amount of 
personal information about individuals. This transmission occurs before there is any basis 
to suspect that the goods that were sold to the second-hand dealer were stolen and is 
made with no limit as to its use by the police or by those to whom the police may share 
the information. Although some of the information collected may ultimately be used for 
law enforcement, the purpose of the by-law and its intent in obliging vendors of second-
hand goods to disclose so much personal information and transmitting all of it to the 
police is for consumer protection and not law enforcement. 
[39] The City’s main position on the appeal is that the reason the by-law does not 
conflict with s. 28(2) of the MFIPPA is because it meets the third criterion of the section: 
the collection of the personal information under the by-law is “necessary to the proper 
administration of a lawfully authorized activity”, that is, the administration of the 
licensing of second-hand goods dealers. 
[40] Again, the jurisprudence developed by the Privacy Commissioner interpreting this 
provision is both helpful and persuasive of the proper approach to be taken by the courts 
as well. In cases decided by the Commissioner’s office, it has required that in order to 
meet the necessity condition, the institution must show that each item or class of personal 
information that is to be collected is necessary to properly administer the lawfully 
authorized activity. Consequently, where the personal information would merely be 
helpful to the activity, it is not “necessary” within the meaning of the Act. Similarly, 
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where the purpose can be accomplished another way, the institution is obliged to choose 
the other route.  
[41] The Commissioner’s approach in complaints that come before her office is to 
examine in detail the types of information being collected and to determine whether each 
type is necessary for the collecting institution’s activity. For example, in Re Toronto 
Community Housing Corp., [2004] O.I.P.C. No. 196, the Commissioner received a 
complaint from a tenant that the housing corporation was requiring tenants who wanted 
parking stickers to provide copies of vehicle insurance and ownership papers which the 
tenant said was not authorized by the lease. The corporation justified its action because it 
wanted to address problems of break-ins, vandalism and illegally parked cars. These 
problems were caused by tenants who abused the parking system by renting out spaces to 
non-residents who then gained access to the building and parked in other residents’ 
allocated parking spots. Also people were vandalizing the entry system mechanism, 
which then required costly repairs. 
[42] The Commissioner considered individually the requirements to provide vehicle 
ownership documentation and vehicle insurance verification. The Commissioner 
determined that the ownership documents were necessary so that corporation staff could 
see that cars parked in the garage were owned by the tenants themselves. However, the 
Commissioner was not satisfied that the corporation needed the insurance information to 
properly administer the parking program and found that collection of the insurance 
information was not in compliance with s. 28(2) of the Act. 
[43] The same approach is taken by other provincial privacy commissions. For 
example, in Re Rick Arsenault Enterprises, [2005] A.I.P.C.D. No. 45, the Alberta 
Information and Privacy Commissioner received a complaint that a Canadian Tire store, a 
provincially regulated organization under the jurisdiction of the Commissioner, had 
refused to complete a return of goods without obtaining certain personal information 
including the driver’s licence number of the person returning the goods.  As in the case 
on appeal, the stated purpose of collecting the information was to deter fraud. The 
evidence was that the store acknowledged that simply authenticating and confirming the 
identity of the individual returning the goods was sufficient for their purposes. The 
commission viewed this as a concession that the collection and retention of driver’s 
licence numbers was not necessary for deterring fraud and therefore was not permitted 
under the Act. See also Re K.E. Gostlin Enterprises Ltd, [2005] B.C.I.P.C.D. No. 18 
(British Columbia Information and Privacy Commissioner). 
[44] The intervener provided the court with many examples of decisions of the Ontario 
Commissioner under the necessity criterion where the Commissioner examined each 
piece or category of personal information being collected by the public institution and the 
reason for collecting it, and determined for each whether that collection was necessary in 
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order to properly administer the activity that the institution was carrying on. If it was not, 
the institution was prohibited from collecting the information. See for example: A Public 
School Board, [1994] O.I.P.C. No. 457; A College of Applied Arts and Technology, 
[1995] O.I.P.C. No. 546; A Board of Education, [1996] O.I.P.C. No. 449; Ministry of 
Natural Resources, [1994] O.I.P.C. No. 447; Re Sarnia Police Service, [2005] O.I.P.C. 
No. 28; Ministry of Housing, [1995] O.I.P.C. No. 315; A Municipality, [1993] O.I.P.C. 
No. 381; Re Regional Municipality of Niagara, [2004] O.I.P.C. No. 261. 
[45] In my view, this same approach to the interpretation and application of the 
necessity criterion in s. 28(2) ought to be employed by the court. The Commissioner’s 
approach is both logical and effective in implementing the purposes of the privacy 
legislation. By using the same approach, the effect is to apply the Act in the same way 
whether an issue arises by complaint to the commission or in this context, where the court 
is asked to determine a conflict between, in this case, a by-law and MFIPPA. 
[46] Using that approach, the issue is whether the city has satisfied its onus to 
demonstrate that both the collection of all of the information and identification required 
by the by-law, as well as the daily transmission of that information to the police for 
storage in their data bank, is necessary for an effective consumer protection regime to 
license second-hand dealers that deters people from dealing in stolen goods. Both must be 
justified because it is clear that the by-law is structured to operate as a co-ordinated 
scheme that includes both the collection and the daily transmission of all the information 
to the police for storage in their data bank. 
[47] In her affidavit filed on behalf of the city, the Deputy City Clerk deposes that in a 
2003 report for the city by its commissioner of corporate services, the commissioner 
identified two issues, manual record- keeping and the burden on the police, as reasons to 
consider electronic-computerized procedures to improve the enforcement of the by-law 
then in existence. 
[48] The Deputy City Clerk states that the collection of identity information from 
vendors of second-hand goods is aimed at suppressing crime and is intended to 
discourage unscrupulous people from transacting business with second-hand dealers. If 
such people know that the records are being collected in a timely and effective fashion, 
they are less likely to be unscrupulous. 
[49] The effect of this evidence is that the new provisions are intended to improve the 
old system by modernizing the recording of the information using computers and by 
making the system easier for the police to administer because they receive the 
information electronically on a daily basis without travelling to the second-hand stores. 
However, it is clear that there is no attempt to say that the new provisions are necessary 
for administering the licensing system or for its effectiveness. In contrast, in the Toronto 
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Taxi Alliance v. City of Toronto, [2005] O.J. No. 5460 (C.A.) the city had two task force 
reports that discussed the problem with taxi licenses and how the new by-law would 
address the problem. 
[50] The appellants point out that there is no evidence to suggest that there is a growing 
problem in the municipality regarding the sale of stolen goods to second-hand dealers. On 
the contrary, there were only 30 suspected stolen items with a total value of $1,200, out 
of the 28,000 items dealt with by the Oshawa franchisee in 2003. Nor is there evidence 
that unscrupulous persons are more deterred by the electronic collection and transmission 
of personal information than by manual collection and transmission to the police.  
[51] The effect of the new by-law is to facilitate the collection and electronic recording 
of detailed, identifying information about persons, mostly innocent but some 
unscrupulous, including their photograph and details of three pieces of identification as 
well as the time of their visit to the store and the nature of the goods offered for sale. This 
information is then transmitted and stored in a police database and available for use and 
transmission by the police without any restriction and without any judicial oversight. The 
intent of MFIPPA is to ensure that the collection and retention of private information is 
strictly controlled and justified. 
[52] Based on the evidence in this application, the city has not demonstrated that the 
impugned provisions of the new by-law that mandate the collection and electronic 
transmission to police of detailed personal information about vendors of second-hand 
goods, is necessary for an effective consumer protection regime to license second-hand 
dealers. Given my conclusions that the impugned provisions in the new by-law do not 
come within the exceptions in s. 28(2) of MFIPPA, I am of the view that the application 
judge erred in law in his application of the Rothman’s test. 
[53] In this application, the city effectively took an “all or nothing approach” to the by-
law, and did not seek to justify the provisions clause by clause. As a result, I would 
declare the challenged sections of Schedule A to the by-law: ss.10(c), (d), 15, 20, 22 (a), 
and  (b) to be “of no effect” under s. 14 of the Municipal Act, 2001. 
[54] This conclusion does not preclude the city from enacting a new second-hand 
goods dealers’ licensing by-law with provisions regarding the collection and transmission 
of some personal information that it may well be able to justify under s. 28(2). I would 
note that s. 46(a) of MFIPPA allows the Commissioner to “offer comment on the privacy 
protection implications of proposed programs of institutions.” There is much merit, in my 
view, for a city to make use of this provision to have any proposed new by-law vetted 
through a detailed examination of each provision and the necessity for it by the 
Commissioner at first instance, rather than by a court. The Commissioner has both the 
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expertise and the experience in addressing these types of issues and can do so in a more 
efficient and cost-effective manner than a court. 

3) Is the transaction fee authorized under the Act? 
 
[55] Section 22(f) of the by-law imposes a fee on licensed second-hand goods dealers 
of up to $1.00 per transaction. The city relies on s. 150(8) of the Act, which allows the 
city to impose “special conditions” for a business license, and on s. 150(9) that restricts 
the total fees that can be charged for a license to the “costs directly related to the 
administration and enforcement of the by-law….” The appellants challenge s 22(f) on the 
basis that it does not specifically authorize a volumetric fee as required by the Supreme 
Court of Canada in three cases, Re Kirkpatrick and District of Maple Ridge (1986), 30 
D.L.R. (4TH) 431; Montreal (City) v. Civic Parking Centre Ltd. [1981] 2 S.C.R. 541; The 
Longueil Navigation Company v. City of Montreal (1889), 15 S.C.R. 566. 
[56] The application judge was not referred to these Supreme Court cases and decided 
the issue based on the application of s. 150(9). 
[57] As I would declare of no effect the sections that mandate the transmission of the 
collected personal information to the police, the transaction fee provision becomes moot 
on this appeal. Furthermore, if the city were to reintroduce a licensing by law that does 
not conflict with s. 28(2) of MFIPPA, it will do so under the new Municipal Act that 
came into effect on January 1, 2007. Under the new provisions, s. 150(2) of the Act has 
been repealed and replaced with new licensing powers and s. 150(9) has been repealed 
and replaced with new provisions regarding licensing fees. In those circumstances, it is 
unnecessary to address this issue.1 

RESULT 

 
[58] In the result, I would allow the appeal, set aside the order of the application judge 
and declare ss. 10(c) and (d), 15, 20, 22 (a) and (b) of the by-law of no effect with costs 
of the appeal to the appellants on the partial indemnity scale fixed at $25,000 inclusive of 
disbursements and G.S.T., and costs of the original application fixed in the amount of 
$20,000 inclusive of disbursements and G.S.T. 

Signature: “K. Feldman J.A.” 

                                              
1  As the amended Municipal Act (in force January 1, 2007) no longer contains s. 150(2), any replacement licensing 
by-law may also undergo a different analysis regarding compliance with s. 28(2) of MFIPPA in relation to the use of 
the information for law enforcement purposes. 
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  “I agree D. O’Connor A.C.J.O.” 
  “I agree Paul Rouleau J.A.” 

RELEASED:  “D.O’C” July 4, 2007 
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[1982] 2 W.L.R. 338

*280 Harman Appellant v Secretary of State for
the Home Department Respondent

House of Lords

Lord Diplock, Lord Simon of Glaisdale, Lord
Keith of Kinkel, Lord Scarman, and Lord Roskill

1981 Nov. 16, 17, 18; 1982 Feb. 11

Contempt of Court—Solicitor—Disclosure of docu-
ments—Solicitor's implied undertaking not to use
documents disclosed on discovery except for pur-
poses of litigation—Confidential documents dis-
closed and read in court at trial—Solicitor allowing
journalist access to documents after trial for pur-
poses of writing feature article—Whether breach of
implied undertaking

A solicitor, who was legal officer of the National
Council for Civil Liberties ("N.C.C.L."), was acting
as solicitor for the plaintiff in an action against the
Home Office arising out of his treatment in prison
in an experimental "control unit." During the course
of the action the Home Office disclosed a large
number of documents. The Home Office, in a letter
dated October 17, 1979, stated that the Home Of-
fice did not wish the documents to be used for the
general purposes of the N.C.C.L. outside the soli-
citor's function as solicitor for the plaintiff in the
action. The solicitor replied to that letter on the
same day, saying that she was well aware of the
rule that documents obtained on discovery should
not be used for any purposes other than for the case
in hand. The Home Office was later ordered to dis-
close six confidential documents that they had ob-
jected to producing on the ground of public interest
immunity. The solicitor selected from the docu-
ments disclosed those required for use at the trial of
the plaintiff's action, and in due course they were

read out by counsel at the hearing. A few days after
the hearing, the solicitor allowed a journalist whom
she knew to be a feature writer, and who had been
present during part of the hearing, to have access to
the documents that had been read out, including the
confidential documents, for the purpose of writing a
newspaper article. The article was highly critical of
Home Office ministers and civil servants. The
Home Office applied under R.S.C., Ord. 52, r. 9 for
an order against the solicitor for relief for contempt
of court, alleging that she was in breach of the un-
dertaking, implied by law and affirmed in her letter
of October 17, not to use documents obtained on
discovery for purposes other than those of the ac-
tion in which they were disclosed. Park J. held that
the solicitor was in contempt of court, but accepted
that she had acted in good faith and imposed no
penalty. The Court of Appeal dismissed an appeal
by the solicitor.

On appeal by the solicitor by leave of the House of
Lords:-

dismissing the appeal (Lord Simon of Glaisdale and
Lord Scarman dissenting), that a solicitor who in
the course *281 of discovery in litigation obtained
possession of copies of documents belonging to his
client's adversary gave an implied undertaking to
the court not to use the copies, nor to allow them to
be used, for any purpose other than the proper con-
duct of the action on behalf of his client; that the
fact that such documents were read out in open
court at the hearing of the action, whether admitted
in evidence or not, did not bring that implied under-
taking to an end, and breach of it was a civil con-
tempt of court, and that, accordingly, the appellant
had been guilty of a contempt of court in passing
the documents in question to the journalist (post,
pp. 304G - 305A,306B-D,307H -
308B,326G,327E).Alterskye v. Scott [1948] 1 All
E.R. 469 and Riddick v. Thames Board Mills Ltd.
[1977] Q.B. 881, C.A. applied . Per Lord Diplock
and Lord Roskill. (i) A judge has a duty to see that
time is not wasted by the unnecessary reading aloud
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of documents (post, pp. 305H - 306B,324F-G). (ii)
The practice of assisting bona fide reporters to pro-
duce fair and accurate reports of what is said in
open court by allowing them a sight of documents
that have been read out; may, so long as it is not ab-
used, be regarded as serving the interests of justice
and will not be a contempt (post, pp. 306F -
307A,327D).Per Lord Keith of Kinkel. There are
hazards in this practice, and if there should be any
reason to doubt whether the party who has dis-
closed the documents under discovery or his legal
advisers would approve of its being shown to the
journalist, it should not be done without such ap-
proval (post, p. 309G).Decision of the Court of Ap-
peal [1981] Q.B. 534; [1981] 2 W.L.R. 310; [1981]
2 All E.R. 349 affirmed .

The following cases are referred to in their Lord-
ships' opinions:

• Alterskye v. Scott [1948] 1 All E.R. 469 .
• Attorney-General v. Leveller Magazine Ltd.
[1979] Q.B. 31; [1978] 3 W.L.R. 395; [1978] 3 All
E.R. 731, D.C. ; [1979] A.C. 440; [1979] 2 W.L.R.
247; [1979] 1 All E.R. 745, H.L.(E. ).
• Coco v. A. N. Clark (Engineers) Ltd. [1969]
R.P.C. 41 .
• Conway v. Rimmer [1968] A.C. 910; [1968] 2
W.L.R. 998; [1968] 1 All E.R. 874, H.L.(E. ).
• D. v. National Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children [1978] A.C. 171; [1977] 2
W.L.R. 201; [1977] 1 All E.R. 589, H.L.(E. ).
• Halcon International Inc. v. Shell Transport and
Trading Co. [1979] R.P.C. 97, C.A.
• Handyside Case , November 4, 1976; Publica-
tions of the European Court of Human Rights,
Series A, No. 24 .
• Lambert v. Home [1914] 3 K.B. 86, C.A.
• National Broadcasting Co. Inc., In re, U.S. v.
Myers (1980) 635 F.2d 945 .
• Nixon v. Warner Communications Inc. (1978)
435 U.S. 589 .
• Riddick v. Thames Board Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B.
881; [1977] 3 W.L.R. 63; [1977] 3 All E.R. 677,
C.A.

• Saltman Engineering Co. Ltd. v. Campbell Engin-
eering Co. Ltd. (1948) 65 R.P.C. 203 .
• Science Research Council v. Nassé [1980] A.C.
1028; [1979] 3 W.L.R. 762; [1979] 3 All E.R. 673,
H.L.(E. ).
• Scott V. Scott [1913] A.C. 417, H.L.(E. ).
• Sunday Times, The v. United Kingdom (1979) 2
E.H.R.R. 245 .
• U.S. v. Mitchell; Appeal of Warner Communica-
tions Inc. (1976) 551 F.2d 1252 .*282
• Williams v. Home Office [1981] 1 All E.R. 1151 .
• Williams v. Home Office (No. 2) [1981] 1 All
E.R. 1211 .

The following additional cases were cited in argu-
ment:

• ALAE v. BEA [1973] I.C.R. 601, N.I.R.C.
• Attorney-General v. British Broadcasting Corpor-
ation [1981] A.C. 303; [1980] 3 W.L.R. 109;
[1980] 3 All E.R. 161, H.L.(E. ).
• Attorney-General v. Jonathan Cape Ltd. [1976]
Q.B. 752; [1975] 3 W.L.R. 606; [1975] 3 All
E.R.484 .
• Attorney-General v. New Statesman and Nation
Publishing Co. Ltd. [1981] Q.B. 1; [1980] 2 W.L.R.
246; [1980] 1 All E.R. 644, D.C.
• Blathwayt v. Baron Cawley [1976] A.C. 397;
[1975] 3 W.L.R. 684; [1975] 3 All E.R. 625,
H.L.(E. ).
• Broome v. Cassell & Co. Ltd. [1972] A.C. 1027;
[1972] 2 W.L.R. 645; [1972] 1 All E.R. 801,
H.L.(E. ).
• Burmah Oil Co. Ltd. v. Governor and Company of
the Bank of England [1980] A.C. 1090; [1979] 3
W.L.R. 722; [1979] 3 All E.R. 700, H.L.(E. ).
• Commonwealth of Australia v. John Fairfax &
Sons Ltd. (1980) 32 A.L.R. 485 .
• Distillers Co. (Biochemicals) Ltd. v. Times News-
papers Ltd. [1975] Q.B. 613; [1974] 3 W.L.R. 728;
[1975] 1 All E.R. 41 .
• F. (orse. A.) (A Minor) (Publication of Informa-
tion), In re [1977] Fam. 58; [1976] 3 W.L.R. 813;
[1977] 1 All E.R. 114, C.A.
• Gartside v. Outram (1856) 26 L.J.Ch. 113 .
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• Gaskell & Chambers Ltd. v. Hodson, Dodsworth
& Co. [1936] 2 K.B. 595, D.C.
• Initial Services Ltd. v. Putterill [1968] 1 Q.B. 396;
[1967] 3 W.L.R. 1032; [1967] 3 All E.R. 145, C.A.
• Iwi v. Montesole [1955] Crim.L.R. 313 .
• Mustad (O.) & Son v. Dosen (Note) [1964] 1
W.L.R. 109n; [1963] 3 All E.R. 416, H.L.(E. ).
• Ramsay (W. T.) Ltd. v. Inland Revenue Commis-
sioners [1982] A.C. 300; [1981] 2 W.L.R. 449;
[1981] 1 All E.R. 865, H.L.(E. ).
• Rank Film Distributors Ltd. v. Video Information
Centre [1982] A.C. 380; [1981] 2 W.L.R. 668;
[1981] 2 All E.R. 76, H.L.(E. ).
• Reg. v. Denbigh Justices, Ex parte Williams
[1974] Q.B. 759; [1974] 3 W.L.R. 45; [1974] 2 All
E.R. 1052, D.C.
• Reg. v. Lemon [1979] A.C. 617; [1979] 2 W.L.R.
281; [1979] 1 All E.R. 898, H.L.(E. ).
• Reg. v. Waterfield [1975] 1 W.L.R. 711; [1975] 2
All E.R. 40, C.A.
• Woodward v. Hutchins [1977] 1 W.L.R. 760;
[1977] 2 All E.R. 751, C.A.

APPEAL from the Court of Appeal.

This was an appeal by the appellant, Harriet Har-
man, by leave of the House of Lords from the judg-
ment of the Court of Appeal (Lord Denning M.R.,
Templeman and Dunn L.JJ.) on February 6, 1981,
affirming the decision of Park J. [1981] Q.B. 534 .
By that decision, Park J. held, on an application by
the Home Office under R.S.C., Ord. 52, r. 9 , for an
order against the appellant for relief, other than
committal to prison, for contempt of court, that the
appellant had been guilty of contempt of court, but
imposed no penalty. *283

The Court of Appeal refused the appellant leave to
appeal, certifying under section 1 (2) of the Admin-
istration of Justice Act 1960 that the following
point of law of general public importance was in-
volved in their decision:

"whether a litigant's obligation or undertaking im-
plied by law in respect of the use which may be
made of his opponent's documents disclosed on dis-

covery in the action is correctly defined as termin-
ating if and when and to the extent that any such
document is read out in open court in the course of
proceedings in that action or is otherwise affected
by such reading out."

On April 9, 1981 [1981] Q.B. 534 , 564F, the Ap-
peal Committee of the House of Lords (Lord Rus-
sell of Killowen, Lord Scarman and Lord Bridge of
Harwich) allowed a petition by the appellant for
leave to appeal.

The appellant appealed.

Leolin Price Q.C., Geoffrey Robertson and Andrew
Nicol for the appellant. In showing the exhibit
bundles to the reporter the appellant did not breach
the obligation implied by law and referred to in her
correspondence with the Secretary of State to pro-
tect the confidentiality of the documents and not to
use them for any improper purpose. Her submis-
sions rest on three alternative grounds (A, B and C)
and also in any event on a fourth ground (D). A (the
widest ground). The obligation on a recipient of
discovered documents terminates when and to the
extent that they are read in open court. B. If the ob-
ligation is not terminated completely when docu-
ments are read aloud in court, it is then modified so
as to permit the recipient to show the documents
that have been read in court to a journalist or other
person in order that they may report or comment on
the proceedings or matters raised by them. C. The
obligation, if it continues, is not absolute and is not
broken if a particular use of the documents is justi-
fied by a public interest that outweighs any other
interest normally protected by the obligation. D. In
any event, the appellant's conduct did not include
any deliberate breach of any undertaking or obliga-
tion and therefore did not amount to contempt.

Ground A

(1) No previous case has considered the existence,
much less the extent, of the implied obligation in
relation to discovered documents once such docu-
ments have been read out in open court in the
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course of the proceedings in relation to which they
were discovered. Courts in the past have formulated
the obligation in broad terms as a duty not to use
the documents for any improper or collateral pur-
pose (e.g. Distillers Co. (Biochemicals) Ltd. v.
Times Newspapers Ltd. [1975] Q.B. 613 ; Alter-
skye v. Scott[1948] 1 All E.R. 469 and Riddick v.
Thames Board Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B. 881 ). These
formulations have been unqualified, but in no case
has it been necessary for the court to consider
whether its formulation should be extended by the
courts in the manner contended for by the Secretary
of State.

(2) The reading of documents in open court des-
troys any confidentiality or privacy that may previ-
ously have attached to them. On being *284 read
out in court, the documents become evidence in the
proceedings. Subject to any order of the court, they
are read aloud and their content may be noted or
transcribed by anyone in court. They enter the pub-
lic domain, and their confidentiality dissolves. It is
not disputed in this case that, as the appellant said
in her affidavit, all material parts of the documents
in the exhibit bundles were read aloud in court. In
his judgment, Lord Denning M.R. was sceptical of
the appellant's ability to give evidence as to that
since she was not in court the whole of the time, but
the Secretary of State has in effect admitted that her
statement is correct, and Park J. proceeded on that
basis without dissent. It is also common ground that
a transcript of the proceedings could have been ob-
tained on payment of a fee and that would have
provided a record of all material parts of the exhib-
ited documents.

(3) The obligation of a recipient of discovered doc-
uments is analogous to that of a recipient of confid-
ential information. It is well established that no ac-
tion will lie for the protection of information that,
though once confidential, has entered the public do-
main: see per Lord Buck-master in O. Mustad &
Son v. Dosen (Note) [1964] 1 W.L.R. 109n . and
per Lord Greene M.R. in Saltman Engineering Co.
Ltd. v. Campbell Engineering Co. Ltd. (1948) 65

R.P.C. 203 , 215. The latter requirement was adop-
ted by Megarry J. in Coco v. A. N. Clark
(Engineers) Ltd. [1969] R.P.C. 41 , 47 and by Goff
and Jones, The Law of Restitution, 2nd ed. (1978),
p. 512. Further dissemination of documents may be
restrained in appropriate cases or give rise to other
claims on grounds of breach of copyright or defam-
ation. In appropriate cases, those remedies would
also be available in relation to the use of discovered
documents. No allegation is made in this case that
the appellant or anyone else defamed the Home Of-
fice or infringed its copyright.

(4) The judgments of the Court of Appeal fail to
take adequate account of the fact that, by being read
out in court, the contents of the documents became
"public property and public knowledge." McNeill
J.'s order for discovery necessarily entailed the pos-
sibility that the documents might be tendered in
evidence, read in open court and used in precisely
the manner that Lord Denning M.R. [1981] Q.B.
534 , 558D feared. The "implied" understanding as
confirmed in Riddick's case, even on its widest in-
terpretation, would be powerless to prevent such
criticism.

(5) The appellant readily endorses the importance
of discovery, but the fears expressed by Dunn L.J.,
at p. 563A-B are exaggerated. Litigants currently
have a "strong disincentive to disclose their own
documents" because that means (a) showing them
to an adversary and (b), if they are used as evid-
ence, that they will be made public. The prospect of
this is no doubt sometimes sufficiently awesome to
dissuade some potential suitors from embarking on
or defending actions, and many law suits have
settled to avoid the exposure of embarrassing
secrets. The publicity of judicial proceedings might,
therefore, in some circumstances operate as a for-
midable obstacle to the administration of justice.
With limited exceptions, the publicity and openness
of court proceedings are regarded as "a cornerstone
of our system" (Scott v. Scott [1913] A.C. 417 ) so
that, when litigated, private disputes between two
private parties have a public character. There are, of
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course, an array of pressures to counter any tempta-
tion to conceal *285 documents; each party's legal
advisers are under a professional duty to ensure that
discovery is complete, and, if documents have been
withheld, there may be proceedings for contempt of
court and pleadings may be struck out. The inter-
pretation of the implied undertaking contended for
by the appellant does not represent a significant in-
crease in the risk of non-compliance. It may be that,
as Park J. said [1981] Q.B. 534 , 543, "in the ordin-
ary way the risk of publicity outside the court to the
contents of documents read inside the court is
small," but a litigant who is keen to arouse interest
in the case can inform the press of its nature and
venue or make available his or her own notes to a
reporter. If the law is to be true to the principle of
open justice, it must rest on the assumption that any
trial may be exposed to the full glare of publicity.
In any event, it appears that it has been a long-
standing practice for advocates to show their copies
of exhibited documents to law reporters and repres-
entatives of the press. There has been no noticeable
consequential deterioration in the fullness or frank-
ness of discovery by litigants.

(6) Templeman L.J. [1981] Q.B. 534 , 561 de-
scribed as "cynical" the appellant's argument that
the implied obligation should be regarded as ending
when the documents were read out in court because
the contents of the discovered documents could be
learnt by attendance at court or by purchase of an
official transcript ( R.S.C., Ord. 68, r. 1 (2) ) or by
commissioning a private shorthandwriter. He
thought that discovery gave a litigant powerful
weapons that should be used only for the limited
purpose of the action and that, once the action was
over, the litigant should be in no different position
from any other member of the public. This does not
provide a satisfactory answer to the appellant's ar-
gument. Prior to trial, discovery does give a litigant
an advantage. Unlike the public at large, he can de-
mand access to his opponent's confidential and
private documents. Once the documents are read
out in court, though, their contents become public
property and the litigant who received them no

longer has any special advantage. At most, the doc-
uments provide a convenient record of evidence
given in court and one that is available to him
without the labour of taking a note of the proceed-
ings or the expense of purchasing a transcript. It is
only in this sense that a litigant is in a different pos-
ition, after the documents have been read, from a
member of the public attending the trial. This dif-
ference does not warrant a restriction on the use of
documents that would not be imposed on the note
of a diligent reporter or the transcript of a wealthy
or curious member of the public.

(7) Templeman L.J. further argued, at p. 561, that,
"if the public interest does not require the parties to
private litigation to make their documents freely
available, then the public interest does not require a
party to private litigation to be freed from an under-
taking that he will not use his opponent's docu-
ments save for the purposes of the action." The con-
clusion does not follow from the premise: the ab-
sence of a duty to make available documents
tendered in evidence is of no assistance in deciding
whether there is a power so to do.

(8) (i) However, the appellant would go further and
invite the House to consider whether Templeman
L.J.'s premise is correct. Given the common law's
commitment to open justice, it would not be a sur-
prising *286 corollary if the public did have a right
to inspect the evidence that has been tendered in
open court. (ii) The appellant accepts that there is
no direct English authority for this proposition, but
it is supported by several decisions of the American
courts: see In re National Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
U.S. v. Myers (1980) 635 F.2d 945 ; U.S. v.
Mitchell; Appeal of Warner Communications Inc.
(1976) 551 F.2d 1252 and Nixon v. Warner Com-
munications Inc. (1978) 435 U.S. 589 . While the
United States courts in those cases have recognised
a parallel with the First Amendment to the Consti-
tution, it is important to note that they were con-
cerned with the common law's attitude to items
tendered in evidence. The difference is apparent
from the Supreme Court's decision in Nixon v.
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Warner Communications Inc. holding that the right
to inspect and copy judicial records was overridden
by a Congressional Statute. Had the right been
based on the First Amendment, it could not have
been abridged by Congressional action. As a de-
cision on the common law as viewed in America,
that is of particular relevance to English law. While
not binding authority as to the English common
law, it provides, as Lord Wilberforce said in anoth-
er context, "[an example], expressed in vigorous
and apt language, of a process of thought which
[seems] not inappropriate for the courts in this
country to follow": W. T. Ramsay Ltd. v. Inland
Revenue Commissioners [1982] A.C. 300 , 326.
(iii) The appellant has been able to discover only
one English decision that has dealt with the ques-
tion of the public's access to exhibits: Reg. v. Wa-
terfield [1975] 1 W.L.R. 711 . The court cited no
authority for the proposition, at p. 714, that the
public had no right to see documentary exhibits or
other real evidence. The American view is the bet-
ter one. Legal proceedings are held in open court,
and documentary evidence is read aloud in whole or
in part so that the public may know the basis on
which decisions are made and be able to make an
informed assessment of their merits. This purpose
is frustrated if the public has access to only part of
the evidence that is before the court. Reg. v. Water-
field may be justifiable on its facts. As dicta in the
American cases show, the common law right was
not absolute and may be circumscribed where the
evidence is allegedly pornographic or involves state
secrets involving national security or the protection
of victims of blackmail.

(9) It is accepted by both parties that in this case all
the material parts of the documents in the exhibit
bundles were read out in open court, and Park J.
proceeded on that basis. It is, therefore, strictly un-
necessary to consider the position where a docu-
ment is tendered in evidence but, for one reason or
another, all or part of it is not read aloud. However,
the appellant makes the following observations: (i)
a court may in certain circumstances direct that
evidence should not be disclosed or reported out-

side the courtroom: Attorney-General v. Leveller
Magazine Ltd. [1979] Q.B. 31 . When a court, hav-
ing the power to do so, makes such an order, it
would be contempt to disobey it, whether by repeat-
ing the evidence orally or by disclosing a document
that contained it. (ii) If no such order is made, it
would not be contempt for a litigant to describe or
repeat verbatim the contents of a document that had
been tendered in evidence, whether it had been read
aloud or not, or to show his or her notes of the evid-
ence that might contain verbatim quotations *287
from parts of documents. In crucial stages of a trial,
solicitors may engage shorthandwriters to produce
transcripts more quickly than official shorthand-
writers. (iii) A litigant should be in no different po-
sition if, instead of repeating orally the contents of
such a document, he shows others the document it-
self.

Ground B. Evidence was given as to the preval-
ence of the practice of showing exhibits to reporters
and as to the importance of such a practice for
journalists. Mr. Harold Evans, editor of the Sunday
Times , said that "the reporting and commenting on
legal proceedings, which I consider to be a vital
part of the function of newspapers in a democratic
society, would be made virtually impossible were it
to be held that the long-standing practice of show-
ing documents to members of the press which have
been read out in open court constitutes improper
behaviour." It is an obvious means of promoting ac-
curate reporting of court proceedings and evidence.
The custom has never been called into question un-
til now. The importance of press coverage of court
proceedings has been well recognised (e.g. Reg. v.
Denbigh Justices, Ex parte Williams [1974] Q.B.
759 ). In many cases, the press will be the only rep-
resentatives of the public who are present. In Reg.
v. Waterfield [1975] 1 W.L.R. 711 , 715, the court
recommended that, when the members of the public
were excluded from court for the showing of an al-
legedly obscene film, the press should be allowed
to remain to see the kind of material that had been
made the subject of the charge. (This is consistent
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with various statutory provisions, e.g. the Children
and Young Persons Act 1933, s. 47 (2), and the Ma-
gistrates' Courts Act 1980, s. 69, which permit rep-
resentatives of newspapers or news agencies to be
present at hearings from which the rest of the pub-
lic are excluded.) Press interest may be generated
by the legal issues, by the factual disputes or by the
background to the case. The distinction that Park J.
drew between a law report or an account of the trial
on the one hand and a feature article on the other
was rightly rejected by Templeman L.J. [1981]
Q.B. 534 , 562. However, he went on to reject also
the appellant's present submission (an argument "of
convenience") on two grounds: (i) because a party
to litigation was under no duty to assist the press.
The appellant has submitted that there is a public
right of access to exhibits. Whether or not there is
such a public right , and whether or not litigants are
under a correlative duty, litigants are at liberty to
assist the press in this manner and do not commit
contempt by so doing. (ii) Permission ought to be
sought from the party who owned the document. In
response to this: (a) the issue is use of the copies of
the discovered documents. In most cases, the dis-
coveree has paid for these and is the owner of the
copy documents. As noted above, there is no alleg-
ation that any copyright in the documents has been
infringed by the appellant's actions. (b) It may be,
as Dunn L.J. commented in making a similar pro-
position, at p. 563, that the party who has dis-
covered the documents would readily allow the
press sight of them, but the power to consent im-
plies the power to refuse consent. It is wrong that
one party should exercise a veto (or qualified veto,
if it is contended that the trial judge may give the
necessary permission) over the reporting of evid-
ence that has been given in open court. (c) There
can be no doubt that, had the reporter approached
another reporter or *288 member of the public, they
could have compared notes. Had the litigant who
received the documents taken the necessary trouble
of making, or having someone else (e.g. a short-
handwriter) make, a full note of documents as they
were read out , that, too, could have been shown to
the reporter. The documents themselves, like the

note, may be shown to the reporter.The distinction
drawn by Dunn L.J., at p. 563F-G, is untenable.
Whether the reporter dozed for a few minutes or
missed a whole day's hearing, identical considera-
tions should apply. While the reporter slumbered,
counsel might have been reading the key document
in his case or the one most embarrassing to the oth-
er side. If showing the reporter such a document is
de minimis , it is difficult to see why it should be
contempt to show him as well dozens of other doc-
uments that were also presented as evidence.

Ground C. Ground B seeks to qualify the implied
undertaking after the documents have been read
aloud in court by reference to the persons to whom
and the purposes for which the documents may then
be shown. Ground C qualifies the implied undertak-
ing in a different way; by reference to the public in-
terest of the matter contained in the document as
weighed against the effect of disclosure.

The implied undertaking of the recipient of dis-
covered documents does not prevent their use for
the purposes of a criminal prosecution: Rank Film
Distributors Ltd. v. Video Information Centre
[1982] A.C. 380 . The consequent ruling that dis-
closure of self-incriminatory evidence cannot be
compelled has since been altered by section 72 of
the Supreme Court Act 1981. The decision is in line
with other authorities holding that documents ob-
tained in breach of confidence or by an unlawful
search may be tendered in evidence. Lord Fraser of
Tullybelton (with whom Lord Russell of Killowen
and Lord Roskill concurred) saw this as part of a
wider principle. At p. 679, he described as "clearly
correct" the observations of Talbot J. in Distillers
Co. (Biochemicals) Ltd. v. Times Newspapers Ltd.
[1975] Q.B. 613 , 625. In striking that balance in
the present case, the public interest in the adminis-
tration of justice is less demanding that it was in
Distillers . In that case, the actions in which the
documents had been discovered had not come to tri-
al and they were still confidential in a real sense. In
the present case, the documents had been publicly
read in the course of a trial. Moreover, the Secret-
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ary of State presented his arguments as to the im-
portance of maintaining their confidentiality to
McNeill J. He balanced those arguments against the
interests of justice and found that the latter pre-
vailed. Although he referred to Riddick v. Thames
Board Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B. 881 , there is no sug-
gestion that the use of the documents at trial was to
be constrained in any abnormal way, and he said
nothing about use of the documents after the trial.
At the trial, the Secietary of State made no applica-
tion for them to be treated in any way differently
from ordinary exhibits. For the reasons given
above, the appellant's use of the documents posed
no threat to the process of discovery. In particular,
it has never been suggested that, if her actions were
lawful, the Home Office would in the future be less
inclined to comply fully with its duty to make dis-
covery when so ordered. By contrast, the public in-
terest in the further dissemination of information
contained in the documents and presented in *289
evidence was very great. The case, concerning as it
did the activities of a government department and
important issues about the treatment of prisoners,
touched on fundamental questions of civil liberties
of the individual and the power of a major depart-
ment of state: see per McNeill J. in Williams v.
Home Office [1981] 1 All E.R. 1151 . The nature of
the control units regime and the method by which
prisoners were selected for it and whereby their
progress was reviewed were all matters of legitim-
ate public interest. The article written by the report-
er referred to the possible illegality of the scheme,
and it is important to note that, in his judgment
[1981] 1 All E.R. 1211 , Tudor Evans J. found that,
while Williams had no cause of action, the Prison
Rules 1964 made under the Prison Act 1952 had
been broken. The appellant contests the view of
Lord Denning M.R. [1981] Q.B. 534 , 557 that the
use of the documents was detrimental to the good
ordering of our society. On the contrary, it was
likely to lead to "criticism[s] calculated to improve
the nature of [the inner workings of government] as
affecting the individual citizen" ( per Lord Keith of
Kinkel in Burmah Oil Co. Ltd. v. Governor and
Company of the Bank of England [1980] A.C. 1090

, 1134). The appellant is not here arguing that "the
public interest requires the invention of some meth-
od of enforcing the principle of freedom of inform-
ation against public authorities" ( per Templeman
L.J. in the Court of Appeal). Her argument only
relates to documents that are the proper object of
discovery, where any claim to privilege from dis-
closure has been overridden, where no special order
restricting their use has been made and where the
public interest in the particular use outweighs the
other interests normally protected by the implied
obligation. She refers by way of analogy to the "pub-
lic interest" defence to an action for breach of con-
fidence, but points out that (a) the implied obliga-
tion arising on discovery is itself intended to pro-
tect the public interest in the proper administration
of justice, whereas the action for breach of confid-
ence is generally concerned with a private interest
in confidentiality. Consequently, unless and until
the discovered documents are put in evidence a
higher degree of public interest may be required to
justify disclosure than in the private law context.
(b) The position when the discovered documents
have been used in evidence is that their confidenti-
ality is at least diminished, if not, as the appellant
primarily contends, wholly exhausted and a less
stringent public interest test ought to be sufficient
to overthrow any such continuing confidentiality. In
Gartside v. Outram (1856) 26 L.J.Ch. 113 , 114, the
court declared that "there is no confidence as to the
disclosure of iniquity." In Initial Services Ltd. v.
Putterill [1968] 1 Q.B. 396 , 405, Lord Denning
M.R. went further and said that disclosure would
not be prevented if it revealed "misconduct of such
a nature that it ought in the public interest to be dis-
closed to others," and in Woodward v. Hutchins
[1977] 1 W.L.R. 760 he refused to enjoin a disclos-
ure that purported to show up the hypocrisy of a
group of musicians: see at p. 764. Prior to the Willi-
ams case, it had not been publicly realised that the
control units had been established by the Secretary
of State in breach of the Rules of 1964, which had
themselves been submitted to and approved by Par-
liament: the image of the control units as then pro-
jected was not a true image. In Australia, the High
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Court (following Attorney-General v. Jonathan
Cape Ltd. [1976] Q.B. 752 ) has recently decided
that, in relation *290 to information held by the
government, the burden is reversed and, unless dis-
closure is likely to injure the public interest, confid-
entiality will not be protected: Commonwealth of
Australia v. John Fairfax & Sons Ltd. (1980) 32
A.L.R. 485 , 493.

Ground D. Whether or not a particular course of
conduct amounts in fact to contempt requires an
evaluation of all the circumstances of the case and a
judgment as to whether, in all those circumstances,
the conduct of the individual concerned is de-
serving of condemnation: see Attorney-General v.
New Statesman and Nation Publishing Co. Ltd.
[1981] Q.B. 1 , 10 and Attorney-General v. Level-
ler Magazine Ltd. [1979] A.C. 440 , 465. In Gaskell
& Chambers Ltd. v. Hodson, Dodsworth & Co.
[1936] 2 K.B. 595 , 600, the Divisional Court rejec-
ted the argument that the divulging of court docu-
ments necessarily amounted to contempt, on the
grounds that it was "idle to speak of general rules in
a context in which each case must be considered
upon its own merits." In the present case, the appel-
lant's conduct in allowing a reporter to peruse the
exhibit bundle did not, in all the circumstances,
manifest such deliberate dereliction of her profes-
sional duty to the court and to her opponents as to
deserve the designation "serious contempt."

The European Convention on Human Rights , 1 art.
10 : see the Handyside Case , November 4, 1976;
Publications of the European Court of Human
Rights, Series A, No. 24, para 49.

Paragraph 2 of art. 10 makes limited inroads on the
right to freedom of expression conferred by para-
graph 1. The European Court has stressed that it
does not establish competing principles of equal
weight, but only creates "a number of exceptions
which must be narrowly interpreted": The Sunday
Times v. United Kingdom (1979) 2 E.H.R.R. 245 ,
para. 65. Paragraph 2 states that restrictions on
freedom of expression are only permissible if they
are "necessary in a democratic society." The court

has interpreted this as requiring something more
than "useful," "reasonable," or "desirable," while
not imposing so strict a test as "indispensable." It
has settled on the formulation that the restriction
must be justified by a real "pressing social need":
the Handyside Case , para. 48, and The Sunday
Times case, para. 62. However, even if such a
"pressing social need" can be established, the Con-
vention will be broken unless the restriction that is
imposed is duly proportionate to the legitimate aim:
the Handyside Case, para. 49. The operation of the
English law of contempt failed this test in The
Sunday Times case, para. 67. Once the contents of
discovered documents have been read out in court,
there is no pressing social need for preventing their
further disclosure. Since the contents are by then no
longer confidential but in the public domain, the
purpose of the proviso is at an end and a prohibition
on further disclosures cannot be justified by refer-
ence to it. The use of the documents in the present
case, on the contrary, fulfilled an important social
need. It allowed "The Guardian" to report accur-
ately and fully the evidence presented in Williams
v. Home Office (No. 2) [1981] 1 All E.R. 1211 .
The large number of courts and the length of trials
tax the resources of the press. Transcripts are ex-
pensive. *291 The party who discovered the docu-
ments may or may not be willing to show his copies
to journalists. If the law remains as the Court of
Appeal declared it to be, it is likely to lead to an in-
crease in inadequately informed reportage and com-
ment. That would clearly be contrary to the public
interest. Although the Convention has not been ad-
opted as part of the domestic law of the United
Kingdom, it has been said on a number of occasions
that, where English law is unclear, it should be in-
terpreted so far as possible so as to be consistent
with the United Kingdom's international obliga-
tions, including those under the Convention. While
those comments have been primarily made in the
context of statute law, Lord Scarman has adopted
them in considering the common law of blasphem-
ous libel (Reg. v. Lemon [1979] A.C. 617 , 665)
and in the most recent case on contempt to be con-
sidered by the House said that, if the question was
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one of legal policy, one must have regard to the
country's international obligation to observe the
Convention as interpreted by the European Court:
Attorney-General v. British Broadcasting Corpora-
tion [1981] A.C. 303 , 354. Lord Kilbrandon in
considering exemplary damages for defamatory li-
bel (Broome v. Cassell & Co. Ltd. [1972] A.C.
1027 , 1135) had regard to the convention; see also
per Lord Wilberforce in Blathwayt v. Baron Caw-
ley [1976] A.C. 397 , 426A. In the present case, the
application of the implied undertaking after docu-
ments have been read out in court arises for the first
time, and it is appropriate for the courts to have re-
gard to the prescriptions and policy of the Conven-
tion in determining the proper scope of the under-
taking. Finally, it is particularly useful to refer to
the Convention in a case concerning freedom to im-
part information: see per Scarman L.J. in In re
F.(orse. A.) (A Minor) (Publication of Information)
[1977] Fam. 58 , 93.

The question is whether it affects the implied oblig-
ation in respect of a discovered document that it has
been read out in open court. There are two possible
answers, and the choice is a question of policy. Is
the obligation a continuing one in respect of those
documents? The document enters into the realm of
public knowledge when it is read out in open court,
though the knowledge is imperfect because every-
one does not know what has gone on. Anyone can
take notes or obtain a transcript (the proceedings
may be recorded on tape). The question arises: is a
party to the litigation in whose favour an order for
discovery has been made in a special position? The
obligation that arises on discovery has no further
operation once the document has been read out in
open court.

It is not necessary in the present case to consider
whether the principles in A and B have any applica-
tion to documents not read out in open court. The
appellant does not invite the House to consider
what is the resulting position as to C. An abuse of
procedure (by reading everything out) is possible,
but in practice, having regard to professional stand-

ards, it would not happen. If counsel does overstep
the mark, his opponent is there to supervise him,
and so is the judge.

The appellant invites the House to define the im-
plied undertaking that is given on discovery (see
per Park J. [1981] Q.B. 534 , 537A-B). It is subject
to qualification A, or at least to B. The appellant
does not say that it is a very wide undertaking and
that the party is subsequently absolved from it; that
would not be sensible, but the undertaking has *292
from the start the qualification regarding its being
read out in open court. That is not "destroying" the
undertaking (see per Park J., at p. 537D). The im-
plied protection given by the undertaking to
McNeill J. did have effect until the documents were
read out in open court. It does follow from the ap-
pellant's submission that she could have given the
documents to someone deliberately, or written the
article herself.

Courts are remote to some members of the public.
One could arrange for a case to be heard in a re-
mote court; it would be a temptation.

The appellant does not challenge the statement of
Lord Denning M.R. in Riddick v. Thames Board
Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B. 881 , 896 (see per Park J., at
p. 543). It may be that the course of justice did not
require disclosure of these documents to the journ-
alist, but it does require that documents should be
read out in open court. That produces a public qual-
ity that then attaches to everything that is read out.
The fact that documents can be read out in open
court is already some disincentive to discovery. The
parties may prefer to go to arbitration, or to com-
promise, or not to fight the case.

With reference to Scott v. Scott [1913] A.C. 417 ,
the purpose of publicity is not limited to justice be-
ing seen to be done but is to enable the public to see
how it is done and what happens in court. The pub-
lic has a legitimate interest in the content of the dis-
pute, the details: see per Viscount Haldane L.C., at
p. 435 and Earl Halsbury, at p. 440. [Reference was
made to the European Convention on Human
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Rights, art. 6; Lambert v. Home [1914] 3 K.B. 86 ;
Burmah Oil Co. Ltd. v. Governor and Company of
the Bank of England [1980] A.C. 1090 , 1134, per
Lord Keith of Kinkel; In re F. (orse. A.) (A Minor)
(Publication of Information) [1977] Fam. 58 , 92,
per Scarman L.J., R.S.C., Ord. 68, r. 1; Attorney-
General v. Leveller Magazine Ltd. [1979] A.C. 440
; Alterskye v. Scott [1948] 1 All E.R. 469 ; Distil-
lers Co. (Biochemicals) Ltd. v. Times Newspapers
Ltd. [1975] Q.B. 613 , 617-618, per Talbot J.]

Discovery is not really a matter of discretion today
(see per Lord Denning M.R. in Riddick v. Thames
Board Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B. 881 , 895 and in the
present case [1981] Q.B. 534 , 552), except on the
public interest point, or with regard to the giving of
some protection from the effect of the procedure in
a particular case. Lord Denning M.R.'s comments
are related to the discovery of documents without
reference to their having been read out in open
court and having achieved the public domain in that
manner. Nor are his remarks to be interpreted as a
legal document. [Reference was made to Iwi v.
Montesole [1955] Crim.L.R. 313 and to the com-
ment on it by J. E. S. Simon Q.C. [1955] C.L.J. 62 ,
79; Law Commission Report, Breach of Confidence
(1981) (Cmnd. 8388), p. 132.]

The House should take note that the United States
courts have founded on the common law right of
the public to copy and inspect judicial records in-
cluding any documents entered into evidence at a
public trial. Unless that is an eccentric common law
pattern, the House would be right to take that into
consideration.

[LORD DIPLOCK. Their Lordships are reluctant to
look at the United States cases.]

On B, the idea that an inquirer should always be re-
ferred back to *293 the owner of the document (see
per Templeman L.J. [1981] Q.B. 534 , 562) is not
practical.

On C, if matters are intrinsically matters of public
interest, and likely to lead to public discussion, it

would not be in the public interest to treat facilitat-
ing that discussion by disclosure of the documents
as contempt of court. The appellant prays in aid
Burmah Oil Co. Ltd. v. Governor and Company of
the Bank of England [1980] A.C. 1090 , 1134,
1144, per Lord Keith of Kinkel and Lord Scarman.
[Reference was made to Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia v. John Fairfax & Sons Ltd. (1980) 32 A.L.R.
485 .]

On D, the mere failure to observe what the court
decides is the extent of the obligation ought not to
be regarded as itself constituting a contempt of
court. Contempt is never as automatic as that. It is a
deliberate failure to observe the rules. The appellant
is not saying that ignorance excuses a contempt, but
the court should look at each individual case. If the
act is wilful or absurdly negligent, that may be a
contempt, but contempt is a sanction for breach of
the undertaking, not the inevitable result of it. Even
if the House were not minded to make the policy
decision that the appellant proposes, it should not
lend support to a decision that the appellant ought
to have been found, in the circumstances of the
case, in contempt. It is relevant that there is room
here for opposite views as to the scope of the oblig-
ation and what would constitute contempt. As to the
four circumstances referred to by Park J. [1981]
Q.B. 534 , 540-541, they do not add up to the con-
clusion that there was any conduct that ought to be
categorised as contempt, having regard to the stand-
ards appropriate to a solicitor. The orthodox ap-
proach (see Attorney-General v. New Statesman
and Nation Publishing Co. Ltd. [1981] Q.B. 1 is
correct: every breach of the implied obligation is
not a contempt; see also the European Convention
on Human Rights, the Handyside Case, November
4, 1976, Publication of the European Court of Hu-
man Rights, Series A, No. 24 ; The Sunday Times
v. United Kingdom (1979) 2 E.H.R.R. 245 ; Attor-
ney-General v. Leveller Magazine Ltd. [1979] A.C.
440 .

If proposition A is too narrowly based and it only
applies to documents read out aloud, a policy de-
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cision should easily in that case extend to all the
documents that have actually been used. The logic-
al distinction between documents that have been
read out and those that have not been (but that have
been seen by the judge) is that the former have been
heard by the public in court. Proposition A could be
modified accordingly.

[LORD DIPLOCK. Their Lordships need hear the
Secretary of State only on A.]

Simon D. Brown and Philip Vallance for the Secret-
ary of State. The process of discovery under our
system is of great importance to the administration
of justice. It is a remarkable procedure that, often as
a condition of being allowed to defend, one should
vouchsafe one's private documents at the peril of
being in contempt of court if one does not, to one's
enemy in the proceedings. It is not a procedure
widely followed in other jurisdictions. As to the
specific function and advantages of discovery, its
function is threefold. First, it is to enable the court
to dispose fairly of the action, that is to say, to en-
sure that *294 the truth emerges and that justice is
done as between the parties. Secondly, it is to en-
able the parties to litigation to become appraised, in
advance of trial, of the strength or weakness of their
respective cases; this consideration is of great prac-
tical importance in the field of civil and commercial
litigation in that it enables and facilitates the settle-
ment of actions by compromise before trial.
Thirdly, it reduces the cost of litigation by in many
cases enabling at least some areas of the action to
be agreed before the trial begins. The process of
discovery has no other function, and in particular it
is not the purpose of discovery to promote any gen-
eral principle that judicial proceedings should be
conducted in public or that matters disclosed in ju-
dicial proceedings should be widely publicised. Es-
sentially, the object of discovery is to achieve the
vital, but limited, aim that justice may be done
between the parties.

Secondly, the principle that is established, or recog-
nised, in the Riddick v. Thames Board Mills Ltd.
[1977] Q.B. 881 line of cases, whereby the law im-

plies an undertaking by those to whom discovery is
made, is designed to make the process of discovery,
which is a compulsory invasion of privacy, as palat-
able as possible by minimising the permissible use
of the disclosed documents to that strictly necessary
to the disposal of the action.

The principle for which the Secretary of State con-
tends is an implied undertaking not without the
leave of the court or the other party to use that other
party's documents, disclosed on discovery, for any
purpose other than the immediate purposes of the
action in which they have been disclosed, namely to
assist the efficient litigation or ultimate disposal of
the action by settlement or judgment. There is one
exception to the principle: the Rank Film Distribut-
ors Ltd. v. Video Information Centre [1982] A.C.
380 situation where the discovered documents re-
veal the commission of a criminal offence or
something of that character. The Secretary of State
would not include showing documents to a law re-
porter for the purpose of accurate reporting because
of the practical difficulties that one gets into.

Thirdly, two related aspects of public interest are
fulfilled by the Riddick principles: (i) no greater in-
vasion of the discoverer's rights in the documents is
allowed than is strictly necessary for the purposes
of the action; (ii) the prospects of the fullest pos-
sible discovery being made are enhanced. This
means more than avoiding the temptation to cheat.
Two things aid the fullest discovery: (i) the less that
parties fear with regard to the possible future ex-
ploitation of their documents, the more readily will
they give full discovery; and (ii) where considera-
tions of public interest immunity arise, as they did
in the present case, to make a fuller and wider dis-
covery than would or might otherwise have been
the case.

To achieve those purposes, the maximisation of ef-
fective discovery, with all that that entails for the
administration of justice, and the minimisation of
intrusion of discovery into private rights, the under-
taking should be as wide as possible. It should be
subject to no exceptions save those demanded by
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yet more compelling considerations of public
policy such as might override the fulfilment of
those public interests that have been referred to.
The only exception that the Secretary of State
would recognise as appropriate is the Rank excep-
tion. *295

The Secretary of State accepts that, once the docu-
ments have been read out in open court, the scope
for safeguarding the discoverer's rights in the docu-
ments is reduced; in particular, he has lost a right of
confidentiality sufficient to mount a tortious claim
for breach of confidence if someone uses the docu-
ments. The Secretary of State does not, however,
accept that because the discoveror has suffered
some perhaps substantial diminution of his rights in
the documents he should therefore lose all further
protection from the undertaking. It may be yet the
more important that the undertaking should contin-
ue to afford him such protection as it may. The Sec-
retary of State does not accept that, once the right
to confidentiality is lost by the document being read
out in open court, any other qualification of the
principle that he has propounded comes in.

The Secretary of State accepts that there is a public
interest in commenting on what happens in court.
He is not preventing that, but those considerations
of public policy do not require the discharge of the
undertaking at the moment when it is perhaps most
necessary. A summary of what the Secretary of
State is primarily trying to achieve is to deny to
those to whom discovery is made the special oppor-
tunities inherent in their powerful and privileged
position as possessors of the documents to dissem-
inate them for reasons quite other than the attain-
ment of justice in the particular action in which
they are disclosed: to promote (it may be out of ill
will) their wider publication and the wider loss of
privacy thereby occasioned. Those opportunities
are enormous, even more so when the documents
are read out in open court.

The undertaking is not to take advantage of posses-
sion of the documents for a purpose collateral to the
litigation. That is irrespective of whether the collat-

eral purpose is intrinsically objectionable or not. It
is desirable to give this certainty in effect: under-
takings such as this ought to be characterised by
certainty.

What compensating public interest is there once the
document has been read out? One can see that it
might save someone the cost of a transcript. That is
negligible compared with the need to enforce dis-
covery. Such anomalies as there are under the sys-
tem suggested by the Secretary of State are much
less than those that arise under that proposed by the
respondent. As to, for example, exposing malprac-
tices, if the general principle that there should be
maximum freedom of information is to be put on so
wide a basis as the respondent proposes, this is a
matter for Parliament, not the House. On analysis,
there is very little in any of the considerations of
public policy when a document is read in open
court that operate to make it sensible at that stage to
discharge or restrict the ambit of the undertaking.

Two particular anomalies in the Secretary of State's
position are suggested: (i) one might have a bundle
of documents on one side, and not be able to show
them to an inquirer, and a transcript of those docu-
ments on the other, which one could show; (ii) how
intrinsically unsatisfactory it is if one cannot even
help a reporter to achieve accuracy. As to (i), it is
not very likely that one would in practice get such a
situation. As to why one can show one and not the
other, the need for certainty in this area of the law
is more important that these opposing considera-
tions. As to *296 (ii), one cannot think of many oc-
casions when genuine reporters should be interested
in seeing any great volume of documents. In the or-
dinary way, they are concerned with the judgment.
(The Secretary of State is not drawing a distinction
here between a law reporter and a reporter for a
general newspaper.) If a reporter wanted a docu-
ment in a long commercial case that the owner of a
document would object to him seeing, and if that
objection obstructed the fair and accurate reporting
of the proceedings, the leave of the court could be
obtained for the reporter to see the document. The
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Secretary of State has, however, to go so far as to
say that, if a solicitor hands over a document that
counsel has mumbled to the court, that would, tech-
nically, be a contempt. Halcon International Inc. v.
Shell Transport and Trading Co. [1979] R.P.C. 97
undoubtedly carries with it the implication that the
court, in no doubt limited circumstances, might
think that other considerations of policy might re-
quire the undertaking to be terminated. The under-
taking is to the court . In Riddick v. Thames Board
Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B. 881 , it was immaterial
whether or not the memorandum had been read out
in open court. The reporter in the present case
would not have written his article but for the docu-
ments. As to the possibility that a judge on discov-
ery might suggest that the court of trial might wish
to consider whether the documents should be read
out in closed court, that is not really our way.

As to the anomalies in the appellant's proposition,
(1) it depends on a fiction: that confidentiality is in
fact lost by the documents being read out in open
court. First, it is very doubtful whether in an ordin-
ary action documents are fully recorded or tran-
scribed, particularly when, as in the present case,
they are read out in the course of counsel's opening
of the case. Secondly, they almost inevitably would
not be recorded in the Court of Appeal (see, e.g.
Riddick v. Thames Board Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B.
881 ), still less in a county court, where there is no
provision for recording. Thirdly, there will be a
great majority of cases where no member of the
public or press is present and it is unthinkable that
anyone will go to the length of obtaining a tran-
script. (2) The appellant's approach under A is wide
open to abuse. Of course, the vast majority of coun-
sel behave impeccably, but it is not even primarily
counsel's want of propriety that troubles the Secret-
ary of State but that of litigants in person. As to
counsel acting with propriety, some are more verb-
ose than others. (3) It is largely fortuitous how
much is actually read out. (4) The appellant's ap-
proach would obstruct the smooth running of the
proceedings, because (a) there would be efforts not
to have documents read out, (b) litigants would not

agree bundles, as they did here, which makes for
great convenience.

It is a remarkable proposition that the judge cannot
read ahead lest some attentive member of the public
is unable to keep up. Documents might deliberately
not be read out, and the public might be less able to
follow. [Reference was made to Williams v. Home
Office (No. 2) [1981] 2 All E.R. 1211 , 1232C.]

These documents were only evidence in the sense
that they were in the agreed bundle. Most of them
were found by Tudor Evans J. to be inadmissible.
[Reference was made to the Law Commission Re-
port, Breach of Confidence (1981) (Cmnd. 8388),
p. 134.]

What is the public interest that one derives from
Scott v. Scott [1913] A.C. 417 ? The public interest
that the Secretary of State accepts is that the press
and public shall be free to attend, report and com-
ment on the proceedings. With that freedom the un-
dertaking for which he contends does not interfere.
It may be - he does not concede - that there is an
additional public interest that the press and the pub-
lic actually shall report and comment on the pro-
ceedings. Report and comment can take three
forms: (1) official law reporting; (2) fair, accurate
and contemporaneous reports; (3) feature articles
and general comment. The Secretary of State could
more easily recognise a public interest in (1), and
possibly (2), than (3). If and to the extent that there
is such a separate public interest over and above the
mere freedom to report and comment, (a) the con-
tended-for undertaking would seldom conflict with
it, (b) on the rare occasions when it would conflict,
policy nevertheless dictates that the undertaking
should continue to bite, for the reasons: (i) any pub-
lic interest in the desirability of publicity over and
above the freedom of reporting and commenting is
adequately catered for by the freedom to attend,
note and obtain transcripts, etc.; (ii) the continu-
ation of the undertaking is still required to serve the
ruling public interest: discovery; (iii) (mirroring
what Templeman L.J. said [1981] Q.B. 534 , 561D)
the public interest in reporting is not thought so
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great as to require parties to make available their
own documents. Why should it be such as to permit
them to make the other side's documents available?

Our principles (Scott v. Scott [1913] A.C. 417 ) go
further in providing for freedom than article 6 of
the European Convention on Human Rights . As to
article 10 , see also article 8 . It comes down to this:
our Convention obligations under the articles do not
have sufficient direct application to dictate or even
point in the direction of the right conclusion in this
case.

The appellant's proposition A has always been built
on the jurisprudential foundation that on the read-
ing out of the documents the undertaking terminates
for all purposes: confidence in the document dis-
solves. She prays in aid the Law Commission Re-
port, Breach of Confidence (1981) (Cmnd. 8388).
As to the character and extent of the undertaking,
(a) the undertaking extends to protect all documents
disclosed on discovery, not just those documents
that are or may appear to be especially confidential
to the party disclosing them; thus, the party to
whom disclosure has been made cannot make col-
lateral use of a discovered document on the ground
that such document already is or may be a matter of
public knowledge (or, as the appellant terms it, "in
the public domain") or that he did not otherwise re-
gard it as being confidential. (b) The undertaking is
not merely part of the armoury of the law of breach
of confidence; in that area of law information may
necessarily lose the right to protection once it
ceases to be confidential because it is only its es-
sential characteristic of "confidentiality" that en-
titles it to protection in the first place. What entitles
discovered documents to protection is not exclus-
ively (or at all) their confidential nature but the
very fact, without more. that they have been dis-
closed pursuant to an order of or the process of dis-
covery. The undertaking thus subsumes any "confid-
entiality" that the discovered documents may have
and becomes independently enforceable. (c) A doc-
ument may well cease to be "confidential" once it
has been read out in open court, but it does not

thereby *298 lose its character as a discovered doc-
ument. As such, it may or may not have been "con-
fidential" in the first place; it may or may not be
read out in court; having been read, it may or may
not be reported; but as a document in the hands of
the person to whom it has been discovered it should
be entitled to the protection under which it was ori-
ginally disclosed irrespective of the course of the
proceedings and the degree (often fortuitous) to
which it is or is not publicised. In this respect, the
Secretary of State adopts the reasoning of Temple-
man L.J. [1981] Q.B. 534 , 560C-G.

A refinement of the appellant's case has been sug-
gested to accommodate instances where clearly
confidentiality would continue to operate after the
document has been read out: for example, as in
Riddick v. Thames Board Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B.
881 ; similarly, as in Halcon International Inc. v.
Shell Transport and Trading Co. [1979] R.P.C. 97 ,
where there was the same sort of situation. It would
be absurd to suggest that the undertaking was dis-
solved for all purposes. The refinement suggested is
that it is released so far as the further publication of
the documents in question is concerned but not oth-
erwise. Although that is more formidable in that it
avoids what otherwise is the fatal problem of the
Riddick sort of situation, it should not prevail. It
carries with it the disadvantages that it lacks any
coherent alternative jurisprudential basis of its own
and that it could only be justified on policy
grounds, i.e. as producing greater practical advant-
ages than disadvantages, and that the Secretary of
State disputes (i) on the balance of anomalies ap-
proach, (ii) on the basis that the damage to the rul-
ing principle, the ruling public interest in discovery,
outweighs any possible advantage that may accrue
in the way of additional publicity in the litigation,
and perhaps (iii) that it is itself capable of being
productive of uncertainty: just what is embraced in
the concept of freeing for further publication but
not otherwise?

The Secretary of State does not say that if the press
had published the list in ALAE v. BEA [1973]
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I.C.R. 601 they would have been guilty of con-
tempt.

The reason given by the appellant in proposition B
shows that she recognises the central illogicality in
A. The reason why B is clearly deficient is that it is
wholly uncertain in its ambit. As to D, quite apart
from the facts, the true position in law is that, if the
conduct was deliberate, the fact that the contemnor
did not intend to offend against the undertaking is
wholly immaterial when considering whether con-
tempt has been committed.

As to discovery, it is suggested that the only discre-
tion is when the judge comes to do the balancing
exercise. The starting point here is R.S.C., Ord. 24,
r. 13 ; see also Ord. 63, r. 4 . There is no difficulty
if a document that the discoveror gives consent to
publish belongs to someone else: that has no relev-
ance to the logic of the undertaking.

Price Q.C. in reply on A. In due course of time
government papers from inside any department will
or may find their way into the Public Record Office
and be available to researchers. In deciding whether
discovery is appropriate for such papers, notwith-
standing a claim to public interest immunity, the
courts properly consider whether there is any valu-
able public interest that requires such a restriction
on access to those documents ("until they are of
only historical interest": per Lord Scarman in
Burmah Oil Co. Ltd. v. Governor and Company of
the Bank of England [1980] A.C. 1090 , 1144) as
ought to override the potent public interest served
by discovery (that justice in the instant case shall
not be impeded by the absence of relevant docu-
ments); and when the claim to public interest im-
munity has been rejected and the documents have
been read out in court it is really absurd for the law
to provide or protect any further "confidentiality"
for such documents.

In making a choice between the rival proposals for
a policy decision, the Secretary of State acknow-
ledges that, when a document is read out in open
court, the party who discovered it suffers an attenu-

ation of the confidentiality that previously attached
to it. That simple fact is the one that policy has to
recognise.

It was recognised in Science Research Council v.
Nassé [1980] A.C. 1028 that there was a residual
discretion in the court to permit disclosure of a doc-
ument with further restrictions on its publication.
[Reference was made to ALAE v. BEA [1973]
I.C.R. 601 .]

How does one distinguish a genuine reporter from a
non-genuine one? Also, one may have clients who
are reluctant to go to court: as a result, one may
conduct the case in a low key. Who is to invite the
court to give leave for a reporter to see a document,
and at whose cost, etc., is it to be?

The judge ruled that these documents were not ad-
missible as admissions, but they were some evid-
ence of their contents. That does not matter: the fact
that they were read out in open court, for whatever
purpose, brought them into the public domain.

Their Lordships took time for consideration.

February 11. LORD DIPLOCK.

My Lords, in a case which has attracted a good deal
of publicity it may assist in clearing up misconcep-
tions if I start by saying what the case is not about.
It is not about freedom of speech, freedom of the
press, openness of justice or documents coming in-
to "the public domain"; nor, with all respect to
those of your Lordships who think the contrary,
does it in my opinion call for consideration of any
of those human rights and fundamental freedoms
which in the European Convention on Human
Rights are contained in separate articles each start-
ing with a statement in absolute terms but followed
immediately by very broadly stated exceptions.

What this case is about is an aspect of the law of
discovery of documents in civil actions in the High
Court. The practice of compelling litigating parties
in the course of preparing for the trial of a civil ac-
tion to produce to one another, for inspection and
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copying, all documents in their possession or con-
trol which contain information that may, either dir-
ectly or indirectly, enable that other party either to
advance his own cause or to damage the case of his
adversary or which may fairly lead to a chain of in-
quiry which may have either of these two con-
sequences is peculiar to countries whose systems of
legal procedure are inherited from the English
courts of common law and from the court of Chan-
cery (in which discovery originated). Nothing re-
sembling this forms any part of the legal procedure
in civil actions followed in countries of the civil
law, from which are drawn the majority of states
that are parties to the *300 European Convention
on Human Rights. The use of discovery involves an
inroad, in the interests of achieving justice, upon
the right of the individual to keep his own docu-
ments to himself; it is an inroad that calls for safe-
guards against abuse, and these the English legal
system provides, in its own distinctive fashion,
through its rules about abuse of process and con-
tempt of court.

The case, in my view, turns on its own particular
facts, which are very special. Miss Harman, the ap-
pellant in this appeal, was at the relevant time act-
ing as solicitor for a plaintiff, Williams, in an action
he had brought against the Home Office for declar-
atory relief and damages arising out of what he al-
leged to be his unlawful confinement in a "control
unit" in Hull prison while undergoing a sentence of
14 years imprisonment for armed robbery. While so
acting as solicitor to Williams under the legal aid
scheme for which she was remunerated from public
funds Miss Harman was also in the employment of
the National Council for Civil Liberties (N.C.C.L.)
as a legal officer. In the course of the interlocutory
proceedings in Williams v. Home Office applica-
tion was made by Miss Harman on behalf of Willi-
ams for discovery of documents by the Home Of-
fice. Some 2,800 documents were disclosed of
which 800 were made up by Miss Harman into two
bundles. Nine copies of these bundles were pre-
pared for the judge, counsel and solicitors for use
by them (subject to any objection to admissibility)

at the trial. They included six documents containing
minutes of high level policy meetings and memor-
anda for which the Home Office had unsuccessfully
claimed public interest immunity in an application
heard by McNeill J. in January 1980: Williams v.
Home Office [1981] 1 All E.R. 1151 .

In the course of the proceedings for discovery and
before the claim for public interest immunity of the
six documents was heard, the Treasury Solicitor
acting for the Home Office in the action drew Miss
Harman's attention to the possible conflict of in-
terest that might arise out of the duality of her func-
tions as solicitor to Williams in the action and as
legal officer of the N.C.C.L. A letter of October 17,
1979, included the following paragraph:

"My client does, however, require that inspection of
the disclosed documents and dissemination of their
contents should be limited to the legal officers of
N.C.C.L. and their assistants at any time concerned
with the conduct of this action, except in so far as
wider inspection or dissemination is strictly neces-
sary for the conduct of the action. In other words,
my client would not wish the documents to be used
for the general purposes of the N.C.C.L. outside
your function as solicitor for the plaintiff." To this
Miss Harman replied:

"as far as' the general purposes of N.C.C.L.' is con-
cerned you may rest assured that, as a solicitor, I
am well aware of the rule that requires that docu-
ments obtained on discovery should not be used for
any other purpose except for the case in hand." The
action came on for trial before Tudor Evans J.: Wil-
liams v. Home Office (No. 2) [1981] 1 All E.R.
1211 . The hearing, which ended on *301 March
25, 1980, took 22 days of which, your Lordships
have been informed, the first five were taken up by
the opening speech of counsel for Williams (who is
not one of the counsel appearing for Miss Harman
in the instant appeal). In the course of this speech
either (as has been assumed for the purpose of the
argument in this appeal) he read aloud in full all
800 pages of the documents that Miss Harman had
prepared or, at very least, he read out aloud what
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Miss Harman in her affidavit described as "all ma-
terial parts" of them. After the hearing ended Tudor
Evans J. reserved judgment which he did not deliv-
er until May 9, 1980. In the meantime, Miss Har-
man in her capacity as solicitor for Williams in the
action, but in no other capacity, retained possession
of her copy of the two bundles.

My Lords, it is evident that, so far as the proper
conduct of the litigation between Williams and the
Home Office is concerned, success for Miss Har-
man's client could not be in any way promoted by
her giving further publication to the documents in
the bundles, whether to a member of the press or
anyone else, during the period between the close of
the hearing and the delivery of his reserved judg-
ment by the judge. Indeed no attempt has been
made on her behalf to suggest that there was. She
was entitled to retain those documents until after
judgment had been delivered, for use in considering
the advisability of appealing and for use in the ap-
peal itself if brought - as in fact it has been. But it
never has been contended that what she did with the
documents in showing them to a journalist between
March 28 and April 8, 1980, was done on the in-
structions of Williams or to promote a successful
outcome of his litigation against the Home Office,
although it was only on his behalf as his solicitor in
that litigation that she had them in her possession at
all.

In the judgment of Lord Denning M.R. in the in-
stant case there is set out the account given by Miss
Harman in her own affidavit of what she did. She
allowed a journalist, Mr. David Leigh, whom she
knew and whose declared purpose was to write a
feature article for "The Guardian" newspaper on the
subject of the "control unit" at Hull prison, to attend
her office and in her presence to inspect all the doc-
uments in the two bundles and to make notes about
them and extracts from them. These included the
six documents for which the Home Office had un-
successfully claimed public interest immunity from
discovery. But Tudor Evans J. [1981] 1 All E.R.
1211 after hearing argument had ultimately ruled

that, although they satisfied the wider criterion of
relevance for the purposes of discovery, they were
nevertheless inadmissible in evidence at the trial.
Mr. Leigh's feature article, based upon material
which he had been enabled by Miss Harman to ex-
tract from the bundles of documents, appeared in
"The Guardian" for April 8, 1980, under the head-
ing:

"Papers released through a court case - brought by a
civil rights group and in which judgment is awaited
- have raised questions about the running of the
Home Office after its blunder in setting up in
secrecy control units for inmates. David Leigh re-
ports."

The contempt of court of which Miss Harman has
been found guilty by Park J. and on appeal by a un-
animous Court of Appeal (Lord Denning *302
M.R., Templeman and Dunn L.JJ.) was in allowing
Mr. Leigh access to the bundles of documents be-
longing to and disclosed by the Home Office (that
were in her possession solely in her capacity as so-
licitor to Williams in his civil action against it) not
for any purpose connected with the conduct of that
action, but for some collateral or ulterior purpose of
her own or of the civil rights group referred to in
Mr. Leigh's article as having brought the action,
viz., the N.C.C.L. of which she was also legal of-
ficer.

I take the expression "collateral or ulterior purpose"
from the judgment of Jenkins J. in Alterskye v.
Scott [1948] 1 All E.R. 469 . I do not use it in a pe-
jorative sense, but merely to indicate some purpose
different from that which was the only reason why,
under a procedure designed to achieve justice in
civil actions, she was accorded the advantage,
which she would not otherwise have had, of having
in her possession copies of other people's docu-
ments. So the questions of law in this appeal are:
whether it is the duty of the solicitor of one party to
civil litigation, who in the course of discovery in
that litigation has obtained possession of copies of
documents belonging to the other party to the litiga-
tion, to refrain from using the advantage enjoyed by
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virtue of such possession for some collateral or ul-
terior purpose of his own not reasonably necessary
for the proper conduct of the action on his client's
behalf; and if so, whether a breach of that duty con-
stitutes a contempt of court.

That such initially is the duty of the solicitor to a
party to civil litigation and has been ever since the
unification of the courts of common law and chan-
cery in 1875 is not, as I understood the argument of
the appellant's counsel, seriously disputed; nor is it
disputed that the duty subsists up to the moment
that a disclosed document is actually read aloud in
court. At that moment, however, it is contended, the
document, whether or not it is subsequently ruled to
be inadmissible in evidence in the action, enters the
public domain; and anyone, including a solicitor
who obtained a copy of it on discovery, can use that
copy for any purpose that he fancies or, at least,
subject to the law of copyright or defamation, can
give to it whatever further publication he thinks fit
for purposes quite unconnected with the conduct of
the litigation in which it was disclosed.

This termination of a solicitor's duty (and the simil-
ar duty of the litigant for whom he is acting) not to
use for a collateral or ulterior purpose copies of
documents belonging to the other party to the litiga-
tion as a result of the judicial process of discovery
is claimed to be a necessary consequence of the
principle that, apart from specific exceptions into
which Williams v. Home Office did not fall, justice
in the courts of England is administered in open
court to which the public and press reporters as rep-
resentative of the public have free access and they
can listen to and communicate to others all that was
said there by counsel or witnesses. The common
law system of trial in which the evidence is given
orally upon oath before the court of trial itself, in
contrast to the practice followed by the courts of
countries whose legal systems are based upon the
civil law, thus results in the "public hearing ... by
an independent and impartial tribunal established
by law" that is called for by article 6 of the
European Convention on Human Rights being a

*303 good deal more informative in England about
the details of particular cases than it is in most civil
law countries.

So far as England is concerned the principle that
civil actions must be heard in open court was ac-
cepted by this House as being the established gen-
eral rule in Scott v. Scott [1913] A.C. 417 , and is
often referred to by the name of that case, although
most of the speeches were devoted to discussion of
exceptions to that rule. In the speech of Lord Shaw
of Dunfermline, however, is to be found a useful
quotation from Bentham that states the reason for
the rule. It is not: to satisfy public curiosity about
the private affairs of individuals who have recourse
to courts of justice for the resolution of their dis-
putes rather than each agreeing with the other to
submit them to arbitration; nor is it, even, what
might be regarded as a less unworthy reason, to fa-
cilitate public discussion on matters of general pub-
lic interest that may happen to have been involved
in the dispute between the particular parties to the
suit - as was undoubtedly the case in Williams v.
Home Office itself. The reason is, as Bentham put it
in one of the passages cited by Lord Shaw of Dun-
fermline, at p. 477:

"Publicity is the very soul of justice. It is the keen-
est spur to exertion, and the surest of all guards
against improbity. It keeps the judge himself, while
trying, under trial." (Benthamiana, or Select Ex-
tracts from the Works of Jeremy Bentham (1843),
p. 115.) This reason, antedating, as it does, the ex-
tension of the jurisdiction of the Court of Ex-
chequer Chamber to act as a single court of appeal
from all three common law courts, may not have
appreciated to the full what was to become the role
of the judge himself "while trying" in the creation
of judicial precedent which would govern sub-
sequent cases; but the rule in Scott v. Scott has be-
come not the less but the more important to the ad-
ministration of justice, because of that.

My Lords, although the reason for the rule is to dis-
cipline the judiciary - to keep the judges themselves
up to the mark - the form that it takes, that justice is
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to be administered in open court where anyone
present may listen to and report what was said, has
inevitable side-effects that may not be conducive to
the attainment of justice in the particular case, but
which have to be accepted because of the general
importance of maintaining the general rule. One of
those side-effects is that any document or portion of
a document that is read out orally in open court can
be taken down in shorthand by anyone competent to
do so and can be published as part of a report of the
proceedings in the court, even though after it has
been read aloud it turns out that it ought not to have
been, because it is later ruled to be inadmissible in
evidence.

In the years that have passed since Scott v. Scott,
the potential scope of side-effects upon the attain-
ment of justice in particular cases in the High Court
has grown considerably. In 1913 most civil actions
were still tried by jury; so, in jury actions at any
rate, there could be no question of reading aloud in
court documents as to whose admissibility in evid-
ence an objection was raised, until the judge had
overruled the objection; but their Lordships' minds
in Scott v. Scott were directed exclusively to the or-
al evidence of witnesses which was all that Mrs.
*304 Scott had published and to which at that time
the official shorthand note of the proceedings at the
trial was confined. I do not know whether or not in
1913 it was a common practice in a trial by judge
alone for him to allow, in the interests of expedi-
tion, a document whose admissibility was disputed
to be referred to by counsel in his opening de bene
esse (whatever that may mean) pending a sub-
sequent ruling as to whether it was admissible. But
I do know that during the whole of my professional
life at the Bar the extent to which counsel either at-
tempted or, if he did so, was permitted in his open-
ing speech to read aloud in extenso, whether de
bene esse or otherwise, documents of which the
judge himself had written copies before his eyes de-
pended on the extent to which the "keenest spur to
exertion" had led the judge either to read the docu-
ments in advance or to read them silently (and
therefore much more quickly) to himself while the

opening was proceeding and to restrict counsel's
viva voce quotations from them to the most materi-
al parts. This used to vary considerably from judge
to judge. The fact that 800 pages of documents
were allowed to be read aloud in the opening
speech in Williams v. Home Office suggests that
this variation in the practice as between individual
judges still persists.

The latest enlargement in the scope of the side-ef-
fect of hearings of civil actions being held in open
court results from the installation in the High Court
of mechanical recording equipment which, your
Lordships were informed, is now switched on as
soon as the trial starts and thus records, as the offi-
cial shorthandwriter's notes normally did not, the
speeches of counsel in addition to the oral evid-
ence. The mechanical recording of counsel's
speeches forms no part of the official shorthand
note required to be taken under R.S.C., Ord. 68 ,
but transcripts of mechanically recorded speeches
are obtainable from the official shorthandwriters,
not as a matter of right or at officially authorised
charges, but as a matter of private bargain with the
shorthandwriters.

My Lords, at the close of the hearing in Williams v.
Home Office, it is, in my view, beyond question
that anyone who had in his or her possession the
two bundles that had been prepared for the pur-
poses only of the trial and contained copies of doc-
uments belonging to the Home Office and disclosed
by them in obedience to the judicial process of dis-
covery had a great advantage over anyone who did
not have access to those bundles if it was desired to
use them for some collateral or ulterior purpose un-
connected with the proper conduct of the action by
Williams against the Home Office in which they
were disclosed. This is why an order for production
of documents to a solicitor on behalf of a party to
civil litigation is made upon the implied undertak-
ing given by the solicitor personally to the court (of
which he is an officer) that he himself will not use
or allow the documents or copies of them to be
used for any collateral or ulterior purpose of his
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own, his client or anyone else; and any breach of
that implied undertaking is a contempt of court by
the solicitor himself. Save as respects the gravity of
the contempt no distinction is to be drawn between
those documents which have and those which have
not been admitted in evidence; to make use for
some collateral or ulterior purpose of the special
advantage obtained by having *305 possession of
copies of any of an adverse party's documents ob-
tained upon discovery is, in my view, a contempt of
court.

Your Lordships were pressed and at one stage of
the argument I was myself impressed with the an-
omaly that could in legal theory have resulted from
the side-effect of the rule in Scott v. Scott [1913]
A.C. 417 to which I have referred, if on the occa-
sion of Mr. Leigh's visits to her office between
March 28 and April 8, 1980, Miss Harman had had
on one table the two bundles of 800 pages of docu-
ments and on another table a verbatim transcript of
the mechanical recording of all five days of Willi-
ams's counsel's opening speech. The side-effect of
the rule in Scott v. Scott, it is submitted, would
have entitled her to show Mr. Leigh the transcript
in which he could have read the ipsissima verba of
the documents in the bundles if counsel had indeed
read out every word of them in open court; yet it
would be a contempt of court for her to let him read
the identical words in the bundle itself. Such an an-
omaly, even though the postulated circumstances
are imaginary, is one, it is said, to which your Lord-
ships should not give countenance.

My Lords, upon reflection I am satisfied that this
anomaly is hypothetical in the extreme. It does not
represent a situation that is even remotely likely to
occur in practice - and it is with what does happen
in practice in the conduct of litigation that rules of
procedure and of contempt of court as a sanction
for their observance are concerned. The postulated
anomaly did not arise in the instant case. Miss Har-
man did not undertake the long and costly task of
obtaining from the official shorthandwriters a tran-
script of the mechanical recording of counsel's five-

day opening speech in Williams v. Home Office. If
she had done so it would have had to have been at
her own expense or that of N.C.C.L.; for since, ad-
mittedly, it would have served no useful purpose in
the conduct of that action on Williams's behalf, the
cost would not be recoverable from the legal aid
fund. Nor did Mr. Leigh himself obtain a transcript.
If he had done so and the transcript really did con-
tain every word of the documents in the bundles (as
to which the Master of the Rolls expressed some
scepticism) Mr. Leigh would not have needed to re-
sort to Miss Harman's copies of the documents at
all. He could have done all the work of preparation
for his feature article in his own office. But is it ser-
iously to be suggested that Mr. Leigh would have
gone to this length when he had already ascertained
from Miss Harman that she was willing to let him
inspect the bundles of documents in her possession
as Williams's solicitor for the avowed purpose, with
which Miss Harman was in sympathy, of compos-
ing not a report of the proceedings in the case but a
feature article attacking the running of the Home
Office and a particular aspect of its prison policies?

It would only be possible to create in other cases
the conditions in which the suggested anomaly
could occur if counsel for the party to whom or to
whose solicitor production of an adverse party's
documents had been made were to read them out
aloud verbatim either in the course of his address to
the judge or when putting them to witnesses called
to give oral evidence. Where the documents are vo-
luminous - and the more voluminous they are the
greater the advantage of possessing a complete set
of copies of them if it is desired to make use of
their *306 contents for any purpose - the judge who
has control of the trial of the action and whose
duty, as a member of the judiciary, is owed not only
to the litigants in that particular action but also to
litigants in other actions that are waiting to come on
has a duty to see that time is not wasted. He ought
to be chary of allowing written documents which he
(or a witness) can read for himself much more
quickly silently to be read aloud by counsel in their
entirety instead of confining counsel to oral refer-
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ences to the most material parts of them. The reas-
on for the rule in Scott v. Scott [1913] A.C. 417 is
not to encourage such judicial torpitude; as
Bentham put it one of the reasons for the rule is just
the contrary. I would myself add this as a reason
(additional to those based on the desirability of en-
couraging full and unreserved discovery of docu-
ments before trial that were given in the courts be-
low) why public policy requires that the implied
undertaking given by a solicitor to the court, on ob-
taining production on discovery of documents be-
longing to his own client's adversary, that he will
not take advantage of his possession of copies of
those documents to use them or to enable others to
use them for some collateral purpose, does not ter-
minate as respects each individual document at the
very moment that that document. whether admiss-
ible or not, is actually read out in court.

For these reasons and for those given in the courts
below, particularly as expressed in the judgment of
Templeman L.J., I would dismiss this appeal.

Before departing from the subject I should mention
briefly what in the evidence filed by Miss Harman
is said to be a common practice of counsel in civil
litigation to allow reporters who have been present
at the hearing to have a sight of copies of any docu-
ments disclosed by either party that are in that
counsel's possession, and have been read out in
court, so that the reporter may check the accuracy
of the report of the proceedings that he is preparing.
There are two kinds of reporters of proceedings in
courts of justice. One kind consists of those who re-
port cases for the regular series of law reports that
are published to inform the legal profession of the
reasons expressed in judgments that constitute the
raw material from which binding precedent is dis-
tilled; the other kind consists of those whose metier
is to produce fair and accurate, though it may be
much condensed, contemporaneous accounts of
what happened in the course of the day's proceed-
ings in court. This is a practice which, as respects
the first kind of reporter whose only concern is to
record accurately the reasons given by the judge for

his decision and, in the more prestigious series of
law reports, to summarise the arguments that had
been addressed to the judge on the questions of law
involved in his decision plainly serves the interests
of justice not only in the case immediately con-
cerned but generally. As respects the second kind of
reporter, the practice, if exercised bona fide for the
sole purpose of enabling the reporter to produce an
accurate report of what was actually said in open
court, would not of itself, I think, necessarily in-
volve the attainment of some purpose other than the
proper conduct of the action if regard be had to the
requirement under the general rule laid down in
Scott v. Scott [1913] A.C. 417 that the hearing of
trials in civil actions should take place in open
court to which members of the public *307 and the
press as representative of the public should have
free access. Whether this be so or whether, as Dunn
L.J. preferred to put it in the Court of Appeal, any
contempt of court that might be involved, if not ex-
cluded under the de minimis rule, would at most be
only technical is not, however, of any practical im-
portance. As was held in Scott v. Scott any con-
tempt of court of this kind would be civil. The court
would not have jurisdiction to deal with it except
on motion by the other party to the action and if the
person showing the document to the reporter had no
reason to suppose that the party whose document it
was would object to his doing so, the court in the
proper exercise of its discretion could dismiss the
motion with costs.

In the instant case, however, access to the bundles
of copies of documents belonging to the Home Of-
fice which were in her possession in her capacity as
solicitor to Williams only because they had been
produced upon discovery was not given by Miss
Harman to a press reporter of either of these kinds,
but to a journalist who, as she knew, wanted to use
them as material for a feature article upon a matter,
no doubt of public interest, which happened incid-
entally to be involved in the action in which the
documents had been produced upon discovery.

I agree with Park J. and the Court of Appeal that
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this was a contempt of court and I would dismiss
the appeal with costs.

LORD SIMON OF GLAISDALE.

My Lords, I have been privileged to participate in
the preparation of the speech about to be delivered
by my noble and learned friend, Lord Scarman. It
expresses views which I share; and I would there-
fore allow the appeal.

LORD KEITH OF KINKEL.

My Lords, the facts of this case and the circum-
stances under which it comes before your Lord-
ships' House have been fully stated by my noble
and learned friend, Lord Diplock, and I need not re-
capitulate them.

It is not disputed on behalf of the appellant that, by
virtue of the order for discovery of the documents
here in issue, she and her client were placed under
an implied obligation not to make use of the docu-
ments for any purpose other than the proper con-
duct of the litigation in the course of which the or-
der was made. By her letter to the Treasury Solicit-
or dated October 17, 1979, the appellant specific-
ally recognised the existence of that obligation. The
obligation was owed to the court. In late March or
early April 1980, however, the appellant, without
any reference to the court, allowed the journalist
Mr. Leigh to examine and take notes of the docu-
ments for the purpose, of which she was aware, of
composing and publishing a feature article criti-
cising certain of the Home Office activities de-
scribed in the documents. It would be unrealistic
not to recognise that in doing so she must have
been activated by a desire to advance some aspect
of the causes espoused by the National Council for
Civil Liberties, which employed her as a legal of-
ficer.

It is argued for the appellant that there exists a rule
of law to the effect that once a document made
available under discovery has been read out in open
court, in the course of the litigation for the purposes

of which it has been produced, the obligation not to
use it for any other *308 purpose automatically
flies off. It is clear enough that no such rule of law
had anywhere been laid down at the time when the
appellant made the documents available to Mr.
Leigh. In the circumstances one would not have ex-
pected a conscientious and responsible solicitor to
have assumed its existence, but rather to have
brought the matter before the court for a ruling as to
whether or not the disclosure to Mr. Leigh, for the
purpose which he had in mind, would be a contra-
vention of the implied obligation.

Upon the question whether such a rule of law
should now be judicially declared, I am of the clear
opinion that it should not. Discovery constitutes a
very serious invasion of the privacy and confidenti-
ality of a litigant's affairs. It forms part of English
legal procedure because the public interest in secur-
ing that justice is done between parties is con-
sidered to outweigh the private and public interest
in the maintenance of confidentiality. But the pro-
cess should not be allowed to place upon the litig-
ant any harsher or more oppressive burden than is
strictly required for the purpose of securing that
justice is done. In so far as that must necessarily in-
volve a certain degree of publicity being given to
private documents, the result has to be accepted as
part of the price of achieving justice. But the fact
that a certain inevitable degree of publicity has
been brought about does not, in my opinion, war-
rant the conclusion that the door should therefore
be opened to widespread dissemination of the ma-
terial by the other party or his legal advisers, for
any ulterior purpose whatsoever, whether altruistic
or aimed at financial gain. The degree of publicity
resulting from a document being read out in open
court is not necessarily very great. There may be
nobody present apart from the parties and their leg-
al advisers. The argument for the appellant,
however, goes the length that because the public are
notionally present, and anyone might have come in
and noted down the contents of any discovered doc-
ument which is read out, the implied obligation
against improper use comes to an end. That is not a
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proposition which I can find acceptable upon any
rational ground consistent with the proper adminis-
tration of justice. The theory behind the proposition
is that the reading out of the document destroys its
confidentiality, and that, apart from considerations
of copyright and defamation, the law does not pro-
hibit the dissemination of documents which are not
confidential. The implied obligation not to make
improper use of discovered documents is, however,
independent of any obligation existing under the
general law relating to confidentiality. It affords a
particular protection accorded in the interests of the
proper administration of justice. It is owed not to
the owner of the documents but to the court, and the
function of the court in seeing that the obligation is
observed is directed to the maintenance of those in-
terests, and not to the enforcement of the law relat-
ing to confidentiality. There is good reason to ap-
prehend that, if the argument for the appellant were
accepted, there would be substantially increased
temptation to a litigant to destroy or conceal the ex-
istence of relevant documents which would fall
properly within the ambit of discovery. There is
also reason to apprehend the introduction into pro-
ceedings of tactical manoeuvrings on either side de-
signed to secure that discovered documents are or
are not read out in full. Both these *309 develop-
ments would be undesirable from the point of view
of the proper administration of justice.

Then it is argued, by way of reductio ad absurdum,
that there is no legitimate objection to allowing a
journalist or anyone else to peruse a transcript of
proceedings containing the text of discovered docu-
ments read out in open court, which a party or his
legal adviser might have in his possession, and that
accordingly there can be no legitimate objection to
doing the same as regards the documents them-
selves. Practice may well vary as to the inclusion in
official transcripts of proceedings of the text of
such documents. In the present case it appears that
the documents in question were read by counsel for
Williams in course of opening his case - a process
which occupied five days. For the purpose of an ap-
peal, it is unnecessary to record and transcribe the

speeches of counsel. A transcript of the evidence is
all that is required. In the days when shorthand was
the standard method of recording proceedings in
court, the presence of a shorthandwriter during
speeches, and even more their transcription, would
clearly have constituted an unwarranted waste of
money, whether it were at the expense of litigants
or of the public purse. In so far as parts of docu-
ments were put to witnesses, it would not have ap-
peared necessary to transcribe such parts ad
longum, considering that the documents them-
selves, or copies of them, would be available to the
appellate court. Further there are various forms of
proceedings, for example, those before county
courts, where proceedings are not recorded or tran-
scribed. In those circumstances the emergence of
the supposed reductio ad absurdum situation would
have been more a theoretical than a practical pro-
position. Even now, when the practice is for the
whole proceedings to be mechanically recorded,
and any interested person can apparently obtain a
transcript of counsel's speeches by private bargain
with the shorthandwriter. at his own expense, it is
not to be expected that the solicitor for either party
would request such a transcript. No doubt an inter-
ested journalist is in a position to obtain for pay-
ment a transcript containing the text of documents
read out, though it would probably not be available
for a long time, but that does not warrant the infer-
ence that a party's legal adviser, notwithstanding
his implied undertaking to the court, should be free
to save the journalist time and expense by showing
him the documents themselves.

It is said - and there is affidavit evidence in support
of this - to be quite common practice for counsel to
assist journalists desirous of publishing contempor-
aneous accounts of legal proceedings by showing
them documents so that details can be checked. In
many instances this may be of no significance and
be quite unobjectionable. But there are hazards in
the practice, and if there should be any reason to
doubt whether the party who has disclosed the doc-
uments under discovery or his legal advisers would
approve of their being shown to the journalist, it
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should not, in my opinion, be done without such ap-
proval.

My Lords, for these reasons I would dismiss the ap-
peal.

LORD SCARMAN.

My Lords, my noble and learned friend, Lord Si-
mon of Glaisdale, has collaborated in the speech I
am about to deliver. In it we express a joint view.

The appellant, Miss Harman, was, and still is, the
solicitor of a *310 Mr. Williams, who is engaged as
plaintiff in a legal action against the Home Office.
Documents were disclosed in the action. Miss Har-
man has been held to have used for an improper
purpose those documents which came into her
hands in her capacity as his solicitor. She is said to
have used them in a manner inconsistent with her
undertaking, which the law implies, not to use for
any purpose other than the conduct of her client's
case documents disclosed on discovery in the suit.

The use of which complaint is made was in show-
ing the documents to a journalist after trial, in
which they (or their material parts) had been read
aloud, but before judgment. Park J. and the Court of
Appeal held her guilty of a serious contempt. It is
accepted, however, that she acted in good faith - by
which is meant that she honestly believed that she
was entitled to do what she did. She was, of course,
well aware that she was permitting the documents
to be used for a purpose other than that of her cli-
ent's lawsuit. She was also aware that the journalist
was likely to do what he did - namely, write a
newspaper article about them and their contents.

In the traditional classification of the law her con-
tempt would be described as a "civil" contempt, be-
ing a non-compliance with an order of the court (or
its substitute, an undertaking given to the court), by
a party to legal proceedings or his solicitor: Su-
preme Court Practice (1982) notes 52/1/4-6. The
distinction between "civil" and "criminal" contempt
is no longer of much importance, but it does draw

attention to the differences between on the one
hand contempts such as "scandalising the court,"
physically interfering with the course of justice, or
publishing matter likely to prejudice fair trial, and
on the other those contempts which arise from non-
compliance with an order made, or undertaking re-
quired, in legal proceedings. The former are usually
the business of the Attorney-General to prosecute
by committal proceedings (or otherwise): the latter,
constituting as they do an injury to the private
rights of a litigant, are usually left to him to bring
to the notice of the court. and he may decide not to
act: he may waive, or consent to, the non-
compliance.

The issue in the appeal is whether Miss Harman
was guilty of any contempt at all. If her case is
sound, when she showed documents to the journal-
ist, she was exercising her right to impart informa-
tion concerning documents and their contents
which, because they had been read aloud in open
court, had become "public property and public
knowledge", the phrase used by Lord Greene M.R.
in Saltman Engineering Co. Ltd. v. Campbell En-
gineering Co. Ltd. (1948) 65 R.P.C. 203 , 215.

If the documents were covered by her undertaking
when she showed them to the journalist she was
certainly guilty of contempt of court. The basic
question is, therefore, whether the undertaking ap-
plies to documents which have ceased to be confid-
ential, in that they have become public knowledge
by being produced and read in open court.

The question certified by the Court of Appeal as of
public importance is:

"... whether a litigant's obligation or undertaking
implied by law in respect of the use which may be
made of his opponent's documents disclosed on dis-
covery in the action is correctly defined as termin-
ating if and when and to the extent that any such
document is read out in *311 open court in the
course of proceedings in that action or is otherwise
affected by such reading out."
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It is common ground that there is no pre-existing
rule which answers the question and that your
Lordships are here concerned with policy and prin-
ciple. In framing a new rule your Lordships, in our
respectful submission, must do so in a way which,
first, recognises the important constitutional right to
freedom of communication (though with any neces-
sary concession to the individual citizen's right to
privacy), and, secondly, is as far as possible free
from anomaly. We have used the term "freedom of
communication," but "freedom of expression"
(perhaps slightly narrower) would do equally well:
the latter the United Kingdom has, by ratifying the
European Convention on Human Rights , bound it-
self "to secure to everyone within [its] jurisdiction":
articles 1 and 10 .

Freedom of communication

There must be some correlation between the right
to impart information and the right to receive in-
formation. It is unnecessary to explore the relation-
ship in all its complexities. It is sufficient for our
purposes to note that the right to receive informa-
tion will generally involve a right to impart it: any
exception must be strictly scrutinised and power-
fully justified. If (as is our view) the documents be-
came, by production at trial, "public property and
public knowledge," the journalist had a right to re-
ceive information about them: and the undertaking,
if it applied to them after trial, at least obstructed to
some degree his right. It certainly made it more in-
convenient and expensive for him to exercise.
Milton, in his famous address to Lords and Com-
mons, urged that freedom to print and publish
should not be shackled or restricted: and said in his
peroration: "Give me the liberty to know, to utter,
and to argue freely according to conscience, above
all liberties." (Areopagitica, Milton's Prose Works,
vol. I, p. 325, London 1806). The fetters on such
liberties did not disappear until Parliament in 1694
refused to renew the Licensing Act . By this refus-
al, as Dicey has pointed out, Parliament "estab-
lished freedom of the press without any knowledge
of the importance of what they were doing", and

achieved "what Milton's Areopagitica had failed to
do": Dicey's The Law of the Constitution , 10th ed.
(1959), p. 261 and (quoting Macaulay's History of
England , vol.iv, p. 542) p. 262. Thenceforward
freedom on communication became part of the Eng-
lish common law. Everyone thereafter had that
right, except in so far as the communication offen-
ded against some clear provision of the law (such as
defamation or, later, copyright). When the Americ-
ans made into fundamental constitutional law what
they saw as the basic rights vouchsafed to them by
their heritage of the common law, the very first
amendment to the Constitution, inscribed in the Bill
of Rights 1791, contained the following provisions:
"Congress shall make no law ... abridging the free-
dom of speech, or of the press ..."

These large rights, basic to human dignity and
therefore of great weight in any balance, cannot,
however, be absolute. We have already mentioned
defamation (implying the right of the private citizen
to the protection of *312 his deserved honour and
reputation). But there is also the general right of the
citizen to privacy, which includes a right to keep
his own documents to himself. It is this countervail-
ing right with which your Lordships are concerned.
The law imposes the obligation under consideration
in this appeal for the protection of the party com-
pelled to make discovery of documents in legal pro-
ceedings. It does so by implying an undertaking by
the party to whom discovery is made and his soli-
citor not to use them for any purpose other than that
of the action. Disregard of the undertaking is en-
forceable by the party for whose benefit it is exac-
ted in committal proceedings for contempt of court.

The specific object of the law in imposing the ob-
ligation was described by Lord Denning M.R. in
Riddick v. Thames Board Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B.
881 . 896 in these words:

"Compulsion [to disclose] is an invasion of a
private right to keep one's documents to oneself.
The public interest in privacy and confidence de-
mands that this compulsion should not be pressed
further than the course of justice requires."
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It is not disputed that the private right "to keep
one's documents to oneself" must yield, once they
have become public knowledge, to the right of
members of the public to treat them as within "the
public domain," by which is meant that they may be
fully reported, discussed, and made the subject of
public comment and criticism. We take the term
"public domain" from the Law Commission Report,
Breach of Confidence. Report on a reference under
section 3 (1) (e) of the Law Commissions Act 1965
(1981) (Cmnd. 8388) para. 6.67: the term is also
used for a comparable purpose in patent law. Once
they are public knowledge, freedom of comment
concerning them enures to the public at large. It is
further not disputed that, once documents have
been read aloud in open court and are not subjected
to any specific lawful direction prohibiting publica-
tion (such as was envisaged as within a court's
power by this House in Attorney-General v. Level-
ler Magazine Ltd. [1979] A.C. 440 ), they enter the
public domain. They are no longer confidential: pri-
vacy has been stripped from them.

It is said, however, by the Home Office that,
whatever may be the rights of the public, the litig-
ant and his solicitor remain bound by their obliga-
tion not to use the documents, albeit public know-
ledge, for any purpose other than the conduct of the
action in which they were disclosed.

Can it be good law that the litigant and his solicitor
are alone excluded from the right to make that use
of the documents which everyone else may now
make, namely, to treat them as matters of public
knowledge? In our view, this is not the law. We do
not think that a system of law which recognises the
right of freedom of communication in respect of
matters of public knowledge can decently or ration-
ally permit any such exception.

Such, broadly stated, is the reason why we would
allow the appeal. But, because of the public import-
ance of the issues raised in the appeal, we venture
to develop the grounds for our view.

Since the question before your Lordships falls to be

answered on the *313 basis of principle, we do not
think that the nature and the duration of the obliga-
tion can be determined by reference merely to the
requirements of the law relating to discovery of
documents in civil litigation. Regard must also be
had to the requirements of the general law protect-
ing freedom of communication. A balance has to be
struck between two interests of the law - on the one
hand, the protection of a litigant's private right to
keep his documents to himself notwithstanding his
duty to disclose them to the other side in the litiga-
tion, and, on the other, the protection of the right,
which the law recognises, subject to certain excep-
tions, as the right of everyone, to speak freely, and
to impart information and ideas, upon matters of
public knowledge.

In our view, a just balance is struck if the obligation
endures only so long as the documents themselves
are private and confidential. Once the litigant's
private right to keep his documents to himself has
been overtaken by their becoming public know-
ledge, we can see no reason why the undertaking
given when they were confidential should continue
to apply to them.

Imposed by law the obligation is formulated as
arising from an undertaking exacted by the court
from the party and his solicitor to whom the docu-
ments are disclosed. It is the condition upon which
discovery is ordered. The undertaking protects the
confidentiality of the documents which the course
of justice requires to be disclosed in the litigation.
The obligation has been described by the courts in
broad terms, e.g. by Jenkins J., in Alterskye v. Scott
[1948] 1 All E.R. 469 , 470, as a duty not to use the
documents for any collateral or ulterior purpose. It
limits the extent of the invasion of the privacy of
the litigant who has to make the discovery. The
private character and the confidentiality of his doc-
uments are maintained and safeguarded, save only
that they may be used in the litigation. This,
however, does not answer the question how long
such duty subsists.

The duty as one of confidence imposed upon those
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to whom the documents are disclosed. Breach of
the duty is a contempt of court. This is so because it
is imposed by an undertaking impliedly given to the
court. The position, however, would be the same if,
instead of an undertaking, the court made an order.
No doubt, the value of the undertaking is that it
comes into existence, as soon as discovery is made,
by implication of law and without the necessity of a
court order. It may also be more flexible than an or-
der.

It has been suggested that the "contempt aspect" of
the obligation modifies, or in some way alters, the
nature or duration of the duty imposed. We venture
to disagree. The contempt aspect of the obligation
is not to do with the extent or substance of the duty
imposed but is a feature of its enforceability. Being
imposed by the court, it is, if disregarded, enforce-
able by committal. But, as we have already men-
tioned, it is a contempt which the party for whose
benefit the obligation was imposed may waive or
accept.

Notwithstanding the manner of its enforceability,
the confidence imposed upon the party upon whom
the duty is laid is in no way different from that
which the law requires in other situations or rela-
tionships giving rise to a duty of confidence.

The duty exists because there is something confid-
ential to protect. That this is the general rule is now
well established. The effect of the case law *314
was described by Lord Greene M.R. in Saltman En-
gineering Co. Ltd. v. Campbell Engineering Co.
Ltd., 65 R.P.C. 203 , 215:

"The information, to be confidential, must, I appre-
hend, apart from contract, have the necessary qual-
ity of confidence about it, namely, it must not be
something which is public property and public
knowledge." Megarry J. adopted and applied the
same view of the law in Coco v. A. N. Clark
(Engineers) Ltd. [1969] R.P.C. 41 .

In their recent report on Breach of Confidence the
Law Commission take the same view. At paragraph

6.71, p. 136 they say:

"Whether or not disregard of an undertaking to the
other side in a case and, a fortiori, by implication to
the court itself, especially when the offending per-
son is herself an officer of the court, amounts to
contempt of court, we do not think that civil liabil-
ity for breach of confidence should persist after the
information to which the relevant obligation of con-
fidence relates has been published in open court,
whoever it is who, subsequent to the court hearing,
discloses or uses it. In the interests of the free cir-
culation of information we think everyone ought to
be able to rely, so far as any civil liability for
breach of confidence is concerned, on the fact that
the information in question has been published in
open court. We ought, however, to make clear that
by publication in open court we mean that the in-
formation has been made generally available to
those present in court and, furthermore, that the
publication has been made orally."

We, therefore, conclude that, unless a special ex-
ception is to be made in respect of the use of docu-
ments disclosed in legal proceedings, the general
rule will apply; and the general rule is clear:
namely, that, when information or documents, pre-
viously confidential, become public knowledge, the
duty to treat them as confidential terminates. We
would also draw attention to Lambert v. Home
[1914] 3 K.B. 86 , per Cozens-Hardy M.R., at pp.
90-91, with its reference to a transcript which was
"publici juris."

We have already stated our view that the mere fact
of enforceability by way of committal proceedings
for contempt cannot, by itself, determine the nature
or duration of the duty. Unless, therefore, there are
cogent reasons associated with the law of discovery
why the obligation should survive the disappear-
ance of the privacy and confidentiality of the docu-
ments concerned, we would conclude that the gen-
eral law, as stated in Saltman Engineering Co. Ltd.
v. Campbell Engineering Co. Ltd., 65 R.P.C. 203
and by the Law Commission, does apply to the ter-
mination of the duty in respect of documents dis-
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closed in litigation.

Discovery - the case for an exception

Three grounds have been advanced for making an
exception, in the case of documents disclosed on
discovery, from the general law that the duty of
confidence ceases when its subject matter ceases to
be confidential. They are: (1) that the litigant, to
whom the documents are disclosed, enjoys the ad-
vantage or privilege, which is denied to others, of
knowledge of their existence acquired when they
were not public knowledge; (2) that, in order to en-
courage the full discovery which the course of
justice *315 requires, the obligation not to use the
documents disclosed for any purpose other than that
of the legal action must continue even after the doc-
uments have entered the public domain and have
become public knowledge; (3) that the public
policy in the expeditious despatch by judges of
their judicial business so demands. It is said that the
judge owes a duty not only to the litigant in the par-
ticular action but also to litigants in other actions
that are waiting to come on to see that time is not
wasted. He ought to be chary of allowing written
documents which he (or a witness) can read for
himself much more quickly and silently to be read
aloud by counsel in their entirety. Public policy, so
the argument runs, requires that the obligation not
to use disclosed documents for any purpose other
than for the action should survive their production
at trial so that the litigant, or his counsel, will not
be tempted to read out documents in the hope that
he will not be stopped by the judge before he has
made them public knowledge.

We confess that we find none of the grounds ad-
duced in aid of the alleged exception sufficient -
alone or cumulatively - to justify what appears to us
to be a discriminatory and unnecessary exclusion of
the litigant and his solicitor from the exercise of a
right which is today a fundamental freedom recog-
nised by the common law and required by the
European Convention to be secured to everyone
within the United Kingdom.

We would comment on the three grounds as fol-
lows.

(1)

The advantage of prior knowledge and ease of
access.The existence of the advantage has to be ac-
knowledged. The litigant is not put to the trouble
and expense which others have to face in extracting
the documents. But if it be the rule that he may use
the transcript of the trial but not the copy bundle of
discovered documents in his possession (and no
contention to the contrary has been advanced) the
advantage is merely marginal - certainly not such as
to warrant excluding the litigant and his advisers
from a right enjoyed by everyone else.

A distinction between use of a transcript containing
the documents and the documents themselves
would be absurd. Take the present case. Miss Har-
man could be sitting at her desk with the copy
bundle of disclosed documents by her left hand and
a transcript of the trial proceedings by her right
hand. She would not offend if she handed the journ-
alist the transcript containing the record of the doc-
uments as and when read out in court, but would be
guilty of contempt of court if she gave him the self-
same documents extracted from the bundle of docu-
ments made available on discovery. A guilty left
hand and an innocent right hand? Rights and duties
in the field of fundamental freedoms cannot depend
upon such distinctions.

(2)

The importance of full discovery. We would not
underrate the importance in our adversarial system
of full discovery of documents. It prevents surprise,
encourages settlement, and narrows issues. Equally,
one must recognise the invasion of privacy which it
entails. Litigants ordered to give discovery must
have the protection of the law against the misuse of
their documents. But they know that the right to
public trial carries with it the risk, amounting in
many cases to the near certainty, that their *316
documents, by being produced and read in the
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course of the trial, will become "public property
and public knowledge." This risk is in no way di-
minished by making an exception of the litigant and
his solicitor in respect of their use after production
at trial: for members of the public, including, of
course, journalists and reporters, have access to the
trial and to the transcript of proceedings, and may,
subject to the law of defamation and copyright,
publicly report, discuss, and comment upon what
has, through the trial, entered the public domain. If,
therefore, the undertaking should continue after the
documents become public knowledge, the litigant,
for whose benefit it exists, still has to face the fact
that his documents are now "public property and
public knowledge."

(3)

Public policy and the duty of the judge Reason-
able expedition is, of course, a duty of the judge.
But he is also concerned to ensure that justice not
only is done but is seen to be done in his court. and
this is the fundamental reason for the rule of the
common law, recognised by this House in Scott v.
Scott [1913] A.C. 417 , that trials are to be conduc-
ted in public. Lord Shaw of Dunfermline referred
with approval, at p. 477, to the view of Jeremy
Bentham that public trial is needed as a spur to ju-
dicial virtue. Whether or not judicial virtue needs
such a spur, there is also another important public
interest involved in justice done openly, namely,
that the evidence and argument should be publicly
known, so that society may judge for itself the qual-
ity of justice administered in its name, and whether
the law requires modification. When public policy
in the administration of justice is considered, public
knowledge of the evidence and arguments of the
parties is certainly as important as expedition: and,
if the price of expedition is to be the silent reading
by the judge before or at trial of relevant docu-
ments, it is arguable that expedition will not always
be consistent with justice being seen to be done.

To sum up this part of the argument, the common
law by its recognition of the principle of open
justice ensures that the public administration of

justice will be subject to public scrutiny. Such scru-
tiny serves no purpose unless it is accompanied by
the rights of free speech, i.e. the right publicly to
report, to discuss, to comment, to criticise, to im-
part and to receive ideas and information on the
matters subjected to scrutiny. Justice is done in
public so that it may be discussed and criticised in
public. Moreover, trials will sometimes expose
matters of public interest worthy of discussion oth-
er than the judicial task of doing justice between
the parties in the particular case. It cannot be desir-
able that public discussion of such matters is to be
discouraged or obstructed by refusing to allow a lit-
igant and his advisers, who learnt of them through
the discovery of documents in their action, to use
the documents in public discussion after they have
become public knowledge.

We believe the true path forward is to ensure that
our law develops in a way which is consistent with
the obligations accepted by the United Kingdom in
the European Convention and with the development
of the common law achieved in America.

The European Convention

Article 6 of the European Convention provides that,
subject to certain defined, severely limited excep-
tions (which do not arise in the present *317 case),
everyone, in the determination of his civil rights
and obligations or of any criminal charge against
him, is entitled to a fair and public trial. Article 10
provides as follows:

"1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expres-
sion. This right shall include freedom to hold opin-
ions and to receive and impart information and
ideas without interference by public authority and
regardless of frontiers. This article shall not prevent
states from requiring the licensing of broadcasting,
television or cinema enterprises. 2. The exercise of
these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and
responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities,
conditions, restrictions or penalties as are pre-
scribed by law and are necessary in a democratic
society, in the interests of national security, territ-
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orial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of
disorder or crime, for the protection of health or
morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights
of others, for preventing the disclosure of informa-
tion received in confidence, or for maintaining the
authority and impartiality of the judiciary."

In the Handyside case , November 4, 1976, Publica-
tions of the European Court of Human Rights,
Series A No. 24, para. 49, the European Court of
Human Rights declared that freedom of expression
is a basic condition, an essential foundation, of a
free and democratic society and that the freedom
exists not only for information and ideas which are
favourably received "but also to those that offend,
shock or disturb the state or any sector of the popu-
lation."

In The Sunday Times v. United Kingdom (1979) 2
E.H.R.R. 245 , the court emphasised that paragraph
2 of article 10 did not establish principles in com-
petition with the right to freedom of expression but
only created "a number of exceptions(which must
be narrowly interpreted" (see p. 281). The court
went on to construe the exceptions permissible un-
der paragraph 2 as limited to those which could be
justified by a real pressing social need.

It can hardly be argued that there is a pressing so-
cial need to exclude the litigant and his solicitor
from the right available to everyone else to treat as
public knowledge documents which have been pro-
duced and made part and parcel of public legal pro-
ceedings. If English law should recognise this ex-
clusion, it might well be inconsistent with the re-
quirements of the European Convention.

American law

The United States of America have, of bourse, a
written constitution. Nevertheless it is a common
law country both federally and, with a few excep-
tions, in the states. It has developed the concept of
"a judicial record" (not known in our law) and has
recognised a common law right to inspect and copy
judicial records including any matter entered into

evidence in a public trial. In In re National Broad-
casting Co. Inc., U.S. v. Myers (1980) 635 F.2d 945
the U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, com-
mented at p. 952 that:

"it would take the most extraordinary circumstances
to justify restrictions on the opportunity of those
not physically in attendance at the *318 courtroom
to see and hear the evidence, when it is in a form
that readily permits sight and sound reproduction."
In U.S. v. Mitchell; Appeal of Warner Communica-
tions Inc. (1976) 551 F.2d 1252 the Court of Ap-
peal for the District of Columbia held that the right
to inspect and copy judicial records extended to ex-
hibits, and spoke at p. 1259 of the public's right to
"complete information."

In Nixon v. Warner Communications Inc. (1978)
435 U.S. 589 the Supreme Court recognised the
right to inspect judicial records as a common law
right in a decision in which the court held that it
was overridden by a federal statute.

It would need legislation (or perhaps a new rule of
court) to introduce a public judicial record on the
American model into the English judicial system.
But the common law of England does require
justice to be administered in public. and does cher-
ish the right to free speech. Yet, if an exception is
to be made in the case of the litigant and his solicit-
or to whom documents have been disclosed even
after those documents have become public know-
ledge, there will certainly be a divergence between
the common law as understood in the United States
and as understood in this country.

Of course, neither American law nor the European
Convention can be decisive of this appeal. But both
are powerfully persuasive - the Convention because
its observance is an obligation of the United King-
dom, and American law because of its common law
character. Each reinforces conclusions which we
draw independently from our own legal principles.

The balance of anomaly
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So far we have discussed the issue before your
Lordships with reference to the right to freedom of
communication on the one hand, and in relation to
the right to privacy and to the law of discovery on
the other. We now turn to the desirability of avoid-
ing anomaly in framing a rule to govern the instant
issue.

At first sight the contention of either side produces
anomaly. On the appellant's case the cesser of the
implied obligation depends on the fortuitous cir-
cumstance whether or not the document in question
has actually been read in open court. The anomalies
implicit in the respondent's case are: (1) once the
document has been read in open court, a transcript
of a shorthand note or mechanical recording of the
proceedings setting out the contents of the docu-
ment in question could be used by the litigant or his
advisers, but not the document itself; (2) anyone
may communicate the contents of and comment on
the document once read in open court except the lit-
igant and his advisers; (3) the use of the document
itself even by a bona fide law reporter would prob-
ably be at least a technical contempt of court (or, if
not, involve a complex and artificial distinction).

Even at this stage we think that the balance of an-
omaly weighs against the respondent's case. But on
examination the anomaly involved in the appellant's
case virtually disappears. Its existence having been
identified and the difficulties ascertained in this ap-
peal, a judge who at the stage of discovery has
ordered the production of documents will be able to
direct that any documents whose admissibility in
evidence is questionable *319 are to be placed in a
separate bundle so that the trial judge may be able
to rule on their admissibility before they are pro-
duced or made exhibits at trial. The trial judge
would further be enabled, if he held them to be ad-
missible, to decide whether they were such that he
should exercise the power, which in exceptional
circumstances he has, to direct that they be read in
closed court: see Attorney-General v. Leveller
Magazine Ltd. [1979] A.C. 440 , 441D. Such a
course would meet most if not all of the arguments

on behalf of the respondent. It would also obviate
any difficulty about public comment on documents
ruled to be inadmissible and therefore remaining
within the private domain of the litigant disclosing
them.

We turn now to another proposition advanced on
behalf of the respondent. Counsel formulated the
implied undertaking as follows: not without the
leave of the court or the other party to use the other
party's documents as disclosed on discovery for any
purpose other than the immediate purposes of the
action for which they have been disclosed.

We feel some difficulty about the words we have it-
alicised. If the undertaking is to the court (as it is
common ground it is) the other party cannot arrog-
ate the power to release (and yet it is conceded that
such other party may waive what would be a "civil"
contempt). On the other hand, how can the court
fairly relieve from the undertaking if the party mak-
ing discovery did so in reliance that the document
would only be used for the purpose of litigation?

To conclude on the balance of anomaly: the points
which we have developed appear to us to reinforce
the main ground of our judgment - namely, that the
general requirement of public justice and the right
to freedom of communication are the overriding
factors in deciding the issue raised by this appeal.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we would state our view on the law
as it stands today. The undertaking of the litigant
and his solicitor not to use documents disclosed to
them on discovery for any purpose other than the
action does not apply to the documents once they
have been produced and read out, in whole or in
part, in the course of a public trial. Whether they be
held to be admissible or inadmissible as evidence is
immaterial: what matters is whether they have been
made part of the proceedings of a public trial,
though we think that any difficulty about admissib-
ility can be obviated in the way we have suggested.
Though the point does not arise in this appeal since
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it is accepted that the documents were read out), we
would be disposed to go along with the American
view that documents accepted and marked as exhib-
its by the court, whether read aloud or not, become,
on being exhibited, part of the public record, losing
their confidentiality and losing the protection of the
undertaking.

The court, of course, does have substantial, though
strictly limited, power to prevent documents and
evidence from being disclosed or made public. The
power can be exercised at any stage in the course of
legal proceedings: for instance, on an application
for discovery or production of documents or at trial.
Illustrations are numerous in the law reports: we
would mention only Conway v. Rimmer [1968]
A.C. 910 , D. v. National Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children [1978] A.C. 171 , Attorney-
General v. Leveller Magazine Ltd. [1979] A.C. 440
and Science Research Council v. Nassé [1980] A.C.
1028 . The power was invoked by the Home Office
in the litigation with which this appeal is con-
cerned, but the judge ordered production of the doc-
uments: see Williams v. Home Office [1981] 1 All
E.R. 1151 . No application to protect the documents
was thereafter made. We think that these powers
suffice to protect the public interest in the privacy
and confidentiality of documents. The Home Office
could have appealed against the order of McNeill J.
They could have renewed their application at trial:
for their case was "public interest immunity." But
they did not. No embargo or prohibition was, there-
fore, imposed upon publication. The documents be-
came public knowledge when, without any restric-
tion imposed by the trial judge, they were read out
aloud in open court. From that moment the appel-
lant's undertaking, even if it had (contrary to our
view) continued, could not have availed to prevent
their publication to the world at large.

We would allow the appeal.

LORD ROSKILL.

My Lords, the facts which led to the Home Office
seeking relief other than by way of committal to

prison against the appellant for her supposed con-
tempt have been set out in the speech of my noble
and learned friend, Lord Diplock, as well as in the
judgments of the courts below. They require no fur-
ther restatement. Moreover, I unreservedly accept,
as did the courts below, that the appellant believed
that she was entitled to do that which she did. The
sole question for your Lordships' House is whether
that belief was well founded in point of law. If it
were well founded in point of law it must be be-
cause the implied undertaking which arises on the
part of those in whose favour discovery is made in
civil litigation - I, of course, include in that expres-
sion the solicitors and other agents of those parties -
towards those who, as is their obligation in point of
law, make that discovery is either terminated or, if
not terminated, is in some essential respect quali-
fied by the reading in open court of the documents
thus disclosed at the trial of the action in which that
discovery has previously been given.

My Lords, it was common ground that there was no
previous decision of any court which might guide
your Lordships' House towards a correct answer. I
do not find this is in any way surprising for al-
though the obligations to which the undertaking
gives rise are well known and of long standing, no
one until the present case has suggested that that
undertaking is susceptible of termination or quali-
fication in the manner now urged on behalf of the
appellant. That is not to suggest that the submis-
sions made on her behalf should be rejected be-
cause they are novel. Far from it. New situations
regularly arise in the practice of the law which re-
quire previously held and sometimes generally ac-
cepted views to be reviewed and if necessary to be
revised in the light of that new situation. Indeed,
the evolution of the common law of this country to
meet the changing needs of contemporary society
and its adaptability to change owes much to judicial
acceptance of this philosophy.

My Lords, both learned counsel accepted that the
question for decision involved your Lordships'
House deciding as a matter of policy what the *321
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scope of the implied undertaking should in future
be held to be. But for my part, I would prefer to ap-
proach the problem by first considering the prin-
ciples upon which that undertaking is founded and
then inquiring which of the elaborate arguments of
which your Lordships have had the benefit best ac-
cords with those principles. To my mind it would
be a wrong approach to the problem to determine
the answer upon the basis of some a priori reason-
ing such as that some supposed right of privacy re-
quires the rigid maintenance of the undertaking on
the one hand or that some supposed right to free-
dom of information demands its limitation on the
other.

My Lords, I therefore start consideration of the
problem by restating the nature of the undertaking
at the time when it first comes into existence. That
must, I think, be when the documents are first dis-
closed in an affidavit or list of documents. It is then
that their existence and broad description will be-
come known to the other side, often for the first
time. Their contents, however, will not usually be-
come known to the other side until production takes
place. It should be remembered that the obligation
to produce that which has already been disclosed is
subject to a number of well-established exceptions.

My Lords, in Alterskye v. Scott [1948] 1 All E.R.
469 , 470, Jenkins J., as he then was, referred to the
nature of this undertaking in very simple terms
thus: "... the implied undertaking, under which a
party obtaining discovery is, not to use documents
for any collateral or ulterior purpose." In Riddick v.
Thames Board Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B. 881 , a case,
be it noted, not of contempt of court but of abuse of
process of the court, Lord Denning M.R. set out his
understanding of the reasons underlying the neces-
sity for the undertaking and its effect in the follow-
ing passage which I quote in full, at p. 896:

"The memorandum was obtained by compulsion.
Compulsion is an invasion of a private right to keep
one's documents to oneself. The public interest in
privacy and confidence demands that this compul-
sion should not be pressed further than the course

of justice requires. The courts should, therefore, not
allow the other party - or anyone else - to use the
documents for any ulterior or alien purpose. Other-
wise the courts themselves would be doing in-
justice. Very often a party may disclose documents,
such as inter-departmental memoranda, containing
criticisms of other people or suggestions of negli-
gence or misconduct. If these were permitted to
found actions of libel, you would find that an order
for discovery would be counter-productive. The in-
terdepartmental memoranda would be lost or des-
troyed or said never to have existed. In order to en-
courage openness and fairness, the public interest
requires that documents disclosed on discovery are
not to be made use of except for the purposes of the
action in which they are disclosed. They are not to
be made a ground for comments in the newspapers,
nor for bringing a libel action, or for any other alien
purpose. The principle was stated in a work of the
highest authority 93 years ago by Bray J., Bray on
Discovery , 1st ed. (1885), p. 238: 'A party who has
obtained access to his adversary's documents under
an order for production has no right to make their
contents public or communicate them to any
stranger to the suit: ... nor to *322 use them or cop-
ies of them for any collateral object ... If necessary
an undertaking to that effect will be made a condi-
tion of granting an order: ...' Since that time such an
undertaking has always been implied, as Jenkins J.
said Alterskye v. Scott [1948] 1 All E.R. 469 , 471.
A party who seeks discovery of documents gets it
on condition that he will make use of them only for
the purpose of that action, and no other purpose."

In a subsequent case Halcon International Inc. v.
Shell Transport and Trading Co. [1979] R.P.C. 97 ,
Megaw L.J. in a passage quoted in full by Park J. in
his judgment in the present case [1981] Q.B. 534 ,
544-545 repeated and re-emphasised that which the
learned Master of the Rolls had previously stated in
Riddick v. Thames Board Mills Ltd. [1977] Q.B.
881 , 896.

It will be observed that in none of these decisions is
there any suggestion of any qualification upon the
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scope of the undertaking other than by consent of
the party whose documents have been disclosed or
by leave of the court, though it is only right to point
out that in none of these cases was consideration of
any possible wider qualification necessary.

My Lords, the relevant qualification contended for
by Mr. Price for the appellant and put by him in the
forefront of his submission is that upon the dis-
covered documents being read in open court the ob-
ligations of the party to whom discovery has been
made terminated in their entirety. Mr. Price accep-
ted (correctly in my view) that these submissions
involved that the party to whom discovery had been
made thereupon became free to show and indeed to
hand copies of such documents to anyone seeking
to read them or indeed became free to sell those
documents or copies, subject only in such cases to
such questions as copyright and defamation. Mr.
Price accepted that in the case of a solicitor who ac-
ted in this way the exaction of money from some
third party either to inspect or to acquire copies of
such documents might well amount to professional
misconduct and perhaps also to accountability for
some secret profit, but he agreed that this last was
an irrelevant consideration.

In short, his submission was that once those docu-
ments had been read in open court, they passed into
what he called the "public domain," a phrase itself I
venture to think of doubtful precision. He submitted
that the party by whom they had been disclosed
thereupon ceased to have any further private right
to prevent the public dissemination of those docu-
ments, subject only, as I have already stated, to
such questions as copyright and defamation. Once
these documents had so passed into the "public do-
main," there was no further need to consider ques-
tions of use for "collateral or ulterior" purposes, to
quote the language of Jenkins J. in Alterskye v.
Scott [1948] 1 All E.R. 469 , 470 already referred
to. There was thenceforth unprotected publicity.

My Lords, a party to whom discovery has been
made is in relation to his opponent's documents at a
great advantage in comparison with the rest of the

world. Their owner until the moment of discovery
arrives is entitled, subject only to such exceptions
as a subpoena duces tecum, to absolute protection
and privacy for them against all who seek them out
however meritorious the motives may be of those
who seek them *323 out in the search for truth. Re-
gret it as some may, there is no freedom of informa-
tion statute in force in this country. That absolute
right is qualified once the moment for discovery in
litigation has arrived. But it is only qualified as re-
spects the other party to that litigation who
thereupon acquires a privilege special to himself of
seeing his opponent's documents but on terms that
those documents may only be used by him or his
advisers in furtherance of the litigation between
them. This is a privilege or an advantage upon
which our judicial process insists. Other judicial
processes do not insist upon the like practice. But
our judicial process insists upon this and that pro-
cess involves invasion of an otherwise absolute
right to privacy, albeit on strict terms in order that
that privilege or advantage should not be abused.
The sole purpose of according that privilege is that
once discovery and inspection have taken place the
party who has thus acquired this privilege or ad-
vantage may use those documents in the litigation
against the party who has disclosed and produced
them. But, my Lords, that still leaves open the
question whether, once those documents have been
so used, the party who has thus acquired this priv-
ilege or advantage to which I have just referred is
thereafter free of all further restraint and entitled at
his own whim to disseminate them and their con-
tents to all the world.

My Lords, the strength of the argument for the ap-
pellant undoubtedly lies in the long-established rule
that, subject only to certain exceptions, some now
statutory, others now forming part of the right of
any tribunal in this country to control its own pro-
cedure, trials whether civil or criminal must take
place in open court. The decision of this House in
Scott v. Scott [1913] A.C. 417 lays down that gen-
eral rule beyond possibility of contradiction at the
present day. The speeches of some of your Lord-
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ships, notably those of my noble and learned
friends, Lord Diplock, Lord Russell of Killowen
and Lord Scarman, in Attorney-General v. Leveller
Magazine Ltd. [1979] A.C. 440 , 451, 467-468 and
472 respectively, a case unlike the present of al-
leged criminal contempt, illustrates the latter pro-
position. Why then, it is said, should there be any
limitation upon the right of use of disclosed docu-
ments once they are read in open court?

My Lords, this argument is reinforced by the sub-
mission that, as your Lordships were told, today
mechanical recordings are made at least in the High
Court not only of oral evidence but of counsel's
speeches. In passing I would observe that before the
process of mechanical recording was developed, it
was not the practice of the official shorthandwriters
to take a shorthand note of counsel's speeches un-
less they were especially instructed so to do. A
transcript of an official shorthand note would not
therefore have included documents read by counsel
in their speeches unless those documents were also
canvassed during the oral evidence. But, my Lords,
in the case of a mechanical recording, copies of
transcripts made from those recordings can be ac-
quired by anyone paying the appropriate charges;
these are often substantial. Thus if such recordings
include counsel's speeches and counsel has read
disclosed documents, then anyone who acquires a
copy of such a transcript will also acquire details of
the contents of those documents which have been
so read. *324 Why then, it is argued, should it be
contempt for the solicitor or other agent of the party
to whom those documents have been disclosed
without restriction to make copies available or in-
formation as to their contents available to those
who seek such copies or such information,
whatever the purpose of those seekers may be. It is
illogical, it is said, to permit the unrestricted distri-
bution of information and its source through one
channel and yet to penalise it if it emanates from
another.

My Lords, these are powerful arguments but if they
are to succeed they involve an undoubted erosion of

the rights of the party giving discovery, hitherto in-
variably treated as attaching to the implied under-
taking to which that party becomes entitled upon
the giving of discovery. They involve, first, that the
privileged advantage which his opponent in litiga-
tion has gained which has long been treated as per-
sonal to himself becomes upon the reading of these
documents in open court a licence to that opponent
thereafter freely to distribute those documents or to
disseminate the information contained in them for a
purpose or purposes other than that for which that
privileged advantage was first given; and, secondly,
a correlative loss to the person giving discovery of
the protection accorded by the undertaking merely
by reason of the documents having been read in
open court. In short, once the main purposes for
which discovery is given, namely the right to use
and actual use in open court are achieved, the un-
dertaking is at an end and of no further benefit to
the party from whom those documents first eman-
ated. It might be said that the giving of discovery is
tantamount to a conditional licence to the party in
whose favour discovery is given to reveal to the
world the documents disclosed once the condition
is satisfied by those documents being read in open
court. There are other considerations of a pragmatic
kind which should not, I think, be overlooked. In
litigation involving very large numbers of docu-
ments - today the means of mechanical reproduc-
tion and telex machines have vastly increased the
number and size of bundles of documents in many
classes of litigation - it may be a matter of chance
whether a particular document is read aloud in open
court or not. Some judges may in order to save pub-
lic time and the pockets of litigants read large
bundles of documents out of court and thereafter
firmly discourage repetitive reading by counsel.
Other judges may read ahead of counsel while
counsel is reading and equally firmly discourage
counsel from thereafter reading slowly that which
the judge has already rapidly and sufficiently ab-
sorbed by his perusal of the printed page. Yet oth-
ers may wish, irrespective of the consequent ex-
penditure of time, to have every word of every doc-
ument read aloud, though one hopes that this un-
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economic procedure has become increasingly un-
usual in modern times. I mention these matters be-
cause a rule which made freedom of access to dis-
covered documents depend upon whether or not
particular documents are actually read aloud could
and well might operate capriciously; and for one
letter to be freely available because it had been so
read while the answer to it remained subject to the
undertaking seems, at least to me, difficult to justi-
fy in principle.

My Lords, Mr. Price understandably shrank from
pressing his argument to what I would regard as its
logical conclusion, namely that once a bundle of
documents was placed before the judge, the entire
contents *325 of that bundle entered "the public do-
main" irrespective of whether any particular docu-
ment in that bundle was thereafter read aloud or
not. But it seems to me that any such rule would be
fraught with the further difficulty that such a bundle
may well contain documents which though relevant
and therefore previously properly disclosed are for
various reasons subsequently held to be inadmiss-
ible evidence in the particular case. Nonetheless
their contents will often have been read in open
court as part of the argument on the issue of ad-
missibility.

My Lords, it is perhaps worth recalling that when
Scott v. Scott [1913] A.C. 417 was decided most
civil cases were tried by juries. If a question arose
as to the admissibility of a particular document, the
judge would have heard argument and given his rul-
ing in the absence of the jury. Were he to rule a
document to be inadmissible, it is quite unthinkable
that its contents could thereafter have been said to
have passed into the public domain merely because
it had been read in open court and thus become
freely available to the world at large.

My Lords, Mr. Simon Brown for the Home Office
emphatically challenged that reading out in open
court in any way brought the undertaking to an end.
He maintained that the undertaking subsisted at all
times. He expressed it as an undertaking not
without leave of the court or of the other party to

the litigation to use that other party's documents
disclosed on discovery for any other purpose than
what he described as the "immediate purposes" of
the action in connection with which the particular
documents had been disclosed. He submitted that
the purpose of such discovery was to assist the effi-
cient conduct of the litigation, whether ultimately
disposed of by settlement or by judgment. It was,
he contended, consistent with this principle that the
party in whose favour discovery was given had the
privileged right to read the document disclosed in
open court but it was quite inconsistent with this
principle that by reason of that reading in open
court that party acquired the further right, deriving
from the mere physical possession of the docu-
ments or of copies of them, to distribute them or to
disseminate their contents to all the world for a pur-
pose which had no immediate connection with the
requirements of the litigation in connection with
which they had first been disclosed.

Applying that principle to the present case, Mr.
Brown urged that Mr. Williams's case was in no
way enhanced by the disclosure of the contents of
these documents by the appellant to Mr. Leigh - in-
deed it could not have been so enhanced, since the
disclosure took place between the conclusion of the
argument and the delivery by the learned trial judge
of his judgment.

One has only to read the article to see that it was
not concerned with the action as such.

Mr. Brown went so far as to claim that disclosure of
the contents of such a document even to a law re-
porter or to a press agency reporter reporting the
particular litigation, even if given by counsel or so-
licitors only as a matter of courtesy and for the ob-
viously desirable purpose of ensuring as fair and
accurate a report as possible whether of a perman-
ent or of a temporary character, would be a breach
of the undertaking. My Lords, I reserve for later
consideration this separate question whether *326 if
Mr. Brown be right in his basic submission its ac-
ceptance requires so ruthlessly logical a con-
sequence.
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My Lords, the public interest in ensuring that litiga-
tion is in general conducted in open court and
freely reported, and may be the subject of legitim-
ate comment and indeed criticism, admits of no
doubt. But Mr. Brown submitted that that public in-
terest did not in any way require for its mainten-
ance the adoption of the principles contended for on
behalf of the appellant. The purpose of the require-
ment of open justice was the avoidance of abuse of
any kind which can too often be inherent in secret
justice. That purpose was amply safeguarded by
hearing in open court, without the subsequent mak-
ing available of any documents read in open court
for a purpose which had no immediate concern with
the litigation in question.

My Lords, there can be no doubt that the interests
of justice must always require the giving of the
fullest discovery however reluctant a particular lit-
igant may be to reveal to his enemy his own private
documents. At present when he does this he can
rely upon the undertaking as giving him substantial
protection against wider publicity than is necessary
for the proper conduct of the trial in open court. But
if, as the appellant contends, the undertaking de-
termines once any document is read in open court,
that protection is then by the very act of reading
lost for all time. This must militate against full and
frank discovery.

My Lords, ever since the decision in your Lord-
ships' House in Conway v. Rimmer [1968] A.C.
910 , government departments have been required
to give far wider discovery than before. Mr. Willi-
ams's case is an illustration, not only of this fact,
but of the importance which a government depart-
ment attaches when giving such discovery to the
undertaking which is consequent upon it. The cor-
respondence in the present case, in this respect,
speaks for itself. For my part, I should be reluctant
to see as a consequence of your Lordships' decision
any resulting diminution in the importance of the
undertaking and any consequent increased reluct-
ance on the part of government departments to give
the wider discovery which can now properly be ex-

pected of them. My Lords, on practical grounds,
too, were the continuance or termination of the un-
dertaking to depend upon whether or not there was
a reading in open court, which as already stated
may to some extent be a matter of chance, an unfor-
tunate situation might arise with manoeuvring to
ensure that particular documents were or were not
read aloud, irrespective of their actual importance
to the litigation, and some type of what might not
unfairly be called forensic poker might ensue.

My Lords, with all respect to those who take the
other view, I regard it as of crucial importance that
the undertaking should be maintained and not
eroded. The interests of the public are amply safe-
guarded by the present practice. If a party wishes to
use the documents read in open court for some pur-
pose other than the immediate purpose of the litiga-
tion, the proper course is for him to seek the con-
sent of the owner of those documents, or conceiv-
ably, in some cases, to seek the leave of the court.
As to the last I confess that I find it difficult to
think of circumstances in which the court might be
willing to give such leave *327 in favour of a
stranger and against the wishes of the owner of the
documents.

The only exception which I would admit would be
in favour of those who engage in day-by-day re-
porting, whether for press agencies, as representat-
ives of the media, or as law reporters. It is well
known, as indeed is deposed to in affidavits before
your Lordships, that counsel and solicitors have al-
ways, and as I think rightly, been ready to help re-
porters of all kinds who desire to ensure that their
day-by-day reports should be fair and accurate by
showing them particular documents the contents of
which they may well have incorrectly heard. Mr.
Brown insisted that this, too, would be a breach of
the undertaking, largely, I think, on pragmatic
grounds because he contended that it would be dif-
ficult to differentiate between those seekers for in-
formation who would be within this permitted ex-
ception and those who would not. My Lords, I con-
fess I have found this matter difficult, as I think did
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Dunn L.J., for that learned Lord Justice thought
there would, in these circumstances, be a contempt
albeit of a de minimis nature so that no penalty
would be sought or exacted. My Lords, with great
respect to the learned Lord Justice, I would be re-
luctant to countenance a rule which would in prin-
ciple at least involve a commonplace occurrence
being contempt of court even though in practice
such contempt might be ignored. I would prefer to
regard the assistance long given to press agencies,
representatives of the media, and law reporters con-
cerned with what I have called day-by-day report-
ing, in the interests of fair and accurate reporting,
as being for the immediate purpose of the litigation
in question and not as collateral or ulterior to it. I
recognise that, as Mr. Brown pointed out, there may
be cases where the line is difficult to draw. That
may be so but sanctions will remain and can readily
be applied in cases of abuse of the rule as I have at-
tempted to state it.

Since preparing this speech, I have had the oppor-
tunity of reading in draft the speeches of my noble
and learned friends, Lord Diplock and Lord Keith
of Kinkel. I am in complete agreement with them
both on the central issue in this appeal.

My Lords, for the reasons I have endeavoured to
give I am of the clear opinion that this appeal
should be dismissed.Appeal dismissed with costs.
(M. G. )

1. Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms (1953) (Cmd. 8969) .
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Beach, CA, Nicholas R. Ranallo, Nicholas Ranallo
Law Offices, Boulder Creek, CA, for Defendant.

ORDER ISSUING SANCTIONS
OTIS D. WRIGHT, II, District Judge.

*1 “The needs of the many outweigh the needs
of the few.”

—Spock, Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan
(1982).

I. INTRODUCTION
Plaintiffs FN1 have outmaneuvered the legal

system.FN2 They've discovered the nexus of anti-
quated copyright laws, paralyzing social stigma,
and unaffordable defense costs. And they exploit
this anomaly by accusing individuals of illegally
downloading a single pornographic video. Then
they offer to settle-for a sum calculated to be just
below the cost of a bare-bones defense. For these
individuals, resistance is futile; most reluctantly
pay rather than have their names associated with il-
legally downloading porn. So now, copyright laws
originally designed to compensate starving artists
allow, starving attorneys in this electronic-media
era to plunder the citizenry.

FN1. The term “Plaintiffs” used in this or-

der refers to AF Holdings LLC, Ingenuity
13 LLC, as well as related entities, indi-
viduals, and attorneys that collaborated in
the underlying scheme fronted by AF
Holdings and Ingenuity 13.

FN2. This order concerns conduct commit-
ted in the following related cases: AF
Holdings LLC v. Doe, No.
2:12–cv–6636–ODW(JCx) (C.D. Cal. filed
Aug. 1, 2012); AF Holdings LLC v. Doe,
No. 2:12–cv6669–ODW(JCx) (C.D. Cal.
filed Aug. 2, 2012); Ingenuity 13 LLC v.
Doe, No. 2:12–cv–6662–ODW(JCx) (C.D.
Cal. filed Aug. 2, 2012); Ingenuity 13 LLC
v. Doe, No. 2:12–cv–6668–ODW(JCx)
(C.D. Cal. filed Aug. 2, 2012); Ingenuity
13 LLC v. Doe, No.
2:12–cv–8333–ODW(JCx) (C.D. Cal. filed
Sept. 27, 2012).

Plaintiffs do have a right to assert their intellec-
tual-property rights, so long as they do it right. But
Plaintiffs' filing of cases using the same boilerplate
complaint against dozens of defendants raised the
Court's alert. It was when the Court realized
Plaintiffs engaged their cloak of shell companies
and fraud that the Court went to battlestations.

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY
The Court issued its February 7, 2013 Order to

Show Cause re Sanctions to allow counsel, Brett
Gibbs, to explain why he ignored the Court's dis-
covery-stay Order, filed complaints without reason-
able investigation, and defrauded the Court by as-
serting a copyright assignment secured with a
stolen identity. (ECF No. 48.) As evidence materi-
alized, it turned out that Gibbs was just a redshirt.

Gibbs's behavior in the porno-trolling collect-
ive was controlled by several attorneys, under
whom other individuals also took their orders. Be-
cause it was conceivable that these attorneys (and
others) were culpable for Gibbs's conduct, the
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Court ordered these parties to appear.

The following additional parties were ordered
to appear: (a) John Steele, of Steele Hansmeier
PLLC, Prenda Law, Inc., and/or Livewire Holdings
LLC; (b) Paul Hansmeier, of Steele Hansmeier
PLLC and/or Livewire Holdings LLC; (c) Paul
Duffy, of Prenda Law, Inc.; (d) Angela Van Den
Hemel, of Prenda Law, Inc.; (e) Mark Lutz, of
Prenda Law, Inc., AF Holdings LLC, and/or In-
genuity 13 LLC; (f) Alan Cooper, of AF Holdings
LLC; (g) Peter Hansemeier, of 6881 Forensics,
LLC; (h) Prenda Law, Inc.; (i) Livewire Holdings
LLC; (j) Steele Hansmeier PLLC; (k) AF Holdings
LLC; (l) Ingenuity 13 LLC; (m) 6881 Forensics,
LLC; and (n) Alan Cooper, of 2170 Highway 47
North, Isle, MN 56342. (ECF Nos. 66, 86.) These
parties were ordered to show cause why they should
not be sanctioned for their behind-the-scenes role in
the conduct facially perpetrated by Gibbs. These
parties were also ordered to explain the nature of
their operations, relationships, and financial in-
terests.

III. LEGAL STANDARD
The Court has a duty to supervise the conduct

of attorneys appearing before it. Erickson v. New-
mar Corp., 87 F.3d 298, 301 (9th Cir.1996). The
power to punish contempt and to coerce compliance
with issued orders is based on statutes and the
Court's inherent authority. Int'l Union, United Mine
Workers of Am. v. Bagwell, 512 U.S. 821, 831, 114
S.Ct. 2552, 129 L.Ed.2d 642 (1994). Though this
power must be exercised with restraint, the Court
has wide latitude in fashioning appropriate sanc-
tions to fit the conduct. See Roadway Express, Inc.
v. Piper, 447 U.S. 752, 764–65, 100 S.Ct. 2455, 65
L.Ed.2d 488 (1980).

*2 Under the Court's inherent authority, parties
and their lawyers may be sanctioned for improper
conduct. Fink v. Gomez, 239 F.3d 989, 991 (9th
Cir.2001). This inherent power extends to a full
range of litigation abuses, the litigant must have en-
gaged in bad faith or willful disobedience of a
court's order. Id. at 992. Sanctions under the Court's

inherent authority are particularly appropriate for
fraud perpetrated on the court. See Chambers v.
NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 54, 111 S.Ct. 2123, 115
L.Ed.2d 27 (1991).

IV. DISCUSSION
A. Findings of fact

Based on the evidence presented on the papers
and through sworn testimony, the Court finds the
following facts, including those based on adverse
inferences drawn from Steele, Hansmeier, Duffy,
and Van Den Hemel's blanket refusal to testify.FN3

FN3. Even if their refusal was based on the
Fifth Amendment privilege against self-
incrimination, the Court still may draw ad-
verse inferences against them in this civil
proceeding. Baxter v. Palmigiano, 425
U.S. 308, 318, 96 S.Ct. 1551, 47 L.Ed.2d
810 (1976).

1. Steele, Hansmeier, and Duffy (“Principals”)
are attorneys with shattered law practices. Seeking
easy money, they conspired to operate this enter-
prise and formed the AF Holdings and Ingenuity 13
entities (among other fungible entities) for the sole
purpose of litigating copyright-infringement law-
suits. They created these entities to shield the Prin-
cipals from potential liability and to give an appear-
ance of legitimacy.

2. AF Holdings and Ingenuity 13 have no as-
sets other than several copyrights to pornographic
movies. There are no official owners or officers for
these two offshore entities, but the Principals are
the de facto owners and officers.

3. The Principals started their copyright-en-
forcement crusade in about 2010, through Prenda
Law, which was also owned and controlled by the
Principals. Their litigation strategy consisted of
monitoring BitTorrent download activity of their
copyrighted pornographic movies, recording IP ad-
dresses of the computers downloading the movies,
filing suit in federal court to subpoena Internet Ser-
vice Providers (“ISPs”) for the identity of the sub-
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scribers to these IP addresses, and sending cease-
and-desist letters to the subscribers, offering to
settle each copyrightinfringement claim for about
$4,000.

4. This nationwide strategy was highly success-
ful because of statutorycopyright damages, the por-
nographic subject matter, and the high cost of litig-
ation. Most defendants settled with the Principals,
resulting in proceeds of millions of dollars due to
the numerosity of defendants. These settlement
funds resided in the Principals' accounts and not in
accounts belonging to AF Holdings or Ingenuity 13.
No taxes have been paid on this income.

5. For defendants that refused to settle, the
Principals engaged in vexatious litigation designed
to coerce settlement. These lawsuits were filed us-
ing boilerplate complaints based on a modicum of
evidence, calculated to maximize settlement profits
by minimizing costs and effort.

6. The Principals have shown little desire to
proceed in these lawsuits when faced with a de-
termined defendant. Instead of litigating, they dis-
miss the case. When pressed for discovery, the
Principals offer only disinformation-even to the
Court.

*3 7. The Principals have hired willing attor-
neys, like Gibbs, to prosecute these cases. Though
Gibbs is culpable for his own conduct before the
Court, the Principals directed his actions. In some
instances, Gibbs operated within narrow parameters
given to him by the Principals, whom he called
“senior attorneys.”

8. The Principals maintained full control over
the entire copyright-litigation operation. The Prin-
cipals dictated the strategy to employ in each case,
ordered their hired lawyers and witnesses to
provide disinformation about the cases and the
nature of their operation, and possessed all financial
interests in the outcome of each case.

9. The Principals stole the identity of Alan

Cooper (of 2170 Highway 47 North, Isle, MN
56342). The Principals fraudulently signed the
copyright assignment for “Popular Demand” using
Alan Cooper's signature without his authorization,
holding him out to be an officer of AF Holdings.
Alan Cooper is not an officer of AF Holdings and
has no affiliation with Plaintiffs other than his em-
ployment as a groundskeeper for Steele. There is no
other person named Alan Cooper related to AF
Holdings or Ingenuity 13.

10. The Principals ordered Gibbs to commit the
following acts before this Court: file copyright-
infringement complaints based on a single snapshot
of Internet activity; name individuals as defendants
based on a statistical guess; and assert a copyright
assignment with a fraudulent signature. The Prin-
cipals also instructed Gibbs to prosecute these law-
suits only if they remained profitable; and to dis-
miss them otherwise.

11. Plaintiffs have demonstrated their willing-
ness to deceive not just this Court, but other courts
where they have appeared. Plaintiffs' representa-
tions about their operations, relationships, and fin-
ancial interests have varied from feigned ignorance
to misstatements to outright lies. But this deception
was calculated so that the Court would grant
Plaintiffs' early-discovery requests, thereby allow-
ing Plaintiffs to identify defendants and exact set-
tlement proceeds from them. With these granted re-
quests, Plaintiffs borrow the authority of the Court
to pressure settlement.

B. Sanctions
Although the Court originally notified the

parties that sanctions would be imposed under Fed-
eral Rule of Civil Procedure 11(b)(3) and Local
Rule 83–3, the Court finds it more appropriate to
sanction the parties under its inherent authority. See
In re DeVille, 361 F.3d 539, 550 (9th Cir.2004)
(“[T]he bankruptcy court's failure to specify, in ad-
vance of the disciplinary proceedings, that its inher-
ent power was a basis for those proceedings, did
not serve to undercut its sanctioning authority.”).
The sanctions for Plaintiffs' misconduct are as fol-
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lows.

1. Rule 11 sanctions
The Court maintains that its prior analysis of

Plaintiffs' Rule 11 violations is accurate. (ECF No.
48.) Plaintiffs can only show that someone, using
an IP address belonging to the subscriber, was seen
online in a torrent swarm. But Plaintiffs did not
conduct a sufficient investigation to determine
whether that person actually downloaded enough
data (or even anything at all) to produce a viewable
video. Further, Plaintiffs cannot conclude whether
that person spoofed the IP address, is the subscriber
of that IP address, or is someone else using that
subscriber's Internet access. Without better techno-
logy, prosecuting illegal BitTorrent activity re-
quires substantial effort in order to make a case. It
is simply not economically viable to properly pro-
secute the illegal download of a single copyrighted
video.

*4 Enter Plaintiffs and their cottage-industry
lawsuits. Even so, the Court is not as troubled by
their lack of reasonable investigation as by their
cover-up. Gibbs argued that a deep inquiry was per-
formed prior to filing. Yet these arguments are not
credible and do not support Gibbs's conclusions. In-
stead, Gibbs's arguments suggest a hasty after-
the-fact investigation, and a shoddy one at that.

For instance, Gibbs characterized Marvin
Denton's property as “a very large estate consisting
of a gate for entry and multiple separate houses/
structures on the property.” (ECF No. 49, at 19.) He
stated this to demonstrate the improbability that
Denton's Wi–Fi signal could be received by
someone outside the residence. But

Denton's property is not a large estate; it is a
small house in a closely packed residential neigh-
borhood. There are also no gates visible.

<- Image not available via Offline Print ->

Gibbs's statement is a blatant lie. His statement
resembles other statements given by Plaintiffs in

this and their other cases: statements that sound
reasonable but lack truth. Thus, the Court concludes
that Gibbs, even in the face of sanctions, continued
to make factual misrepresentions to the Court.

Nevertheless, Rule 11 sanctions are inappropri-
ate here because it is the wrong sanctions vehicle at
this stage of litigation. The cases have already been
dismissed and monetary sanctions are not available.
Fed. R. Civ. P 11(c)(5)(B) (a court cannot impose a
monetary sanction on its own unless it issued the
show-cause order before voluntary dismissal). The
more appropriate sanction for these Rule 11 viola-
tions is what the Court had already imposed: denial
of requests for early discovery. (ECF No. 28.)

2. Sanctions under the Court's inherent authority
In addition to Gibbs's misrepresentations, there

is the matter of the ignored Court Order vacating
early discovery. (ECF No. 28.) The evidence does
not show that the Order was ignored because of
miscommunication among Plaintiffs. The Order
was purposely ignored-hoping that the ISPs were
unaware of the vacatur and would turn over the re-
quested subscriber information.

Then there is the Alan Cooper forgery. Al-
though a recipient of a copyright assignment need
not sign the document, a forgery is still a forgery.
And trying to pass that forged document by the
Court smacks of fraud. Unfortunately, other than
these specific instances of fraud, the Court cannot
make more detailed findings of fraud.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the Principals' en-
terprise relies on deception. Part of that ploy re-
quires cooperation from the courts, which could
only be achieved through deception. In other words,
if the Principals assigned the copyright to them-
selves, brought suit in their own names, and dis-
closed that they had the sole financial interest in the
suit, a court would scrutinize their conduct from the
outset. But by being less than forthcoming, they de-
frauded the Court. They anticipated that the Court
would blindly approve their early-discovery re-
quests, thereby opening the door to more settlement
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proceeds.

*5 The Principals also obfuscate other facts, espe-
cially those concerning their operations, relation-
ships, and financial interests. The Principals' web of
disinformation is so vast that the Principals cannot
keep track-their explanations of their operations, re-
lationships, and financial interests constantly vary.
This makes it difficult for the Court to make a con-
crete determination.

Still, the Court adopts as its finding the following
chart detailing Plaintiffs' relationships. Though in-
complete, this chart is about as accurate as possible
given Plaintiffs' obfuscation.

As for Van Den Hemel, Lutz, and Hansemeier,
they are not without fault even though they acted
under orders from the Principals. They were not
merely assimilated; they knowingly participated in
this scheme, reaping the benefits when the going
was good. Even so, their status as non-attorneys
and non-parties severely limits the sanctions that
could be levied against them.

Despite these findings, the Court deems these
findings insufficient to support a large monetary
sanction-a seven-digit sanction adequate to deter
Plaintiffs from continuing their profitable enter-
prise. Even if the Court enters such a sanction, it is
certain that Plaintiffs will transfer out their settle-
ment proceeds and plead paucity. Yet Plaintiffs'
bad-faith conduct supports other more fitting sanc-
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tions.

First, an award of attorney's fees to Defendants
is appropriate. This award compensates them for
expenses incurred in this vexatious lawsuit, espe-
cially for their efforts in countering and revealing
the fraud perpetrated by Plaintiffs.

So far, only Morgan Pietz and Nicholas
Ranallo have appeared.FN4 Upon review, the Court
finds Pietz's expenditure of 120.5 hours at an
hourly rate of $300 reasonable based on his experi-
ence, work quality, and quantity of necessary pa-
pers filed with the Court. (ECF No. 102.) Although
many of these hours were spent after the case was
dismissed, these hours were spent in connection
with the sanction hearings-time well spent. Simil-
arly, the attorney's fees and costs incurred by
Ranallo also appear reasonable.

FN4. They appeared on behalf of the Doe
Defendant in the case Ingenuity 13 LLC v.
Doe, No. 2:12–cv8333–ODW(JCx) (C.D.
Cal. filed Sept. 27, 2012).

Therefore, the Court awards attorney's fees and
costs in the sum of $40,659.86 to Doe: $36,150.00
for Pietz's attorney's fees; $1,950 .00 for Ranallo's
attorney's fees; $2,226.26 for Pietz's costs; and
$333.60 for Ranallo's costs. As a punitive measure,
the Court doubles this award, yielding $81,319.72.
FN5 This punitive multiplier is justified by
Plaintiffs' brazen misconduct and relentless fraud.
The Principals, AF Holdings, Ingenuity 13, Prenda
Law, and Gibbs are liable for this sum jointly and
severally, and shall pay this sum within 14 days of
this order.

FN5. This punitive portion is calculated to
be just below the cost of an effective ap-
peal.

Second, there is little doubt that that Steele,
Hansmeier, Duffy, Gibbs suffer from a form of
moral turpitude unbecoming of an officer of the
court. To this end, the Court will refer them to their

respective state and federal bars.

Third, though Plaintiffs boldly probe the out-
skirts of law, the only enterprise they resemble is
RICO. The federal agency eleven decks up is famil-
iar with their prime directive and will gladly refit
them for their next voyage. The Court will refer this
matter to the United States Attorney for the Central
District of California. The will also refer this matter
to the Criminal Investigation Division of the Intern-
al Revenue Service and will notify all judges before
whom these attorneys have pending cases. For the
sake of completeness, the Court requests Pietz to
assist by filing a report, within 14 days, containing
contact information for: (1) every bar (state and
federal) where these attorneys are admitted to prac-
tice; and (2) every judge before whom these attor-
neys have pending cases.

4. Local Rule 83–3 sanctions
*6 For the same reasons stated above, the Court

will refer Duffy and Gibbs to the Standing Commit-
tee on Discipline (for this District) under Local
Rule 83–3.

V. CONCLUSION
Steele, Hansmeier, Duffy, Gibbs, Prenda Law,

AF Holdings, and Ingenuity 13 shall pay, within 14
days of this order, attorney's fees and costs totaling
$81,319.72 to Doe. The Court enters additional
nonmonetary sanctions in accordance with the dis-
cussion above.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

C.D.Cal.,2013.
Ingenuity 13 LLC v. John Doe
Not Reported in F.Supp.2d, 2013 WL 1898633
(C.D.Cal.), 2013 Copr.L.Dec. P 30,423

END OF DOCUMENT
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CITATION: Jones v. Tsige, 2012 ONCA 32
DATE: 20120118

DOCKET: C53577

COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO 

Winkler C.J.O., Sharpe J.A. & Cunningham A.C.J. (ad hoc) 

BETWEEN 

Sandra Jones 

Plaintiff (Appellant)

and 

Winnie Tsige 

Defendant (Respondent)

Christopher Du Vernet and Carlin McGoogan, for the appellant 

Alex Cameron and N. Melanson, for the respondent 

Heard: September 29, 2011 

On appeal from the judgment of Justice Kevin M.V. Whitaker of the Superior Court of 
Justice dated March 23, 2011, with reasons reported at 2011 ONSC 1475, 333 D.L.R. 
(4th) 566. 

Sharpe J.A.: 

[1] Does Ontario law recognize a right to bring a civil action for damages for the 

invasion of personal privacy?  
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[2] In July 2009, the appellant, Sandra Jones, discovered that the respondent, Winnie 

Tsige, had been surreptitiously looking at Jones’ banking records. Tsige and Jones did 

not know each other despite the fact that they both worked for the same bank and Tsige 

had formed a common-law relationship with Jones’ former husband. As a bank 

employee, Tsige had full access to Jones’ banking information and, contrary to the bank’s 

policy, looked into Jones’ banking records at least 174 times over a period of four years. 

[3] The central issue on this appeal is whether the motion judge erred by granting 

summary judgment and dismissing Jones’ claim for damages on the ground that Ontario 

law does not recognize the tort of breach of privacy.  

FACTS 

[4] Jones and Tsige worked at different branches of the Bank of Montreal (“BMO”). 

Jones maintains her primary bank account there. Jones and Tsige did not know or work 

with each other. However, Tsige became involved in a relationship with Jones’ former 

husband. For about four years, Tsige used her workplace computer to access Jones’ 

personal BMO bank accounts at least 174 times. The information displayed included 

transactions details, as well as personal information such as date of birth, marital status 

and address. Tsige did not publish, distribute or record the information in any way. 

[5] Jones became suspicious that Tsige was accessing her account and complained to 

BMO. When confronted by BMO, Tsige admitted that she had looked at Jones’ banking 

information, that she had no legitimate reason for viewing the information and that she 
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understood it was contrary to BMO’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and her 

professional responsibility. Tsige explained then, and maintains in this action, that she 

was involved in a financial dispute with the appellant’s former husband and accessed the 

accounts to confirm whether he was paying child support to the appellant. Jones does not 

accept that explanation as she says it is inconsistent with the timing and frequency of 

Tsige’s snooping. 

[6] Tsige has apologized for her actions and insists that she has ceased looking at 

Jones’ banking information. Tsige is contrite and embarrassed by her actions. BMO 

disciplined Tsige by suspending her for one week without pay and denying her a bonus.  

[7] In her statement of claim, Jones asserts that her privacy interest in her confidential 

banking information has been “irreversibly destroyed” and claims damages of $70,000 

for invasion of privacy and breach of fiduciary duty, and punitive and exemplary 

damages of $20,000.  

1. Motions for summary judgment 

[8] Jones proceeded under the simplified procedure of Rule 76 of the Rules of Civil 

Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194, and moved for summary judgment. Tsige brought a 

cross-motion for summary judgment to dismiss the action. 

[9] The motion judge found that Tsige did not owe Jones a fiduciary obligation and 

dismissed that claim. Jones has not appealed that finding. 
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[10] The motion judge then reviewed the jurisprudence concerning the existence of a 

tort of invasion of privacy. He observed that recent Superior Court decisions have refused 

to strike out such claims at the pleading stage and that some academic writing indicates 

that that the tort may exist.  

[11] The motion judge concluded, however, that the statement of Cronk J.A. in 

Euteneier v. Lee (2005), 77 O.R. (3d) 621 (C.A.), leave to appeal refused, [2005] 

S.C.C.A. No. 516, at para. 63, is, in his words, “binding and dispositive of the question” 

of whether the tort of invasion of privacy exists at common law in Ontario. Euteneier 

concerned a lawsuit brought by a woman whose clothes were forcibly removed by police 

following her suicide attempt while she was detained in a holding cell. In considering 

whether the trial judge had accurately described the plaintiff’s privacy and dignity 

interests, Cronk J.A. observed, at para. 63, “[the plaintiff] properly conceded in oral 

argument before this court that there is no ‘free-standing’ right to dignity or privacy 

under the Charter or at common law.”   

[12] The motion judge added that given the existence of privacy legislation protecting 

certain rights, any expansion of those rights should be dealt with by statute rather than 

common law.  

[13] The motion judge dismissed Jones’ motion for summary judgment and granted the 

motion brought by Tsige. He rejected Jones’ submission that costs should be denied on 

the ground that the issue was novel and that Tsige’s conduct was objectionable. The 
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motion judge felt that Jones had pursued the litigation aggressively and failed to accept 

reasonable settlement offers. He awarded costs fixed at $35,000. 

ISSUES 

[14] Jones appeals to this court, raising the following issues: 

1. Did the motion judge err in holding that Ontario law does not 
recognize a cause of action for invasion of privacy? 

2. Did the motion judge err with respect to costs? 

ANALYSIS 

Issue 1. Does Ontario law recognize a cause of action for invasion of privacy? 

a) Introduction  

[15] The question of whether the common law should recognize a cause of action in 

tort for invasion of privacy has been debated for the past one hundred and twenty years. 

Aspects of privacy have long been protected by causes of action such as breach of 

confidence, defamation, breach of copyright, nuisance, and various property rights. 

Although the individual’s privacy interest is a fundamental value underlying such claims, 

the recognition of a distinct right of action for breach of privacy remains uncertain. As 

Adams J. stated in Ontario (Attorney General) v. Dieleman (1994), 117 D.L.R. (4th) 449 

(Ont. Gen. Div.) at p. 688, after a comprehensive review of the case law, “invasion of 

privacy in Canadian common law continues to be an inceptive, if not ephemeral, legal 

concept, primarily operating to extend the margins of existing tort doctrine.” 
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[16] Canadian, English and American courts and commentators almost invariably take 

the seminal articles of S.D. Warren & L.D. Brandeis, “The Right to Privacy” (1890) 4 

Harv. L. R. 193 and William L. Prosser, “Privacy” (1960), 48 Cal. L. R. 383 as their 

starting point.  

[17] Warren and Brandeis argued for the recognition of a right of privacy to meet the 

problems posed by technological and social change that saw “instantaneous photographs” 

and “newspaper enterprise” invade “the sacred precincts of private life” (at p. 195). They 

identified the “general right of the individual to be let alone”, the right to “inviolate 

personality” (at p. 205), “the more general right to the immunity of the person” and “the 

right to one’s personality” (at p. 207) as fundamental values underlying such well-known 

causes of action as breach of confidence, defamation and breach of copyright. They urged 

that open recognition of a right of privacy was well-supported by these underlying legal 

values and required to meet the changing demands of the society in which they lived.  

[18] Professor Prosser’s article picked up the threads of the American jurisprudence 

that had developed in the seventy years following the influential Warren and Brandeis 

article. Prosser argued that what had emerged from the hundreds of cases he canvassed 

was not one tort, but four, tied together by a common theme and name, but comprising 

different elements and protecting different interests. Prosser delineated a four-tort 

catalogue, summarized as follows, at p. 389:  

1. Intrusion upon the plaintiff’s seclusion or solitude, or into his private affairs. 
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2. Public disclosure of embarrassing private facts about the plaintiff. 

3. Publicity which places the plaintiff in a false light in the public eye. 

4. Appropriation, for the defendant’s advantage, of the plaintiff’s name or likeness.  

[19] Most American jurisdictions now accept Prosser’s classification and it has also 

been adopted by the Restatement (Second) of Torts (2010). The tort that is most relevant 

to this case, the tort of “intrusion upon seclusion”, is described by the Restatement, at § 

652B as: 

One who intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon 
the seclusion of another or his private affairs or concerns, is 
subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if 
the invasion would be highly offensive to a reasonable 
person. 

[20] The comment section of the Restatement elaborates this proposition and explains 

that the tort includes physical intrusions into private places as well as listening or 

looking, with or without mechanical aids, into the plaintiff’s private affairs. Of particular 

relevance to this appeal, is the observation that other non-physical forms of investigation 

or examination into private concerns may be actionable. These include opening private 

and personal mail or examining a private bank account, “even though there is no 

publication or other use of any kind” of the information obtained.  

[21] If Jones has a right of action, it falls into Prosser’s first category of intrusion upon 

seclusion. While I will make some reference to the fourth category of appropriation of the 

plaintiff’s name or likeness in my discussion below, I will focus primarily on intrusion 
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upon seclusion. I do so for two reasons. First, I accept Prosser’s insight that the general 

right to privacy embraces four distinct torts, each with its own considerations and rules, 

and that confusion may result from a failure to maintain appropriate analytic distinctions 

between the categories. Second, as a court of law, we should restrict ourselves to the 

particular issues posed by the facts of the case before us and not attempt to decide more 

than is strictly necessary to decide that case. A cause of action of any wider breadth 

would not only over-reach what is necessary to resolve this case, but could also amount 

to an unmanageable legal proposition that would, as Prosser warned, breed confusion and 

uncertainty.  

[22] The following discussion will examine whether the common law recognizes a 

cause of action for invasion of privacy. I will canvass case law from Ontario and other 

provinces and examine federal and provincial legislation relating to privacy. For 

completeness, I will also discuss the state of the law in foreign jurisdictions.  

b) Case law 

[23] Reflecting on Canadian jurisprudence, Allen M. Linden and Bruce Feldthusen, 

Canadian Tort Law, 9th ed. (Toronto: LexisNexis, 2011) observed at p. 59, that “[w]e 

seem to be drifting closer to the American model.” See also Colin H.H. McNairn and 

Alexander K. Scott, Privacy Law in Canada (Toronto: Butterworths, 2001) at ch. 3; 

Barbara McIsaac, Rick Shields and Kris Klein, The Law of Privacy in Canada, looseleaf 

(Toronto: Carswell, 2000) at 2.4; Philip Osborne, The Law of Torts, 4th ed. (Toronto: 

Irwin Law, 2011) at pp. 267-71.  
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[24] My analysis of the case law supports the same conclusion: Ontario has already 

accepted the existence of a tort claim for appropriation of personality and, at the very 

least, remains open to the proposition that a tort action will lie for an intrusion upon 

seclusion. 

i) Ontario case law 

[25] In Canada, there has been no definitive statement from an appellate court on the 

issue of whether there is a common law right of action corresponding to the intrusion on 

seclusion category. Ontario trial judges have, however, often refused to dismiss such 

claims at the pleading stage as disclosing no cause of action and some have awarded 

damages for claims based on violations of the right to be free of intrusion upon seclusion. 

The clear trend in the case law is, at the very least, to leave open the possibility that such 

a cause of action does exist.  

[26] Saccone v. Orr (1981), 34 O.R. (2d) 317 (Co. Ct.), for example, involved the 

recording of a private conversation without the knowledge or consent of the plaintiff. The 

recording was then played at a municipal council meeting and a transcript of the 

conversation published in a local newspaper. Jacob Co. Ct. J. dismissed the defendant’s 

argument against the existence of a tort of invasion of privacy, found in favour of the 

plaintiff and awarded damages of $500.  

[27] Roth v. Roth (1991), 4 O.R. (3d) 740 (Gen. Div) involved interference with the 

plaintiffs’ ability to use and enjoy their cottage property. Mandel J. considered the 

application of several torts – assault, battery, nuisance and trespass – but found that the 
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cumulative effect of the defendants’ actions could best be described as an invasion of 

privacy. He rejected the contention that the common law did not allow for a claim for 

invasion of privacy and held, at p. 743, that the common law should not be confined to 

existing categories but must evolve. In recognizing the right of privacy, Mandel J. quoted 

a passage from a leading torts text indicating that liability for breach of privacy should 

only be imposed where the intrusion is substantial and would be regarded as offensive 

and intolerable to a person of reasonable sensitivity. He then stated, at p. 758, “whether 

the invasion of privacy of an individual will be actionable will depend on the 

circumstances of the particular case and the conflicting rights involved.”  

[28] A third trial judgment to award damages for breach of privacy falls under 

Prosser’s fourth category of appropriation of the plaintiff’s name or likeness. Athans v. 

Canadian Adventure Camps Ltd. (1977), 17 O.R. (2d) 425 (H.C.J.) involved a claim by 

an expert water-skier against a public relations firm that had copied a distinctive 

photograph of the plaintiff water skiing. Henry J. relied on Krouse v. Chrysler (1973), 1 

O.R. (2d) 225 (Ont. C.A.) in which Estey J.A. had suggested that an action in tort for the 

appropriation of personality did exist under the common law of Ontario. Henry J. held 

that the plaintiff failed to make out the tort of passing off, but did have a claim for the tort 

of “appropriation of personality”. The plaintiff recovered damages measured by the 

amount the plaintiff ought reasonably to have received in the market for permission to 

use his image. 
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[29] There are also several Ontario cases in which the trial judge refused to strike 

pleadings alleging the tort of invasion of privacy as disclosing no cause of action.  

[30] Somwar v. McDonald’s Restaurants of Canada Ltd. (2006), 79 O.R. (3d) 172 

(S.C.) contains perhaps the most coherent and definitive pronouncement in Ontario 

jurisprudence of the existence of a common law tort of invasion of privacy corresponding 

to the intrusion upon seclusion category. Somwar accused his employer, McDonald’s 

Restaurants, of unlawfully invading his privacy by conducting a credit bureau check on 

him without his consent. The plaintiff claimed damages for invasion of privacy and for 

punitive damages. The defendant moved to strike the statement of claim and dismiss the 

plaintiff’s action on the basis that it did not disclose a reasonable cause of action under 

rule 21.01(1)(b) of the Rules of Civil Procedure.  

[31] Stinson J. reviewed the Ontario case law and observed that while the cases were 

not entirely consistent, even where the courts did not accept the existence of a privacy 

tort, they rarely went so far as to rule out the potential of such a tort. The body of case 

law, together with the recognition by the Supreme Court of Canada of the protection of 

privacy under s.8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms led him to conclude 

at para. 29 and 31: 

With advancements in technology, personal data of an 
individual can now be collected, accessed (properly and 
improperly) and disseminated more easily than ever before. 
There is a resulting increased concern in our society about the 
risk of unauthorized access to an individual's personal 
information. The traditional torts such as nuisance, trespass 
and harassment may not provide adequate protection against 
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infringement of an individual's privacy interests. Protection of 
those privacy interests by providing a common law remedy 
for their violation would be consistent with Charter values 
and an "incremental revision" and logical extension of the 
existing jurisprudence. 

… 

Even if the plaintiff's claim for invasion of privacy were 
classified as "novel" (which, in any event, is not a proper 
basis for dismissing it), the foregoing analysis leads me to 
conclude that the time has come to recognize invasion of 
privacy as a tort in its own right. It therefore follows that it is 
neither plain nor obvious that the plaintiff's action cannot 
succeed on the basis that he has not pleaded a reasonable 
cause of action. 

[32] Somwar was followed in Nitsopoulos v. Wong (2008) 298 D.L.R. (4th) 265 (Ont. 

S.C.). See also Capan v. Capan (1980), 14 C.C.L.T. 191 (Ont. H.C.); Lipiec v. Borsa 

(1996), 31 C.C.L.T. (2d) 294 (Ont. Gen. Div.); Shred-Tech Corp. v. Viveen, 2006 

CarswellOnt 7762 (Ont. S.C.) at para. 30. Compare Haskett v. Trans Union of Canada 

Inc. (2002), 10 C.C.L.T. (3d) 128 (Ont. S.C.). 

ii) Provincial case law 

[33] While there appears to be no appellate decision from another province definitively 

establishing a common law right of action for intrusion upon seclusion, dicta in at least 

two cases support the idea. In Motherwell v. Motherwell (1976), 73 D.L.R. (3d) 62 (Alta. 

S.C. App. Div.), a case involving harassing telephone calls, the court held the plaintiff 

had a right of action in nuisance but added, at para. 25, that “the interests of our 

developing jurisprudence would be better served by approaching invasion of privacy by 
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abuse of the telephone system as a new category, rather than seeking by rationalization to 

enlarge” the existing categories of nuisance.  

[34] The issue in Dyne Holdings Ltd. v. Royal Insurance Co. of Canada (1996), 135 

D.L.R. (4th) 142, leave to appeal to S.C.C. refused, [1996] S.C.C.A. No. 344, was an 

insurer’s duty to defend. One aspect of the claim arguably amounted to an invasion of 

privacy akin to the category of intrusion upon exclusion. After a review of the 

jurisprudence, Carruthers C.J. observed, at p. 160: “the courts in Canada are not far from 

recognizing a common law right to privacy if they have not already done so. It is also 

clear that Canadian courts do not hesitate to protect privacy interests under some 

recognized tort.”  

iii) Euteneier v. Lee 

[35] This brings me to Euteneier v. Lee, and the statement from the case that the 

motion judge here found to be dispositive. In my respectful view, the motion judge’s 

reliance on Euteneier for the proposition Ontario law excludes any and all claims for 

breach of privacy interests was misplaced. The plaintiff in Euteneier had been arrested 

and detained on criminal charges. She complained of her treatment while in police 

custody and sought damages for negligence, assault, civil conspiracy, and breach of her 

ss. 7, 9, 12, and 15 rights under the Charter. The trial judge found that based on the 

appellant’s own behaviour while in custody, which included an apparent suicide attempt, 

the defendant police officers had conducted themselves in a reasonable and prudent 
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manner. They had breached no duty nor exhibited any bad faith or malice to ground any 

of the claims she had asserted and the claim was dismissed.  

[36] The plaintiff’s first appeal was to the Divisional Court on account of the quantum 

of damages assessed by the trial judge: see Euteneier v. Lee (2003), 113 C.R.R. (2d) 44 

(Ont. Div. Ct.). The Divisional Court allowed the appeal in part. A new trial was ordered 

on the issue of whether, after disrobing the plaintiff to prevent her from continuing to use 

articles of clothing to hang herself, the police were negligent, committed assault, or 

breached the plaintiff’s Charter rights “by confining her in the [holding cell] and by 

handcuffing her to its bars without taking steps to maintain her dignity or to prevent her 

humiliation.”  

[37] The defendants appealed the order for a new trial to this court and the plaintiff 

cross-appealed seeking a new trial on all issues. This court allowed the appeal and 

dismissed the cross-appeal. Cronk J.A., writing for the court, held that the Divisional 

Court had failed to apply the proper standard of review with respect to the trial judge’s 

factual findings. Of particular significance to the point at issue on this appeal is Cronk 

J.A.’s observation, at paras. 47 and 56. She noted that the plaintiff did not plead that that 

the defendants owed her any duty to maintain her dignity and prevent her humiliation, 

and that any reference to her dignity or privacy interests were as particulars of other 

causes of action or as the consequences she alleged flowed from the actions of the 

defendants. Cronk J.A. held that the Divisional Court had erred in treating those 

allegations as stand-alone causes of action. 
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[38] Accordingly, it is clear from the context and from the words used that the passage 

at para. 63 relied on by the motion judge – “[the plaintiff] properly conceded in oral 

argument before this court that there is no ‘free standing’ right to dignity or privacy under 

the Charter or at common law” – could not have been intended to express any dispositive 

or definitive opinion as to the existence of a tort claim for breach of a privacy interest. No 

such claim had been advanced by the plaintiff, no argument on that point was addressed 

by counsel, and in my view, no opinion on that point was expressed by this court.  

c) Charter Jurisprudence 

[39] Charter jurisprudence identifies privacy as being worthy of constitutional 

protection and integral to an individual’s relationship with the rest of society and the 

state. The Supreme Court of Canada has consistently interpreted the Charter’s s. 8 

protection against unreasonable search and seizure as protecting the underlying right to 

privacy. In Hunter v. Southam Inc., [1984] 2 S.C.R. 145, at p. 158-59, Dickson J. adopted 

the purposive method of Charter interpretation and observed that the interests engaged by 

s. 8 are not simply an extension of the concept of trespass, but rather are grounded in an 

independent right to privacy held by all citizens.  

[40] In R. v. Dyment, [1988] 2 S.C.R. 417 at p. 427, La Forest J. characterized the s. 8 

protection of privacy as “[g]rounded in a man’s physical and moral autonomy” and stated 

that “privacy is essential for the well-being of the individual. For this reason alone, it is 

worthy of constitutional protection, but it also has profound significance for the public 

order.”  La Forest added, at p. 429: 
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In modern society, especially, retention of information about 
oneself is extremely important. We may, for one reason or 
another, wish or be compelled to reveal such information, but 
situations abound where the reasonable expectations of the 
individual that the information shall remain confidential to 
the persons to whom, and restricted to the purposes for which 
it is divulged, must be protected. 

[41] Charter jurisprudence has recognized three distinct privacy interests: Dyment at 

pp. 428-9; R. v. Tessling, 2004 SCC 67, [2004] 3 S.C.R. 432, at paras. 19-23. The first 

two interests, personal privacy and territorial privacy, are deeply rooted in the common 

law. Personal privacy, grounded in the right to bodily integrity, protects “the right not to 

have our bodies touched or explored to disclose objects or matters we wish to conceal.” 

Territorial privacy protects the home and other spaces where the individual enjoys a 

reasonable expectation of privacy. The third category, informational privacy, is the 

interest at stake in this appeal. In Tessling, Binnie J. described it, at para. 23: 

Beyond our bodies and the places where we live and work, 
however, lies the thorny question of how much information 
about ourselves and activities we are entitled to shield from 
the curious eyes of the state (R. v. S.A.B., [2003] 2 S.C.R. 
678, 2003 SCC 60). This includes commercial information 
locked in a safe kept in a restaurant owned by the accused (R. 
v. Law, [2002] 1 S.C.R. 227, 2002 SCC 10, at para. 16). 
Informational privacy has been defined as “the claim of 
individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for 
themselves when, how, and to what extent information about 
them is communicated to others”:  A. F. Westin, Privacy and 
Freedom (1970), at p. 7. Its protection is predicated on the 
assumption that all information about a person is in a 
fundamental way his own, for him to communicate or retain . 
. . as he sees fit. 
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(Report of a Task Force established jointly by Department of 
Communications/Department of Justice, Privacy and 
Computers (1972), at p. 13). 

[42] This characterization would certainly include Jones’ claim to privacy in her 

banking records. 

[43] In Hill v. Church of Scientology of Toronto, [1995] 2 S.C.R. 1130, Cory J. 

observed, at para. 121, that the right to privacy has been accorded constitutional 

protection and should be considered as a Charter value in the development of the 

common law tort of defamation. In Hill, Cory J. stated, at para. 121: “reputation is 

intimately related to the right to privacy which has been accorded constitutional 

protection.” See also R. v. O’Connor, [1995] 4 S.C.R. 411 at para. 113, per 

L’Heureux-Dubé J.: identifying privacy as “an essential component of what it means to 

be ‘free’.” 

[44] The Charter treatment of privacy accords with art. 12 of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 271(III), UNGAOR, 3d Sess., Supp. No. 13, 

UN. Doc. A/810 (1948) 71, which provides that “[n]o one shall be subjected to arbitrary 

interference with his privacy, home or correspondence” and proclaims that “[e]veryone 

has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks”. Privacy is 

also recognized as a fundamental human right by art. 17 of the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights, 19 December 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171. 
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[45] While the Charter does not apply to common law disputes between private 

individuals, the Supreme Court has acted on several occasions to develop the common 

law in a manner consistent with Charter values: see R.W.D.S.U. v. Dolphin Delivery Ltd., 

[1986] 2.S.C.R. 573 at 603; R. v. Salituro, [1991] 3 S.C.R. 654, at pp. 666 and 675; Hill 

v. Scientology at p. 1169; R.W.D.S.U., Local 558 v. Pepsi-Cola Canada Beverages (West) 

Ltd., 2002 SCC 8, [2002] 1 S.C.R. 156; Grant v. Torstar Corp., 2009 SCC 61, [2009] 3 

S.C.R. 640.  

[46] The explicit recognition of a right to privacy as underlying specific Charter rights 

and freedoms, and the principle that the common law should be developed in a manner 

consistent with Charter values, supports the recognition of a civil action for damages for 

intrusion upon the plaintiff’s seclusion: see John D.R. Craig, “Invasion of Privacy and 

Charter Values: The Common Law Tort Awakens” (1997), 42 McGill L.J. 355.  

d) Legislation 

i) Acts relating to Private Information  

[47] The federal and Ontario governments have enacted a complex legislative 

framework addressing the issue of privacy. These include: Personal Information 

Protection and Electronic Documents Act, 2000, S.C. 2000, c. 5 (“PIPEDA”); Personal 

Health Information Protection Act, 2004, S.O. 2004, c. 3; Freedom of Information and 

Protection of Privacy Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. F.31; Municipal Freedom of Information and 

Protection of Privacy Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. M.56; Consumer Reporting Act, R.S.O. 1990, 

c. C.33 
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[48] Tsige argues that it is not open to this court to adapt the common law to deal with 

the invasion of privacy on the ground that privacy is already the subject of legislation in 

Ontario and Canada that reflects carefully considered economic and policy choices. It is 

submitted that expanding the reach of the common law in this area would interfere with 

these carefully crafted regimes and that any expansion of the law relating to the 

protection of privacy should be left to Parliament and the legislature.  

[49] I am not persuaded that the existing legislation provides a sound basis for this 

court to refuse to recognize the emerging tort of intrusion upon seclusion and deny Jones 

a remedy. In my view, it would take a strained interpretation to infer from these statutes a 

legislative intent to supplant or halt the development of the common law in this area: see 

Robyn Bell, “Tort of Invasion of Privacy – Has its Time Finally Come?” in Archibald 

and Cochrane (eds.), Annual Review of Civil Litigation (Toronto: Thompson Carswell, 

2005) at p. 225. 

[50] PIPEDA is federal legislation dealing with “organizations” subject to federal 

jurisdiction and does not speak to the existence of a civil cause of action in the province. 

While BMO is subject to PIPEDA, there are at least three reasons why, in my view, Jones 

should not be restricted to the remedy of a PIPEDA complaint against BMO. First, Jones 

would be forced to lodge a complaint against her own employer rather than against Tsige, 

the wrongdoer. Second, Tsige acted as a rogue employee contrary to BMO’s policy and 

that may provide BMO with a complete answer to the complaint. Third, the remedies 
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available under PIPEDA do not include damages and it is difficult to see what Jones 

would gain from such a complaint.  

[51] The Ontario legislation essentially deals with freedom of information and the 

protection of certain private information with respect to government and other public 

institutions. Like PIPEDA, it has nothing to do with private rights of action between 

individuals.  

ii) Provincial Privacy Acts 

[52] Four common law provinces currently have a statutorily created tort of invasion of 

privacy: British Columbia, Privacy Act, R.S.B.C. 1996 c. 373; Manitoba, Privacy Act, 

R.S.M. 1987 c.P125; Saskatchewan, Privacy Act, R.S.S. 1978, c. P-24; and 

Newfoundland, Privacy Act, R.S.N. 1990, c.P-22. All four Privacy Acts are similar. They 

establish a limited right of action, whereby liability will only be found if the defendant 

acts wilfully (not a requirement in Manitoba) and without a claim of right. Moreover, the 

nature and degree of the plaintiff’s privacy entitlement is circumscribed by what is 

“reasonable in the circumstances”.  

[53] Under Quebec law, the right to privacy is explicitly protected both by arts. 3 and 

35-37 of the Civil Code of Quebec and by s. 5 of the Charter of Human Rights and 

Freedoms, R.S.Q. c. C-12. See Robbins v. Canadian Broadcasting Corp. (1957), 12 

D.L.R. (2d) 37 (Que. S.C.); Aubry v. Éditions Vice-Versa, [1998] 1 S.C.R. 591; H. 

Patrick Glenn “The Right to Privacy in Quebec Law” in Aspects Privacy Law: Essays in 

Honour of John M. Sharp, Dale Gibson ed. (Toronto: Butterworths, 1980) at ch. 3. 
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[54] Significantly, however, no provincial legislation provides a precise definition of 

what constitutes an invasion of privacy. The courts in provinces with a statutory tort are 

left with more or less the same task as courts in provinces without such statutes. The 

nature of these acts does not indicate that we are faced with a situation where sensitive 

policy choices and decisions are best left to the legislature. To the contrary, existing 

provincial legislation indicates that when the legislatures have acted, they have simply 

proclaimed a sweeping right to privacy and left it to the courts to define the contours of 

that right. 

e) Other Jurisdictions 
i) United States 

[55] As already indicated, most American states have recognized a right of action for 

invasion of privacy rights as defined by the four categories identified by Prosser and now 

adopted by the Restatement.  

[56] Generally speaking, to make out cause of action for intrusion upon seclusion, a 

plaintiff must show:  

1. an unauthorized intrusion;  

2. that the intrusion was highly offensive to the reasonable person; 

3. the matter intruded upon was private; and,  

4. the intrusion caused anguish and suffering. 
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See William Prosser, Law of Torts, 4th ed. (West Publishing Company, 1971) at p. 808-

12. 

[57] The first element indicates that the tort focuses on the act of intrusion, as opposed 

to dissemination or publication of information: Roe v. Cheyenne Mt. Conf. Resort, Inc., 

124 F(3d) 1221 at 1236 (10th Cir. 1997). The focus of the court in determining whether 

this element is satisfied is on “the type of interest involved and not the place where the 

invasion occurs”: Evans v. Detlefsen, 857 F(2d) 330 at 338 (6th Cir. 1988). 

[58] With regard to the second element, factors to be considered in determining 

whether a particular action is highly offensive include the degree of intrusion, the 

context, conduct and circumstances of the intrusion, the tortfeasor’s motives and 

objectives and the expectations of those whose privacy is invaded: see J.D. Lee & Barry 

A. Lindahl, Modern Tort Law: Liability & Litigation, 2d ed., looseleaf (Thomson West, 

2002) at § 48:6.  

[59] In determining the third element, the plaintiff must establish that the expectation 

of seclusion or solitude was objectively reasonable. The courts have adopted the two-

prong test used in the application of the Fourth Amendment of the United States 

Constitution. The first step is demonstrating an actual subjective expectation of privacy, 

and the second step asks if that expectation is objectively reasonable: Katz v. United 

States, 389 U.S. 347 at 361 (1967). 
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[60] The fourth element has received considerably less attention as anguish and 

suffering are generally presumed once the first three elements have been established. 

ii) Commonwealth Jurisdictions 

[61] In England, privacy is expressly protected by art. 8 of the Convention for the 

Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 4 November 1950, 213 

U.N.T.S. 221 at 223, incorporated by the Human Rights Act 1998 (UK), c. 42:  

“Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his 

correspondence.” However, the House of Lords held in Wainwright v. Home Office 

[2003] UKHL 53, [2003] 4 All E.R. 969 at para. 31, that while privacy may be “a value 

which underlies the existence of a rule of law (and may point the direction in which the 

law should develop)”, privacy is not “a principle of law in itself” capable of supporting a 

private law right if action for damages. Yet the next year, in Campbell v. MGN Ltd. 

[2004] UKHL 22, [2004] 2 A.C. 467, the House of Lords granted an injunction to restrain 

on grounds of breach of confidence publication of newspaper stories and photographs of 

a supermodel leaving a drug addiction treatment facility. Lord Hoffman held, in 

Campbell at para. 51, that the tort of breach of confidence had evolved into a form of 

privacy protection, described by the court as a tort of misuse of private information: 

[T]he new approach takes a different view of the underlying 
value which the law protects. Instead of the cause of action 
being based upon the duty of good faith applicable to 
confidential personal information and trade secrets alike, it 
focuses upon the protection of human autonomy and dignity – 
the right to control the dissemination of information about 
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one’s private life and the right to the esteem and respect of 
people. 

[62] The reformulated action for breach of confidence has been held to embrace 

damages claims to protect privacy interests that would easily fall within the intrusion 

upon seclusion category: see Mosely v. News Group Newspapers Ltd. [2008] EWHC 

1777 (Q.B.) at para. 7: “[t]he law now affords protection to information in respect of 

which there is a reasonable expectation of privacy, even in circumstances where there is 

no pre-existing relationship giving rise of itself to an enforceable duty of confidence.” 

[63] In Lenah Game Meats Pty Ltd v. Australian Broadcasting Corp., [2001] H.C.A. 

63, 185 ALR 1, the High Court of Australia expressly left the door open to the 

recognition of a common law right to privacy despite earlier authority to the contrary. 

This was applied in Grosse v. Purvis, [2003] Q.D.C. 151, Aust. Torts Reports 81-706,  

where the elements for the tort were found to be: 

1. a willed act by the defendant;  

2. which intrudes upon the privacy or seclusion of the plaintiff;  

3. in a manner which would be considered highly offensive to a reasonable 

person of ordinary sensibilities; and  

4. which causes the plaintiff detriment in the form of mental, psychological or 

emotional harm or distress or which prevents or hinders the plaintiff from 

doing an act which she is lawfully entitled to do.  
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[64] In Hosking v. Runting, [2004] NZCA 34, the New Zealand Court of Appeal 

recognized a common law tort of breach of privacy that is separate and distinct from the 

tort of breach of confidence. Although the court dismissed the claim on the merits, the 

majority judgment confirmed the existence of a privacy tort in New Zealand dealing with 

wrongful publication of private facts to address publicity that is (at para. 26) “truly 

humiliating and distressful or otherwise harmful”. The elements of the tort were 

described at para. 109:  

1. the existence of facts in respect of which there is a reasonable 

expectation of privacy; and  

2. the publicity given to those private facts must be considered highly 

offensive to an objective reasonable person.  

2. Defining the tort of intrusion upon seclusion 

a) Introduction 

[65] In my view, it is appropriate for this court to confirm the existence of a right of 

action for intrusion upon seclusion. Recognition of such a cause of action would amount 

to an incremental step that is consistent with the role of this court to develop the common 

law in a manner consistent with the changing needs of society. 

b) Rationale 

[66] The case law, while certainly far from conclusive, supports the existence of such a 

cause of action. Privacy has long been recognized as an important underlying and 
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animating value of various traditional causes of action to protect personal and territorial 

privacy. Charter jurisprudence recognizes privacy as a fundamental value in our law and 

specifically identifies, as worthy of protection, a right to informational privacy that is 

distinct from personal and territorial privacy. The right to informational privacy closely 

tracks the same interest that would be protected by a cause of action for intrusion upon 

seclusion. Many legal scholars and writers who have considered the issue support 

recognition of a right of action for breach of privacy: see e.g. P. Winfield, “Privacy” 

(1931), 47 L.Q.R. 23; D. Gibson, “Common Law Protection of Privacy: What to do Until 

the Legislators Arrive” in Lewis Klar (ed.), Studies in Canadian Tort Law (Toronto: 

Butterworths, 1977) 343; Robyn M. Ryan Bell, “Tort of Invasion of Privacy – Has its 

Time Finally Come?” in Todd Archibald & Michael Cochrane, Annual Review of Civil 

Litigation (Toronto: Thomson Carswell, 2005) 225; Peter Burns, “The Law and Privacy: 

the Canadian Experience” (1976), 54 Can. Bar Rev. 1; John D.R. Craig, “Invasion of 

Privacy and Charter Values: The Common Law Tort Awakens” (1997), 52 McGill L.J. 

355. 

[67] For over one hundred years, technological change has motivated the legal 

protection of the individual’s right to privacy. In modern times, the pace of technological 

change has accelerated exponentially. Legal scholars such as Peter Burns have written of 

“the pressing need to preserve ‘privacy’ which is being threatened by science and 

technology to the point of surrender”: “The Law and Privacy: the Canadian Experience” 

at p. 1. See also Alan Westin, Privacy and Freedom (New York: Atheneum, 1967). The 
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internet and digital technology have brought an enormous change in the way we 

communicate and in our capacity to capture, store and retrieve information. As the facts 

of this case indicate, routinely kept electronic data bases render our most personal 

financial information vulnerable. Sensitive information as to our health is similarly 

available, as are records of the books we have borrowed or bought, the movies we have 

rented or downloaded, where we have shopped, where we have travelled, and the nature 

of our communications by cell phone, e-mail or text message. 

[68] It is within the capacity of the common law to evolve to respond to the problem 

posed by the routine collection and aggregation of highly personal information that is 

readily accessible in electronic form. Technological change poses a novel threat to a right 

of privacy that has been protected for hundreds of years by the common law under 

various guises and that, since 1982 and the Charter, has been recognized as a right that is 

integral to our social and political order.  

[69] Finally, and most importantly, we are presented in this case with facts that cry out 

for a remedy. While Tsige is apologetic and contrite, her actions were deliberate, 

prolonged and shocking. Any person in Jones’ position would be profoundly disturbed by 

the significant intrusion into her highly personal information. The discipline administered 

by Tsige’s employer was governed by the principles of employment law and the interests 

of the employer and did not respond directly to the wrong that had been done to Jones. In 

my view, the law of this province would be sadly deficient if we were required to send 

Jones away without a legal remedy. 
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c) Elements 

[70] I would essentially adopt as the elements of the action for intrusion upon seclusion 

the Restatement (Second) of Torts (2010) formulation which, for the sake of convenience, 

I repeat here: 

One who intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon 
the seclusion of another or his private affairs or concerns, is 
subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if 
the invasion would be highly offensive to a reasonable 
person. 

[71] The key features of this cause of action are, first, that the defendant’s conduct 

must be intentional, within which I would include reckless; second that the defendant 

must have invaded, without lawful justification, the plaintiff’s private affairs or concerns; 

and third, that a reasonable person would regard the invasion as highly offensive causing 

distress, humiliation or anguish. However, proof of harm to a recognized economic 

interest is not an element of the cause of action. I return below to the question of 

damages, but state here that I believe it important to emphasize that given the intangible 

nature of the interest protected, damages for intrusion upon seclusion will ordinarily be 

measured by a modest conventional sum. 

d) Limitations 

[72] These elements make it clear that recognizing this cause of action will not open 

the floodgates. A claim for intrusion upon seclusion will arise only for deliberate and 

significant invasions of personal privacy. Claims from individuals who are sensitive or 

unusually concerned about their privacy are excluded: it is only intrusions into matters 
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such as one’s financial or health records, sexual practices and orientation, employment, 

diary or private correspondence that, viewed objectively on the reasonable person 

standard, can be described as highly offensive.  

[73] Finally, claims for the protection of privacy may give rise to competing claims. 

Foremost are claims for the protection of freedom of expression and freedom of the press. 

As we are not confronted with such a competing claim here, I need not consider the issue 

in detail. Suffice it to say, no right to privacy can be absolute and many claims for the 

protection of privacy will have to be reconciled with, and even yield to, such competing 

claims. A useful analogy may be found in the Supreme Court of Canada’s elaboration of 

the common law of defamation in Grant v. Torstar where the court held, at para. 65, that 

“[w]hen proper weight is given to the constitutional value of free expression on matters 

of public interest, the balance tips in favour of broadening the defences available to those 

who communicate facts it is in the public’s interest to know.”   

3. Damages 

a) Introduction 

[74] As I have indicated, proof of actual loss is not an element of the cause of action for 

intrusion upon seclusion. However, the question necessarily arises: what is the 

appropriate approach to damages in cases, like the present, where the plaintiff has 

suffered no pecuniary loss?  

[75] Where the plaintiff has suffered no provable pecuniary loss, the damages fall into 

the category of what Professor Stephen M. Waddams, The Law of Damages, looseleaf ed. 
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(Toronto: Canada Law Book, 2011) at para. 10.50 describes as “symbolic” and others 

have labeled as “moral” damages: see Dulude v. Canada (2000), 192 D.L.R. (4th) 714 at 

para. 30 (Fed. C.A.). They are awarded “to vindicate rights or symbolize recognition of 

their infringement”: Waddams, at para. 10.50. I agree with Prof. Waddams’ observation 

that a conventional range of damages is necessary to maintain “consistency, predictability 

and fairness between one plaintiff and another.”  

[76] Guidance in determining an appropriate range of damages can be gleaned from 

existing case law from Ontario as well as from the provinces where there is a statutory 

cause of action. 

b) Damages under Ontario case law 

[77] Although the tort of intrusion upon exclusion has not been fully recognized in 

Ontario law, several cases award damages for invasion of privacy in conjunction with, or 

under the head of, a traditional tort such as nuisance or trespass. These claims typically 

involve intangible harm such as hurt feelings, embarrassment or mental distress, rather 

than damages for pecuniary losses. I attach, as Appendix A, a summary of these cases 

and the damages awarded and will briefly discuss the facts of some of those cases here. 

[78] In Saccone v. Orr, the court found that the proven damages were minimal; the 

plaintiff had not lost his job or suffered any material loss. However, acknowledging that 

the plaintiff’s privacy was invaded and that he was embarrassed and felt that his 

confidence had been betrayed, the court awarded damages in the amount of $500. 

Similarly, in Provincial Partitions Inc. v. Ashcor Inplant Structures Ltd. (1993), 50 
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C.P.R. (3d) 497, (Ont. Gen. Div.), the judge found that the defendant committed the tort 

of nuisance by invasion of privacy through abuse of telephone communications when 

they called the plaintiff, a competitor company, dozens of times. The judge awarded only 

$500 against each defendant and because the defendants had already ceased placing the 

phone calls, the judge declined to provide injunctive relief. 

[79] In Roth v. Roth, the plaintiff claimed $100,000 in damages for intimidation, 

harassment and invasion of privacy, in addition to approximately $400,000 in additional 

damages for other tortious acts. The judge found that because the various causes of action 

overlapped, damages were best addressed as a lump sum and that the plaintiff was 

entitled to aggravated damages. Despite the lack of evidence of actual physical or 

psychological harm, the plaintiff was awarded the sum of $20,000. 

[80] MacKay v. Buelow (1995), 24 C.C.L.T. (2d) 184 (Ont. Gen. Div.) involved a 

family law dispute in which the defendant had harassed his ex-wife over a period of four 

months. He continuously called her, stalked her on several occasions, threatened to kill 

her, and threatened to kidnap their child and take her to another country. The trial judge 

found that the plaintiff was entitled to a remedy for the “calculated, devilishly creative 

and entirely reprehensible conduct by the defendant” and awarded $25,000 general 

damages, $15,000 aggravated damages, $15,000 punitive damages, together with special 

damages and a significant award for the future medical care she would require.  
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c) Damages under provincial legislation 

[81] The four provincial privacy acts do not require proof of damage as an element of 

the cause of action. The Manitoba Privacy Act, however, is the only statute that provides 

specific guidance with regard to the determination of damages:  

Considerations in awarding damages  

4(2) In awarding damages in an action for a violation of 
privacy of a person, the court shall have regard to all the 
circumstances of the case including  

(a) the nature, incidence and occasion of the act, 
conduct or publication constituting the violation 
of privacy of that person;  

(b) the effect of the violation of privacy on the 
health, welfare, social, business or financial 
position of that person or his family;  

(c) any relationship, whether domestic or 
otherwise, between the parties to the action;  

(d) any distress, annoyance or embarrassment 
suffered by that person or his family arising 
from the violation of privacy; and  

(e) the conduct of that person and the defendant, 
both before and after the commission of the 
violation of privacy, including any apology or 
offer of amends made by the defendant.  

[82] The other provincial statutes leave this determination to judicial discretion. The 

case law, however, demonstrates that courts frequently consider the same factors 

enumerated in the Manitoba Act. Appendix B contains a summary of these cases, mostly 

from British Columbia.  
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[83] Absent proof of actual pecuniary loss, the awards are, for the most part, modest. 

For example, in Heckert v. 5470 Investments Ltd., 2008 BCSC 1298, 299 D.L.R. (4th) 

689, the judge noted that the only evidence regarding damages were “Ms. Heckert’s 

general statements that she felt stressed and needed to see her chiropractor and 

acupuncturist for additional visits.”  The judge still found that Ms. Heckert’s landlord had 

invaded her privacy by installing close imaging cameras in the hallway outside of her 

door, but that the lack of medical evidence meant that the award could be not more than 

nominal damages of $3,500. 

[84] Egregious conduct, however, has attracted awards of aggravated damages. In 

Watts v. Klaemt, 2007 BCSC 662, 71 B.C.L.R. (4th) 362, the plaintiff was terminated 

from her job when her next door neighbour, the defendant, recorded her phone calls and 

after discovering she was perpetrating fraud against her company, reported this to her 

employer. The plaintiff claimed general damages for emotional pain and suffering, loss of 

enjoyment of life and diminution of her reputation as well as punitive or exemplary 

damages for the invasion of privacy. In assessing the quantum of damages, the judge 

considered the degree to which the plaintiff’s life was destroyed following the invasion of 

privacy - notably the termination of her employment, the need to seek psychological care 

for depression and post traumatic stress disorder – and weighed this against the plaintiff’s 

own misconduct. The judge awarded $30,000 including aggravated damages for the 

“substantial degree of suffering experienced by the plaintiff”. 
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[85] The benchmark case for exemplary or punitive damages for an invasion of privacy 

under the British Columbia regime is Malcolm v. Fleming, [2000] CarswellBC 1316, 

(B.C.S.C.). The defendant, the plaintiff’s landlord, installed a video camera in the 

plaintiff’s apartment and recorded her in various stages of undress in her bathroom and 

bedroom. The judge awarded punitive damages of $35,000 in addition to $15,000 in 

general damages. In determining the figure for punitive damages the judge considered 

such factors as the intimate location of the invasion, the relationship between the parties 

as landlord and tenant as having a high expectation of privacy, the substantial 

premeditation and planning, the additional humiliation of discovery prior to trial, the fact 

that a permanent record of the violation existed creating the potential for future 

embarrassment and the fact that there was no other means of punishment as there was no 

criminal act perpetrated.  

[86] Other cases have awarded punitive damages in consideration of society’s 

abhorrence of the defendant’s actions, a lack of remorse on the part of the defendant and 

the desire to promote specific deterrence: see Watts v. Klaemt; Lee v. Jacobson; Weber v. 

Jacobson (1992), 87 D.L.R. (4th) 401 (B.C. S.C.), rev’d (1994), D.L.R. (4th) 155 

(B.C.C.A). In Hollinsworth v. BCTV (1996), 34 C.C.L.T. (2d) 95 (B.C. S.C.), aff’d 1998 

B.C.C.A. 304, for example, the court assessed the plaintiff’s damages for both breach of 

confidentiality and for the invasion of privacy at $15,000. The court there noted at para. 

27 that these damages were higher than usual for breaches of the Privacy Act in 

consideration of the “reprehensible conduct” of the defendant. In Hollinsworth the 
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defendant lied to a reporter saying that he had consent to use a videotape of the plaintiff 

undergoing surgery to treat baldness. The video was then aired during a news broadcast. 

d) Determining the quantum of damages 

[87] In my view, damages for intrusion upon seclusion in cases where the plaintiff has 

suffered no pecuniary loss should be modest but sufficient to mark the wrong that has 

been done. I would fix the range at up to $20,000. The factors identified in the Manitoba 

Privacy Act, which, for convenience, I summarize again here, have also emerged from 

the decided cases and provide a useful guide to assist in determining where in the range 

the case falls:   

1. the nature, incidence and occasion of the defendant’s wrongful act;  

2. the effect of the wrong on the plaintiff’s health, welfare, social, business or 

financial position;  

3. any relationship, whether domestic or otherwise, between the parties;  

4. any distress, annoyance or embarrassment suffered by the plaintiff arising from 

the wrong; and 

5. the conduct of the parties, both before and after the wrong, including any 

apology or offer of amends made by the defendant.  

[88] I would neither exclude nor encourage awards of aggravated and punitive 

damages. I would not exclude such awards as there are bound to be exceptional cases 

calling for exceptional remedies. However, I would not encourage such awards as, in my 
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view, predictability and consistency are paramount values in an area where symbolic or 

moral damages are awarded and absent truly exceptional circumstances, plaintiffs should 

be held to the range I have identified.  

3. Application to this case 

[89] It is my view that in this case, Tsige committed the tort of intrusion upon seclusion 

when she repeatedly examined the private bank records of Jones. These acts satisfy the 

elements laid out above: the intrusion was intentional, it amounted to an unlawful 

invasion of Jones’ private affairs, it would be viewed as highly offensive to the 

reasonable person and caused distress, humiliation or anguish. 

[90] In determining damages, there are a number of factors to consider.  Favouring a 

higher award is the fact that Tsige’s actions were deliberate and repeated and arose from 

a complex web of domestic arrangements likely to provoke strong feelings and 

animosity. Jones was understandably very upset by the intrusion into her private financial 

affairs. On the other hand, Jones suffered no public embarrassment or harm to her health, 

welfare, social, business or financial position and Tsige has apologized for her conduct 

and made genuine attempts to make amends. On balance, I would place this case at the 

mid-point of the range I have identified and award damages in the amount of $10,000. 

Tsige’s intrusion upon Jones’ seclusion, this case does not, in my view, exhibit any 

exceptional quality calling for an award of aggravated or punitive damages. 
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Issue 2. Did the motion judge err with respect to costs? 

[91] As I would set aside the judgment in favour of Tsige and grant judgment in favour 

of Jones, it is not necessary for me to consider Jones’ contention that the motion judge 

erred in his costs award. 

DISPOSITION 

[92] Accordingly, I would allow the appeal, set aside the summary judgment 

dismissing the action and in its place substitute an order granting summary judgment in 

Jones’ favour for damages in the amount of $10,000.  

[93] Both parties have filed bills of costs asking for significant awards. In my view, it 

is appropriate to take into account the novel issue raised by this case which has clearly 

broken new ground. There is discretion to depart from the usual order in cases of novelty. 

In my view, in the unusual circumstances of this case, the parties should bear their own 

costs throughout and I would make no order as to costs.  

“Robert J. Sharpe J.A.” 
“I agree W.K. Winkler C.J.O.” 

“I agree J.D. Cunningham A.C.J.” 
RELEASED:  January 18, 2012 
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Appendix A: Ontario damage awards 

 Facts Details Remedy 
Saccone v. Orr 
(1981), 34 O.R. 
(2d) 317, (Ont. Co. 
Ct.) 

Played tape of private 
telephone 
conversation aloud at 
municipal council 
meeting without 
counsel. 

Cause of action: 
Invasion of privacy 
 
Held: Defendant did 
not act with malice 
and proven damages 
were minimal. 

$500 – General 
Damages 

Provincial 
Partitions Inc. v. 
Ashcor Inplant 
Structures Ltd. 
(1993), 50 C.P.R. 
(3d) 497, (Ont. 
Gen. Div.) 

Persistent crank calls 
to rival business. 
 

Cause of action: 
Nuisance by invasion 
of privacy. 

$1000 – General 
Damages 

Palad v. 
Pantaleon,  
[1989] O.J. No. 
985,  (Ont. Dist. 
Ct.) 

Harassment of 
borrower in an 
attempt to collect on a 
debt. 

Cause of action: 
Invasion of privacy 

$2,500 – General 
Damages 

Lipiec v. Borsa 
(1996), 31 
C.C.L.T. (2d) 294, 
(Ont. Gen. Div.) 

Surveillance of 
backyard. 
 

Causes of action: 
Trespass and 
nuisance by 
deliberate invasion of 
privacy 

$3,000 – General 
Damages 

S. & A. Nagy Farm 
v. Repsys, [1987] 
O.J. No. 1987, 
(Ont. Dist. Ct.) 

Malicious attempt to 
persuade borrowers to 
amend mortgage 
agreement by 
embarrassing and 
harassing them. 
 

Causes of action: 
Defamation and 
invasion of privacy. 

$4,000 – General 
Damages 
(Husband and 
Wife) 

Roth v. Roth 
(1991) 9 C.C.L.T. 
(2d) 141, (Ont. 
Gen. Div.) 

Interference with 
access to cottage and 
with enjoyment of 
property. 

Causes of action: 
Harassment, statutory 
breach, trespass and 
invasion of privacy` 

$20,000 – General 
Damages 
$5,000 – 
Exemplary 
Damages 

Garrett v. 
Mikalachki  [2000] 
O.J. No. 1326, 

Man harassed 
neighbour, reducing 
neighbour’s 

Causes of action: 
Defamation, 
intentional infliction 

$25,000 – General 
Damages 
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(Ont. S.C.) enjoyment of 
property, and spread 
rumours about the 
neighbour’s alleged 
criminal past. 

of emotional distress, 
nuisance, invasion of 
privacy, harassment. 

Tran v. Financial 
Debt Recovery Ltd. 
(2000), 193 D.L.R. 
(4th) 168 (Ont. 
S.C.) 

Repeated abusive 
calls to debtor and his 
work colleagues 
regarding repayment. 
 

Causes of action: 
Defamation, 
intentional 
interference with 
economic interests, 
intentional infliction 
of emotional harm, 
invasion of privacy 

$25,000 – General 
Damages 

MacKay v. Buelow 
(1995), 24 
C.C.L.T. (2d) 184 
(Ont. Gen. Div.) 

Stalked former 
spouse. 
 

Causes of action: 
invasion of privacy, 
trespass to person and 
intentional infliction 
of mental suffering 
and emotional 
distress 
 
Held: Defendant’s 
actions were 
“calculated, 
devilishly creative 
and entirely 
reprehensible”. 

$25,000 – General 
Damages 
$15,000 – 
Aggravated 
Damages 
$15,000 – 
Punitive Damages 
$6,248 – Special 
Damages 
$44,000 – Costs 
of future care 
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Appendix B: Damage awards under provincial privacy legislation 
 
 Facts Remedy 
Pateman et. al. v. 
Ross (1988), 68 
Mr. R. (2d) 181 
(Man. Q.B.) 

Woman harassed ex-boyfriend and his 
new wife with threatening phone calls, 
letters and visits. 

Interlocutory injunction

Insurance Corp of 
British Columbia 
v. Somosh (1983), 
51 B.C.L.R. 344 
(B.C.S.C.) 

Insurance company investigator asked 
invasive questions about car driver after 
accident, although the insurance 
company had no claim at law against 
driver 

$1,000 – General 
Damages 
 
$1,000 – Punitive 
Damages 

Wasserman v. 
Hall, 2009 BCSC 
1318, 87 R.P.R. 
(4th) 184  

Claim for breach of privacy and 
nuisance; breach was described as 
“relatively minor”. 

$3,500 – General 
Damages 

Heckert v. 5470 
Investments Ltd. 
2008 BCSC 1298, 
299 D.L.R. (4th) 
689. 

Landlord placed a video camera in the 
hallway of the building. Held that there 
was no legitimate reason for close-up 
imaging people immediately outside 
their apartment doors. 

$3,500 – Nominal 
Damages 

Hollinsworth v. 
BCTV (1996), 34 
C.C.L.T. (2d) 95 
(B.C.S.C.), aff’d 
1998 B.C.C.A. 
304. 

Defendant released videotape of plaintiff 
having hair transplant surgery and media 
aired video. 

$15,000 – General 
Damages 

F. (J.M.) v. 
Chappell, (1998) 
45 B.C.L.R. (3d) 
64 (B.C.C.A.), 
leave to appeal to 
SCC refused, 
(1998), 231 N.R. 
400. 

Defendant published the name of 
complainant in sexual assault case in 
breach of publication ban.  Jury awarded 
$19,000 in damages, but the judge 
countenanced a defence of publication 
privilege and reduced this to $1,000.   
 
Court of Appeal reinstated the jury 
award. 

$3,000 – General 
Damages 
 
$15,000 – Punitive 
Damages 
 
$1,000 Non-pecuniary 
Damages 

Lee v. Jacobson; 
Weber v. Jacobson 
(1992), 87 D.L.R. 
(4th) 401 (B.C. 
S.C.), rev’d 

Landlord drilled a secret hold to spy on 
tenant. 
 
Note: Findings of fact were overturned. 

$2,000 – General 
Damages 
 
$22,500 – Punitive 
Damages 
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(1994),  D.L.R. 
(4th) 155 
(B.C.C.A).  

 

Watts v. Klaemt 
2007 BCSC 662, 
71 B.C.L.R. (4th) 
362. 

Defendant recorded the plaintiff’s 
telephone conversations and the reported 
the content to the plaintiff’s employer.  
Plaintiff was then fired.  

$30,000 – Actual 
damages 
 
$5,000 – Punitive 
Damages 

Malcolm v. 
Fleming, [2000] 
CarswellBC 1316,  
(B.C.S.C.) 

Defendant landlord secretly videotaped 
plaintiff while she was in her bathroom 
and bedroom. 

$15,000 – General 
Damages 
 
$35,000 – Punitive 
Damages 

Nesbitt v. Neufeld, 
2010 BCSC 1605, 
[2011] B.C.W.L.D. 
407. 
 

Family dispute: defendant published 
private documents, started websites, 
Facebook groups, sent letters to friends / 
colleagues / professional associations 
accusing her of drug abuse, suicide 
attempts, mental illness and sexual 
promiscuity. 

$40,000 – General 
Damages 
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Suzette F. Juman aussi connue sous le nom de 
Suzette McKenzie Appelante

c.

Jade Kathleen Ledenko Doucette,  
représentée par son tuteur Greg Bertram, 
chef du service de police de Vancouver, 
procureur général du Canada et  
procureur général de la Colombie-
Britannique  Intimés

Répertorié : Juman c. Doucette

Référence neutre : 2008 CSC 8.

No du greffe : 31590.

2007 : 15 novembre; 2008 : 6 mars.

Présents : La juge en chef McLachlin et les juges 
Bastarache, Binnie, LeBel, Deschamps, Fish, Abella, 
Charron et Rothstein.

EN APPEL DE LA COUR D’APPEL DE LA 
COLOMBIE-BRITANNIQUE 

 Procédure civile — Enquête préalable — Engage-
ment implicite de confidentialité — Utilisation à des 
fins accessoires des renseignements obtenus à l’enquête 
préalable — Renseignements obtenus à l’enquête préa-
lable dont on croit qu’ils révèlent des actes criminels  
— Action civile initiale faisant l’objet d’un règlement 
après l’enquête préalable — Autorités cherchant à obte-
nir des renseignements divulgués lors de l’enquête préa-
lable — Le procureur général a-t-il la qualité requise 
pour demander la modification d’un engagement impli-
cite auquel il n’est pas partie? — Dans l’affirmative, la 
demande doit-elle être rejetée d’après les circonstances 
de l’espèce?

 Procédure civile — Enquête préalable — Engage-
ment implicite de confidentialité — Portée de la règle de 
l’« engagement implicite ».

 L’appelante, une travailleuse en garderie, fournissait 
des services de garde de jour chez elle. Une enfant de 
16 mois a eu une crise d’apoplexie pendant qu’elle était 
sous sa garde. Il a été déterminé par la suite que l’enfant 
avait subi une lésion cérébrale. Une action a été inten-
tée au civil pour négligence. La police de Vancouver 
fait enquête sur cette affaire depuis plusieurs années. 

Suzette F. Juman also known as Suzette 
McKenzie Appellant

v.

Jade Kathleen Ledenko Doucette, by 
her litigation guardian Greg Bertram, 
Chief Constable of the Vancouver 
Police Department, Attorney General of 
Canada and Attorney General of British 
Columbia Respondents

Indexed as: Juman v. Doucette

Neutral citation: 2008 SCC 8.

File No.: 31590.

2007: November 15; 2008: March 6.

Present: McLachlin C.J. and Bastarache, Binnie, LeBel, 
Deschamps, Fish, Abella, Charron and Rothstein JJ.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR 
BRITISH COLUMBIA

 Civil procedure — Discovery — Implied undertaking 
of confidentiality — Collateral use of discovery informa-
tion — Discovery information thought to disclose crimi-
nal acts — Underlying civil claim settled after discovery 
— Authorities seeking to obtain information disclosed 
during pre-trial discovery — Whether Attorney Gen-
eral has standing to seek to vary implied undertaking 
to which he is not party — If so, whether application 
should be rejected in circumstances of this case. 

 Civil procedure — Discovery — Implied undertak-
ing of confidentiality — Scope of “implied undertaking” 
rule.

 The appellant, a childcare worker, provided day-care 
services in her home. A 16-month-old child suffered a 
seizure while in her care. The child was later determined 
to have suffered a brain injury. A civil action claim-
ing negligence was commenced. The Vancouver Police 
started a criminal investigation, which is still ongoing. 
The appellant moved, prior to discovery, to prevent the 
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L’appelante a présenté, avant l’enquête préalable, une 
requête visant à empêcher les autorités d’avoir accès, 
sans autre ordonnance judiciaire, aux renseignements 
divulgués lors de l’enquête préalable. Elle a invoqué 
l’engagement implicite des parties envers le tribunal de 
ne pas utiliser les documents ou les réponses fournis 
lors de l’enquête préalable pour toute autre fin que la 
recherche de la justice dans l’instance civile au cours de 
laquelle ils ont été obtenus par contrainte, qu’ils aient été 
ou non à l’origine confidentiels ou incriminants. Le pro-
cureur général de la Colombie-Britannique a présenté 
une requête incidente en vue de faire modifier l’engage-
ment de manière à permettre aux autorités d’avoir accès 
aux transcriptions de l’interrogatoire préalable. À l’en-
quête préalable, l’appelante a demandé la protection de 
la Loi sur la preuve au Canada, de la Evidence Act de la 
Colombie-Britannique et de la Charte canadienne des 
droits et libertés. Les transcriptions sont maintenant en 
la possession des parties ou de leurs avocats. Après l’en-
quête préalable, la demande initiale a fait l’objet d’un 
règlement. L’interrogatoire préalable de l’appelante n’a 
jamais été déposé en preuve devant les tribunaux et les 
renseignements obtenus au cours de cet interrogatoire 
n’ont pas été divulgués en audience.

 Selon le juge en chambre, l’engagement implicite 
vise aussi la preuve de crimes et il n’appartient pas à 
la police de saisir la transcription en vertu d’un mandat 
de perquisition. La Cour d’appel a annulé la décision du 
juge en chambre. À son avis, la règle de l’engagement 
implicite « ne s’applique pas à la divulgation de bonne 
foi d’un comportement criminel ». Par conséquent, les 
parties étaient libres de divulguer à la police les élé-
ments de preuve obtenus à l’enquête préalable. Les 
autorités pouvaient aussi y avoir accès par les méthodes 
d’enquête licites telles que les mandats de perquisition 
et les subpœna duces tecum.

 Arrêt : Le pourvoi est accueilli.

 Une partie n’est généralement pas libre, sans ordon-
nance judiciaire, de révéler à la police ou à un tiers 
la preuve obtenue à l’enquête préalable de ce qu’elle 
considère comme un « comportement criminel ». 
L’engagement implicite repose sur l’obligation légale 
de participer pleinement à l’interrogatoire préalable  
et à la communication préalable de documents. Tout 
renseignement pertinent non privilégié doit être divul-
gué à la partie adverse qui cherche à l’obtenir même 
s’il tend à l’incriminer. Dans une action civile, l’intérêt 
qu’a le public à découvrir la vérité l’emporte sur le droit 
de la personne interrogée à sa vie privée, lequel mérite 
néanmoins une certaine protection. La loi exige donc 
que l’atteinte à la vie privée se limite généralement à la 
mesure nécessaire pour rendre justice dans l’instance 

authorities from accessing her discovery without further 
court order. She relied on the parties’ implied undertak-
ing to the court not to use documents or answers on 
discovery for any purpose other than securing justice in 
the civil proceedings in which the answers were com-
pelled, whether or not such documents or answers were 
in their origin confidential or incriminatory in nature. 
The Attorney General of British Columbia brought a 
cross-motion to vary the undertaking to permit the 
authorities to gain access to the discovery transcripts. 
At discovery, the appellant claimed the protection of 
the Canadian and British Columbia Evidence Acts and 
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The 
transcripts are now in the possession of the parties and/
or their counsel. After discovery, the underlying claim 
settled. The appellant’s discovery was never entered 
into evidence at a trial. Its contents were not disclosed 
in open court.

 The chambers judge found that the implied under-
taking extended to evidence of crimes and concluded 
that it was not open to the police to seize the transcript 
under a search warrant. The Court of Appeal set aside 
the decision of the chambers judge. In its view, the 
implied undertaking rule “does not extend to bona fide 
disclosure of criminal conduct”. Accordingly, the par-
ties were at liberty to disclose the appellant’s discovery 
evidence to the police. The authorities could also obtain 
it by any lawful investigative means, including a search 
warrant or a subpoena duces tecum.

 Held: The appeal should be allowed.

 A party is not in general free to disclose discov-
ery evidence of what they view as criminal conduct to 
the police or other strangers to the litigation without a 
court order. The root of the implied undertaking is the 
statutory compulsion on a party such as the appellant 
to participate fully in pre-trial oral and documentary 
discovery. If the opposing party seeks information that 
is relevant and is not protected by privilege, it must be 
disclosed even if it tends to self-incrimination. While 
the public interest in getting at the truth in a civil action 
outweighs the examinee’s privacy interest, the latter is 
entitled to a measure of protection, and the law thus 
requires that the invasion of privacy should generally be 
limited to the level of disclosure necessary to do justice 
in the civil litigation in which the disclosure is made. 
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civile au cours de laquelle les renseignements ont été 
divulgués. Les règles régissant l’enquête préalable ne 
visaient pas à transformer les parties au litige en procu-
reurs généraux privés. [3] [20] [25] [43]

 En raison des faits de l’espèce, l’argumentation de 
l’appelante porte en grande partie sur son droit à la 
protection contre l’auto-incrimination, mais la règle 
de l’engagement implicite a une portée plus large. Elle 
inclut les actes répréhensibles des personnes autres que 
la personne interrogée et couvre les renseignements 
anodins qui ne sont ni confidentiels ni révélateurs d’un 
agissement fautif. [5]

 Contrairement à l’argument du procureur général, 
la règle de l’engagement implicite ne va pas à l’encon-
tre du principe de la « publicité des débats en justice ». 
L’enquête préalable n’a pas lieu en audience publique. 
De même, aucune question concernant la responsabilité 
judiciaire ne se pose à l’enquête préalable. Les situa-
tions ne sont simplement pas analogues. [21-22]

 Les tribunaux ont le pouvoir discrétionnaire d’accor-
der des exemptions à l’égard de l’engagement ou de le 
modifier, mais celui-ci n’atteindra le but visé que si la 
personne interrogée au préalable est convaincue que le 
tribunal exercera ce pouvoir uniquement dans des cir-
constances exceptionnelles. Par conséquent, à moins 
qu’une exemption légale ne prime l’engagement impli-
cite, il incombera au demandeur de l’exemption ou de la 
modification de démontrer, selon la prépondérance des 
probabilités, l’existence d’un intérêt public plus impor-
tant que les valeurs visées par l’engagement implicite, à 
savoir la protection de la vie privée, la protection contre 
l’auto-incrimination et le déroulement efficace du litige 
civil. Au nombre des facteurs qui peuvent être pris en 
considération figurent la sécurité publique et le témoi-
gnage contradictoire de la personne interrogée sur les 
mêmes questions dans des instances différentes. En cas 
de danger grave et immédiat, le demandeur serait fondé 
à s’adresser directement à la police sans ordonnance 
judiciaire. Il vaut mieux toutefois laisser aux tribunaux 
le soin de décider s’il y a lieu d’accorder des exemptions 
relatives à la divulgation de renseignements obtenus 
à l’interrogatoire préalable et révélant des infractions 
criminelles qui ne représentent pas un danger grave et 
immédiat. Dans le cadre de la divulgation de renseigne-
ments exigés par la loi, la lutte contre le crime n’éclipse 
pas nécessairement le droit d’un citoyen à sa vie privée. 
[14] [32-33] [38-41] [44] [48]

 Il importe de donner rapidement suite aux demandes 
de modification de l’engagement implicite. Il appartient 
au juge en chambre de décider, d’après les faits de l’es-
pèce, qui a le droit d’être avisé de ces demandes, mais  

The rules of discovery were not intended to constitute 
litigants as private attorneys general. [3] [20] [25] [43]

 Here, because of the facts, much of the appellant’s 
argument focussed on her right to protection against 
self-incrimination, but the implied undertaking rule is 
broader than that. It includes the wrongdoing of persons 
other than the examinee and covers innocuous informa-
tion that is neither confidential nor discloses any wrong-
doing at all. [5]

 Contrary to the submission of the Attorney General, 
the implied undertaking rule does not conflict with the 
“open court” principle. Pre-trial discovery does not 
take place in open court. Nor does the question of judi-
cial accountability arise in pre-trial discoveries. The 
situations are simply not analogous. [21-22]

 The court has the discretionary power to grant 
exemptions from or variations to the undertaking, but 
unless an examinee is satisfied that such exemptions or 
variations will only be granted in exceptional circum-
stances, the undertaking will not achieve its intended 
purpose. Accordingly, unless a statutory exemption 
overrides the implied undertaking, the onus will be on 
the person applying for the exemption or variation to 
demonstrate on a balance of probabilities the existence 
of a public interest of greater weight than the values 
the implied undertaking is designed to protect, namely 
privacy, protection against self-incrimination, and the 
efficient conduct of civil litigation. The factors that may 
be taken into account include public safety concerns or 
contradictory testimony by the examinee about the same 
matters in different proceedings. In situations of imme-
diate and serious danger, the applicant may be justified 
in going directly to the police without a court order. 
However, the availability of an exemption relating to 
discovery disclosing criminal offences not amounting 
to serious and immediate danger should be left with the 
courts. The public interest in the prosecution of crime 
will not necessarily trump a citizen’s privacy interest in 
statutorily compelled information. [14] [32-33] [38-41] 
[44] [48]

 It is important that applications for variation pro-
ceed expeditiously. Persons entitled to notice of these 
applications will be for the chambers judge to decide 
on the facts, but normally, only parties to the litigation 
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normalement, seules les parties au litige ont le droit 
d’en être avisées, et non la police, ni les médias. [31]  
[52]

 L’action a fait l’objet d’un règlement, mais les prin-
cipes sous-tendant l’engagement implicite demeurent 
inchangés. Si les parents de la victime ou une autre 
partie voulaient divulguer à la police la transcription de 
l’interrogatoire préalable de l’appelante, ils auraient pu 
présenter une demande d’autorisation au tribunal, mais 
ils ne l’ont pas fait et ils ne sont pas non plus parties à 
l’instance. [5] [22]

 En l’espèce, le procureur général de la Colombie-
Britannique a la qualité requise pour demander la  
modification d’un engagement implicite auquel il n’est 
pas partie, mais sa demande doit être rejetée compte 
tenu des faits de l’espèce. Son objectif était d’obtenir 
des éléments de preuve qui pourraient aider l’enquête 
policière et peut-être d’incriminer l’appelante. Il serait 
vraiment injustifié que la police puisse profiter d’un 
témoignage exigé par la loi en matière civile pour com-
promettre le droit de l’appelante de garder le silence et 
son droit à la protection contre l’auto-incrimination qui 
lui sont reconnus en droit criminel. [53] [58]

 Par ailleurs, la Cour d’appel a eu raison de conclure 
que l’engagement implicite ne s’applique pas aux tiers et 
que la transcription de l’interrogatoire préalable de l’ap-
pelante et les documents obtenus pendant l’interrogatoire 
ne sont pas privilégiés ni insaisissables. Les autorités dis-
posent des recours habituels que sont les subpœna duces 
tecum et les mandats de perquisition délivrés en vertu du 
Code criminel. Toutefois, à ce stade, si elles n’ont pas de 
motifs suffisants pour obtenir un mandat de perquisition, 
elles ne peuvent fonder leurs arguments sur le témoi-
gnage forcé de l’appelante. [5] [55-56]

 Un mandat de perquisition de la police, s’il est dis-
ponible, ne fait que donner accès aux documents. Il  
n’en autorise pas l’utilisation dans toute instance sus-
ceptible d’être introduite. Si des accusations criminelles 
sont portées, le ministère public peut aussi, par voie de 
subpœna duces tecum, obliger un témoin à produire une 
copie des documents ou des transcriptions en question 
qu’il a en sa possession. Le juge du procès déciderait 
ensuite quel usage, si usage il y a, en serait fait compte 
tenu des droits de l’appelante garantis par la Charte et 
de toute autre considération pertinente. Aucune de ces 
questions n’est soulevée en l’espèce. [56-57]

Jurisprudence

 Arrêt non suivi : Home Office c. Harman, [1983] 
1 A.C. 280; distinction d’avec les arrêts : Procureur 

will be entitled to notice of such an application, not the 
police nor the media. [31] [52]

 The action here has been settled, but the policies 
reflected in the implied undertaking remain undimin-
ished. If the parents of the victim or other party wished 
to disclose the appellant’s transcript to the police, they 
could have made an application to the court for per-
mission to make disclosure, but none of them did so, 
and none of them is party to the current proceeding. [5] 
[22]

 In this case, the Attorney General of British Columbia 
has standing to seek to vary an implied undertaking to 
which he is not a party, but the application should be 
rejected on the facts. His objective was to obtain evi-
dence that would help assist the police investigation, 
and possibly to incriminate the appellant. It would be 
quite wrong for the police to be able to take advantage 
of statutorily compelled testimony in civil litigation to 
undermine the appellant’s right to silence and the pro-
tection against self-incrimination afforded her by the 
criminal law. [53] [58]

 On the other hand, the Court of Appeal correctly 
held that the implied undertaking is no bar to persons 
not party to it, and the appellant’s discovery transcript 
and documents are not privileged or exempt from sei-
zure. The authorities have available to them the usual 
remedies of subpoena duces tecum or a search warrant 
under the Criminal Code. However, if at this stage they 
do not have the grounds to obtain a search warrant, it is 
not open to them to build their case on the appellant’s 
compelled testimony. [5] [55-56]

 The search warrant, where available, only gives 
the police access to the discovery material. It does not 
authorize its use in any proceedings that may be initi-
ated. If criminal charges are brought, the prosecution 
may also compel a witness to produce a copy of the 
documents or transcripts in question from his or her 
possession by a subpoena duces tecum. The trial judge 
would then determine what, if any, use could be made 
of the material, having regard to the appellant’s Charter 
rights and any other relevant considerations. None of 
these issues arise for decision on the present appeal. 
[56-57]
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 Michael H. Morris, pour l’intimé le procureur 
général du Canada.

 J. Edward Gouge, c.r., et Natalie Hepburn 
Barnes, pour l’intimé le procureur général de la 
Colombie-Britannique.

 Version française du jugement de la Cour rendu 
par

[1] le juge binnie — Le principal point en litige 
en l’espèce concerne la portée de la « règle de l’en-
gagement implicite » selon laquelle les éléments de 
preuve obtenus par contrainte d’une partie à une 
instance civile lors de l’enquête préalable ne peu-
vent être utilisés par les parties à d’autres fins que 
celles de l’instance au cours de laquelle ils ont été 
recueillis. La question se pose dans le contexte 
d’une allégation de violence contre un enfant, sujet 
d’une grande importance qui constitue une préoc-
cupation majeure dans notre société. Le procureur 
général de la Colombie-Britannique rejette l’exis-
tence d’une règle de l’engagement implicite en 
Colombie-Britannique (mémoire, par. 4). Il déclare 
subsidiairement que, si une telle règle existe, elle  
ne s’applique pas à la divulgation de bonne foi 
d’activité criminelle. À son avis, les parties peu-
vent, sans ordonnance judiciaire, communiquer à 
la police tout document ou témoignage obtenu dans 
le cadre de l’enquête préalable qui tend à montrer 
un comportement criminel.

[2] Le procureur général ajoute subsidiairement 
que l’existence d’un engagement implicite n’empê-
cherait nullement les autorités, qui ne sont pas par-
ties à l’engagement, d’obtenir un subpœna duces 
tecum ou de saisir des documents ou une trans-
cription de l’interrogatoire préalable en vertu d’un 
mandat de perquisition décerné en application de 
l’art. 487 du Code criminel, L.R.C. 1985, ch. C-46.

[3] La Cour d’appel de la Colombie-Britannique 
a conclu que la règle de l’engagement implicite 
[TRADUCTION] « ne s’applique pas à la divulgation 
de bonne foi d’un comportement criminel » ((2006), 
55 B.C.L.R. (4th) 66, 2006 BCCA 262, par. 56). 
Cette décision a une portée trop large à mon avis. Le 
raisonnement qui sous-tend la règle de l’engagement 

 Michael H. Morris, for the respondent the 
Attorney General of Canada.

 J. Edward Gouge, Q.C., and Natalie Hepburn 
Barnes, for the respondent the Attorney General of 
British Columbia.

 The judgment of the Court was delivered by

[1] binnie J. — The principal issue raised on this 
appeal is the scope of the “implied undertaking 
rule” under which evidence compelled during pre-
trial discovery from a party to civil litigation can 
be used by the parties only for the purpose of the 
litigation in which it was obtained. The issue arises 
in the context of alleged child abuse, a matter of 
great importance and concern in our society. The 
Attorney General of British Columbia rejects the 
existence of an implied undertaking rule in British 
Columbia (factum, at para. 4). Alternatively, if there 
is such a rule, he says it does not extend to bona fide 
disclosures of criminal activity. In his view the par-
ties may, without court order, share with the police 
any discovery documents or oral testimony that 
tend to show criminal misconduct.

[2] In the further alternative, the Attorney General 
argues that the existence of an implied undertak-
ing would not in any way inhibit the ability of the 
authorities, who are not parties to it, to obtain a 
subpoena duces tecum or to seize documents or a 
discovery transcript pursuant to a search warrant 
issued under s. 487 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 
1985, c. C-46.

[3] The British Columbia Court of Appeal held 
that the implied undertaking rule “does not extend 
to bona fide disclosure of criminal conduct” 
((2006), 55 B.C.L.R. (4th) 66, 2006 BCCA 262, at 
para. 56). This ruling is stated too broadly, in my 
opinion. The rationale of the implied undertaking 
rule rests on the statutory compulsion that requires 
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implicite repose sur l’obligation légale qu’a une partie 
de communiquer préalablement les documents et de 
participer à l’interrogatoire préalable malgré les pré-
occupations au sujet de la protection de sa vie privée 
et que cela tende ou non à l’incriminer. Plus le crime 
est grave, plus une partie serait réticente à s’acquit-
ter de son obligation de divulgation de façon com-
plète et franche et plus il est nécessaire d’assurer une 
vaste protection pour faciliter sa collaboration dans 
un litige civil. Certes, comme l’a reconnu le juge en 
chambre, il est possible d’invoquer le « danger grave 
et immédiat » pour faire exception à la règle vou-
lant qu’il faille habituellement obtenir une ordon-
nance judiciaire pour divulguer des renseignements 
((2005), 45 B.C.L.R. (4th) 108, 2005 BCSC 400, par. 
28-29). Cependant, l’exception est beaucoup plus res-
treinte que ne le donne à penser l’opinion incidente 
de la Cour d’appel et elle ne s’applique pas aux faits 
de l’espèce. À mon avis, une partie n’est générale-
ment pas libre, sans ordonnance judiciaire, de révé-
ler à la police ou à un tiers ce qu’elle peut considérer 
comme un « comportement criminel », étiquette qui 
englobe quantité d’infractions différentes, de la plus 
banale à la plus grave, dans toutes les nuances du 
soupçon, de la rumeur ou de la croyance. La Cour 
d’appel a précisé que le dénonciateur doit agir de 
bonne foi, mais la difficulté demeure entière. Bon 
nombre de renseignements communiqués à la police 
le sont partiellement par intérêt personnel. À quel 
moment l’espoir de favoriser ses intérêts personnels 
fait-il perdre la bonne foi? Les limites doivent être 
claires car, comme l’a fait remarquer la Cour d’ap-
pel, [TRADUCTION] « la divulgation de mauvaise foi 
d’un comportement criminel reproché entraînerait 
de sévères sanctions civiles pour outrage » (par. 56 
(je souligne)).

[4] Ainsi, la règle est que les documents obte-
nus et les déclarations faites à l’enquête préalable, 
y compris les renseignements considérés par l’une 
des parties comme révélant un certain comporte-
ment criminel, sont visés par l’engagement impli-
cite. Les autres parties ne peuvent les utiliser, sauf 
pour les besoins du litige, à moins qu’une ordon-
nance du tribunal ou autre ordonnance judiciaire 
ne vienne modifier la portée de l’engagement ou 
que ne survienne une situation de danger grave et 
immédiat.

a party to make documentary and oral discovery 
regardless of privacy concerns and whether or not 
it tends to self-incriminate. The more serious the 
criminality, the greater would be the reluctance 
of a party to make disclosure fully and candidly, 
and the greater is the need for broad protection to 
facilitate his or her cooperation in civil litigation. It 
is true, as the chambers judge acknowledged, that 
there is an “immediate and serious danger” excep-
tion to the usual requirement for a court order prior 
to disclosure ((2005), 45 B.C.L.R. (4th) 108, 2005 
BCSC 400, at paras. 28-29), but the exception is 
much narrower than is suggested by the dictum of 
the Court of Appeal, and it does not cover the facts 
of this case. In my view a party is not in general 
free to go without a court order to the police or 
any non-party with what it may view as “criminal 
conduct”, which is a label that covers many shades 
of suspicion or rumour or belief about many differ-
ent offences from the mundane to the most serious. 
The qualification added by the Court of Appeal, 
namely that the whistle blower must act bona fides, 
does not alleviate the difficulty. Many a tip to the 
police is tinged with self-interest. At what point 
does the hope of private advantage rob the com-
munication of its bona fides? The lines need to be 
clear because, as the Court of Appeal itself noted, 
“non-bona fide disclosure of alleged criminal con-
duct would attract serious civil sanctions for con-
tempt” (para. 56 (emphasis added)).

[4] Thus the rule is that both documentary and 
oral information obtained on discovery, including 
information thought by one of the parties to dis-
close some sort of criminal conduct, is subject to 
the implied undertaking. It is not to be used by the 
other parties except for the purpose of that litiga-
tion, unless and until the scope of the undertaking 
is varied by a court order or other judicial order 
or a situation of immediate and serious danger 
emerges.
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[5] En raison des faits de l’espèce, l’argumentation 
de l’appelante porte en grande partie sur son droit 
à la protection contre l’auto-incrimination, mais la 
règle de l’engagement implicite a une portée plus 
large. Elle inclut les actes répréhensibles des per-
sonnes autres que la personne interrogée et couvre 
les renseignements anodins qui ne sont ni confiden-
tiels ni révélateurs d’un agissement fautif. En l’oc-
currence, si les parents de la victime ou une autre 
partie voulaient divulguer la transcription de l’ap-
pelante à la police, ils auraient pu présenter une 
demande d’autorisation à la Cour suprême de la 
Colombie-Britannique, mais ils ne l’ont pas fait et 
ils ne sont pas non plus parties à la présente ins-
tance. Les demandeurs sont le service de police de 
Vancouver et le procureur général de la Colombie-
Britannique, appuyé par le procureur général du 
Canada. Aucune de ces autorités n’est partie à l’en-
gagement. Elles disposent des recours habituels 
que sont le subpœna duces tecum ou le mandat de 
perquisition délivrés en vertu du Code criminel. 
À ce stade, si elles n’ont pas de motifs suffisants 
pour obtenir un mandat de perquisition, elles ne 
peuvent fonder leurs arguments sur le témoignage 
forcé de l’appelante. De plus, même si elles réus-
sissaient ainsi à avoir accès aux renseignements 
obtenus par la contrainte, il appartiendrait tout de 
même au tribunal (le cas échéant) où l’on cherche-
rait à les introduire en preuve de statuer sur leur  
admissibilité.

[6] Je conviens avec le juge en chambre que le tri-
bunal est mieux placé qu’une partie, laquelle sera 
généralement intéressée, pour apprécier la per-
tinence de divulguer un comportement criminel 
reproché. L’interrogatoire préalable et la commu-
nication préalable de documents se déroulent vrai-
semblablement mieux si aucune des parties ne peut, 
sans ordonnance judiciaire, signaler ses soupçons 
à la police, aux organismes de réglementation ou 
autres autorités, ou utiliser les renseignements pour 
toute autre fin accessoire ou ultérieure à l’action 
dans le cadre de laquelle ils ont été obtenus. Bien sûr, 
l’engagement implicite n’empêche pas le procureur 
général et la police (qui ne sont pas parties à l’en-
gagement) de demander un mandat de perquisition 
selon la procédure ordinaire pour obtenir les trans-
criptions de l’interrogatoire préalable s’ils ont les 

[5] Here, because of the facts, much of the appel-
lant’s argument focussed on her right to protec-
tion against self-incrimination, but the implied 
undertaking rule is broader than that. It includes 
the wrongdoing of persons other than the exami-
nee and covers innocuous information that is nei-
ther confidential nor discloses any wrongdoing at 
all. Here, if the parents of the victim or other party 
wished to disclose the appellant’s transcript to the 
police, he or she or they could have made an appli-
cation to the B.C. Supreme Court for permission to 
make disclosure, but none of them did so, and none 
of them is party to the current proceeding. The 
applicants are the Vancouver Police Department 
and the Attorney General of British Columbia sup-
ported by the Attorney General of Canada. None of 
these authorities is party to the undertaking. They 
have available to them the usual remedies of sub-
poena duces tecum or a search warrant under the 
Criminal Code. If at this stage they do not have the 
grounds to obtain a search warrant, it is not open 
to them to build their case on the compelled testi-
mony of the appellant. Further, even if the authori-
ties were thereby to obtain access to this compelled 
material, it would still be up to the court at the pro-
ceedings (if any) where it is sought to be introduced 
to determine its admissibility.

[6] I agree with the chambers judge that the bal-
ance of interests relevant to whether disclosure 
should be made by a party of alleged criminal-
ity is better evaluated by a court than by one of 
the litigants who will generally be self-interested. 
Discoveries (both oral and documentary) are likely 
to run more smoothly if none of the disputants 
are in a position to go without a court order to the 
police, or regulators or other authorities with their 
suspicions of wrongdoing, or to use the material 
obtained for any other purpose collateral or ulterior 
to the action in which the discovery is obtained. 
Of course the implied undertaking does not bind 
the Attorney General and the police (who are not 
parties to it) from seeking a search warrant in the 
ordinary way to obtain the discovery transcripts if 
they have the grounds to do so. Apparently, no such 
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motifs de le faire. Apparemment aucune demande 
n’a été faite dans ce sens. À cette étape, il s’agit 
seulement de déterminer si l’engagement implicite 
autorise la [TRADUCTION] « divulgation de bonne 
foi d’un comportement criminel sans ordonnance 
judiciaire » (C.A.C.-B., par. 56). À mon avis, il ne 
l’autorise pas dans les circonstances de l’affaire. Je 
suis donc d’avis d’accueillir le pourvoi.

I. Les faits

[7] L’appelante, une travailleuse en garderie, 
fournissait des services de garde de jour chez 
elle. Une enfant de 16 mois, Jade Doucette, a eu 
une crise d’apoplexie pendant qu’elle était sous sa 
garde. Il a été déterminé par la suite que l’enfant 
avait subi une lésion cérébrale. Ses parents et elle 
ont intenté une action en dommages-intérêts contre 
les propriétaires-exploitants de la garderie, allé-
guant que la lésion était imputable à une négligence 
de leur part et de la part de l’appelante.

[8] L’appelante plaide en défense notamment que 
Jade a subi un certain nombre d’accidents graves, 
dont un accident de bicyclette alors qu’elle était 
passagère sur le vélo de son père. Elle n’était impli-
quée dans aucun de ces accidents et les parents ne 
lui en ont pas fait part lorsqu’ils ont confié l’enfant 
à ses soins (défense, par. 3).

[9] La police de Vancouver fait enquête sur cette 
affaire depuis plusieurs années. En mai 2004, elle 
a arrêté l’appelante. Celle-ci a été interrogée sans 
la présence de son avocat (d.a., p. 179), puis libé-
rée. En août 2004, l’appelante et son mari ont été 
avisés, conformément à l’art. 196 du Code crimi-
nel, que leurs communications privées avaient été 
interceptées par la police. À ce jour, aucune accu-
sation criminelle n’a été portée. Dans le cadre de 
cette enquête, les autorités veulent avoir accès à la 
transcription de l’interrogatoire préalable de l’ap-
pelante.

[10] En novembre 2004, l’appelante a présenté 
une requête interlocutoire visant à interdire aux 
parties à la poursuite civile de fournir à la police 
les transcriptions de l’interrogatoire préalable (qui 
n’avait pas encore eu lieu). Elle a aussi cherché à 
empêcher la communication des renseignements 

application has been made. At this stage the matter 
has proceeded only to the point of determining 
whether or not the implied undertaking permits the 
“bona fide disclosure of criminal conduct” without 
court order (B.C.C.A., at para. 56). In my view it 
does not do so in the circumstances disclosed here. 
I would allow the appeal.

I. Facts

[7] The appellant, a childcare worker, provided 
day-care services in her home. A 16-month-old 
child, Jade Doucette, suffered a seizure while in 
the appellant’s care. The child was later deter-
mined to have suffered a brain injury. She and her 
parents sued the owners and operators of the day-
care centre for damages, alleging that Jade’s injury 
resulted from its negligence and that of the appel-
lant. 

[8] The appellant’s defence alleges, in part, that 
Jade suffered a number of serious mishaps, includ-
ing a bicycle accident while riding as a passenger 
with her father, none of which involved the appel-
lant, and none of which were disclosed to the appel-
lant when the child was delivered into her care 
(Statement of Defence, at para. 3).

[9] The Vancouver Police have for several years 
been conducting an investigation, which is still 
ongoing. In May 2004, the Vancouver Police 
arrested the appellant. She was questioned in the 
absence of her counsel (A.R., at p. 179). She was 
later released. In August 2004, the appellant and 
her husband received notices that their private 
communications had been intercepted by the police 
pursuant to s. 196 of the Criminal Code. To date, 
no criminal charges have been laid. In furtherance 
of that investigation, the authorities seek access to 
the appellant’s discovery transcript.

[10] In November 2004, the appellant brought 
an interlocutory motion to prohibit the parties to 
the civil proceeding from providing the transcripts 
of discovery (which had not yet been held) to the 
police. She also sought to prevent the release of 
information from the transcripts to the police or the 
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provenant des transcriptions à la police ou au pro-
cureur général de la Colombie-Britannique, et une 
troisième requête visant à interdire au procureur 
général de la Colombie-Britannique, à la police et 
à la GRC d’obtenir et d’utiliser les copies des trans-
criptions et les notes de l’avocat sans autre ordon-
nance judiciaire. Elle a invoqué la règle de l’enga-
gement implicite.

[11] Le procureur général de la Colombie-
Britannique s’est opposé aux requêtes de l’appe-
lante et a présenté sa propre requête incidente en 
vue de faire modifier (au besoin) l’engagement 
légal de manière à permettre la communication des 
transcriptions à la police. Il a aussi présenté une 
deuxième requête pour que soit rendue une ordon-
nance autorisant la police à demander les trans-
criptions par voie de mandat de perquisition, de 
subpœna ou autre méthode d’enquête habituelle.

[12] L’interrogatoire préalable de l’appelante a 
duré quatre jours, entre juin 2005 et septembre 
2006. Elle a demandé la protection de la Loi sur 
la preuve au Canada, L.R.C. 1985, ch. C-5, de la 
Evidence Act de la Colombie-Britannique, R.S.B.C. 
1996, ch. 124, et (même si une demande explicite 
n’était pas nécessaire) de la Charte canadienne 
des droits et libertés, et déclare qu’elle a répondu 
à toutes les questions pertinentes qui lui ont été 
posées. Les transcriptions sont maintenant en la 
possession des parties ou de leurs avocats.

[13] En 2006, la demande initiale a fait l’objet 
d’un règlement. L’interrogatoire préalable de l’ap-
pelante n’a jamais été déposé en preuve devant les 
tribunaux et les renseignements obtenus au cours 
de cet interrogatoire n’ont pas été divulgués en 
audience.

II. Historique judiciaire

A. Cour suprême de la Colombie-Britannique (le 
juge Shaw) (2005), 45 B.C.L.R. (4th) 108, 2005 
BCSC 400

[14] Le juge en chambre a fait remarquer qu’un 
interrogatoire préalable est un témoignage forcé 
en vertu de la règle 27 des Rules of Court de la 
Colombie-Britannique, B.C. Reg. 221/90. En 

Attorney General of British Columbia and a third 
motion to prohibit the Attorney General of British 
Columbia, the police and the RCMP from obtain-
ing and using copies of the transcripts and solici-
tor’s notes without further court order. She relied 
upon the implied undertaking rule.

[11] The Attorney General of British Columbia 
opposed the appellant’s motions and brought his 
own cross-motion for an order (if necessary) vary-
ing the legal undertaking to permit release of the 
transcripts to the police. He also brought a second 
motion for an order permitting the police to apply 
for the transcripts by way of search warrant, sub-
poena or other investigative means in the usual 
way. 

[12] The appellant was examined for discovery 
for four days between June 2005 and September 
2006. She claimed the protection of the Canada 
Evidence Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-5, the British 
Columbia Evidence Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 124, and 
(though an explicit claim was not necessary) of the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and 
says that she answered all the appropriate questions 
put to her. The transcripts are now in the posses- 
sion of the parties and/or their counsel.

[13] In 2006, the underlying claim was settled. 
The appellant’s discovery was never entered into 
evidence at a trial nor its contents disclosed in open 
court.

II. Judicial History

A. Supreme Court of British Columbia (Shaw 
J.) (2005), 45 B.C.L.R. (4th) 108, 2005 BCSC 
400

[14] The chambers judge observed that an exam-
ination for discovery is statutorily compelled 
testimony by rule 27 of the B.C. Rules of Court, 
B.C. Reg. 221/90. As a general rule, there exists in 
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règle générale, il existe dans les actions civiles en 
Colombie-Britannique un engagement implicite 
selon lequel les parties et leurs avocats n’utilisent les 
éléments de preuve obtenus lors de l’enquête préa-
lable que pour les besoins de l’affaire. Selon le juge 
en chambre, l’enquête préalable répond à un objec-
tif important dans notre société, soit la recherche de 
la vérité dans la poursuite de la justice, mais limi-
ter l’empiétement sur la vie privée de la personne 
interrogée est également important. Les dépositions 
recueillies lors de l’interrogatoire préalable tombent 
sous le coup de l’engagement. Le juge en chambre 
a souligné que les tribunaux ont le pouvoir discré-
tionnaire d’accorder des exemptions à l’égard de 
l’engagement ou de le modifier et que, dans l’exer-
cice de ce pouvoir, ils doivent trouver un équilibre 
entre la nécessité de la divulgation et le droit à la 
vie privée.

[15] Le juge en chambre a rejeté l’argument que 
l’engagement implicite ne vise pas la preuve de 
crimes. Des considérations d’ordre pratique jus-
tifiaient l’application de l’engagement à la preuve 
de crimes, car une telle preuve pouvait aller du 
simple soupçon à l’aveu flagrant et d’une infraction 
mineure à l’infraction la plus grave. Il valait mieux 
laisser aux tribunaux le pouvoir discrétionnaire de 
modifier l’engagement.

[16] Quant aux divers arguments que l’appelante 
fondait sur les art. 7 et 13 et l’al. 11c) de la Charte, 
le juge en chambre a conclu qu’[TRADUCTION] « [i]l 
est interdit à l’État d’utiliser ses pouvoirs d’enquête 
pour violer la confidentialité inhérente au privi-
lège du secret professionnel de l’avocat; de même, 
devrait-il être interdit à l’État de violer la confiden-
tialité des renseignements privilégiés obtenus lors 
de l’interrogatoire préalable » (par. 62). Selon le 
juge en chambre, il n’appartient pas à la police de 
saisir la transcription en vertu d’un mandat de per-
quisition.

B. Cour d’appel de la Colombie-Britannique (les 
juges Newbury, Low et Kirkpatrick) (2006), 55 
B.C.L.R. (4th) 66, 2006 BCCA 262

[17] La Cour d’appel a accueilli l’appel. À son 
avis, les parties étaient libres de divulguer à la 

British Columbia an implied undertaking in civil 
actions that the parties and their lawyers will use 
discovery evidence strictly for the purposes of the 
court case. Discovery exists because getting at the 
truth in the pursuit of justice is an important social 
goal, but so (he held) is limiting the invasion of the 
examinee’s privacy. Evidence taken on oral discov-
ery comes within the scope of the undertaking. He 
noted that the court has the discretionary power to 
grant exemptions from or variations to the under-
taking, and that in the exercise of that discretion 
courts must balance the need for disclosure against 
the right to privacy. 

[15] The chambers judge rejected the contention 
that the implied undertaking does not apply to evi-
dence of crimes. Considerations of practicality sup-
ported keeping evidence of crimes within the scope 
of the undertaking because such evidence could 
vary from mere suspicion to blatant admissions 
and from minor to the most serious offences. It was 
better to leave the discretionary power of relief to 
the courts.

[16] As to the various arguments asserted by the 
appellant under ss. 7, 11(c) and 13 of the Charter, 
the chambers judge concluded that “[t]he state is 
forbidden to use its investigatory powers to violate 
the confidentiality requirement of solicitor-client 
privilege; so too, in my view, should the state be 
forbidden to violate the confidentiality protected by 
discovery privilege” (para. 62). In his view, it was 
not open to the police to seize the transcript under 
a search warrant.

B. Court of Appeal for British Columbia (New-
bury, Low and Kirkpatrick JJ.A.) (2006), 55 
B.C.L.R. (4th) 66, 2006 BCCA 262

[17] The Court of Appeal allowed the appeal.  
In its view, the parties were at liberty to disclose 
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police les éléments de preuve obtenus lors de l’in-
terrogatoire préalable de l’appelante pour aider au 
déroulement de l’enquête criminelle. De plus, les 
autorités pouvaient y avoir accès par les méthodes 
d’enquête licites telles que les subpœna et les man-
dats de perquisition.

[18] La juge Kirkpatrick, au nom de la cour à 
l’unanimité, a fait observer que ce n’est qu’au cours 
des dernières années que le droit anglais en matière 
d’engagement implicite de confidentialité a été 
appliqué en Colombie-Britannique. Voir Hunt c. T  
& N plc (1995), 4 B.C.L.R. (3d) 110. Dans cette 
affaire, cependant, la Cour d’appel de la Colombie-
Britannique avait conclu que [TRADUCTION] 
« [l]’obligation prévue par la loi est une obliga-
tion de confidentialité interdisant la publication 
non autorisée. Elle ne prime pas toutes les autres 
obligations légales, sociales ou morales » (par. 65; 
cité au par. 32). Ainsi, selon la juge Kirkpatrick, 
[TRADUCTION] « l’engagement dans la présente 
action ne peut protéger contre la détection du crime 
et la poursuite des criminels, domaines où l’intérêt 
du public est prédominant » (par. 48).

[19] La juge Kirkpatrick a ensuite abordé les 
questions relatives à la Charte. Elle a constaté 
qu’aucune accusation n’avait été portée contre l’ap-
pelante et que, par conséquent, l’al. 11c) (qui vise 
tout « inculpé ») et l’art. 13 (qui prévoit l’immunité 
contre l’utilisation de la preuve) ne trouvaient pas 
application. L’appelante ne risquait pas de façon 
imminente d’être privée de son droit à la liberté ou 
à la sécurité; par conséquent, toute demande fondée 
sur l’art. 7 était prématurée. La juge Kirkpatrick a 
déclaré qu’un engagement implicite, en tant que 
simple règle de procédure civile, ne devait pas se 
voir accorder un « statut constitutionnel ». Les élé-
ments de preuve obtenus à l’enquête préalable ne 
sont pas à l’abri d’une fouille, d’une perquisition et 
d’une saisie. L’appel a donc été accueilli.

III. Analyse

[20] L’engagement implicite repose sur l’obli-
gation légale de participer pleinement à l’interro-
gatoire préalable et à la communication préalable 
de documents. Tout renseignement pertinent non  

the appellant’s discovery evidence to the police to 
assist in the criminal investigation. Further, the 
authorities could obtain the discovery evidence by 
lawful investigative means such as subpoenas and 
search warrants.

[18] Kirkpatrick J.A., speaking for a unani-
mous court, noted the English law on the implied 
undertaking of confidentiality had been applied in 
British Columbia only in recent years. See Hunt v. 
T & N plc (1995), 4 B.C.L.R. (3d) 110. In that case, 
however, the British Columbia Court of Appeal 
had held that “[t]he obligation the law imposes is  
one of confidentiality from improper publication. It 
does not supersede all other legal, social or moral 
duties” (para. 65; quoted at para. 32). Thus, in 
Kirkpatrick J.A.’s opinion, “the undertaking in the 
action cannot form a shield from the detection and 
prosecution of crimes in which the public has an 
overriding interest” (para. 48).

[19] Kirkpatrick J.A. then turned to the Charter 
issues in the case. She noted that no charges had 
been laid against the appellant and therefore that 
ss. 11(c) (which applies to persons “charged with 
an offence”) and 13 (which provides use immu-
nity) were not engaged. The appellant was not in 
any imminent danger of deprivation of her right 
to liberty or security, and therefore any s. 7 claim 
was premature. Kirkpatrick J.A. declared that an 
implied undertaking, being just a rule of civil pro-
cedure, should not be given “constitutional status”. 
Discovery material is not immune to search or sei-
zure. The appeal was therefore allowed.

III. Analysis

[20] The root of the implied undertaking is the 
statutory compulsion to participate fully in pre-trial 
oral and documentary discovery. If the opposing 
party seeks information that is relevant and is not  
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privilégié doit être divulgué à la partie adverse qui 
cherche à l’obtenir même s’il tend à l’incriminer. 
Voir Rules of Court de la Colombie-Britannique, 
règles 27(2), 44, 60(41), 60(42) et 64(1); Ross c. 
Henriques, [2007] B.C.J. No. 2023 (QL), 2007 
BCSC 1381, par. 180-181. Au Québec, voir Lac 
d’Amiante du Québec Ltée c. 2858-0702 Québec 
Inc., [2001] 2 R.C.S. 743, 2001 CSC 51, par. 42. 
En Ontario, voir Stickney c. Trusz (1973), 2 O.R. 
(2d) 469 (H.C.J.), conf. (1974), 3 O.R. (2d) 538 
(C. div.), conf. par (1974), 3 O.R. (2d) 538 (p. 539) 
(C.A.), autorisation d’appel refusée, [1974] S.C.R. 
xii. La règle dans les provinces de common law a 
été confirmée après l’adoption de la Charte dans 
Tricontinental Investments Co. c. Guarantee 
Co. of North America (1982), 39 O.R. (2d) 614 
(H.C.J.), et a été appliquée aux enquêtes publiques, 
Phillips c. Nouvelle-Écosse (Commission d’en-
quête sur la tragédie de la mine Westray), [1995] 2  
R.C.S. 97.

[21] Le procureur général de la Colombie-
Britannique affirme que l’arrêt Lac d’Amiante, 
basé sur le Code de procédure civile du Québec, 
L.R.Q., ch. C-25, [TRADUCTION] « est mal fondé » 
(mémoire, par. 16). Il soutient que l’engagement 
implicite de ne pas divulguer à des fins étrangè-
res au litige les documents produits et les déclara-
tions faites lors de l’enquête préalable est contraire 
au principe de la « publicité des débats en justice » 
énoncé dans Procureur général de la Nouvelle-
Écosse c. MacIntyre, [1982] 1 R.C.S. 175, et 
Edmonton Journal c. Alberta (Procureur général), 
[1989] 2 R.C.S. 1326 (mémoire, par. 6). La police 
de Vancouver appuie ce point de vue (mémoire, 
par. 48). L’argument est mal fondé. L’enquête préa-
lable n’a pas lieu en audience publique et l’immense 
majorité des affaires civiles n’atteignent pas l’étape 
du procès. Les avocats examinent ou échangent les 
documents à l’endroit de leur choix. De façon géné-
rale, l’interrogatoire préalable n’a pas lieu devant un 
juge. Le seul moment où le principe de la « publi-
cité des débats en justice » entre en jeu est celui de 
l’instruction où les documents de la partie interro-
gée au préalable ou les réponses tirées des trans-
criptions de l’interrogatoire préalable sont intro-
duits en preuve au procès.

protected by privilege, it must be disclosed even if  
it tends to self-incrimination. See British Columbia 
Rules of Court, rr. 27(2), 44, 60(41), 60(42) and 
64(1); Ross v. Henriques, [2007] B.C.J. No. 2023 
(QL), 2007 BCSC 1381, at paras. 180-81. In Quebec, 
see Lac d’Amiante du Québec Ltée v. 2858-0702 
Québec Inc., [2001] 2 S.C.R. 743, 2001 SCC 51, at 
para. 42. In Ontario, see Stickney v. Trusz (1973), 
2 O.R. (2d) 469 (H.C.J.), aff’d (1974), 3 O.R. (2d) 
538 (Div. Ct.), aff’d (1974), 3 O.R. (2d) 538 (p. 539) 
(C.A.), leave to appeal ref’d, [1974] S.C.R. xii. The 
rule in common law jurisdictions was affirmed 
post-Charter in Tricontinental Investments Co. v. 
Guarantee Co. of North America (1982), 39 O.R. 
(2d) 614 (H.C.J.), and has been applied to public 
inquiries, Phillips v. Nova Scotia (Commission of 
Inquiry into the Westray Mine Tragedy), [1995] 2 
S.C.R. 97.

[21] The Attorney General of British Columbia 
submits that Lac d’Amiante, which was based on 
the Quebec Code of Civil Procedure, R.S.Q., c. 
C-25, “was wrongly decided” (factum, at para. 
16). An implied undertaking not to disclose pre-
trial documentary and oral discovery for purposes 
other than the litigation in which it was obtained 
is, he argues, contrary to the “open court” princi-
ple stated in Attorney General of Nova Scotia v. 
MacIntyre, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 175, and Edmonton 
Journal v. Alberta (Attorney General), [1989] 2 
S.C.R. 1326 (factum, at para. 6). The Vancouver 
Police support this position (factum, at para. 48). 
The argument is based on a misconception. Pre-
trial discovery does not take place in open court. 
The vast majority of civil cases never go to trial. 
Documents are inspected or exchanged by counsel 
at a place of their own choosing. In general, oral 
discovery is not conducted in front of a judge. The 
only point at which the “open court” principle is 
engaged is when, if at all, the case goes to trial and 
the discovered party’s documents or answers from 
the discovery transcripts are introduced as part of 
the case at trial.
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[22] Dans l’affaire Procureur général de la 
Nouvelle-Écosse c. MacIntyre, citée par la police de 
Vancouver et le procureur général de la Colombie-
Britannique, le contenu de l’affidavit présenté à l’ap-
pui de la demande de mandat de perquisition avait 
été rendu public, mais seulement après l’exécution 
du mandat et lorsque « les objectifs que vise le prin-
cipe du secret sont en grande partie sinon complète-
ment atteints » (p. 188). À ce moment-là, la nécessité 
de l’accès du public et de l’examen public prévaut. 
En l’espèce, l’action a fait l’objet d’un règlement, 
mais les principes sous-tendant l’engagement impli-
cite (généralement la protection de la vie privée et le 
déroulement efficace des poursuites civiles) demeu-
rent inchangés. L’arrêt Edmonton Journal n’aide pas 
non plus la cause des intimés. Dans cet arrêt, la Cour 
a invalidé, à cause de son « étendue », l’interdiction 
en Alberta de publier des renseignements obtenus 
au cours d’instances matrimoniales, y compris « les 
remarques des avocats et du juge ». Devant une telle 
interdiction, la Cour s’est demandée « [c]omment la 
société peut [. . .] alors savoir si les juges se condui-
sent correctement » (p. 1341). Aucune question 
concernant la responsabilité de l’État ne se pose à 
l’enquête préalable. Les situations ne sont simple-
ment pas analogues.

A. Fondement de l’engagement implicite

[23] Hormis les cas de préjudice exception-
nel, comme dans les litiges en matière de secrets 
commerciaux ou de propriété intellectuelle, où 
les ordonnances expresses de confidentialité sont 
courantes, il y a de bonnes raisons de reconnaître 
l’existence d’un engagement implicite (ou, en réa-
lité, d’un engagement d’origine judiciaire).

[24] Premièrement, l’enquête préalable est une 
atteinte au droit de garder pour soi ses pensées et 
ses documents, aussi embarrassants, diffamatoires 
ou scandaleux soient-ils. Dans chaque poursuite, au 
moins une partie est réticente. Or, l’étape de l’en-
quête préalable est essentielle pour éviter les sur-
prises ou les « litiges par guet-apens », pour encou-
rager les règlements une fois les faits connus et pour 
circonscrire les questions en litige même lorsqu’un 
règlement s’avère impossible. Ainsi, la règle 27(22) 
des Rules of Court de la Colombie-Britannique 

[22] In Attorney General of Nova Scotia v. 
MacIntyre, relied on by the Vancouver Police 
as well as by the Attorney General of British 
Columbia, the contents of the affidavit in support of 
the search warrant application were made public, 
but not until after the search warrant had been exe-
cuted, and “the purposes of the policy of secrecy 
are largely, if not entirely, accomplished” (p. 188). 
At that point the need for public access and public 
scrutiny prevail. Here the action has been settled 
but the policies reflected in the implied undertaking  
(privacy and the efficient conduct of civil litigation 
generally) remain undiminished. Nor is Edmonton 
Journal helpful to the respondents. In that case 
the Court struck down a “sweeping” Alberta pro-
hibition against publication of matrimonial pro-
ceedings, including publication of the “comments 
of counsel and the presiding judge”. In the face of 
such prohibition, the court asked, “[h]ow then is  
the community to know if judges conduct them-
selves properly” (p. 1341). No such questions of 
state accountability arise in pre-trial discoveries. 
The situations are simply not analogous.

A. The Rationale for the Implied Undertaking

[23] Quite apart from the cases of exceptional 
prejudice, as in disputes about trade secrets or intel-
lectual property, which have traditionally given rise 
to express confidentiality orders, there are good 
reasons to support the existence of an implied (or, 
in reality, a court-imposed) undertaking.

[24] In the first place, pre-trial discovery is an 
invasion of a private right to be left alone with 
your thoughts and papers, however embarrass-
ing, defamatory or scandalous. At least one side in 
every lawsuit is a reluctant participant. Yet a proper 
pre-trial discovery is essential to prevent surprise 
or “litigation by ambush”, to encourage settlement 
once the facts are known, and to narrow issues 
even where settlement proves unachievable. Thus, 
rule 27(22) of the B.C. Rules of Court compels a 
litigant to answer all relevant questions posed on 
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oblige une partie à un litige à répondre à toutes les 
questions pertinentes posées lors de l’interrogatoire 
préalable. Le refus est sanctionné par l’emprison-
nement ou une amende en application des règles 
56(1), 56(4) et 2(5). Dans certaines provinces, selon 
les règles de pratique, les personnes qui ne sont 
même pas parties au litige peuvent se voir ordon-
ner de se soumettre à l’interrogatoire préalable 
au sujet de questions qui sont pertinentes pour le 
litige, mais dans lesquelles elles n’ont aucun intérêt 
direct. Il n’est pas rare que l’avocat du demandeur 
poursuive vigoureusement « tout ce qui bouge », 
non pas dans l’espoir réaliste d’une indemnisation, 
mais pour avoir droit à l’interrogatoire préalable. 
Ainsi, contre le paiement des menus frais exigés 
pour le dépôt d’une déclaration ou autre procédure, 
la partie demanderesse a accès à un flot de rensei-
gnements privés et peut-être de documents haute-
ment confidentiels de la personne interrogée, sur la 
base d’allégations, qui en fin de compte peuvent se 
révéler complètement dénuées de fondement.

[25] Dans une action civile, l’intérêt qu’a le public 
à découvrir la vérité l’emporte sur le droit de la per-
sonne interrogée à sa vie privée, lequel mérite néan-
moins une certaine protection. La loi n’oblige à four-
nir des réponses et à produire des documents que 
pour l’action civile, et elle exige donc que l’atteinte 
à la vie privée se limite généralement à la mesure 
nécessaire à ces fins. Même si la présente affaire 
soulève la question de l’auto-incrimination de l’ap-
pelante, il ne s’agit pas d’une condition préalable à 
la protection. En fait, il n’est même pas nécessaire 
que les renseignements divulgués satisfassent aux 
exigences légales de confidentialité énoncées dans 
Slavutych c. Baker, [1976] 1 R.C.S. 254. L’idée 
générale est que, métaphoriquement, tout ce qui 
est divulgué dans la pièce où se déroule l’interro-
gatoire préalable reste dans cette pièce, sauf si cela 
est finalement révélé en salle d’audience ou révélé 
par suite d’une ordonnance judiciaire.

[26] Une deuxième raison justifie l’existence d’un 
engagement implicite. La partie qui a une certaine 
assurance que les documents et les réponses qu’elle 
fournit ne seront pas utilisés à des fins connexes 
ou ultérieures à l’instance où ils sont exigés sera 
incitée à donner des renseignements plus exhaustifs 

an examination for discovery. Failure to do so can 
result in punishment by way of imprisonment or 
fine pursuant to rules 56(1), 56(4) and 2(5). In some 
provinces, the rules of practice provide that indi-
viduals who are not even parties can be ordered to 
submit to examination for discovery on issues rel-
evant to a dispute in which they may have no direct 
interest. It is not uncommon for plaintiff’s counsel 
aggressively to “sue everyone in sight” not with any 
realistic hope of recovery but to “get discovery”. 
Thus, for the out-of-pocket cost of issuing a state-
ment of claim or other process, the gate is swung 
open to investigate the private information and per-
haps highly confidential documents of the exami-
nee in pursuit of allegations that might in the end 
be found to be without any merit at all.

[25] The public interest in getting at the truth in 
a civil action outweighs the examinee’s privacy 
interest, but the latter is nevertheless entitled to a 
measure of protection. The answers and documents 
are compelled by statute solely for the purpose of 
the civil action and the law thus requires that the 
invasion of privacy should generally be limited to 
the level of disclosure necessary to satisfy that pur-
pose and that purpose alone. Although the present 
case involves the issue of self-incrimination of the 
appellant, that element is not a necessary require-
ment for protection. Indeed, the disclosed informa-
tion need not even satisfy the legal requirements 
of confidentiality set out in Slavutych v. Baker, 
[1976] 1 S.C.R. 254. The general idea, metaphori-
cally speaking, is that whatever is disclosed in the 
discovery room stays in the discovery room unless 
eventually revealed in the courtroom or disclosed 
by judicial order.

[26] There is a second rationale supporting the 
existence of an implied undertaking. A litigant 
who has some assurance that the documents and 
answers will not be used for a purpose collateral 
or ulterior to the proceedings in which they are 
demanded will be encouraged to provide a more 
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et honnêtes. Cela est particulièrement intéressant 
à une époque où la production de documents est 
d’une envergure telle (« litige par avalanche ») 
qu’elle empêche, bien souvent, les particuliers 
ou les entreprises devant produire les documents 
de procéder à une présélection approfondie. Voir 
Kyuquot Logging Ltd. c. British Columbia Forest 
Products Ltd. (1986), 5 B.C.L.R. (2d) 1 (C.A.), le 
juge Esson, dissident, p. 10-11.

[27] À juste titre donc, la loi impose aux parties 
à un litige civil un engagement envers la cour de 
ne pas utiliser les documents ou les réponses pour 
toute autre fin que la recherche de la justice dans 
l’instance civile au cours de laquelle ils ont été 
obtenus (que ces documents ou réponses aient été 
ou non à l’origine confidentiels ou incriminants). 
Voir Home Office c. Harman, [1983] 1 A.C. 280 
(H.L.); Lac d’Amiante; Hunt c. T & N plc; Shaw 
Estate c. Oldroyd, [2007] B.C.J. No. 1310 (QL), 
2007 BCSC 866, par. 21; Rayman Investments 
and Management Inc. c. Canada Mortgage and 
Housing Corp., [2007] B.C.J. No. 628 (QL), 2007 
BCSC 384; Wilson c. McCoy (2006), 59 B.C.L.R. 
(4th) 1, 2006 BCSC 1011; Laxton Holdings Ltd. 
c. Madill, [1987] 3 W.W.R. 570 (C.A. Sask.); 
Blake c. Hudson’s Bay Co., [1988] 1 W.W.R. 176 
(B.R. Man.); 755568 Ontario Ltd. c. Linchris 
Homes Ltd. (1990), 1 O.R. (3d) 649 (Div. gén.); 
Rocca Enterprises Ltd. c. University Press of 
New Brunswick Ltd. (1989), 103 R.N.-B. (2e) 224 
(B.R.); Eli Lilly and Co. c. Interpharm Inc. (1993), 
161 N.R. 137 (C.A.F.). On trouve des références 
utiles à un certain nombre d’autres décisions dans 
l’ouvrage de W. A. Stevenson et J. E. Côté, Civil 
Procedure Encyclopedia (2003), vol. 2, p. 42-36 et 
suiv., ainsi que dans l’article de C. Papile, « The 
Implied Undertaking Revisited » (2006), 32 Adv. 
Q. 190, p. 194-196.

[28] La nécessité de protéger le caractère privé 
de l’interrogatoire préalable est reconnue même 
dans les provinces de common law, où l’enga-
gement implicite n’existe pas. Voir J. B. Laskin, 
« The Implied Undertaking » (document pré-
senté à l’ABC-Ontario, conférence de FJP inti-
tulée Privilege and Confidential Information in 
Litigation — Current Developments and Future 

complete and candid discovery. This is of particu-
lar interest in an era where documentary produc-
tion is of a magnitude (“litigation by avalanche”) as 
often to preclude careful pre-screening by the indi-
viduals or corporations making production. See 
Kyuquot Logging Ltd. v. British Columbia Forest 
Products Ltd. (1986), 5 B.C.L.R. (2d) 1 (C.A.), per 
Esson J.A. dissenting, at pp. 10-11.

[27] For good reason, therefore, the law imposes 
on the parties to civil litigation an undertaking 
to the court not to use the documents or answers 
for any purpose other than securing justice in the 
civil proceedings in which the answers were com- 
pelled (whether or not such documents or answers 
were in their origin confidential or incriminatory 
in nature). See Home Office v. Harman, [1983] 1 
A.C. 280 (H.L.); Lac d’Amiante; Hunt v. T & N 
plc; Shaw Estate v. Oldroyd, [2007] B.C.J. No. 
1310 (QL), 2007 BCSC 866, at para. 21; Rayman 
Investments and Management Inc. v. Canada 
Mortgage and Housing Corp., [2007] B.C.J. No. 
628 (QL), 2007 BCSC 384; Wilson v. McCoy 
(2006), 59 B.C.L.R. (4th) 1, 2006 BCSC 1011; 
Laxton Holdings Ltd. v. Madill, [1987] 3 W.W.R. 
570 (Sask. C.A.); Blake v. Hudson’s Bay Co., [1988] 
1 W.W.R. 176 (Man. Q.B.); 755568 Ontario Ltd. v. 
Linchris Homes Ltd. (1990), 1 O.R. (3d) 649 (Gen. 
Div.); Rocca Enterprises Ltd. v. University Press of 
New Brunswick Ltd. (1989), 103 N.B.R. (2d) 224 
(Q.B.); Eli Lilly and Co. v. Interpharm Inc. (1993), 
161 N.R. 137 (F.C.A.). A number of other decisions 
are helpfully referenced in W. A. Stevenson and 
J. E. Côté, Civil Procedure Encyclopedia (2003), 
vol. 2, at pp. 42-36 et seq., and C. Papile, “The 
Implied Undertaking Revisited” (2006), 32 Adv. Q. 
190, at pp. 194-96.

[28] The need to protect the privacy of the pre-trial 
discovery is recognized even in common law juris-
dictions where there is no implied undertaking. See 
J. B. Laskin, “The Implied Undertaking” (a paper 
presented to the CBA-Ontario, CLE Conference 
on Privilege and Confidential Information in 
Litigation — Current Developments and Future 
Trends, October 19, 1991), at pp. 36-40. Rule 
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Trends, 19 octobre 1991), p. 36-40. La règle 26c) 
des Federal Rules of Civil Procedure des États-
Unis (28 U.S.C.A.) prévoit qu’un tribunal peut, 
pour [TRADUCTION] « motif valable », accorder 
une ordonnance de protection pour préserver la 
confidentialité des renseignements divulgués pen-
dant l’interrogatoire préalable. Concrètement, cela 
signifie que les tribunaux rendent couramment 
des ordonnances de confidentialité limitées à la 
divulgation préalable au procès pour éviter que la 
partie ou la personne interrogée au préalable soit 
[TRADUCTION] « importunée, gênée, accablée ou 
qu’on lui impose un fardeau trop lourd ou des frais 
excessifs ». Voir, p. ex., Cipollone c. Liggett Group, 
Inc., 785 F.2d 1108 (3d Cir. 1986).

B. Recours en cas de manquement à l’engagement 
implicite 

[29] Le manquement à l’engagement peut faire 
l’objet de diverses mesures réparatrices, dont le 
sursis ou le rejet de l’instance, la radiation de la 
défense ou, en l’absence d’une réparation moins dra-
conienne, une procédure pour manquement à l’en-
gagement envers le tribunal. Voir Lac d’Amiante, 
par. 64, et Goodman c. Rossi (1995), 125 D.L.R. 
(4th) 613 (C.A. Ont.), p. 624.

C. Circonstances exceptionnelles primant l’enga-
gement implicite

[30] L’engagement est imposé pour protéger le 
droit de la personne interrogée à sa vie privée ainsi 
que l’intérêt qu’a le public dans le déroulement effi-
cace des litiges civils. Toutefois, ces valeurs ne sont 
pas absolues. Elles peuvent, à leur tour, céder le pas 
devant un intérêt public plus impérieux. Ainsi, en 
cas de non-consentement de la partie interrogée, 
la partie liée par l’engagement peut demander au 
tribunal l’autorisation d’utiliser les renseignements 
ou les documents pour une autre fin que celle de 
l’action, comme il est indiqué dans Lac d’Amiante, 
par. 77 :

Avant d’employer l’information, la partie concernée 
devra cependant présenter une demande à cette fin. 
Cette dernière précisera les buts de l’utilisation et les 
motifs qui la justifient et sera ensuite débattue contra-
dictoirement.

26(c) of the United States Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure (28 U.S.C.A.) provides that a court may, 
upon a showing of “good cause”, grant a protec-
tive order to maintain the confidentiality of infor-
mation disclosed during discovery. The practical 
effect is that the courts routinely make confidenti-
ality orders limited to pre-trial disclosure to protect 
a party or person being discovered “from annoy-
ance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden 
or expense”. See, e.g., Cipollone v. Liggett Group, 
Inc., 785 F.2d 1108 (3d Cir. 1986).

B. Remedies for Breach of the Implied Undertak-
ing 

[29] Breach of the undertaking may be reme-
died by a variety of means including a stay or dis-
missal of the proceeding, or striking a defence, or, 
in the absence of a less drastic remedy, contempt 
proceedings for breach of the undertaking owed 
to the court. See Lac d’Amiante, at para. 64, and 
Goodman v. Rossi (1995), 125 D.L.R. (4th) 613 
(Ont. C.A.), at p. 624. 

C. Exceptional Circumstances May Trump the 
Implied Undertaking

[30] The undertaking is imposed in recognition 
of the examinee’s privacy interest, and the public 
interest in the efficient conduct of civil litigation, 
but those values are not, of course, absolute. They 
may, in turn, be trumped by a more compelling 
public interest. Thus, where the party being discov-
ered does not consent, a party bound by the under-
taking may apply to the court for leave to use the 
information or documents otherwise than in the 
action, as described in Lac d’Amiante, at para. 77:

Before using information, however, the party in ques-
tion will have to apply for leave, specifying the pur-
poses of using the information and the reasons why it 
is justified, and both sides will have to be heard on the 
application.
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Dans le cadre d’une telle demande, le juge a accès 
aux documents et transcriptions en question.

D. Les demandes doivent être traitées rapide-
ment

[31] La blessure de Jade Doucette est survenue le 
19 novembre 2001. La police a ouvert une enquête 
peu de temps après. Il y a près de quatre ans, l’ap-
pelante a été arrêtée et détenue brièvement. Les 
actuelles demandes en justice ont été présentées il 
y a trois ans et demi. L’appelante a été interrogée 
au préalable il y a plus de deux ans. Il est clair que 
dans bon nombre de ces cas le retard vient contre-
carrer l’objet de la demande. Il importe de donner 
rapidement suite à ces demandes.

E. Critères à appliquer pour les demandes de 
modification de l’engagement implicite

[32] La personne qui demande une modifica-
tion ou une levée de l’engagement implicite doit 
démontrer au tribunal, selon la prépondérance des 
probabilités, l’existence d’un intérêt public plus 
important que les valeurs visées par l’engagement 
implicite, à savoir la protection de la vie privée et 
le déroulement efficace du litige civil. Dans une 
affaire comme celle-ci, il est évident que le droit du 
suspect de garder le silence face aux questions des 
policiers et son droit de ne pas s’incriminer pèsent 
lourd dans la balance. Le juge en chambre estime 
(à bon droit, à mon avis) qu’en l’espèce ce facteur 
était déterminant. Dans d’autres cas, la combinai-
son de valeurs opposées peut être différente. Ce qui 
importe dans chaque cas, c’est de reconnaître que 
l’engagement n’atteindra pas le but visé, sauf si la 
personne interrogée est convaincue que le tribunal 
ne le modifiera que dans des circonstances excep-
tionnelles.

[33] On a renvoyé à l’affaire Crest Homes plc c. 
Marks, [1987] 2 All E.R. 1074, où lord Oliver, au 
nom de la Chambre des lords, a expliqué que la 
jurisprudence [TRADUCTION] « se borne à établir le 
principe général selon lequel les tribunaux n’accep-
teront de relever une partie de l’engagement impli-
cite donné lors de l’enquête préalable ou de modi-
fier cet engagement que dans des circonstances  

In such an application the judge would have access 
to the documents or transcripts at issue.

D. Applications Should Be Dealt with Expedi-
tiously

[31] The injury to Jade Doucette occurred on 
November 19, 2001. The police investigation was 
launched shortly thereafter. Almost four years ago 
the appellant was (briefly) arrested. Three and a 
half years ago the present court applications were 
launched. Over two years ago the appellant was 
examined for discovery. It is apparent that in many 
of these cases delay will defeat the purpose of the 
application. It is important that they proceed expe-
ditiously.

E. Criteria on the Application for a Modification 
or Variance of the Implied Undertaking

[32] An application to modify or relieve against 
an implied undertaking requires an applicant to 
demonstrate to the court on a balance of proba-
bilities the existence of a public interest of greater 
weight than the values the implied undertaking is 
designed to protect, namely privacy and the effi-
cient conduct of civil litigation. In a case like the 
present, of course, there weighs heavily in the bal-
ance the right of a suspect to remain silent in the 
face of a police investigation, and the right not to 
be compelled to incriminate herself. The cham-
bers judge took the view (I think correctly) that in 
this case that factor was decisive. In other cases the 
mix of competing values may be different. What is 
important in each case is to recognize that unless an 
examinee is satisfied that the undertaking will only 
be modified or varied by the court in exceptional 
circumstances, the undertaking will not achieve its 
intended purpose.

[33] Reference was made to Crest Homes plc v. 
Marks, [1987] 2 All E.R. 1074, where Lord Oliver 
said, on behalf of the House of Lords, that the 
authorities “illustrate no general principle beyond 
this, that the court will not release or modify the 
implied undertaking given on discovery save in 
special circumstances and where the release or 
modification will not occasion injustice to the  
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particulières et si l’exemption ou la modification ne 
causera aucune injustice à la partie interrogée » (p. 
1083). Je préférerais que ce pouvoir discrétionnaire 
repose sur une pondération soigneuse de l’intérêt 
public invoqué par le demandeur (en l’espèce, la 
poursuite de l’auteur d’un crime grave) par rapport 
à l’intérêt qu’a le public à protéger le droit de ne pas 
s’incriminer, à protéger la vie privée d’une partie 
et à promouvoir l’efficacité de la procédure civile. 
L’important est de définir les valeurs opposées et 
d’en soupeser une par rapport aux autres, au lieu 
d’ériger l’« injustice [à l’égard de] la partie interro-
gée » en barrière absolue. Le préjudice — qui peut 
constituer une injustice — causé à une partie peut, 
dans des cas exceptionnels, être considéré comme 
justifié par un intérêt public supérieur, comme dans 
l’arrêt Smith c. Jones, [1999] 1 R.C.S. 455, précé-
dent invoqué devant les instances inférieures et 
analysé ci-après, où les confidences de l’accusé 
protégées par le privilège du secret professionnel 
de l’avocat avaient été transmises à la police. Bien 
entendu, tout préjudice perçu à l’égard de la per-
sonne interrogée joue toujours un grand rôle dans 
cette pondération. On peut arguer que la divulga-
tion à la police des horribles secrets du psychopa-
the dont il est question dans Smith c. Jones a pu 
être préjudiciable à celui-ci, mais qu’il ne s’agis-
sait pas d’une « injustice » dans le contexte général 
des choses; toutefois, un tel argument n’est pas très 
rassurant pour l’accusé qui a fait ses révélations en 
s’attendant à ce que la confidentialité soit respectée. 
Si la sécurité publique prime le privilège du secret 
professionnel de l’avocat malgré une certaine injus-
tice à l’égard de l’accusé (antipathique) dans Smith 
c. Jones, on peut difficilement nier qu’au Canada la 
règle de l’engagement implicite cède aussi le pas à 
un tel intérêt public supérieur.

[34] Trois provinces canadiennes ont adopté des 
règles qui régissent les cas où il convient de relever 
une partie de l’engagement implicite ou « présumé » 
(voir les Règles de la Cour du Banc de la Reine, 
Règl. du Man. 553/88, règle 30.1 (Manitoba), les 
Règles de procédure civile, R.R.O. 1990, Règl. 194, 
règle 30.1 (Ontario), et les Rules of Civil Procedure, 
règle 30.1 (Île-du-Prince-Édouard)). Je crois que 
le critère qui y est formulé (en termes identiques) 
reflète bien la règle plus générale de common law :

person giving discovery” (p. 1083). I would prefer 
to rest the discretion on a careful weighing of 
the public interest asserted by the applicant (here 
the prosecution of a serious crime) against the 
public interest in protecting the right against self-
incrimination as well as upholding a litigant’s pri-
vacy and promoting an efficient civil justice pro-
cess. What is important is the identification of the 
competing values, and the weighing of one in the 
light of the others, rather than setting up an absolute 
barrier to occasioning any “injustice to the person 
giving discovery”. Prejudice, possibly amounting 
to injustice, to a particular litigant may exception-
ally be held justified by a higher public interest, as 
in the case of the accused whose solicitor-client 
confidences were handed over to the police in 
Smith v. Jones, [1999] 1 S.C.R. 455, a case referred 
to in the courts below, and discussed hereafter. Of 
course any perceived prejudice to the examinee is 
a factor that will always weigh heavily in the bal-
ance. It may be argued that disclosure to the police 
of the evil secrets of the psychopath at issue in 
Smith v. Jones may have been prejudicial to him 
but was not an “injustice” in the overall scheme 
of things, but such a gloss would have given cold 
comfort to an accused who made his disclosures in 
the expectation of confidentiality. If public safety 
trumps solicitor-client privilege despite a measure 
of injustice to the (unsympathetic) accused in Smith 
v. Jones, it can hardly be disputed in this jurisdic-
tion that the implied undertaking rule would yield 
to such a higher public interest as well.

[34] Three Canadian provinces have enacted rules 
governing when relief should be given against such 
implied or “deemed” undertakings (see Queen’s 
Bench Rules, M.R. 553/88, r. 30.1 (Manitoba); 
Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194, 
r. 30.1 (Ontario); Rules of Civil Procedure, r. 30.1 
(Prince Edward Island)). I believe the test formu-
lated therein (in identical terms) is apt as a reflec-
tion of the common law more generally, namely:
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 S’il est convaincu que l’intérêt de la justice l’emporte 
sur tout préjudice que pourrait encourir une partie qui 
a divulgué des éléments de preuve, le tribunal peut 
ordonner que [l’engagement implicite ou « présumé »] 
ne s’applique pas aux éléments de preuve ou aux rensei-
gnements tirés de ceux-ci, et imposer les conditions et 
donner les directives qu’il estime justes.

[35] La jurisprudence nous éclaire sur l’exer-
cice du pouvoir discrétionnaire du tribunal. Par 
exemple, lorsque l’on cherche à utiliser, dans une 
seconde action, les renseignements dévoilés au 
cours de l’interrogatoire préalable tenu dans le 
cadre de la première action avec les mêmes parties 
ou des parties semblables et les mêmes questions 
en litige ou des questions semblables, le préjudice 
causé à la personne interrogée est quasi inexis-
tant et l’autorisation sera généralement accordée : 
Lac Minerals Ltd. c. New Cinch Uranium Ltd. 
(1985), 50 O.R. (2d) 260 (H.C.J.), p. 265-266; Crest 
Homes, p. 1083; Miller (Ed) Sales & Rentals Ltd. c. 
Caterpillar Tractor Co. (1988), 90 A.R. 323 (C.A.); 
Harris c. Sweet, [2005] B.C.J. No. 1520 (QL), 2005 
BCSC 998; Scuzzy Creek Hydro & Power Inc. c. 
Tercon Contractors Ltd. (1998), 27 C.P.C. (4th) 252 
(B.C.S.C.).

[36] En revanche, les tribunaux n’ont générale-
ment pas favorisé les tentatives d’utiliser à d’autres 
fins ou pour une action tout à fait étrangère à l’ins-
tance la preuve recueillie au cours de l’interroga-
toire préalable, en l’absence d’intérêt public impé-
ratif. Voir, p. ex., Lubrizol Corp. c. Imperial Oil 
Ltd. (1990), 33 C.P.R. (3d) 49 (C.F. 1re inst.), p. 51. 
Dans Livent Inc. c. Drabinsky (2001), 53 O.R. (3d) 
126 (C.S.J.), la cour a conclu qu’une personne non 
partie à l’engagement implicite pourrait, dans des 
circonstances particulières, en demander la modi-
fication, mais que cette demande en pareils cas ne 
serait presque jamais accordée (p. 130).

[37] Certaines demandes ont été rejetées au 
motif qu’elles représentaient exactement le genre 
de méfait que la règle de l’engagement implicite 
visait à éviter. Dans 755568 Ontario, par exemple, 
le demandeur sollicitait l’autorisation d’envoyer 
les transcriptions de l’interrogatoire préalable du 
défendeur à la police. La cour a conclu que la stra-
tégie du demandeur consistait à obtenir l’aide de la 

 If satisfied that the interest of justice outweighs any 
prejudice that would result to a party who disclosed evi-
dence, the court may order that [the implied or “deemed” 
undertaking] does not apply to the evidence or to infor-
mation obtained from it, and may impose such terms 
and give such directions as are just.

[35] The case law provides some guidance to 
the exercise of the court’s discretion. For example, 
where discovery material in one action is sought to 
be used in another action with the same or similar 
parties and the same or similar issues, the preju-
dice to the examinee is virtually non-existent and 
leave will generally be granted. See Lac Minerals 
Ltd. v. New Cinch Uranium Ltd. (1985), 50 O.R. 
(2d) 260 (H.C.J.), at pp. 265-66; Crest Homes, 
at p. 1083; Miller (Ed) Sales & Rentals Ltd. v. 
Caterpillar Tractor Co. (1988), 90 A.R. 323 (C.A.); 
Harris v. Sweet, [2005] B.C.J. No. 1520 (QL), 2005 
BCSC 998; Scuzzy Creek Hydro & Power Inc. v. 
Tercon Contractors Ltd. (1998), 27 C.P.C. (4th) 252 
(B.C.S.C.).

[36] On the other hand, courts have generally 
not favoured attempts to use the discovered mate-
rial for an extraneous purpose, or for an action 
wholly unrelated to the purposes of the proceeding 
in which discovery was obtained in the absence of 
some compelling public interest. See, e.g., Lubrizol 
Corp. v. Imperial Oil Ltd. (1990), 33 C.P.R. (3d) 
49 (F.C.T.D.), at p. 51. In Livent Inc. v. Drabinsky 
(2001), 53 O.R. (3d) 126 (S.C.J.), the court held that 
a non-party to the implied undertaking could in 
unusual circumstances apply to have the undertak-
ing varied, but that relief in such cases would virtu-
ally never be given (p. 130).

[37] Some applications have been refused on the 
basis that they demonstrate precisely the sort of 
mischief the implied undertaking rule was designed 
to avoid. In 755568 Ontario, for example, the plain-
tiff sought leave to send the defendant’s discovery 
transcripts to the police. The court concluded that 
the plaintiff’s strategy was to enlist the aid of the 
police to discover further evidence in support of 
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police pour découvrir d’autres éléments de preuve 
susceptibles d’appuyer ses prétentions ou de forcer 
le défendeur à conclure un règlement (p. 655).

(i) La pondération des intérêts

[38] Comme nous l’avons dit, dans chaque cas, il 
incombera au demandeur de démontrer qu’un inté-
rêt public supérieur justifie la divulgation et la cour 
sera consciente qu’un engagement ne peut être levé 
que dans des circonstances exceptionnelles. Dans 
l’analyse qui suit, je ne veux pas dire par là que 
les catégories d’intérêt public supérieur sont figées. 
Mon but est de brosser un tableau illustratif et non 
exhaustif. Toutefois, je le répète, un engagement 
visant notamment à encourager une communica-
tion préalable franche et généreuse en garantissant 
la confidentialité aux parties interrogées ne pourra 
atteindre son objectif si les parties réticentes voient 
qu’on écarte trop facilement cette confidentialité.

(ii) Exceptions légales

[39] En common law et dans les territoires qui 
ont adopté des règles codifiant plus ou moins la 
common law, la règle de l’engagement implicite est 
assujettie à la dérogation législative. En l’espèce, 
par exemple, le procureur général de la Colombie-
Britannique et la police de Vancouver ont invo-
qué l’art. 14 de la Child, Family and Community 
Service Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, ch. 46, qui prévoit :

[TRADUCTION]

(1) La personne qui a des motifs de croire qu’un enfant 
a besoin de protection en vertu de l’article 13 doit 
renvoyer l’affaire sans tarder à un directeur ou une 
personne désignée par un directeur.

(2) Le paragraphe (1) s’applique même si les rensei-
gnements sur lesquels se fonde la croyance :

a)  sont privilégiés, sauf ceux obtenus dans le 
cadre d’une relation avocat-client; 

b)  sont confidentiels et que leur divulgation est 
interdite par une autre loi.

Il ressort pour l’heure de la longue enquête poli-
cière et des déclarations des procureurs généraux et 
de la police de Vancouver en l’espèce qu’un rapport 
a été fait aux autorités. Nous ne connaissons pas les 

the plaintiff’s claim and/or to pressure the defend-
ant to settle (p. 655). 

(i) The Balancing of Interests

[38] As stated, the onus in each case will be on the 
applicant to demonstrate a superior public interest 
in disclosure, and the court will be mindful that an 
undertaking should only be set aside in exceptional 
circumstances. In what follows I do not mean to 
suggest that the categories of superior public inter-
est are fixed. My purpose is illustrative rather than 
exhaustive. However, to repeat, an undertaking 
designed in part to encourage open and generous 
discovery by assuring parties being discovered of 
confidentiality will not achieve its objective if the 
confidentiality is seen by reluctant litigants to be 
too readily set aside.

(ii) Statutory Exceptions

[39] The implied undertaking rule at common 
law, and in those jurisdictions which have enacted 
rules, more or less codifying the common law, 
is subject to legislative override. In the present 
case for example, the Attorney General of British 
Columbia and the Vancouver Police rely on s. 14 
of the Child, Family and Community Service Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 46, which provides that:

(1) A person who has reason to believe that a child 
needs protection under section 13 must promptly 
report the matter to a director or a person desig-
nated by a director.

(2) Subsection (1) applies even if the information on 
which the belief is based

(a) is privileged, except as a result of a solicitor-
client relationship, or

(b) is confidential and its disclosure is prohibited 
under another Act.

It is apparent from the extensive police investiga-
tion to date and the appearance of the Attorneys 
General and the Vancouver Police in these proceed-
ings that a report was made to the authorities. We do 
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détails. Il ne fait aucun doute qu’un rapport aurait 
pu être préparé sans égard à ce qui a été dit ou pro-
duit lors de l’enquête préalable. À ce stade, l’affaire 
repose sur plus qu’un simple « rapport » et suppose 
la collecte d’éléments de preuve. Il faudra présenter, 
selon la procédure habituelle établie par le législa-
teur à l’art. 487 du Code criminel, une demande 
de mandat de perquisition, ou de subpœna duces 
tecum au procès, si un procès a lieu.

(iii) Sécurité publique

[40] Le juge en chambre a signalé un intérêt  
public important, soit la question de la « sécu-
rité publique » soulevée par analogie avec l’af-
faire Smith c. Jones, portant sur le privilège du 
secret professionnel de l’avocat. Même si ce privi-
lège constitue un intérêt supérieur au droit à la vie 
privée dont il est question en l’espèce, le juge en 
chambre a utilisé l’affaire pour illustrer la pondé-
ration appropriée des intérêts. Dans cette affaire, 
l’avocat de la défense avait retenu les services d’un 
psychiatre pour évaluer l’accusé afin de préparer la 
défense, y compris éventuellement les observations 
relatives à la peine dans l’hypothèse d’une décla-
ration de culpabilité. Durant son entrevue avec le 
psychiatre, l’accusé a décrit avec un luxe de détails 
le plan qu’il avait élaboré pour enlever, violer et 
tuer des prostituées. Le psychiatre a conclu que 
l’accusé était un individu dangereux qui commet-
trait probablement d’autres crimes s’il ne recevait 
pas un traitement psychiatrique immédiat. Il vou-
lait faire part de ses inquiétudes à la police et il 
a demandé une autorisation en ce sens à la cour 
même si sa rencontre avec l’accusé s’était dérou-
lée uniquement sous le sceau du privilège du secret 
professionnel de l’avocat. Dans un tel cas, l’accusé/
le client se considérait sans nul doute comme la vic-
time d’une injustice, mais la Cour a déclaré que le 
privilège cédait le pas devant une « menace claire 
et imminente de blessures graves dirigée contre un 
groupe identifiable [. . .] faite de manière à inspi-
rer un sentiment d’urgence » (par. 84). De plus, en 
cas de « danger grave et immédiat », il est possible 
de communiquer avec la police sans autorisation 
du tribunal (par. 96-97). Si une situation compa-
rable survenait dans le contexte d’un engagement 
implicite, la procédure à suivre consisterait pour la 

not know the details. Undoubtedly, a report could 
have been made without reference to anything said 
or produced at discovery. At this point the matter 
has proceeded beyond a mere “report” and involves 
the collection of evidence. This will require, in the 
ordinary way laid down by Parliament in s. 487 
of the Criminal Code, the application for a search 
warrant or a subpoena duces tecum at trial, if there 
is a trial. 

(iii) Public Safety Concerns

[40] One important public interest flagged by the 
chambers judge was the “public safety” issue raised 
by way of analogy to Smith v. Jones, a case dealing 
with solicitor-client privilege. While solicitor-client 
privilege constitutes an interest higher than the pri-
vacy interest at issue here, the chambers judge used 
the case to illustrate the relevant balancing of inter-
ests. There, a psychiatrist was retained by defence 
counsel to prepare an assessment of the accused for 
purposes of the defence generally, including poten-
tial submissions on sentencing in the event of a 
conviction. During his interview with the psychia-
trist, the accused described in considerable detail 
his plan to kidnap, rape and kill prostitutes. The 
psychiatrist concluded the accused was a danger-
ous individual who would, more likely than not, 
commit future offences unless he received immedi-
ate psychiatric treatment. The psychiatrist wished 
to take his concerns to the police and applied to 
the court for leave to do so notwithstanding that 
the psychiatrist’s only access to the accused was 
under the umbrella of solicitor-client privilege. In 
such a case the accused/client would undoubtedly 
consider himself to be the victim of an injustice, 
but our Court held that the privilege yielded to 
“clear and imminent threat of serious bodily harm 
to an identifiable group . . . if this threat is made in 
such a manner that a sense of urgency is created” 
(para. 84). Further, in circumstances of “immedi-
ate and serious danger”, the police may be con-
tacted without leave of the court (paras. 96-97). If 
a comparable situation arose in the context of an 
implied undertaking, the proper procedure would 
be for the concerned party to make application to 
a chambers judge but if, as discussed in Smith v. 
Jones there existed a situation of “immediate and 
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partie concernée à présenter une demande au juge 
en chambre. Toutefois, comme il est mentionné 
dans Smith c. Jones, en cas de « danger grave et 
immédiat », le demandeur serait fondé, à mon avis, 
à s’adresser directement à la police, sans ordon-
nance judiciaire.

(iv) Mise en cause de la crédibilité d’un témoi-
gnage contradictoire

[41] Une autre situation où le droit du déposant  
à sa vie privée cédera le pas devant un intérêt 
public supérieur est celle où le déposant a fourni 
un témoignage contradictoire sur les mêmes ques-
tions dans des instances successives ou différen-
tes. Si l’on découvre la contradiction, la règle de 
l’engagement implicite ne pourrait en empêcher 
l’utilisation pour attaquer la crédibilité du dépo-
sant. Dans les provinces où l’on a codifié cette 
règle, il existe une disposition précise qui prévoit 
que l’engagement « n’a pas pour effet d’interdire 
l’utilisation d’éléments obtenus au cours d’une ins-
tance ou de renseignements tirés de ces éléments 
afin que soit attaquée la crédibilité d’une personne 
qui témoigne dans une autre instance » : voir la 
règle 30.1(6) des Règles du Manitoba et la règle 
30.1.01(6) des Règles de l’Ontario et des Règles de 
l’Île-du-Prince-Édouard. À mon avis, cette disposi-
tion législative reflète aussi les principes généraux 
de common law au Canada. Un engagement impli-
citement reconnu par le tribunal (ou imposé par  
le légistateur) dans le but de rendre un litige civil 
plus efficace ne doit pas permettre à un témoin de 
jouer au plus fin avec l’administration de la justice : 
R. c. Henry, [2005] 3 R.C.S. 609, 2005 CSC 76. 
Autrement, une personne accusée d’avoir commis 
une infraction pourrait [TRADUCTION] « [e]n toute 
impunité façonner sa preuve de manière à répon-
dre à ses besoins dans chaque instance » (R. c. 
Nedelcu (2007), 41 C.P.C. (6th) 357 (C.S.J. Ont.), 
par. 49-51).

(v) L’exception « en cas de crimes » propo-
sée

[42] Comme nous l’avons vu, la juge Kirkpatrick 
a conclu que [TRADUCTION] « l’engagement dans la 
présente action ne peut protéger contre la détection 

serious danger”, the applicant would be justified in 
going directly to the police, in my opinion, without 
a court order.

(iv) Impeaching Inconsistent Testimony

[41] Another situation where the deponent’s pri-
vacy interest will yield to a higher public interest 
is where the deponent has given contradictory tes-
timony about the same matters in successive or dif-
ferent proceedings. If the contradiction is discov-
ered, the implied undertaking rule would afford no 
shield to its use for purposes of impeachment. In 
provinces where the implied undertaking rule has 
been codified, there is a specific provision that the 
undertaking “does not prohibit the use of evidence 
obtained in one proceeding, or information obtained 
from such evidence, to impeach the testimony of 
a witness in another proceeding”: see Manitoba r. 
30.1(6), Ontario r. 30.1.01(6), Prince Edward Island 
r. 30.1.01(6). While statutory, this provision, in 
my view, also reflects the general common law in 
Canada. An undertaking implied by the court (or 
imposed by the legislature) to make civil litiga-
tion more effective should not permit a witness to 
play games with the administration of justice: R. 
v. Henry, [2005] 3 S.C.R. 609, 2005 SCC 76. Any 
other outcome would allow a person accused of an 
offence “[w]ith impunity [to] tailor his evidence to 
suit his needs in each particular proceeding” (R. v. 
Nedelcu (2007), 41 C.P.C. (6th) 357 (Ont. S.C.J.), at 
paras. 49-51).

(v) The Suggested “Crimes” Exception

[42] As stated, Kirkpatrick J.A. concluded that 
“the undertaking in the action cannot form a shield 
from the detection and prosecution of crimes in 
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du crime et la poursuite des criminels, domaines 
où l’intérêt du public est prédominant » (par. 48). 
À son avis,

[TRADUCTION] la partie qui obtient la production de 
documents ou de transcriptions de l’interrogatoire préa-
lable a l’obligation générale, dans la plupart des cas, 
d’en préserver la confidentialité. La partie qui cherche à 
utiliser la preuve recueillie lors de l’interrogatoire préa-
lable dans une instance autre que celle durant laquelle 
elle a été présentée doit en obtenir l’autorisation de la 
partie qui a divulgué les renseignements ou du tribunal. 
Toutefois, l’obligation de confidentialité ne s’applique 
pas à la divulgation de bonne foi d’un comportement 
criminel et la divulgation de mauvaise foi d’un com-
portement criminel présumé entraînerait des sanctions 
sévères pour outrage. [par. 56]

[43] Le juge en chambre a relevé une des difficul-
tés majeures liées à cette exception :

[TRADUCTION] . . . des considérations d’ordre prati-
que justifient l’application de l’engagement à la preuve 
de crimes. À ce sujet, il faut bien comprendre que la 
preuve afférente à un crime peut aller du simple soup-
çon à l’aveu flagrant, de l’indice secondaire à la preuve 
directe ou de l’infraction mineure à la plus odieuse. Il 
y a également plusieurs nuances et variantes entre ces 
extrêmes. [par. 27]

Cette difficulté est accrue du fait que les parties à 
un litige civil sont souvent promptes à voir la crimi-
nalité présumée dans ce que fait la partie adverse, 
ou du moins à comprendre que la menace de faire 
appel à la police peut leur donner un avantage tac-
tique, et à poser à la personne interrogée les ques-
tions qui serviront de fondement à l’exception : voir 
755568 Ontario, p. 656. Les règles régissant l’en-
quête préalable ne visaient pas à transformer les 
parties au litige en procureurs généraux privés.

[44] Le juge en chambre a estimé [TRADUCTION] 
« qu’il vaut mieux laisser aux tribunaux le pouvoir 
discrétionnaire de relever une partie de l’engage-
ment ou de modifier cet engagement plutôt que de 
donner aux parties le pouvoir de communiquer à la 
police, sans ordonnance judiciaire, tout renseigne-
ment susceptible de se rapporter à un crime » (par. 
27). Je suis d’accord. Saisi d’une telle demande, 
le tribunal sera en mesure, au regard du droit de 

which the public has an overriding interest” (para. 
48). In her view,

a party obtaining production of documents or tran-
scriptions of oral examination of discovery is under a 
general obligation, in most cases, to keep such docu-
ment confidential. A party seeking to use the discovery 
evidence other than in the proceedings in which it is 
produced must obtain the permission of the disclosing 
party or leave of the court. However, the obligation of 
confidentiality does not extend to bona fide disclosure 
of criminal conduct. On the other hand, non-bona fide 
disclosure of alleged criminal conduct would attract 
serious civil sanctions for contempt. [para. 56]

[43] The chambers judge put his finger on one of 
the serious difficulties with such an exception. He 
wrote:

. . . considerations of practicality support keeping evi-
dence of crimes within the scope of the undertaking. 
In this regard, it should be understood that evidence 
relating to a crime may vary from mere suspicion to 
blatant admissions, from peripheral clues to direct evi-
dence, from minor offences to the most heinous. There 
are also many shades and variations in between these 
extremes. [para. 27]

This difficulty is compounded by the fact that par-
ties to civil litigation are often quick to see the sup-
posed criminality in what their opponents are up 
to, or at least to appreciate the tactical advantage 
that threats to go to the police might achieve, and to 
pose questions to the examinee to lay the basis for 
such an approach: see 755568 Ontario, at p. 656. 
The rules of discovery were not intended to consti-
tute litigants as private attorneys general.

[44] The chambers judge took the view that 
“leaving the discretionary power of exemption or 
variation with the courts is preferable to giving liti-
gants the power to report to the police, without a 
court order, anything that might relate to a crimi-
nal offence” (para. 27). I agree. On such an appli-
cation the court will be able to weigh against the 
examinee’s privacy interest the seriousness of the 
offence alleged, the “evidence” or admissions said 
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la personne interrogée à sa vie privée, d’apprécier 
la gravité de l’infraction présumée, la « preuve » 
que constituent les aveux supposément faits lors 
de l’enquête préalable, l’utilisation que peut en 
faire le demandeur ou la police, la preuve de mal-
veillance ou de vengeance de la part du deman-
deur, et d’autres facteurs que le tribunal estimera 
pertinents dans l’exercice de son pouvoir discré-
tionnaire. Cette analyse englobe l’identification 
des effets préjudiciables potentiels dans le cas où 
la protection de l’engagement implicite est perçue 
comme étant atténuée ou diminuée.

[45] La juge Kirkpatrick a fait remarquer que 
dans certaines circonstances

[TRADUCTION] aucune des parties n’a intérêt ou n’est  
disposée à demander une exemption judiciaire eu égard à  
la divulgation de renseignements protégés par l’engage-
ment ou autrement. Elle [l’approche du juge en chambre] 
ne prévoit pas non plus l’absence d’urgence à divulguer 
le comportement criminel. Il est facile d’imaginer une 
situation où un comportement criminel est divulgué lors 
de l’enquête préalable sans que personne ne craigne le 
préjudice immédiat qui risque d’en résulter. [par. 55]

C’est vrai, mais cela présuppose que la police peut  
se voir remettre une transcription des réponses 
requises par la loi qu’elle-même n’a pas le droit 
d’exiger, utilisant ainsi la procédure civile de com-
munication préalable pour obtenir indirectement ce 
qu’elle ne peut obtenir directement. Une telle règle, 
si elle était acceptée, porterait atteinte à la liberté 
du suspect de collaborer ou de refuser de collaborer 
avec la police, ce qui est un élément important de 
notre droit criminel.

[46] Pour rendre sa décision, la juge Kirkpatrick 
s’est fondée sur les opinions incidentes de la 
Chambre des lords dans Rank Film Distributors 
Ltd. c. Video Information Centre, [1982] A.C. 380. 
Lord Fraser a déclaré :

[TRADUCTION] Si les réponses d’un défendeur pen-
dant les interrogatoires tendent à démontrer qu’il s’est 
rendu coupable d’un crime grave, je ne pense pas qu’il 
serait irrégulier que la partie adverse signale l’affaire 
aux autorités aux fins de poursuite, surtout si elle avait 
d’abord obtenu l’autorisation du tribunal qui a ordonné 
les interrogatoires, et probablement même sans une telle 
autorisation. [p. 447]

to be revealed in the discovery process, the use to 
which the applicant or police may put this mate-
rial, whether there is evidence of malice or spite 
on the part of the applicant, and such other factors 
as appear to the court to be relevant to the exercise 
of its discretion. This will include recognition of 
the potential adverse effects if the protection of the 
implied undertaking is seen to be diluted or dimin-
ished.

[45] Kirkpatrick J.A. noted that in some circum-
stances

neither party has an interest in or is willing to seek 
court ordered relief from the disclosure of information 
under the undertaking or otherwise. Nor does it [the 
chambers judge’s approach] contemplate non-exigent 
circumstances of disclosed criminal conduct. It is easy 
to imagine a situation in which criminal conduct is dis-
closed in the discovery process, but no one apprehends 
that immediate harm is likely to result. [para. 55]

This is true, but it presupposes that the police are 
entitled to be handed a transcript of statutorily 
compelled answers which they themselves have no 
authority to compel, thereby using the civil discov-
ery process to obtain indirectly what the police have 
no right to obtain directly. Such a rule, if accepted, 
would undermine the freedom of a suspect to coop-
erate or refuse to cooperate with the police, which 
is an important element of our criminal law.

[46] In reaching her decision, Kirkpatrick J.A. 
relied on dicta of the House of Lords in Rank Film 
Distributors Ltd. v. Video Information Centre, 
[1982] A.C. 380. Lord Fraser said:

If a defendant’s answers to interrogatories tend to show 
that he has been guilty of a serious offence I cannot 
think that there would be anything improper in his 
opponent reporting the matter to the criminal authori-
ties with a view to prosecution, certainly if he had first 
obtained leave from the court which ordered the inter-
rogatories, and probably without such leave. [p. 447]
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Il faut toutefois lire ces observations en tenant 
compte du fait qu’en Angleterre, contrairement à la 
Colombie-Britannique, il existait alors un privilège 
(modifié depuis) [TRADUCTION] « contre l’auto-
incrimination forcée par voie d’interrogatoire préa-
lable ou de réponses aux interrogatoires » (p. 446). 
Le fondement même de la cause de l’appelante 
n’existait donc pas dans la procédure anglaise, à 
savoir qu’elle n’avait aucun droit de refuser, lors 
de l’interrogatoire préalable, de répondre aux ques-
tions susceptibles de l’incriminer, car elle était 
tenue de par la loi de dire la vérité, toute la vérité et 
rien que la vérité.

[47] Il est vrai que le privilège du secret profes-
sionnel de l’avocat englobe l’exception « en cas de 
crimes », mais, là encore, il n’y a pas d’analogie 
possible avec l’engagement implicite. Dans Solosky 
c. La Reine, [1980] 1 R.C.S. 821, le juge Dickson a 
fait remarquer :

. . . si un client consulte un avocat pour pouvoir per-
pétrer plus facilement un crime ou une fraude, alors la 
communication n’est pas privilégiée et il importe peu 
que l’avocat soit une dupe ou un participant. [p. 835]

Voir aussi R. c. Campbell, [1999] 1 R.C.S. 565. L’abus 
du privilège du secret professionnel de l’avocat dans 
le but de faciliter la commission d’un acte criminel 
va à l’encontre de son objet. L’adoption de l’engage-
ment implicite dans le but de faciliter la divulgation 
complète lors de l’interrogatoire préalable même de 
la part d’escrocs constitue l’essence même de son 
objet. En Angleterre, la jurisprudence semble main-
tenant exiger l’obtention d’une autorisation du tri-
bunal lorsque les documents protégés se rapportent 
à un acte criminel présumé. Voir Attorney-General 
for Gibraltar c. May, [1999] 1 W.L.R. 998 (C.A.), p. 
1007-1008; Bank of Crete S.A. c. Koskotas (No. 2), 
[1992] 1 W.L.R. 919 (Ch. D.), p. 922; Sybron Corp. 
c. Barclays Bank Plc., [1985] 1 Ch. 299, p. 326. Il 
en va de même en Australie : Bailey c. Australian 
Broadcasting Corp., [1995] 1 Qd. R. 476 (S.C.); 
Commonwealth c. Temwood Holdings Pty Ltd. 
(2001), 25 W.A.R. 31, [2001] WASC 282.

[48] Pour arriver à sa conclusion, la juge 
Kirkpatrick a rejeté l’opinion exprimée dans 

These observations, however, must be read in light 
of the fact that in England, unlike British Columbia, 
there existed at the time (since amended) “a privi-
lege against compulsory self-incrimination by dis-
covery or by answering interrogatories” (p. 446). 
There was thus absent from the English procedure 
the very foundation of the appellant’s case, namely 
that she had no right to refuse to answer questions 
on discovery that might incriminate her, because 
she was obliged by statute to give the truth, the 
whole truth and nothing but the truth.

[47] It is true that solicitor-client privilege 
includes a “crimes” exception , but here again there 
is no proper analogy to an implied undertaking. In 
Solosky v. The Queen, [1980] 1 S.C.R. 821, Dickson 
J. observed:

. . . if a client seeks guidance from a lawyer in order 
to facilitate the commission of a crime or a fraud, the 
communication will not be privileged and it is immate-
rial whether the lawyer is an unwitting dupe or knowing 
participant. [p. 835]

See also R. v. Campbell, [1999] 1 S.C.R. 565. Abuse 
of solicitor-client privilege to facilitate criminality 
is contrary to its purpose. Adoption of the implied 
undertaking to facilitate full disclosure on dis-
covery even by crooks is of the very essence of its 
purpose. In England, the weight of authority now 
seems to favour requiring leave of the court where 
the protected material relates to alleged criminal-
ity. See Attorney-General for Gibraltar v. May, 
[1999] 1 W.L.R. 998 (C.A.), at pp. 1007-8; Bank 
of Crete S.A. v. Koskotas (No. 2), [1992] 1 W.L.R. 
919 (Ch. D.), at p. 922; Sybron Corp. v. Barclays 
Bank Plc., [1985] 1 Ch. 299, at p. 326. The same 
practice prevails in Australia: Bailey v. Australian 
Broadcasting Corp., [1995] 1 Qd. R. 476 (S.C.); 
Commonwealth v. Temwood Holdings Pty Ltd. 
(2001), 25 W.A.R. 31, [2001] WASC 282.

[48] In reaching her conclusion, Kirkpatrick J.A. 
rejected the view expressed in 755568 Ontario 
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755568 Ontario et Perrin c. Beninger, [2004] O.J. 
No. 2353 (QL) (C.S.J.), selon laquelle l’intérêt du 
public à ce que des crimes possibles fassent l’ob-
jet d’une enquête ne suffit pas toujours pour jus-
tifier l’exception à l’engagement. Il est inhérent à 
l’exercice de pondération qu’un intérêt ne prime 
pas toujours les autres. Tout dépend des faits. Dans 
Tyler c. M.R.N., [1991] 2 C.F. 68 (C.A.), dans une 
situation assez semblable d’obligation légale, l’ap-
pelant était accusé d’infractions en matière de stu-
péfiants. Revenu Canada, après avoir pris connais-
sance des accusations dans un journal, a ouvert une 
enquête pour déterminer si l’appelant n’avait pas 
déclaré l’intégralité de son revenu les années pré-
cédentes. Le ministre s’est appuyé sur les pouvoirs 
que lui confère la loi pour obliger l’appelant à lui 
fournir des renseignements, et celui-ci a cherché à 
empêcher le ministre de communiquer à la GRC 
tout renseignement ainsi obtenu. Le juge Stone, au 
nom de la Cour d’appel fédérale à l’unanimité, a 
convenu qu’il fallait permettre au ministre de pour-
suivre sa vérification obligatoire pour l’application 
de la Loi de l’impôt sur le revenu, mais il lui a inter-
dit de communiquer à la GRC les renseignements 
obtenus contre le gré de l’appelant. Il estime que, 
dans le cadre de la divulgation de renseignements 
exigés par la loi, la lutte contre le crime n’éclipse 
pas nécessairement le droit d’un citoyen à sa vie 
privée. Je partage son avis.

[49] La Cour d’appel de la Colombie-Britannique 
a restreint la portée de l’exception « en cas de 
crimes » en exigeant que la communication à la 
police soit faite de bonne foi. À part les difficul-
tés que suscite l’application d’une telle exigence, 
comme nous l’avons mentionné, je ne vois pas com-
ment exiger la « bonne foi » est compatible avec le 
raisonnement qui doit fonder une exemption judi-
ciaire. Si, comme le veut l’hypothèse, il est établi 
dans une affaire donnée que l’intérêt du public à ce 
qu’un crime fasse l’objet d’une enquête et à ce que 
les auteurs soient traduits en justice prévaut sur le 
droit de la personne interrogée à sa vie privée, on 
ne devrait pas tenir compte de la bonne foi de la 
communication, pas plus que dans le cas de tout 
autre dénonciateur. Les dénonciateurs sont appré-
ciés pour ce qu’ils savent et non pour la pureté de  
leurs motifs.

and Perrin v. Beninger, [2004] O.J. No. 2353 (QL) 
(S.C.J.), that the public interest in investigating pos-
sible crimes is not in all cases sufficient to relieve 
against the undertaking. It is inherent in any bal-
ancing exercise that one interest will not always 
and in every circumstance prevail over other inter-
ests. It will depend on the facts. In Tyler v. M.N.R., 
[1991] 2 F.C. 68 (C.A.), in a somewhat analogous 
situation of statutory compulsion, the appellant was 
charged with narcotics offences. Revenue Canada, 
on reading about the charges in a newspaper, began 
to investigate the possibility that the appellant had 
not reported all of his income in earlier years. The 
Minister invoked his statutory powers to compel 
information from the appellant, who sought to pre-
vent the Minister from communicating any infor-
mation thereby obtained to the RCMP. Stone J.A., 
speaking for a unanimous Federal Court of Appeal, 
agreed that the Minister should be permitted to 
continue using his compulsory audit for Income 
Tax Act purposes but prohibited the Minister from 
sharing the information compulsorily obtained 
from the appellant with the RCMP. Stone J.A. was 
of the view that the prosecution of crime did not 
necessarily trump a citizen’s privacy interest in the 
disclosure of statutorily compelled information and 
I agree with him.

[49] The B.C. Court of Appeal qualified its 
“crimes” exception by the requirement that the 
communication to the police be made in good 
faith. Aside from the difficulties in applying such 
a requirement, as previously mentioned, I do not 
see how a “good faith” requirement is consistent 
with the court’s rationale for granting relief against 
the undertaking. If, as the hypothesis requires, it 
is determined in a particular case that the public 
interest in investigating a crime and bringing the 
perpetrators to justice is paramount to the exami-
nee’s privacy interest, the good faith of the commu-
nication should no more be an issue here than in the 
case of any other informant. Informants are valued 
for what they can tell not for their worthy motives.
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[50] Enfin, la juge Kirkpatrick craignait que 

[TRADUCTION] s’il est nécessaire de présenter une 
demande au tribunal pour qu’une partie puisse divul-
guer le comportement présumé, l’auteur du crime pourra 
être ainsi avisé de la divulgation et avoir l’occasion de 
détruire ou de cacher des éléments de preuve ou de dis-
simuler autrement sa participation au crime reproché. 
[par. 55]

Cette crainte est largement atténuée si l’on permet 
à la partie désirant être libérée de l’obligation de 
confidentialité de s’adresser au tribunal ex parte. Il 
appartiendrait alors au juge en chambre de déter-
miner si les circonstances justifient une instance ex 
parte, ou si le déposant et les autres parties à l’ins-
tance devraient être avisés de la demande.

F. La continuité de l’engagement implicite

[51] Comme nous l’avons vu, la poursuite contre 
l’appelante et les autres parties au litige a fait l’ob-
jet d’un règlement en 2006. L’appelante n’était 
donc plus tenue de témoigner à un procès civil et 
les transcriptions de son interrogatoire préalable 
n’ont jamais été présentées en preuve. Les trans-
criptions restent en la possession des parties et de 
leur avocat. Néanmoins, l’engagement implicite 
demeure. Le fait que le règlement a rendu l’inter-
rogatoire préalable théorique ne signifie pas que le 
droit de l’appelante à sa vie privée est également 
privé d’objet. L’engagement est toujours obligatoire. 
Lorsqu’une partie adverse verse les réponses ou 
documents obtenus pendant l’interrogatoire préala-
ble en preuve au procès, l’engagement ne s’appli-
que plus, mais seulement dans ce cas, si ce n’est 
avec le consentement de la personne interrogée ou 
par suite d’une ordonnance judiciaire. Voir Lac 
d’Amiante, par. 70 et 76; Shaw Estate c. Oldroyd, 
par. 20-22. Par conséquent, les tribunaux canadiens 
ne devraient pas appliquer les décisions contraires, 
telles que la décision de la Chambre des lords Home 
Office c. Harman, où une faible majorité a conclu 
que l’engagement implicite de ne pas divulguer des 
documents obtenus pendant l’enquête préalable 
demeure même après la lecture à haute voix de ces 
documents à l’audience. L’effet de la décision dans 
Harman a été neutralisé par une modification de la 
règle dans son pays d’origine.

[50] Finally, Kirkpatrick J.A. feared that 

if an application to court is required before a party 
may disclose the alleged conduct, the perpetrator of the 
crime may be notified of the disclosure and afforded the 
opportunity to destroy or hide evidence or otherwise 
conceal his or her involvement in the alleged crime. 
[para. 55]

This concern is largely remedied by permitting the 
party wishing to be relieved of the obligation of con-
fidentiality to apply to the court ex parte. It would 
be up to the chambers judge to determine whether 
the circumstances justify proceeding ex parte, or 
whether the deponent and other parties to the pro-
ceeding should be notified of the application.

F. Continuing Nature of the Implied Under- 
taking

[51] As mentioned earlier, the lawsuit against 
the appellant and others was settled in 2006. As 
a result the appellant was not required to give evi-
dence at a civil trial; nor were her examination for 
discovery transcripts ever read into evidence. The 
transcripts remain in the hands of the parties and 
their lawyer. Nevertheless, the implied undertaking 
continues. The fact that the settlement has rendered 
the discovery moot does not mean the appellant’s 
privacy interest is also moot. The undertaking con-
tinues to bind. When an adverse party incorporates 
the answers or documents obtained on discovery 
as part of the court record at trial the undertaking  
is spent, but not otherwise, except by consent or 
court order. See Lac d’Amiante, at paras. 70 and 76; 
Shaw Estate v. Oldroyd, at paras. 20-22. It follows 
that decisions to the contrary, such as the decision 
of the House of Lords in Home Office v. Harman 
(where a narrow majority held that the implied 
undertaking not to disclose documents obtained 
on discovery continued even after the documents 
in question had been read aloud in open court), 
should not be followed in this country. The effect 
of the Harman decision has been reversed by a rule 
change in its country of origin.
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G. Qui a le droit d’être avisé de la demande de 
modification de l’engagement implicite?

[52] Même s’il appartient au juge en chambre de 
trancher la question de l’avis compte tenu des faits 
de l’espèce, je ne pense pas que la police ait géné-
ralement le droit d’être avisée d’une telle demande, 
pas plus que les médias. Les seules parties ayant un 
intérêt direct, autre que le demandeur, sont le dépo-
sant et les autres parties au litige.

H. Demande de modification d’un engagement 
implicite présentée par un tiers

[53] Je n’écarterais pas, pour absence de qualité 
pour agir, la demande de modification d’un enga-
gement que présenterait un tiers, mais je conviens 
avec Livent Inc. c. Drabinsky que généralement 
une telle demande ne serait pas accordée. Ce qui a 
déjà été dit donne quelques exemples des éventuels 
demandeurs non parties à l’instance. En l’espèce, 
le procureur général de la Colombie-Britannique, 
appuyé par la police de Vancouver, a démontré un 
intérêt suffisant à l’égard des transcriptions des 
déclarations de l’appelante pour avoir qualité pour 
présenter une demande. Leur objectif était d’ob-
tenir des éléments de preuve permettant d’expli-
quer les événements visés par l’enquête et peut-être 
d’incriminer l’appelante. Il serait vraiment injusti-
fié, à mon sens, que la police puisse profiter d’un 
témoignage exigé par la loi en matière civile pour 
compromettre le droit de l’appelante de garder le 
silence et son droit à la protection contre l’auto-
incrimination qui lui sont reconnus en droit cri-
minel. Par conséquent, c’est à juste titre, à mon 
avis, que le juge en chambre a rejeté l’actuelle 
demande. Par ailleurs, un tiers qui est partie à 
un autre litige avec la personne interrogée et qui 
apprend le témoignage potentiellement contradic-
toire qu’elle a donné lors d’un interrogatoire préa-
lable auquel il n’est pas partie aurait qualité pour 
demander une modification de l’engagement impli-
cite et pourrait bien obtenir gain de cause pour les 
raisons déjà indiquées. Évidemment, si les parties 
à l’engagement en respectent les conditions, les 
tiers ne posséderont vraisemblablement pas suffi-
samment d’information de toute façon, à part celle 
obtenue par recherche aléatoire, pour demander 

G. Who Is Entitled to Notice of an Application to 
Modify or Vary the Implied Undertaking?

[52] While the issue of notice will be for the 
chambers judge to decide on the facts of any par-
ticular case, I do not think that in general the police 
are entitled to notice of such an application. Nor are 
the media. The only parties with a direct interest, 
other than the applicant, are the deponent and the 
other parties to the litigation.

H. Application to Modify or Vary an Implied 
Undertaking by Strangers to It

[53] I would not preclude an application to vary an 
undertaking by a non-party on the basis of stand-
ing, although I agree with Livent Inc. v. Drabinsky 
that success on such an application would be unu-
sual. What has already been said provides some 
illustrations of potential third party applicants. In 
this case the Attorney General of British Columbia, 
supported by the Vancouver Police, demonstrated 
a sufficient interest in the appellant’s transcripts to 
be given standing to apply. Their objective was to 
obtain evidence that would help explain the events 
under investigation, and possibly to incriminate the 
appellant. I think it would be quite wrong for the 
police to be able to take advantage of statutorily 
compelled testimony in civil litigation to under-
mine the appellant’s right to silence and the protec-
tion against self-incrimination afforded her by the 
criminal law. Accordingly, in my view, the present 
application was rightly dismissed by the chambers 
judge. On the other hand, a non-party engaged in 
other litigation with an examinee, who learns of 
potentially contradicting testimony by the exami-
nee in a discovery to which that other person is not 
a party, would have standing to seek to obtain a 
modification of the implied undertaking and for the 
reasons given above may well succeed. Of course 
if the undertaking is respected by the parties to it, 
then non-parties will be unlikely to possess enough 
information to make an application for a variance 
in the first place that is other than a fishing expe-
dition. But the possibility of third party applica-
tions exists, and where duly made the competing 
interests will have to be weighed, keeping in mind 
that an undertaking too readily set aside sends the 
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une modification. Mais il reste possible que des 
tiers fassent une demande. Si elle est présentée en 
bonne et due forme, il faudra soupeser les intérêts 
opposés, en tenant compte du fait qu’un engage-
ment écarté trop facilement donne l’impression 
qu’il est risqué de s’y fonder et ne permettra pas de 
réaliser son vaste objectif.

I. Immunité contre l’utilisation de la preuve 

[54] Nous avons mentionné précédemment le fait 
que l’appelante, lors de son interrogatoire préala-
ble, a invoqué la protection de l’art. 5 de la Loi 
sur la preuve au Canada, qui écarte le droit dont 
jouissait auparavant un témoin de refuser de répon-
dre « à une question pour le motif que la réponse 
à cette question pourrait tendre à l’incriminer, ou 
pourrait tendre à établir sa responsabilité dans 
une procédure civile à l’instance de la Couronne 
ou de qui que ce soit » (par. 5(1)). Toutefois, la 
réponse que donne un témoin malgré son objec-
tion « ne peut être invoquée et n’est pas admissible 
en preuve contre lui dans une instruction ou pro-
cédure pénale exercée contre lui par la suite, sauf 
dans le cas de poursuite pour parjure » (par. 5(2)). 
Une protection semblable est prévue à l’art. 4 de la 
Evidence Act de la Colombie-Britannique. L’article 
13 de la Charte s’applique sans qu’il soit néces-
saire de soulever une objection. L’immunité contre 
l’utilisation de la preuve dérivée est une question 
pouvant être soulevée dans tout procès devant un 
tribunal criminel : R. c. S. (R.J.), [1995] 1 R.C.S. 
451, par. 191, 192 et 204. Les droits de l’appelante 
prévus par la loi ou garantis par la Charte ne sont 
pas menacés dans le présent pourvoi et à ce stade, 
ses demandes fondées sur la Charte ont été reje-
tées à bon droit.

J. L’engagement implicite ne s’applique pas aux 
tiers

[55] Aucune des parties à l’instance civile ini-
tiale n’a demandé une modification de l’engage-
ment. Les procureurs généraux et la police ne sont 
pas parties à l’engagement implicite et ils ne sont 
pas soumis à ses conditions. Si la police, à titre 
de tiers, a des motifs, elle peut demander, par voie 
habituelle, un mandat de perquisition en vertu de 
l’art. 487 du Code criminel.

message that such undertakings are unsafe to be 
relied upon, and will therefore not achieve their 
broader purpose. 

I. Use Immunity

[54] Reference was earlier made to the fact that at 
her discovery the appellant claimed the benefit of 
s. 5 of the Canada Evidence Act which eliminates 
the right formerly enjoyed by a witness to refuse to 
answer “any question on the ground that the answer 
to the question may tend to criminate him, or may 
tend to establish his liability to a civil proceed-
ing at the instance of the Crown or of any person” 
(s. 5(1)). Answers given under objection, however, 
“shall not be used or admissible in evidence against 
him in any criminal trial or other criminal proceed-
ing against him thereafter taking place, other than 
a prosecution for perjury” (s. 5(2)). Similar protec-
tion is provided under s. 4 of the British Columbia 
Evidence Act. Section 13 of the Charter applies 
without need of objection. Derivative use immunity 
is a question for the criminal court at any trial that 
may be held: R. v. S. (R.J.), [1995] 1 S.C.R. 451, at 
paras. 191-92 and 204. The appellant’s statutory or 
Charter rights are not in peril in the present appeal 
and her claims to Charter relief at this stage were 
properly dismissed.

J. Implied Undertaking Is No Bar to Persons Not 
a Party to It 

[55] None of the parties to the original civil liti-
gation applied to vary the undertaking. Neither the 
Attorneys General nor the police are parties to the 
implied undertaking and they are not bound by its 
terms. If the police, as strangers to the undertaking, 
have grounds, they can apply for a search warrant 
under s. 487 of the Criminal Code in the ordinary 
way.
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[56] La transcription de l’interrogatoire préalable 
de l’appelante et les documents obtenus pendant 
l’interrogatoire sont protégés par un engagement 
implicite des parties envers la cour, mais ils ne sont 
pas eux-mêmes privilégiés ni insaisissables : R. c. 
Serendip Physiotherapy Clinic (2004), 189 C.C.C. 
(3d) 417 (C.A. Ont.), par. 35. Un mandat de perqui-
sition de la police, s’il est disponible, ne fait que 
donner accès aux documents. Il n’en autorise pas 
l’utilisation dans toute instance susceptible d’être 
introduite.

[57] Si des accusations criminelles sont portées, 
le ministère public peut aussi, par voie de subpœna 
duces tecum, obliger un témoin à produire une 
copie des documents ou des transcriptions qu’il a en 
sa possession. Le juge du procès déciderait ensuite 
quel usage, si usage il y a, en serait fait compte tenu 
des droits de l’appelante garantis par la Charte et 
de toute autre considération pertinente. Aucune de 
ces questions n’est soulevée en l’espèce.

K. Décision

[58] Comme nous l’avons vu, aucune des parties 
soumise à l’engagement implicite n’a demandé à la 
cour d’être libérée de ses obligations. La demande 
est présentée uniquement par le procureur général 
de la Colombie-Britannique et vise à permettre à 

[TRADUCTION] toute personne en possession légitime 
de la transcription d’en transmettre une copie à la police 
ou au procureur général pour aider au déroulement de 
l’enquête et/ou à la poursuite de toute infraction crimi-
nelle susceptible d’avoir été commise. [C.S.C.-B.,  
par. 6]

Je ne contesterais pas au procureur général la qua-
lité requise pour demander la modification d’un 
engagement implicite auquel il n’est pas partie, 
mais je conviens avec le juge en chambre que sa 
demande doit être rejetée compte tenu des faits de 
l’espèce. Le but de la demande est de contourner 
le droit de l’appelante de garder le silence lors de 
l’enquête policière sur sa conduite. Les autorités 
ne devraient pas pouvoir se procurer indirectement 
une transcription qu’elles ne peuvent obtenir direc-
tement au moyen d’un mandat de perquisition habi-
tuel faute de motifs suffisants.

[56] The appellant’s discovery transcript and doc-
uments, while protected by an implied undertak-
ing of the parties to the court, are not themselves 
privileged, and are not exempt from seizure: R. v. 
Serendip Physiotherapy Clinic (2004), 189 C.C.C. 
(3d) 417 (Ont. C.A.), at para. 35. A search warrant, 
where available, only gives the police access to the 
material. It does not authorize its use of the mate-
rial in any proceedings that may be initiated.

[57] If criminal charges are brought, the prosecu-
tion may also compel a witness to produce a copy 
of the documents or transcripts in question from 
his or her possession by a subpoena duces tecum. 
The trial judge would then determine what, if any, 
use could be made of the material, having regard 
to the appellant’s Charter rights and any other rel-
evant considerations. None of these issues arise for 
decision on the present appeal.

K. Disposition of the Present Appeal

[58] As stated, none of the parties bound by the 
implied undertaking made application to the court 
to be relieved from its obligations. The application 
is made solely by the Attorney General of British 
Columbia to permit

any person in lawful possession of the transcript to pro-
vide a copy to the police or to the Attorney-General 
to assist in the investigation and/or prosecution of any 
criminal offence which may have occurred. [B.C.S.C., 
at para. 6]

While I would not deny the Attorney General  
standing to seek to vary an implied undertaking to 
which he is not a party, I agree with the chambers 
judge that his application should be rejected on the 
facts of this case. The purpose of the application 
was to sidestep the appellant’s silence in the face of 
police investigation of her conduct. The authorities 
should not be able to obtain indirectly a transcript 
which they are unable to obtain directly through a 
search warrant in the ordinary way because they 
lack the grounds to justify it.
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IV. Décision

[59] Je suis d’avis d’accueillir le pourvoi avec 
dépens en faveur de l’appelante devant la Cour et 
les instances inférieures.

 Pourvoi accueilli avec dépens.

 Procureurs de l’appelante : Miller Thomson, 
Vancouver.

 Procureur de l’intimé le chef du service de police 
de Vancouver : Ville de Vancouver, Vancouver.

 Procureur de l’intimé le procureur général du 
Canada : Procureur général du Canada, Toronto.

 Procureur de l’intimé le procureur général de 
la Colombie-Britannique : Procureur général de 
la Colombie-Britannique, Victoria.

IV. Disposition

[59] I would allow the appeal with costs to the 
appellant both here and in the courts below.

 Appeal allowed with costs.

 Solicitors for the appellant: Miller Thomson, 
Vancouver.

 Solicitor for the respondent the Chief Constable 
of the Vancouver Police Department: City of 
Vancouver, Vancouver.

 Solicitor for the respondent the Attorney General 
of Canada: Attorney General of Canada, Toronto.

 Solicitor for the respondent the Attorney 
General of British Columbia: Attorney General of 
British Columbia, Victoria.
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Court of Appeal, Sixth District, California.
Lisa KRINSKY, Plaintiff and Respondent,

v.
DOE 6, Defendant and Appellant.

No. H030767.
Feb. 6, 2008.

Background: Corporate president, who had
brought action in Florida for damages and injunct-
ive relief against 10 fictitiously named defendants
for alleged defamatory statements posted on Inter-
net sites under pseudonyms, served subpoena on
custodian of records of California Internet service
provider (ISP) to ascertain identities of anonymous
posters. One defendant moved to quash subpoena.
The Superior Court, Santa Clara County, No.
CV059796,Socrates P. Manoukian, J., denied mo-
tion. Defendant appealed.

Holdings: The Court of Appeal, Elia, J., held that:
(1) for issuance of subpoena, president was re-
quired to make prima facie showing of alleged tort;
(2) president did not make prima facie showing of
defamation; and
(3) president did not make prima facie showing of
intentional interference with a contractual or busi-
ness relationship.

Reversed with directions.

West Headnotes

[1] Appeal and Error 30 840(3)

30 Appeal and Error
30XVI Review

30XVI(A) Scope, Standards, and Extent, in
General

30k838 Questions Considered
30k840 Review of Specific Questions

and Particular Decisions
30k840(3) k. Review of constitu-

tional questions. Most Cited Cases

Appeal and Error 30 961

30 Appeal and Error
30XVI Review

30XVI(H) Discretion of Lower Court
30k961 k. Depositions, affidavits, or dis-
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To protect First Amendment right to post ma-

terial anonymously on Internet sites, obtaining of
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to disclose identity of anonymous poster of al-
legedly tortious material required corporate presid-
ent, the poster's target, to make prima facie showing
of elements of alleged torts of defamation and inter-
ference with contractual relationship. U.S.C.A.
Const.Amend. 1.
See 2 Witkin, Cal. Evidence (4th ed. 2000) Discov-
ery, § 12; Weil & Brown, Cal. Practice Guide:
Civil Procedure Before Trial (The Rutter Group
2007) ¶ 8:320 et seq. (CACIVP Ch. 6-E); Cal. Jur.
3d, Discovery and Depositions, § 22 et seq.; Cal.
Civil Practice (Thomson/West 2003) Procedure, §
13:13.
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157k584(1) k. In general. Most Cited
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“Prima facie evidence” is that which will sup-
port a ruling in favor of its proponent if no contro-
verting evidence is presented; it may be slight evid-
ence which creates a reasonable inference of fact
sought to be established but need not eliminate all
contrary inferences.

[11] Libel and Slander 237 1

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k1 k. Nature and elements of defamation

in general. Most Cited Cases
“Defamation” consists of an unprivileged pub-

lication of false statements which naturally and

proximately result in injury to another.

[12] Libel and Slander 237 6(1)

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k6 Actionable Words in General

237k6(1) k. In general. Most Cited Cases
A false communication is “defamatory” if it

tends to harm the reputation of another as to lower
him or her in estimation of community or deter
third persons from associating or dealing with the
defamed party.

[13] Libel and Slander 237 1

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k1 k. Nature and elements of defamation

in general. Most Cited Cases
A private plaintiff in a libel case must prove

that the defendant published a false statement about
the plaintiff to a third party and that the false state-
ment caused injury to the plaintiff.

[14] Libel and Slander 237 10(5)

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k10 Words Imputing Unfitness for or

Misconduct or Criminal Acts in Office or Employ-
ment

237k10(5) k. Corporation and association
officers. Most Cited Cases

In context of heated Internet discussion of cor-
poration in Florida over two months, anonymous
poster's references to president and other officers as
“mega scum bag,” “cockroaches,” and “boobs,
losers and crooks,” and references to president's
sexual acts, “poor feminine hygiene,” and “fake
medical degree,” although crude and indecent, were
satirical hyperbole and thus not actionable defama-
tion under Florida law.
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[15] Libel and Slander 237 6(1)

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k6 Actionable Words in General

237k6(1) k. In general. Most Cited Cases

Libel and Slander 237 7(2)

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k7 Words Imputing Crime and Immoral-

ity
237k7(2) k. Nature of crime and punish-

ment. Most Cited Cases

Libel and Slander 237 8

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k8 k. Words imputing contagious or

venereal disease. Most Cited Cases

Libel and Slander 237 9(1)

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k9 Words Tending to Injure in Profession

or Business
237k9(1) k. In general. Most Cited Cases

Under Florida law, a publication is “libelous
per se” if, when considered alone without innuendo
(1) it charges that a person has committed an infam-
ous crime, (2) it charges a person with having an
infectious disease, (3) it tends to subject one to
hatred, distrust, ridicule, contempt, or disgrace, or
(4) it tends to injure one in his trade or profession.

[16] Libel and Slander 237 19

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor

237k19 k. Construction of language used.
Most Cited Cases

In determining whether a publication is li-
belous per se under Florida law, the language used
will be given neither a mild nor a harsh construc-
tion, but instead will be construed in the sense the
speaker appears to have intended to convey it, and
as the common mind would naturally understand it.

[17] Libel and Slander 237 6(1)

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k6 Actionable Words in General

237k6(1) k. In general. Most Cited Cases
Under Florida law, “pure opinion,” which will

not support a defamation action, occurs when the
defendant makes a comment or opinion based on
facts which are set forth in the publication or which
are otherwise known or available to the reader or
listener as a member of the public.

[18] Libel and Slander 237 6(1)

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k6 Actionable Words in General

237k6(1) k. In general. Most Cited Cases
Under Florida law, “mixed expression of opin-

ion,” which may support a defamation action, oc-
curs when an opinion or comment is made which is
based upon facts regarding the plaintiff or his con-
duct that have not been stated in the article or as-
sumed to exist by the parties to the communication;
rather, the communicator implies that a concealed
or undisclosed set of defamatory facts would con-
firm his opinion.

[19] Libel and Slander 237 19

237 Libel and Slander
237I Words and Acts Actionable, and Liability

Therefor
237k19 k. Construction of language used.
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Most Cited Cases
In determining under Florida law whether a

statement is one of pure or mixed opinion for pur-
poses of defamation, the court must examine the
statement in its totality and the context in which it
was uttered or published; the court must consider
all of the words used, not merely a particular phrase
or sentence, and must give weight to cautionary
terms used by the person publishing the statement
and consider all of the circumstances surrounding
the statement, including the medium by which the
statement is disseminated and the audience to
which it is published.

[20] Constitutional Law 92 1559

92 Constitutional Law
92XVIII Freedom of Speech, Expression, and

Press
92XVIII(A) In General

92XVIII(A)3 Particular Issues and Ap-
plications in General

92k1559 k. Offensive, vulgar, abusive,
or insulting speech. Most Cited Cases

Constitutional Law 92 1622

92 Constitutional Law
92XVIII Freedom of Speech, Expression, and

Press
92XVIII(D) False Statements in General

92k1621 Opinion
92k1622 k. In general. Most Cited

Cases
The fact that society may find speech offensive

is not a sufficient reason for suppressing it; indeed,
if it is the speaker's opinion that gives offense, that
consequence is a reason for according it constitu-
tional protection. U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 1.

[21] Torts 379 241

379 Torts
379III Tortious Interference

379III(B) Business or Contractual Relations
379III(B)2 Particular Cases

379k241 k. Business relations or eco-
nomic advantage, in general. Most Cited Cases

Torts 379 242

379 Torts
379III Tortious Interference

379III(B) Business or Contractual Relations
379III(B)2 Particular Cases

379k242 k. Contracts in general. Most
Cited Cases

Anonymous Internet poster's disparaging re-
marks against corporate president in Florida, which
although crude and indecent did not amount to de-
famation, could not support cause of action for in-
tentional interference with a contractual or business
relationship under Florida law. U.S.C.A.
Const.Amend. 1.

[22] Torts 379 211

379 Torts
379III Tortious Interference

379III(B) Business or Contractual Relations
379III(B)1 In General

379k211 k. Business relations or eco-
nomic advantage, in general. Most Cited Cases

Establishing intentional interference with a
business relationship under Florida law requires
proof of (1) the existence of a business relationship,
not necessarily evidenced by an enforceable con-
tract, (2) knowledge of the relationship on the part
of the defendant, (3) an intentional and unjustified
interference with the relationship by the defendant,
and (4) damage to the plaintiff as a result of the
breach of the relationship.

**234 The Hoyle Law Firm and Arlene Fickler and
Lawrence T. Hoyle, Jr., Steefel, Levitt & Weiss and
Barry W. Lee and Amy B. Briggs, San Francisco,
for Defendant and Appellant.

DeSimone & Huxster and Gerry DeSimone, Agoura
Hills, Robert Wayne Pearce, for Respondent.

ELIA, J.
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*1158 As Internet technology has evolved over
the past two decades, computer users have en-
countered a proliferation of chat rooms and web-
sites that allow them to share their views on myriad
topics from consumer products to international dip-
lomacy. Internet bulletin boards, or “message
boards,” have the advantage of allowing users, or
“posters,” to express themselves anonymously, by
using “screen names” traceable only through the
hosts of the sites or their Internet service providers
(ISPs). One popular forum is the financial message
board, which offers posters the opportunity to com-
municate with others concerning stock trading, cor-
porate behavior, and other finance-related issues.

The conversation on one financial message
board devolved into scathing verbal attacks on the
corporate officers of a Florida company, prompting
a lawsuit by one of those officers, plaintiff Lisa Kr-
insky. Plaintiff attempted to discover the identity of
10 of the pseudonymous posters by serving a sub-
poena on the message-board host, Yahoo!, Inc.
(Yahoo!). Defendant “Doe *1159 6” moved to
quash the subpoena, but the trial court denied the
motion. Doe 6 appeals, contending that he had a
First Amendment right to speak anonymously on
the Internet. Under the circumstances presented, we
agree with Doe 6 that his identity should be protec-
ted and therefore reverse the order.

Procedural History
Until December 31, 2005 plaintiff was the

president, chair of the board, and chief **235 oper-
ating officer of SFBC International, Inc., a publicly
traded “global development drug service company”
with offices in Florida. In January 2006 plaintiff
sued 10 “Doe” defendants in a Florida court. In the
action plaintiff alleged that defendants had made
“defamatory remarks” about her on Yahoo! mes-
sage boards and other websites, using screen names
to conceal their identities. During the litigation de-
fendant Doe 6 was often referred to as
“Senor—Pinche—Wey,” the screen name he had
used in posting on the Yahoo! Finance message
board.FN1

FN1. For ease of reference we will use
masculine pronouns to refer to Doe 6, as
did his attorney in the proceedings below.

Seeking damages and an injunction, plaintiff
asserted two causes of action in the Florida com-
plaint. All 10 defendants were accused of intention-
al interference with a “contractual and/or business
employment relationship” between plaintiff and SF-
BC. Nine of the defendants were accused together
of libel based on false and misleading Internet
statements imputing dishonesty, fraud, improper
professional conduct, and criminal activity to
plaintiff.

The record contains copies of the alleged de-
famatory messages posted on the Yahoo! message
board devoted to SFBC. Most of the posts derided
another SFBC executive, “Jerry ‘Lew’ Seifer.” FN2

Doe 6 called Seifer a “mega scum bag” and a
“cockroach” and suggested that there were more
“cockroach” executives at the company after Seifer
resigned. In one message, posted on December 18,
2005, Doe 6 purported to find it “funny and rather
sad that the losers who post here are supporting a
management consisting of boobs, losers and crooks.
(Krinsky, Natan and Seifer) while criticizing a
charitable and successful hedge fund manager, who,
unlike his critics and the longs here, has done his
homework.” In a December 30, 2005 post, Doe 6
offered his so-called “Jerry ‘Lew’ Seifer's New
Year's resolutions.” The list included the following
statement: “I will reciprocate felatoin [sic ] with
Lisa even though she has fat thighs, a fake medical
degree, ‘queefs' and has poor feminine hygiene.”
FN3

FN2. Seifer was a vice president of legal
affairs at SFBC, who apparently resigned
in mid-December 2005.

FN3. At the hearing on Doe 6's motion to
quash, his attorney and the court assumed
that “felatoin” was a misspelling of the
word “fellatio.”
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*1160 In order to serve the proper defendants,
Krinsky served a subpoena on the custodian of re-
cords at Yahoo! in Sunnyvale, California. Yahoo!
notified Doe 6 that it would comply with the sub-
poena in 15 days unless a motion to quash or other
legal objection was filed. Doe 6 then moved in su-
perior court to quash the subpoena on the grounds
that (1) plaintiff had failed to state a claim suffi-
cient to overcome his First Amendment rights for
either defamation or interference with a contractual
or business relationship, and (2) plaintiff's request
for injunctive relief was an invalid prior restraint.

At the April 28, 2006 hearing on the motion,
the superior court suggested that Doe 6 was “trying
to drive down the price of [plaintiff's] company to
manipulate the stock price, sell it short and so
forth.” The court queried whether it was “protected
speech to do that? To deliberately engage in tactics
designed to circumvent securities laws to drive the
price down to a publicly traded company?” The
court also expressed the view that “[a]ccusing a
woman of unchastity” and “calling somebody a
crook ... saying that they have a fake medical de-
gree, accusing someone of a **236 criminal act, ac-
cusing someone—impinging [sic ] their integrity to
practice in their chosen profession historically have
been libel per se.” Counsel for Doe 6 maintained,
however, that the reference to “crook” was to
Seifer, not plaintiff,FN4 and that the use of this
term was, in context, mere opinion and therefore
protected by the First Amendment.

FN4. Addressing the slur “boobs, losers
and crooks (Krinsky, Natan and Seifer),”
counsel for Doe 6 argued that each of the
labels was intended to attach to one of the
three individual executives, in the same or-
der; thus, “crook” was directed at only
Seifer. Plaintiff's counsel, however, took
the position that Doe 6 had been attributing
all three labels to all three executives.

On July 6, 2006 the court requested additional
briefing on two questions: whether O'Grady v. Su-
perior Court (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th 1423, 44

Cal.Rptr.3d 72 applied to this case; and whether
there was “any consideration of whether the actions
of the defendants [had violated] any State or Feder-
al securities laws.” After receiving supplemental
briefs from each party on these questions, the court
denied the motion to quash. The court recognized
the applicability of the First Amendment to speech
on the Internet and summarized the holdings of sev-
eral appellate courts addressing claims of free
speech in the context of libel suits. The court did
not decide, however, whether Doe 6's messages
were protected speech. Instead, it looked to the is-
sues it had posed to the parties and specifically
found that Doe 6's conduct appeared to be similar
to federal cases involving “ ‘pump and dump’ stock
manipulation” efforts. The court expressly adopted
plaintiff's supplemental *1161 brief, concluding
that “[t]he issues raised by this Court” and “the to-
tality of the circumstances of this case justif[y] the
relief Plaintiff is seeking [sic ].”

Discussion
1. Standard of Review

[1] The parties do not concur on the applicable
standard of review. Doe 6 submits that we must
evaluate his motion de novo, as the matter
“involves the important constitutional right to speak
anonymously.” Plaintiff maintains that the order
should be reviewed only for abuse of discretion.

[2][3][4][5] This appeal arises from a discovery
order, which normally is reviewed under the defer-
ential abuse-of-discretion standard. (John B. v. Su-
perior Court (2006) 38 Cal.4th 1177, 1186, 45
Cal.Rptr.3d 316, 137 P.3d 153; Greyhound Corp. v.
Superior Court (1961) 56 Cal.2d 355, 380, 15
Cal.Rptr. 90, 364 P.2d 266.) Accordingly, a review-
ing court generally will not substitute its opinion
for that of the trial court and will not set aside the
trial court's decision unless “there was ‘no legal
justification’ for the order granting or denying the
discovery in question.” (Lipton v. Superior Court
(1996) 48 Cal.App.4th 1599, 1612, 56 Cal.Rptr.2d
341.) On the other hand, “while the trial court has
wide discretion in managing discovery issues,
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‘there can be no room for the exercise of such dis-
cretion if no ground exists upon which it might op-
erate.’ [Citation.] Where, as here, the relevant facts
are undisputed, we review a trial court's exercise of
discretion as a question of law. [Citation.] An ap-
pellate court may reverse a trial court decision for
abuse of discretion where the exercise of that dis-
cretion is not based upon the applicable law.
‘Action that transgresses the confines of the applic-
able principles of law is outside the scope of discre-
tion and we call such action an abuse of discretion.’
[Citation.]” (Toshiba America Electronic Compon-
ents, Inc. v. Superior Court (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th
762, 768, 21 Cal.Rptr.3d 532.)

**237 [6] Moreover, Doe 6 invokes the protec-
tion of the First Amendment in seeking reversal.
We cannot ignore our highest court's admonition
that when the appellate issue is whether a particular
communication falls outside the protection of the
First Amendment, independent review is called for,
“both to be sure that the speech in question actually
falls within the unprotected category and to confine
the perimeters of any unprotected category within
acceptably narrow limits in an effort to ensure that
protected expression will not be inhibited.” (Bose
Corp. v. Consumers Union of U.S., Inc. (1984) 466
U.S. 485, 505, 104 S.Ct. 1949, 80 L.Ed.2d 502.)
Thus, when called upon to draw “ ‘the line between
speech unconditionally guaranteed and *1162
speech [that] may legitimately be regulated,’ ” “we
‘examine for ourselves the statements in issue and
the circumstances under which they were made to
see ... whether they are of a character which the
principles of the First Amendment, as adopted by
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, protect.’ ” (New York Times Co. v. Sullivan
(1964) 376 U.S. 254, 285, 84 S.Ct. 710, 11 L.Ed.2d
686, quoting Pennekamp v. Florida (1946) 328
U.S. 331, 335, 66 S.Ct. 1029, 90 L.Ed. 1295; see
also In re George T. (2004) 33 Cal.4th 620, 632, 16
Cal.Rptr.3d 61, 93 P.3d 1007 [independent review
of plausible First Amendment defense in determin-
ing whether communication constitutes a criminal
threat].) FN5 In all other respects, the abuse-

of-discretion standard is appropriate. And to the
limited extent that the court below resolved eviden-
tiary disputes, made credibility determinations, or
made findings of fact that are not relevant to the
First Amendment issue, we uphold those rulings if
they are supported by substantial evidence. ( In re
George T., supra, 33 Cal.4th at p. 634, 16
Cal.Rptr.3d 61, 93 P.3d 1007.)

FN5. “The independent review function is
not equivalent to a ‘de novo’ review of the
ultimate judgment itself, in which a re-
viewing court makes an original appraisal
of all the evidence to decide whether or not
it believes that judgment should be entered
for plaintiff.” (Bose, supra, 466 U.S. at p.
514, fn. 31, 104 S.Ct. 1949.)

2. The First Amendment and Speech on the Internet
As noted earlier, ordinary people with access to

the Internet can express their views to a wide audi-
ence through the forum of the online message
board. The poster's message not only is transmitted
instantly to other subscribers to the message board,
but potentially is passed on to an expanding net-
work of recipients, as readers may copy, forward,
or print those messages to distribute to others. The
use of a pseudonymous screen name offers a safe
outlet for the user to experiment with novel ideas,
express unorthodox political views, or criticize cor-
porate or individual behavior without fear of intim-
idation or reprisal. In addition, by concealing
speakers' identities, the online forum allows indi-
viduals of any economic, political, or social status
to be heard without suppression or other interven-
tion by the media or more powerful figures in the
field.

Yet no one is truly anonymous on the Internet,
even with the use of a pseudonym. Yahoo! warns
users of its message boards that their identities can
be traced, and that it will reveal their identifying in-
formation when legally compelled to do so.FN6

Nevertheless, the relative anonymity **238 af-
forded by the Internet forum promotes a looser,
more relaxed communication style. Users *1163 are
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able to engage freely in informal debate and criti-
cism, leading many to substitute gossip for accurate
reporting and often to adopt a provocative, even
combative tone. As one commentator has observed,
online discussions may look more like a vehicle for
emotional catharsis than a forum for the rapid ex-
change of information and ideas: “Hyperbole and
exaggeration are common, and ‘venting’ is at least
as common as careful and considered argumenta-
tion. The fact that many Internet speakers employ
online pseudonyms tends to heighten this sense that
‘anything goes,’ and some commentators have
likened cyberspace to a frontier society free from
the conventions and constraints that limit discourse
in the real world.” (Lidsky, Silencing John Doe:
Defamation & Discourse in Cyberspace (2000) 49
Duke L.J. 855, 863.)

FN6. In its Terms of Service, Yahoo! cau-
tions that it “may access, preserve and dis-
close your account information and Con-
tent if required to do so by law or in a good
faith belief that such access preservation or
disclosure is reasonably necessary to: (a)
comply with legal process; (b) enforce the
TOS; (c) respond to claims that any Con-
tent violates the rights of third parties ....”
(http:// info. yahoo. com/ legal/ us/ yahoo/
utos/ utos– 173. html)

It is this informal ability to “sound off,” often
in harsh and unbridled invective, that opens the
door to libel and other tortious conduct. In the cor-
porate and financial arena, the targets of such
“cybersmear” may suffer damage to their business
reputations and a concomitant decline in company
value as disinformation and rumors propagate rap-
idly over the Internet. In addition, as the level of ra-
tional and civil discourse deteriorates, it becomes
increasingly difficult to find meaningful contribu-
tion in these online conversations. (Lidsky, supra,
at p. 903.)

Judicial recognition of the constitutional right
to publish anonymously is a longstanding tradition.
Most of the early decisions affirming this right con-

cern political speech or artistic endeavors.
“Anonymous pamphlets, leaflets, brochures and
even books have played an important role in the
progress of mankind. Persecuted groups and sects
from time to time throughout history have been
able to criticize oppressive practices and laws either
anonymously or not at all.” (Talley v. California
(1960) 362 U.S. 60, 64, 80 S.Ct. 536, 4 L.Ed.2d
559 [ruling unconstitutional ordinance barring
without limitation distribution of handbills that
lacked identification of persons preparing or spon-
soring them].) “The decision in favor of anonymity
may be motivated by fear of economic or official
retaliation, by concern about social ostracism, or
merely by a desire to preserve as much of one's pri-
vacy as possible. Whatever the motivation may be,
at least in the field of literary endeavor, the interest
in having anonymous works enter the marketplace
of ideas unquestionably outweighs any public in-
terest in requiring disclosure as a condition of
entry. Accordingly, an author's decision to remain
anonymous, like other decisions concerning omis-
sions or additions to the content of a publication, is
an aspect of the freedom of speech protected by the
First Amendment.” *1164 (McIntyre v. Ohio Elec-
tions Com'n (1995) 514 U.S. 334, 341–342, 115
S.Ct. 1511, 131 L.Ed.2d 426; accord, Watchtower
Bible and Tract Society of New York, Inc. v. Village
of Stratton (2002) 536 U.S. 150, 166, 122 S.Ct.
2080, 153 L.Ed.2d 205.)

When vigorous criticism descends into defama-
tion, however, constitutional protection is no longer
available. “[I]t is well understood that the right of
free speech is not absolute at all times and under all
circumstances. There are certain well-defined and
narrowly limited classes of speech, the prevention
and punishment of which has never been thought to
raise any Constitutional problem. These include the
lewd and obscene, the profane, the libelous, and the
insulting or ‘fighting’ words-**239 those which by
their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an
immediate breach of the peace. It has been well ob-
served that such utterances are no essential part of
any exposition of ideas, and are of such slight so-
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cial value as a step to truth that any benefit that
may be derived from them is clearly outweighed by
the social interest in order and morality.” (Chaplin-
sky v. State of New Hampshire (1942) 315 U.S.
568, 571–572, 62 S.Ct. 766, 86 L.Ed. 1031, fns
omitted; see also Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition
(2002) 535 U.S. 234, 245–246, 122 S.Ct. 1389, 152
L.Ed.2d 403 [freedom of speech “has its limits; it
does not embrace certain categories of speech, in-
cluding defamation, incitement, obscenity, and por-
nography produced with real children”]; Beau-
harnais v. People of State of Ill. (1952) 343 U.S.
250, 266, 72 S.Ct. 725, 96 L.Ed. 919 [“libelous ut-
terances” are not constitutionally protected
speech].)

[7] Speech on the Internet is also accorded First
Amendment protection. “Through the use of chat
rooms, any person with a phone line can become a
town crier with a voice that resonates farther than it
could from any soapbox. Through the use of Web
pages, mail exploders, and newsgroups, the same
individual can become a pamphleteer.... [O]ur cases
provide no basis for qualifying the level of First
Amendment scrutiny that should be applied to this
medium.” (Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union
(1997) 521 U.S. 844, 870, 117 S.Ct. 2329, 138
L.Ed.2d 874.) As noted earlier, however, criticism
on the Internet is often so recklessly communicated
that the harm to its targets, particularly in the finan-
cial arena, may extend far beyond what is covered
by rules applicable to oral rhetoric and pamphlet-
eering.

[8] Corporate and individual targets of these
online aspersions may seek redress by filing suit
against their unknown detractors. Once notified of a
lawsuit by the website host or ISP, a defendant may
then assert his or her First *1165 Amendment right
to speak anonymously through an application for a
protective order or, as here, a motion to quash the
subpoena. The present action for defamation and
interference with business relationships is but one
example of such confrontations.

3. The Applicable Balancing Test

[9] The parties agree that the viability of the
subpoena should be determined by weighing Doe
6's First Amendment right to speak anonymously
against plaintiff's interest in discovering his identity
in order to pursue her claim. They disagree,
however, as to how that weighing process should be
approached. Plaintiff urges application of three
California decisions: Mitchell v. Superior Court
(1984) 37 Cal.3d 268, 208 Cal.Rptr. 152, 690 P.2d
625, where the Supreme Court articulated five
factors to consider in deciding whether a journalist
may be compelled to disclose the identity of and in-
formation from confidential sources; FN7 **240
O'Grady v. Superior Court (2006) 139 Cal.App.4th
1423, 44 Cal.Rptr.3d 72, which protected e-mail
correspondence and its senders from disclosure in
response to a civil subpoena; and Rancho Publica-
tions v. Superior Court (1999) 68 Cal.App.4th
1538, 81 Cal.Rptr.2d 274, where the court applied a
qualified constitutional privilege protecting an-
onymous authors of advertisements criticizing the
plaintiff hospital.

FN7. These factors included (1) the nature
of the litigation and the reporter's role in it,
with disclosure being especially appropri-
ate when a reporter is a defendant in a civil
case, and particularly a libel action; (2) the
importance of the information, which fa-
vors disclosure only if the information
goes to “the heart of the plaintiff's claim” (
id. at p. 280, 208 Cal.Rptr. 152, 690 P.2d
625); (3) the extent to which the plaintiff
has pursued alternative sources of the in-
formation; (4) the importance of protecting
confidentiality in the case, considering the
public importance of the matter and the
risk of harm to the source; and (5) whether
the plaintiff has made a prima facie show-
ing that the challenged statement was false.
With respect to the last factor, “[a] show-
ing of falsity is not a prerequisite to dis-
covery, but it may be essential to tip the
balance in favor of discovery.” (Id. at p.
283, 208 Cal.Rptr. 152, 690 P.2d 625.)
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None of these cases is helpful to our analysis.
Mitchell, for example, concerned a libel action in
which the defendants, a newsmagazine and its re-
porters, resisted disclosing their confidential
sources based on the “freedom of the press.” ( 37
Cal.3d at p. 274, 208 Cal.Rptr. 152, 690 P.2d 625.)
The Supreme Court held that the defendants had a
qualified privilege to protect the identity of confid-
ential sources. (Id. at p. 276, 208 Cal.Rptr. 152, 690
P.2d 625.) Here we are not confronted with issues
involving freedom of the press, the confidentiality
of news sources, or the public confidence in media
publications. The interrelated factors that define the
scope of that privilege are of limited relevance
here.

Rancho Publications is likewise not helpful.
There the appellate court balanced the relevance of
the material sought and the plaintiff's need for dis-
closure against the magnitude of the invasion of the
critics' privacy. The *1166 court stressed the
“particularized nature” of the qualified privilege it
was applying. ( 68 Cal.App.4th at p. 1550, 81
Cal.Rptr.2d 274.) In an analysis that took into con-
sideration the Mitchell factors, the court found that
the newspaper that had published the critical ad-
vertisements had not itself been sued for defama-
tion. Indeed, the hospital had supplied only “rank
conjecture” that the “advertorials” were authored
by the same source as the object of the pre-existing
defamation lawsuit. (Id. at p. 1551, 81 Cal.Rptr.2d
274.) Furthermore, the hospital had not shown that
the statements were false or beyond description as
opinion.

In O'Grady, supra, 139 Cal.App.4th 1423, 44
Cal.Rptr.3d 72, Apple Computer, Inc. (Apple) sued
a number of “Doe” defendants for misappropriation
of trade secrets after they communicated informa-
tion about a new Apple product that had not yet
been released. O'Grady and another individual were
the publishers of “online news magazine” websites
on which they posted articles about the new
product. (Id. at p. 1432, 44 Cal.Rptr.3d 72.) The tri-
al court permitted Apple to serve subpoenas on the

host of one publisher's e-mail account and the oth-
er's Web site to produce documents relating to the
identities of the defendants who had provided the
information from which the articles were derived.
The subpoenas further required the e-mail service
hosts to produce all communications relating to
Apple's new product. The trial court denied the
publishers' motion for a protective order, but this
court overturned the order by granting their petition
for a writ of mandate. We held that the Stored
Communications Act (SCA) prohibited disclosure
of the information, with no exception for civil dis-
covery. We further explained that the SCA “does
not authorize disclosure of the identity of the au-
thor of a stored message; it authorizes the disclos-
ure of ‘a record or other information pertaining to a
subscriber to or customer of such service (not in-
cluding the contents of communications) ...’ (18
U.S.C. § 2703(c)(1), italics added.)” (O'Grady,
supra, 139 Cal.App.4th at p. 1448, 44 Cal.Rptr.3d
72.) O'Grady was not a case in which the subscriber
himself had posted anonymous messages that were
known; Apple sought the contents of private**241
messages stored on the hosts' facilities. Such dis-
closure would have violated the SCA. Finally, we
found that the petitioners were protected by article
I, section 2, subdivision (b), of the California Con-
stitution, the reporter's shield law (precluding judg-
ments of contempt), and by the privilege enjoyed
by a free press to safeguard the identity of confid-
ential sources. Applying the Mitchell factors, we
held that the circumstances favoring disclosure
were outweighed by countervailing factors, particu-
larly Apple's failure to exhaust alternative sources
of the information.

This case is of the kind we distinguished in
O'Grady. Plaintiff seeks only the identity of her de-
tractor, not the content of a communication; and the
protected interests asserted in the motion are not
those of a third-party host or news medium but
those of the anonymous speaker himself. To reach a
*1167 workable standard by which to balance the
parties' competing interests we must look beyond
the reporters' shield law and the constitutional pro-
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tections enjoyed by the news media. The proper fo-
cus instead should be on providing an injured party
a means of redress without compromising the legit-
imate right of the Internet user to communicate
freely with others.

4. Dendrite, Cahill, and other Tests
Federal and state courts have made valiant ef-

forts to devise a fair standard by which to balance
the interests of the parties involved in disputes over
Internet speech. The most deferential to plaintiffs
are those applying a “good faith” standard. (See,
e.g., In re Subpoena Duces Tecum to America On-
line, Inc. (2000) 52 Va.Cir. 26, 37, 2000 WL
1210372 [ISP required to disclose Doe identities
upon corporate plaintiff's “legitimate, good faith
basis” for alleging actionable conduct and the ne-
cessity of the information to advance the claim].)
Plaintiff does not urge us to adopt such a low
threshold for disclosure, nor would we do so; it of-
fers no practical, reliable way to determine the
plaintiff's good faith and leaves the speaker with
little protection.

Other courts have exercised greater scrutiny of
the plaintiff's cause of action before allowing the
speaker to be identified. In Dendrite International
Inc. v. John Doe No. 3 (2001) 342 N.J.Super. 134,
775 A.2d 756, for example, a corporation alleged
defamation by multiple Doe defendants on a Ya-
hoo! message board and then sought expedited dis-
covery in order to learn their identities. The New
Jersey appellate court set forth a four-part test, to
ensure that plaintiffs do not use discovery to
“harass, intimidate or silence critics in the public
forum opportunities presented by the Internet.” (Id.
at p. 771.) First, the plaintiff must make an effort to
notify the anonymous poster that he or she is the
subject of a subpoena or application for a disclosure
order, giving a reasonable time for the poster to file
opposition. The plaintiff must also set forth the spe-
cific statements that are alleged to be actionable.
Third, the plaintiff must produce sufficient evid-
ence to state a prima facie cause of action. If this
showing is made, then the final step should be un-

dertaken: to balance the strength of that prima facie
case against the defendant's First Amendment right
to speak anonymously. (Id. at pp. 760–761.) In
Dendrite, the appellate court affirmed the trial
court's denial of the discovery application, as the
corporate plaintiff had failed to produce evidence
that any decline in its stock price had been caused
by the offensive messages.FN8

FN8. One commentator has questioned the
Dendrite test, finding at least the third and
fourth elements “troubling.” (Vogel, Un-
masking “John doe” Defendants: The
Case Against Excessive Hand–Wringing
over Legal Standards, 83 Or. L.Rev. 795,
808 (Fall 2004).) Without knowing the de-
fendant's identity, a plaintiff may have dif-
ficulty determining whether it is finan-
cially worthwhile to pursue litigation. The
author cited a Pennsylvania court that sym-
pathized with the plaintiff's dilemma.
“[Plaintiff] needs to know the identity of
the Doe defendants prior to incurring the
expenses and other burdens of a trial, be-
cause it is questionable whether plaintiff
would wish to proceed with a trial if John
Doe turned out to be, for example, an in-
mate incarcerated pursuant to a trial before
plaintiff. In this instance, it is unlikely that
any judgment that she obtained would be
satisfied.” (Melvin v. Doe (Pa.2003) 49 Pa.
D. & C.4th 449, 453, 2000 WL 33311704
(2000), appeal quashed on other grounds,
789 A.2d 696 (Pa.Super.Ct.2002), rev'd,
575 Pa. 264, 836 A.2d 42; see also Klehr
Harrison Harvey Branzburg & Ellers, LLP
v. JPA Development, Inc.
(Pa.Com.Pl.2006) 2006 WL 37020
[agreeing with Vogel that the “rush to ap-
ply new standards” to a plaintiff's efforts to
learn the identities of anonymous internet
posters “should be slowed,” as it “will
likely do more harm than good”].)

**242 *1168 The same court on the same day
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followed Dendrite to a different result in Immun-
omedics, Inc. v. Doe, et al. (2001) 342 N.J.Super.
160, 775 A.2d 773, 777. There the plaintiff com-
pany established a prima facie cause of action for
breach of a confidentiality agreement by an em-
ployee suspected of revealing proprietary informa-
tion on a Yahoo! finance message board. On this
occasion the court did not analyze the harm asser-
ted by Immunomedics. It also emphasized that the
defendant would not be permitted to present evid-
ence to disprove the plaintiff's claims, as that would
afford the anonymous poster an unfair defense ad-
vantage. (Id. at p. 778.)

The third and fourth ingredients of the Dend-
rite analysis were later applied in Highfields Capit-
al Management L.P. v. Doe (N.D.Cal.2005) 385
F.Supp.2d 969 (Highfields Capital ). There the
hedge fund management firm, which was the con-
trolling shareholder of Silicon Graphics, Inc. (SGI),
alleged that the Doe defendant had engaged in de-
famation, commercial disparagement, and violation
of trademark and unfair-competition laws through
its three postings on a Yahoo! message board de-
voted to SGI. The district court ruled that the ma-
gistrate had properly required the plaintiff to
present a “real evidentiary basis” for believing the
defendant had engaged in wrongful conduct causing
harm to the plaintiff's interests. (Id. at p. 971.) The
court adopted the test employed by the magistrate:
(1) the plaintiff must adduce competent evidence to
support a finding of each fact essential to the cause
of action; and (2) if the first requirement is satis-
fied, the court must compare the magnitude of the
harm to each party's interests that would result from
a ruling in favor of either. (Id. at p. 976.) The ma-
gistrate found, and the district court agreed, that the
plaintiff had not met the first component of the test,
and it was therefore unnecessary to reach the
second.

While Doe 6 urges us to follow Highfields
Capital, plaintiff objects to that court's requirement
of a prima facie showing of each element at the
pleading stage. She nevertheless maintains that she

met that test. Neither party advocates a third line of
analysis set forth in Doe v. Cahill (2005) 884 A.2d
451, a case involving political speech about a pub-
lic figure. In Cahill the Doe defendant was sued for
defamation after criticizing a town councilman on
an Internet blog. The trial court applied a “good
faith” standard for disclosure and denied the de-
fendant's request for a protective *1169 order, but
the Delaware Supreme Court reversed. The good-
faith standard, the high court held, was “too easily
satisfied” to protect the First Amendment right to
speak anonymously. (Id. at p. 458.) Even a motion-
to-dismiss standard was, in the court's view, too
weak, because Delaware, as a notice-pleading state,
required only “well-pleaded allegations”**243 for a
complaint to survive a motion to dismiss. (Ibid.)
Consequently, any allegation that put the opposing
party on notice of the claim was sufficient in that
jurisdiction, even if it was “ ‘vague or lacking in
detail.’ ” (Ibid.)

The Dendrite test, on the other hand, required
too much. The Cahill court instead adopted a stand-
ard applicable to a plaintiff opposing summary
judgment. Thus, the plaintiff “must support his de-
famation claim with facts sufficient to defeat a
summary judgment motion.” FN9 ( 884 A.2d at p.
460.) The second Dendrite requirement, that the
plaintiff set forth the exact statements alleged to be
defamatory, was unnecessary because those state-
ments must be quoted in the plaintiff's complaint to
avoid summary judgment. The fourth Dendrite step,
the balancing of the defendant's First Amendment
rights against the strength of the plaintiff's case,
was also unnecessary because “[t]he summary judg-
ment test is itself the balance. The fourth require-
ment adds no protection above and beyond that of
the summary judgment test and needlessly complic-
ates the analysis.” (Id. at p. 461.) The court did,
however, endorse the first element of the Dendrite
test, that the plaintiff make reasonable efforts to no-
tify the anonymous poster about the subpoena or re-
quest for a disclosure order and give the defendant
a reasonable opportunity to respond. The Cahill
court even required the plaintiff to publish that no-
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tice on the same message board where the allegedly
defamatory statement appeared.

FN9. The court made an exception for the
element of malice in a case involving a
public figure, a showing that depends on
whether the defendant had knowledge that
his or her statement was false or made it
with reckless disregard as to its truth. (See
New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, supra,
376 U.S. at pp. 279–280, 84 S.Ct. 710.) As
we do not decide whether plaintiff was a
public figure, the question of whether she
was obligated to produce evidence of
malice is academic.

Cahill was followed by trial courts in various
jurisdictions. (See, e.g., Best Western, Internation-
al, Inc. v. Doe (2006) 2006 WL 2091695 [agreeing
with Cahill that a summary judgment standard
should be satisfied]; Reunion Industries, Inc. v. Doe
1 (Pa.Com.Pl.2007) 80 Pa.D. & C.4th 449, 2007
WL 1453491 [finding summary judgment standard
“appropriate”]; but see Klehr Harrison Harvey
Branzburg & Ellers, LLP v. JPA Development, Inc.,
supra, 2006 WL 37020 [agreeing with Vogel that
existing procedural rules are sufficient without any
new standards].) In Lassa v. Rongstad (2006) 294
Wis.2d 187 [718 N.W.2d 673], however, the Wis-
consin Supreme Court rejected the Delaware court's
summary judgment standard in favor of a motion-
to-dismiss standard. The “silly *1170 or trivial libel
claims” that would survive a motion to dismiss in a
notice-pleading state such as Delaware would be
adequately tested on a motion to dismiss in Wis-
consin, where the statement constituting libel must
be set forth in the complaint. The majority opinion
did not, however, explain how (or if) a motion to
dismiss would incorporate a balancing of the
parties' competing interests.

Other courts have utilized a motion-to-dismiss
standard in weighing the need of injured parties to
discover the identity of libelous Doe defendants
against the rights of those defendants to speak an-
onymously. In Rocker Management LLC v. John

Does 1 Through 20 (N.D.Cal. May 29, 2003) No.
03–MC–33, 2003 WL 22149380, 2003 U.S.Dist.
Lexis 16277, on facts similar to those before us, the
federal district court granted a motion to quash a
subpoena on Yahoo!. The plaintiff could not satisfy
the court that its complaint could withstand a mo-
tion to dismiss, as it could not show that **244 any
of the anonymous poster's statements constituted li-
bel. In its ruling the district court relied on
Columbia Ins. Co. v. Seescandy.com
(N.D.Cal.1999) 185 F.R.D. 573, 578–579, which
articulated a four-part test, including a motion-
to-dismiss evidentiary standard, for disclosure in an
action for trademark infringement on the Internet.

We find it unnecessary and potentially confus-
ing to attach a procedural label, whether summary
judgment or motion to dismiss, to the showing re-
quired of a plaintiff seeking the identity of an an-
onymous speaker on the Internet. California sub-
poenas in Internet libel cases may relate to actions
filed in other jurisdictions, which may have differ-
ent standards governing pleading and motions; con-
sequently, it could generate more confusion to
define an obligation by referring to a particular mo-
tion procedure.FN10 The specific Dendrite criteria
to defeat a protective order or motion to quash may
likewise be dependent on the different pleading and
motion procedures across the states. For example, if
a complaint is filed in a notice-pleading state in
which defamation claims are not excepted by stat-
ute or case law, the second Dendrite requirement
(setting forth the statement with particularity) will
be *1171 essential, while in Wisconsin it will be
superfluous, as the statement will already be set
forth in the initial pleading.

FN10. For example, a motion to dismiss in
federal court is functionally equivalent to a
demurrer filed in California. (See Laguna
Village, Inc. v. Laborers' Internat. Union
of North America (1983) 35 Cal.3d 174,
182, 197 Cal.Rptr. 99, 672 P.2d 882.) A
demurrer in this state is sustained when the
facts asserted in the complaint fail to state
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a cause of action; the order is not based on
the production of evidence, as it is as-
sumed that the facts asserted in the com-
plaint are true.

Indeed, the burden described by past
courts can be compared to the showing
required for a preliminary injunction. In
such a case, the plaintiff must convince
the court of the likelihood of prevailing
on the merits, and the court must weigh
the relative interim harm to the parties
from the issuance or nonissuance of the
injunction. (Butt v. State of California
(1992) 4 Cal.4th 668, 677–678, 15
Cal.Rptr.2d 480, 842 P.2d 1240.) Any
comparison to procedural devices in
these other contexts, however, is largely
academic and, as we have noted, of
questionable usefulness when consider-
ing actions initiated in other states.

We agree with the Delaware Supreme Court
that the first requirement, an attempt to notify the
defendant, does not appear to be unduly burden-
some. (Cahill, supra, 884 A.2d at p. 461.) We re-
cognize, however, that an Internet Web site, chat
room, or message board may no longer exist or be
active by the time the plaintiff brings suit; con-
sequently, it would be unrealistic and unprofitable
to insist, as did the Cahill court, that a plaintiff
“post a message notifying the anonymous defendant
of the plaintiff's discovery request on the same mes-
sage board where the allegedly defamatory state-
ment was originally posted.” (Ibid.) FN11

Moreover, when ISPs and message-board sponsors
(such as Yahoo!) themselves notify the defendant
that disclosure of his or her identity is sought, noti-
fication by the plaintiff should not be necessary.
And in the procedural posture presented here,
where the defendant is moving to quash the sub-
poena, the notification requirement benefits no one.
Obviously Doe 6 has already learned of the sub-
poena or he would not be seeking protection.

FN11. The posting requirement is also

“more idealistic than practical; a wronged
plaintiff is unlikely to want to keep a false
assertion alive by inviting continued de-
bate.” (Siber & Marino, Unmasking Online
Defendants: Addressing the anonymous
posting of rumors while preserving the
First Amendment (2007) 237 N.Y.L.J. S4
(col. 1) [p. 5] (Siber & Marino).)

Common to most courts considering the issue
is the necessity that the plaintiff **245 make a
prima facie showing that a case for defamation ex-
ists. FN12 Requiring at least that much ensures that
the plaintiff is not merely seeking to harass or em-
barrass the speaker or stifle legitimate criticism.
FN13 Even the decisions imposing a motion-
to-dismiss obligation nonetheless require “ ‘some
showing’ ” that the tort took place. (See, e.g., Rock-
er Management LLC v. John Does 1 Through 20,
supra, 2003 WL 22149380, *1, 2003 U.S.Dist. Lex-
is 16277 at p. 3, quoting Columbia Ins. Co. v. Sees-
candy.com, supra, 185 F.R.D. at p. 580 [likening
the showing to probable cause in criminal investig-
ations].)

FN12. Vogel (see fn. 8, ante ) has ques-
tioned the prima facie element altogether,
pointing out that certain elements of a
claim may be difficult to establish without
knowing the defendant's identity. (See also
Siber & Marino, supra, 237 N.Y.L.J. [p.
4], suggesting that proof of actual malice
toward a public figure “could be im-
possible.”) Courts have obviated that diffi-
culty, however, by insisting on a prelimin-
ary showing of only those facts accessible
to the plaintiff. (See, e.g., Cahill, supra,
884 A.2d at p. 464 [only facts pertaining to
elements within plaintiff's control need be
adduced].)

FN13. For lawsuits brought in California
and about half the other states, an anti-
SLAPP statute (e.g., Code Civ. Proc., §
425.16) protects defendants from meritless
actions arising from their exercise of the
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right of free speech.

Plaintiff objects to the requirement of a prima
facie showing. She contends that it infringes a
party's due process right because it does not include
a reasonable opportunity to obtain evidence a
plaintiff would need to establish a *1172 prima
facie case. She does not, however, explain why she
would necessarily be deprived of such an opportun-
ity in the context of a motion to quash. Nor does
she complain that she actually was deprived of that
opportunity; indeed, she maintains that she satisfied
her burden to make a prima facie showing of libel.
A plaintiff need produce evidence of only those
material facts that are accessible to her. (See fn. 12,
ante.) In an Internet libel case, that burden should
not be insurmountable; here, for example, plaintiff
knows the statement that was made and produced
evidence of its falsity and the effect it had on her.

[10] We therefore agree with those courts that
have compelled the plaintiff to make a prima facie
showing of the elements of libel in order to over-
come a defendant's motion to quash a subpoena
seeking his or her identity. Where it is clear to the
court that discovery of the defendant's identity is
necessary to pursue the plaintiff's claim, the court
may refuse to quash a third-party subpoena if the
plaintiff succeeds in setting forth evidence that a li-
belous statement has been made.FN14 When there
is a factual and legal basis for believing libel may
have occurred, the writer's message will not be pro-
tected by the First Amendment. (Cf. Beauharnais v.
People of State of Ill., supra, 343 U.S. at p. 266, 72
S.Ct. 725 [“libelous utterances” are not constitu-
tionally protected speech]; see also Gerawan Farm-
ing, Inc. v. Lyons (2000) 24 Cal.4th 468, 485, 101
Cal.Rptr.2d 470, 12 P.3d 720 [First Amendment
right to freedom of speech is not absolute]; Aguilar
v. Avis Rent A Car System, Inc. (1999) 21 Cal.4th
121, 134, 87 Cal.Rptr.2d 132, 980 P.2d 846
[same].) Accordingly, a further balancing of in-
terests should not **246 be necessary to overcome
the defendant's constitutional right to speak an-
onymously.

FN14. “Prima facie evidence is that which
will support a ruling in favor of its pro-
ponent if no controverting evidence is
presented. [Citations.] It may be slight
evidence which creates a reasonable infer-
ence of fact sought to be established but
need not eliminate all contrary inferences.
[Citation.]” (Evans v. Paye (1995) 32
Cal.App.4th 265, 280, fn. 13, 37
Cal.Rptr.2d 915; accord, Anti–Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith v. Superior Court
(1998) 67 Cal.App.4th 1072, 1098, 79
Cal.Rptr.2d 597.)

In its order, the trial court in this case ap-
proached the question of plaintiff's prima facie
showing of defamation, but it did not reach any
clear conclusion on the matter.FN15 Instead, after
reviewing the law of defamation in the federal and
Florida courts, the trial court presented the parties'
arguments and *1173 queried whether the “crooks”
reference constituted libel. The court then sugges-
ted, “On the one hand, Senor—Pinche—Wey's oth-
er comments, calling Seifer a scum bag and cock-
roach, may reinforce the understanding that Sen-
or—Pinche—Wey's references to Plaintiff were hy-
perbole and insults rather than assertions of literal
fact.” The next sentence, however, which began,
“On the other hand,” pertained to an entirely differ-
ent question: whether this case was similar enough
to federal “pump and dump” stock manipulation
cases to “justif[y] the relief Plaintiff is seeking.”
The trial court incorporated plaintiff's supplemental
brief in its ruling, thereby basing its ruling not on
any showing related to the libel claim, but on
plaintiff's argument regarding stock manipulation.
Plaintiff's complaint included only two causes of
action: intentional interference with a “contractual
and/or business/employment relationship with SF-
BC” and defamation. In her supplemental brief she
acknowledged that she had “not yet asserted claims
relating to violations of State and/or Federal secur-
ities laws.” We will refrain from ruling on the ad-
equacy of a cause of action that was never pleaded.
FN16
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FN15. The court reviewed a number of pri-
or decisions, including Highfields Capital,
after which it stated, “Therefore, Plaintiff
must establish a prima facie case of libel
before revelation of an anonymous internet
speaker.” Doe 6 suggests that the court ap-
plied this test and “apparently” concluded
that his statements did not constitute de-
famation. Plaintiff, on the other hand,
maintains that the court “did not expressly
adopt the Highfields Capital test ... and ...
did not conclude that [she] failed to prove
a prima facie case of defamation.” With re-
spect to the first point, the court did appear
to accept the “prima facie” requirement.
Plaintiff's second point, however, is well
taken, as the court did not articulate any
finding on whether plaintiff met her bur-
den.

FN16. The only reference in the complaint
to stock manipulation was in the descrip-
tion of the defendants: “On information
and belief, the Defendants are short sellers
of SFBC common stock, that is, traders
who bet that the market price for SFBC
common stock will decline for profit. The
Defendants have been posting false, mis-
leading, derogatory and defamatory mes-
sages on the Yahoo! message boards, the
Silicon Investor message boards, and the
Kedrosky Blogs ... to interfere with the
contractual/business relationships between
Ms. Krinsky and SFBC as an officer, dir-
ector and shareholder of the company. By
posting the defamatory messages on the
Message Boards, the Defendants intend to
cause stock market research analysts and
SFBC's employees, consultants and in-
vestors to form a negative view of SFBC
and Ms. Krinsky. The Defendants' goal is
to depress the price of the stock for the
short sellers' benefit, to harm Ms. Kr-
insky's business reputation and interfere
with her contractual and business relation-

ship with SFBC and other members of the
business community.”

5. Prima Facie Showing of Libel
[11][12][13] In examining the law of defama-

tion, the court correctly determined that plaintiff's
prima facie burden must be defined and satisfied
according to Florida law. (Cf. Gertz v. Robert
Welch, Inc. (1974) 418 U.S. 323, 347, 94 S.Ct.
2997, 41 L.Ed.2d 789 [within constitutional limits,
states may define for themselves law of liability for
defamation].) In Florida, as in California, defama-
tion consists of “an unprivileged publication of
false statements which naturally and proximately
result in injury to another.” (Wolfson v. Kirk
(Fla.App.1973) 273 So.2d 774, 776.) “In other
words, such a communication is ‘defamatory’**247
if it tends to harm the reputation of another as to
lower him or her in estimation of community or de-
ter third persons from associating or dealing with
the defamed party.” (LRX, Inc. v. Horizon Asso-
ciates Joint Venture ex rel. Horizon–ANF, Inc.
(Fla.App.2003) 842 So.2d 881, 885.) A private
plaintiff in a libel case must prove that the defend-
ant published a false statement about the plaintiff to
a third party and that the false statement caused in-
jury to the plaintiff. *1174(Valencia v. Citibank In-
tern. (Fla.App.1999) 728 So.2d 330, 330; Razner v.
Wellington Regional Medical Center, Inc.
(Fla.App.2002) 837 So.2d 437, 442.)

[14][15] Plaintiff contends that she demon-
strated that Doe 6's posts were libelous per se. A
publication is libelous per se in Florida “if, when
considered alone without innuendo: (1) it charges
that a person has committed an infamous crime; (2)
it charges a person with having an infectious dis-
ease; (3) it tends to subject one to hatred, distrust,
ridicule, contempt, or disgrace; or (4) it tends to in-
jure one in his trade or profession. [Citations.]” (
Richard v. Gray (Fla.1953) 62 So.2d 597, 598.)
FN17 Plaintiff maintains that Doe 6 implied that
she was dishonest by calling her a “crook” and as-
serted that she had a “fake medical degree,” thereby
accusing plaintiff of being dishonest or at least of
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engaging in conduct incompatible with her employ-
ment. He also subjected her to ridicule and disgrace
and damaged her reputation by stating that she had
“poor feminine hygiene.”

FN17. Libel per se has been more elabor-
ately defined as “the false and unprivileged
publication by letter, newspaper, or other
form of writing, of unfounded statements
or charges which expose a person to
hatred, distrust, contempt, ridicule, or ob-
loquy, or which tend to cause such person
to be avoided, or which have a tendency to
injure such person in his office, occupa-
tion, business, or employment, and which
are such that in their natural and proximate
consequence, will necessarily cause injury
to the person concerned, in his personal,
social, official, or business relations of life,
so that legal injury may be presumed or
implied from the bare fact of the publica-
tion itself. [Citations.]” (McCormick v.
Miami Herald Pub. Co. (Fla.App.1962)
139 So.2d 197, 200.)

[16] In determining whether a publication is li-
belous per se, the language used “will be given
neither a mild nor [a] harsh construction” (Adams v.
News–Journal Corp. (Fla.1955) 84 So.2d 549,
551), but instead will be construed in the sense the
speaker appears to have intended to convey it, and
“as the common mind would naturally understand
it.” (Richard v. Gray, supra, 62 So.2d at p. 598.) In
other words, the statement should be considered in
its natural sense without a forced or strained con-
struction. (Byrd v. Hustler Magazine, Inc.
(Fla.App.1983) 433 So.2d 593, 595.) The determin-
ation necessarily depends on the facts of the indi-
vidual case, and the context of the communication
must be examined. (Adams v. News–Journal Corp.,
supra, 84 So.2d at p. 551; see also Greenbelt Co-
op. Pub. Ass'n v. Bresler (1970) 398 U.S. 6, 13, 90
S.Ct. 1537, 26 L.Ed.2d 6 [“blackmail,” under the
circumstances, was not slander when spoken or li-
bel when reported]; Seropian v. Forman

(Fla.App.1995) 652 So.2d 490, 496 [“influence
peddling,” in context, was only rhetorical hyper-
bole].)

[17][18] When a defamation action arises from
debate or criticism that has become heated and
caustic, as often occurs when speakers use Internet
chat rooms or message boards, a key issue before
the court is whether the statements constitute fact or
opinion. In some cases, the communication may
*1175 amount to “mixed opinion.” “Pure opinion
occurs when the defendant makes a comment or
opinion based on facts which are set forth in the
**248 [publication] or which are otherwise known
or available to the reader or listener as a member of
the public. Mixed expression of opinion occurs
when an opinion or comment is made which is
based upon facts regarding the plaintiff or his con-
duct that have not been stated in the article or as-
sumed to exist by the parties to the communica-
tion.” (From v. Tallahassee Democrat, Inc.
(Fla.App.1981) 400 So.2d 52, 57; Stembridge v.
Mintz (Fla.App.1995) 652 So.2d 444, 446.)
“Rather, the communicator implies that a concealed
or undisclosed set of defamatory facts would con-
firm his opinion.” (Alphonse Della–Donna v. Yard-
ley (Fla.App.1987) 512 So.2d 294, 296; Town of
Sewall's Point v. Rhodes (Fla.App.2003) 852 So.2d
949, 951; see also Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co.
(1990) 497 U.S. 1, 18, 110 S.Ct. 2695, 111 L.Ed.2d
1 [rejecting artificial dichotomy between opinion
and fact and cautioning that expressions of opinion
may often imply an assertion of objective fact].)
Only the latter category of expression may subject
the communicator to liability. (Barnes v. Horan
(Fla.App.2002) 841 So.2d 472, 476.)

[19] “In determining whether the statement is
one of pure or mixed opinion, the court must exam-
ine the statement in its totality and the context in
which it was uttered or published. The court must
consider all of the words used, not merely a particu-
lar phrase or sentence. In addition, the court must
give weight to cautionary terms used by the person
publishing the statement and consider all of the cir-
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cumstances surrounding the statement, including
the medium by which the statement is disseminated
and the audience to which it is published.” (Hoch v.
Rissman, Weisberg, Barrett (Fla.App. 5 Dist.1999)
742 So.2d 451, 460; Stembridge v. Mintz, supra,
652 So.2d at p. 447; Rasmussen v. Collier County
Pub. Co. (Fla.App.2006) 946 So.2d 567, 571.)

In this case, Doe 6's messages, viewed in con-
text, cannot be interpreted as asserting or implying
objective facts. During November and December
2005 many messages were posted on the Yahoo!
Finance “SFCC” message board FN18 regarding
the management and value of SFBC. Heated discus-
sion focused on plaintiff's credentials and
“credibility.” Other messages questioned the re-
puted personal relationship between her and Seifer.

FN18. SFBC stock was traded under the
symbol “SFCC.”

Those posts of Doe 6 that are alleged as li-
belous convey scorn and contempt. On December
15, 2005, Doe 6 called Seifer a “mega scum bag.”
The next day, reacting to Seifer's departure from
SFBC, Doe 6 said, “Shorts *1176 sing ‘La Cucara-
cha, La Cucaracha’ [¶] Where there is one cock-
roach, many more are there ... Firing Seifer won't
stop the meltdown.” The sarcastic, derisive tone of
these two derogatory posts is obvious, but neither
one referred to plaintiff by name or by title. Like-
wise, a December 20 post titled “Seifer..........
OUT!” said only, “That is one cockroach
gone....how many left? [¶] Ole!” Even if we assume
that readers understood “many more are there” and
“how many [are] left” to target plaintiff, calling her
a cockroach obviously cannot be interpreted as a
statement of actual fact.

On December 18, 2005, in a post titled “State
of denial,” Doe 6 criticized in crude, ungrammatical
language the “idiot longs” who had supported the
management of SFBC: “[F]unny and rather sad that
the losers who post here are supporting a manage-
ment consisting of boobs, losers and crooks.
(Krinsky, Natan and Seifer) while criticizing a

charitable and successful hedge fund manager, who,
unlike his critics and the longs here, has done his
homework.**249 [¶] How many of the idiot longs
here did their work and said to themselves, ‘I know
Natan had been CFO of at least 3 bankrupt compan-
ies and I know Seifer filed for personal bankruptcy
and roughed up some patients, shares a rolls royce
and a bently [sic ] with the President and a $15mm
[sic] mansion, but what the hey, the numbers look
good and it has been a long time.’ [¶] No, Loeb
earned his $ $ $ and those of you who are whimper-
ing on each other's [sic ] shoulders crying to be
saved by Spizer, the SEC etc are a bunch of pathet-
ic losers.... But we already knew that, you were
long SFCC. [¶] Ole!” A reasonable reader of this
diatribe would not comprehend the harsh language
and belligerent tone as anything more than an irra-
tional, vituperative expression of contempt for the
three officers of SFBC and their supporters. It ap-
pears to label each of the executives in the order
named (with “boobs” referring to plaintiff); but
even if each epithet refers to all three, this juvenile
name-calling cannot reasonably be read as stating
actual facts.

Finally, on December 30, 2005, Doe 6 posted
the last of the messages plaintiff charged as defam-
atory. This one clearly was satirical in nature; it lis-
ted fictional “Jerry ‘Lew’ Seifer's New Year's resol-
utions” which alluded to troubles Seifer had re-
cently encountered as an officer at SFBC.FN19 Of
these so-called resolutions, the only statement per-
taining to plaintiff was, “I will reciprocate felatoin [
sic ] with Lisa even though she has fat thighs, a
fake *1177 medical degree, ‘queefs' and has poor
feminine hygiene.” FN20 The language is unques-
tionably vulgar and insulting, but nothing in this
post suggested that the author was imparting know-
ledge of actual facts to the reader. The reference to
a “fake medical degree” was only the latest entry in
a protracted online debate about whether plaintiff's
medical degree from Spartan Health Sciences Uni-
versity in the West Indies justified her use of the
“M.D.” title in company documents. No reasonable
reader would have taken this post seriously; it obvi-
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ously was intended as a means of ridiculing Seifer
and plaintiff.

FN19. According to articles published by
Bloomberg News, The Miami Herald, and
other media sources, Seifer was Vice Pres-
ident of Legal Affairs but was not a law-
yer. They also reported that Seifer jointly
owned a $15 million home and a Rolls
Royce with plaintiff, that he had en-
countered “regulatory problems” in the
past, and that he had threatened drug trial
participants with deportation if they did
not sign statements refuting an earlier
news report of deaths and injuries from
SFBC drug testing. A Bloomberg.com
news entry reported that Seifer resigned on
December 19, 2005 following an investiga-
tion of his conduct with drug-trial subjects.

FN20. The other statements were as fol-
lows: “I will not intimidate poor defense-
less immigrants [¶] I will not commit fraud
[¶] I will nor [sic ] run afoul [of] SEC,
CBOT or FCC regulattions [sic ] [¶] I will
remember to put the top down on the Rolls
Royce when it rains in Miami [¶] I will not
trade on inside information gleened [sic ]
from clinical trials. [¶] I will not worship
the devil. [¶] I will not purchase mansions
from former fraudsters who ran crooked
‘vitamin’ companies (R [e]xall Sundown)
... [¶] I will not rip people off through
crooked sales schemes on television. [¶] I
will not go banrupt [sic ] when I can't pay
for my mortgage. [¶] Ole!”

The federal district court in Highfields Capital,
supra, 385 F.Supp.2d 969 confronted a similar
scenario in granting a motion to quash. Examining
the numerous posts on a Yahoo! message board, the
magistrate had noted that “[m]any of the messages
are crude, indecent, or transparently laugh-
able—and many appear to have nothing whatsoever
to do with SGI. Many of the postings include mis-
spellings, grammatical errors, and/or incomplete

thoughts and sentences.... Messages on this board
reflect considerable venting, much tongue-**250
in-cheek, little pretense at sophistication or
thoughtfulness, and an ample and obvious sense of
irreverence.” (Id. at p. 973.) Thus, the magistrate
found, “[v]iewed in context (the only relevant way
to view communications), defendant's postings con-
sist of sardonic commentary on a public corpora-
tion; through irony and parody, these bulletin board
postings express dissatisfaction with the perform-
ance of the stock and the way company executives
choose to spend company resources.” (Id. at p.
975.) The district court adopted the magistrate's
conclusion that plaintiff firm had “failed to demon-
strate that a reasonable person perusing the message
board at issue would understand the statements as
having been made by plaintiff itself, which is
plaintiff's theory in support of its defamation and
commercial disparagement claims.” (Id. at p. 971;
see also Rocker Management LLC v. John Does I
Through 20, supra, 2003 WL 22149380, *2–3,
2003 U.S.Dist. Lexis 16277 at pp. 5–6 [vulgar, hy-
perbolic chat room messages replete with grammar
and spelling errors convey statements of opinion].)

[20] We likewise conclude that the language of
Doe 6's posts, together with the surrounding cir-
cumstances—including the recent public attention
to SFBC's practices and the entire “SFCC” mes-
sage-board discussion over a *1178 two-month
period—compels the conclusion that the statements
of which plaintiff complains are not actionable.
Rather, they fall into the category of crude, satirical
hyperbole which, while reflecting the immaturity of
the speaker, constitute protected opinion under the
First Amendment. It hardly need be said that this
conclusion should not be interpreted to condone
Doe 6's rude and childish posts; indeed, his intem-
perate, insulting, and often disgusting remarks un-
derstandably offended plaintiff and possibly many
other readers. Nevertheless, “ ‘ “the fact that soci-
ety may find speech offensive is not a sufficient
reason for suppressing it. Indeed, if it is the speak-
er's opinion that gives offense, that consequence is
a reason for according it constitutional protection.”
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’ [Citations.]” (Simon & Schuster, Inc. v. Members
of New York State Crime Victims Bd. (1991) 502
U.S. 105, 118, 112 S.Ct. 501, 116 L.Ed.2d 476.)

6. Interference with Contractual/Business Relation-
ships

[21][22] The next question is whether the cause
of action for intentional interference with a contrac-
tual or business relationship remains viable, thereby
precluding an order quashing the subpoena. Estab-
lishing intentional interference with a business rela-
tionship in Florida requires proof of “(1) the exist-
ence of a business relationship, not necessarily
evidenced by an enforceable contract; (2) know-
ledge of the relationship on the part of the defend-
ant; (3) an intentional and unjustified interference
with the relationship by the defendant; and (4) dam-
age to the plaintiff as a result of the breach of the
relationship.” (Tamiami Trail Tours, Inc. v. Cotton
(Fla.1985) 463 So.2d 1126, 1127; accord,
Telemundo Network Group, LLC v. Azteca Int'l
Corp. (Fla.App.2007) 957 So.2d 705, 710.)

Doe 6 contends that the applicability of the
First Amendment to his speech on the message
board forecloses plaintiff's claim. We agree. Our
Supreme Court, addressing both logical and prag-
matic concerns, held that the limitations of the First
Amendment “must be broadly applicable whenever
the gravamen of the claim is injurious falsehood.” (
Blatty v. New York Times Co. (1986) 42 Cal.3d
1033, 1045, 232 Cal.Rptr. 542, 728 P.2d 1177.) Ap-
plying that conclusion to the plaintiff's claims of in-
tentional interference with prospective **251 eco-
nomic advantage, unfair competition, and related
torts, the Supreme Court found that the plaintiff
could not satisfy First Amendment requirements,
and the trial court therefore had properly sustained
the media defendant's demurrer. (See also Isuzu
Motors Ltd. v. Consumers Union of U.S., Inc.
(C.D.Cal.1998) 12 F.Supp.2d 1035, 1045
[following Blatty ]; Paradise Hills Associates v.
Procel (1991) 235 Cal.App.3d 1528, 1543–1544, 1
Cal.Rptr.2d 514 [ Blatty not limited to freedom of
the press]; cf. Hustler Magazine v. Falwell (1988)

485 U.S. 46, 57, 108 S.Ct. 876, 99 L.Ed.2d 41
[intentional infliction of emotional distress fails
when offending conduct protected by First Amend-
ment].)

*1179 Here the complaint states background
facts relating the specific “defamatory remarks”
made by each defendant. Count 1 incorporates
those allegations and adds the following: (1)
plaintiff had a “contractual and/or business employ-
ment relationship” with SFBC; (2) defendants knew
of the “contractual/business relationships” between
plaintiff and SFBC; (3) defendants intentionally
and unjustifiably interfered with those relation-
ships; (4) plaintiff had suffered damages proxim-
ately caused by defendants' interference. As to Doe
6, it is clear from the pleading that the business tort
alleged in the interference cause of action is based
entirely on the “defamatory remarks” that were pro-
tected speech under the First Amendment. Casting
the defamation claim in terms of interference with a
business relationship does not save plaintiff's cause
of action.

Plaintiff's reliance on several Florida decisions
is misplaced. None addressed the question of
whether an allegation of a business tort may with-
stand a demurrer or motion to quash when the un-
derlying conduct is protected by the First Amend-
ment. (See, e.g. Linafelt v. Beverly Enter-
prises–Florida, Inc. (Fla.App.1999) 745 So.2d 386,
389–390 [finding sufficient evidence of interfer-
ence with advantageous business relationship not-
withstanding failure of defamation claim due to
truth of statement]; Salit v. Ruden, McClosky,
Smith, Schuster & Russell, P.A. (Fla.App.1999) 742
So.2d 381, 388–389 [causes of action adequately
stated for defamation; plaintiffs entitled to re-plead
injurious falsehood and interference with contract];
Florida Fern Growers Ass'n, Inc. v. Concerned Cit-
izens of Putnam County (Fla.App.1993) 616 So.2d
562, 570 [to accord defendants absolute immunity
against legally sufficient claims based on improper
petitioning activity would deny plaintiff access to
the courts and give broader protection than Consti-
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tution guarantees]; Londono v. Turkey Creek
(Fla.1992) 609 So.2d 14, 18–19 [facially sufficient
claim that defendant homeowners abused condi-
tional privilege subjected defendants to liability for
business interference torts].)

We thus conclude that Doe 6's online mes-
sages, while unquestionably offensive and demean-
ing to plaintiff, did not constitute assertions of actu-
al fact and therefore were not actionable under
Florida's defamation law. FN21 Because plaintiff
stated no viable cause of action that overcame Doe
6's First Amendment right to speak anonymously,
the subpoena to discover his identity should have
been quashed.

FN21. In light of this conclusion, it is un-
necessary to address the parties' dispute
over whether plaintiff was a public figure
or, if she was, whether she would be re-
quired to adduce evidence of malice at this
stage of the proceedings. (See Doe v.
Cahill, supra, 884 A.2d at p. 464.)

*1180 Disposition
The order denying Doe 6's motion to quash the

subpoena is reversed. The trial court is directed to
enter a new order **252 quashing the subpoena to
the extent that it commands Yahoo! to disclose the
identity of “Senor—Pinche—Wey.” Doe 6 is en-
titled to his costs on appeal.

WE CONCUR: RUSHING, P.J., and PREMO, J.

Cal.App. 6 Dist.,2008.
Krinsky v. Doe 6
159 Cal.App.4th 1154, 72 Cal.Rptr.3d 231, 36 Me-
dia L. Rep. 1321, 08 Cal. Daily Op. Serv. 1658,
2008 Daily Journal D.A.R. 1999
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